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A dOminant aspect of the American ethos is the belief that

-' education is both'* necessary,and disirable experience for an

-.I'children. It is necessary in that eduditions according to the "

,

0 'CHAPTER I

PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND AMERICAN SOCIETY

1. INTRODUCTION

)

btlief, serves as a prime mechanism fot the development of an enlighten-

ecf citizenry which is crwItal to the con:Annation of a democracy; and it

is desirablein that education is believed to be the major means for

social and economic mobility. To that end, compulsory atttndence at

some type of educational institution is Tequired.ofall youth until

their middle teens. Thus on,any weekday during thi school year; one can

expect ovet 35 million youlia's persona to.be'distfibuted emong'any,one 'of

nearly 1,100,000 elementary and secondary'classroomS throughout' the

,-

,nation (cf. Jackson, 1968). Yet at no othertime inctmerican history

have the schools beet at the center of such controversy and debate as

,

to.whetherphey are fulfilling their designated political and social

assignments..(cf./Git:tell and~Bevesi, 1969). For a largesegment of the

. .
0 4.I2. 0

,
' population, the schools are believed to have failed on both counts,

d
, \ t.

proyiding neither the training necessary to maintain a demoCracy nor

equality of education to ,ensure 'access todesired mobility (cf. Berube
,

. 4 .

and Gittell, 1969)e For many who are insistent upon far-reaching reforms

in Amdrican 4ociity to bring the ideology of the nation into congruency

with the reality, the educational, process is viewed as critical.
A

The occurrence of.gptitnik created a major convulsion in American

4
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educatiotn. Claims of educational inferiority, incompetency inemedio-

crity: were leveled at American educators fore allowing the Soviet Union

to suipass the United States le hpace^achievemenir. .The reaction of some

was so extreme that they ciaimed.the very foundation of American democracy

was threatened by the. achievement of the Soviets. As the ripple of re-

action moved through the schools,,there were immediate moves to strength-
.

en the science curriculum and place emphasis on careers in engineering

and the 'natural sciences.. More recently, school disorders, lonellair,

draft and anti-war protests have also been attributed to the failure of

the educational system to instill in the young sufficient belief in

patriotism and "the American way." -Bills have been Introduced into legis-

lative: assemblies to withhold funds from those schoolswhich allow pro-

test to continue unabated; to require loyalty oaths for teachers; and;to,,

screen curriculum material for political orthodoxy. But for each of

the groups demanding changes within the school system; there are opposing

groups seeking to maintain the status quo. Thus schools are caught in '
.

the cross - currents of conflicting prograrbitic demanei,suggestions, and'

attempts for educational change.

Within a second majorconte education is viewed as the way

through which individual initiative and ability will be recognized and

rewarded leading to higher socio-:economic In the "traditional"

view, equality of educitional opportunity is advocated'as the mechanism

by which the, handicaps of birthor poverty re removed and inherit intelIi-
.

gence.is allowed to blossomainto academicachievement. Withttalent.and self-
.

help to complete the educational requirements, the poor or law-status

11
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individual is supposedly afforded an eqU6/ 'opportunity. to compete for

social, economic or political rew ards with those of more privileged

backgrounds. The ass umption .E1 made that the inherent intelligence

of the child is dit,;rmined prior to his cOmipg to school, and it is

the duty of the school to provide access by which the intelligent youth
,

of humble origins may riserabove podratirroundings., A more radical

view of the relatioh of the school to those of Poverty. backgrounds,

noted by Trow (1966),is that equal opportunitic in education shOuld

not re to to providing, avenues of mobility for the intelligent low-

income ch Id, but rather to provide the essential means to gain intelli-
.

gence. *Thus intelligence is not viewed as innate, but rather as some-

thing earned or achieved. The implications of such a podition'are far-

reaching in the sense that.they imply the active intervention orthe

schoOl to aid in the intellectual del;elopoent of the child. This posi-

tion has seen extended to include thi milieuof the home. In those

circumstances where the home is viewed as notoroVididg the necessaly

motivational inputs to intelligence acquisiti.ma, the:child would be
, .

taken from the 'home and given, for example, Headatart programs designed

to provide compensatory socialization for the dificriencies found In

the home.

Yet the utilization of educetia in mlatioxt to futur4 uccess

and mobility has not demonstrated the anticipated results. there

, 1

continues to accrue in America a large number o f persons who have

entered the educationalsgitem,'but left without enhanced mobility and

status: This situation &most acutely the case in lowrit?come and

12 .11
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and minority areas tf large cities. Many parents increasingly recog-

nize that the schools are not providing, their children with the woes-

,

sary skills to compete successfully in the economic market place. De-

mands are arising for community control of schools to ensure that the

children are adequately,7nd properly taught. The schools, on the other

,

hand, respond with theirebuttal that they can hardly be expected to

provide high quality education in areas where1 there are high rates of

poverty, family diOiganytion, unemrf.oyment, crime, and lack of mot,tva-

tion, on the part of both students end p;,rents.

11.. SOCIALIZATION AND CHANGE
4

Numerous demands are being made for fundamental rand basic change

in the structure of public education in the United States. Yet there is

also persistent and deep-seated resistance to any such change. Though

the presence of unequal and inferior education fora large segment of

children is acknowledgeddtVere is reluctance to examine.the basis for

such conditions. As Leacock (1969) notes:

. . . the, simple and unfortunate fact of the matter is

that our educational institution, is the socializing in-
stiptionsecondeonly to the family, is primarily geared;
from a sociological point of view, to maintaining and re-

inforcing the aocial-economic.'structure of.our society.
Schools are th# means through which children are prepared-
to fit rungs on the occupational ladder more or less equIvap
lent to those occupied by their parents; they are the

which children are trained and selected for higher edu-
-cation and hence higher status' not primarily on the basis
of ability, buton the basis of their family's position in
society.

The findings of the present study concur with thOse stated by Leacock.

The educational experience for many of the children described in the

following pages was in many ways irreleventito stihstantive learning,
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the stated functional goal of the school.

A major contention which permeates the educational writings of

John Dewey is that education is to be but on.the experiences of the

child. School andclasOroom are'not to be divorced from Home and play-

ground, but are to incorporate the latter as integral andvalld aspects

of learning. The atmosphere in which children are able to .earn, 'Dewey

contendseshould present a "dough- minded intellectual Challenge." The

principles espoused by" 'Dewey may ge,extrapolated to. consider not only the

atmosphere in which children learn, but. also the essence of that which

. dic

they learn. The data of the present study would suggegt that, foe the

sake of preserving serf-identity, self-esteem and ajealistic view of

their world, children do not internalize certain *lbatantive aspects of

the curriculum. The curriculum and teatheri appear disposed not to

present the life experiences and-knowledge of the pokr and black urban

child in a,favorable manner. Rather, as Klineberg (1963) has noted,

school is the plade where the myth Is perpetuated that "life is fun in

C. smiling, fair-skinned world."

Though the assumOtion.is often made by teachers and administrators

that the childrdn come to the school so injuled by poverty and depriya-
,

tton that they cairn t tie taught, some childrentdo in fact manage to es-

414
o cape the confines of the ghetto school system. Granted that the number

f

of studentu who managd to reach the university from the ghetto school

system has in the past been quite small, the question nevertheless must

be asked, "Why is it that some children eventually make it and others do ndt?"
.o

The teachers in the school described in this study speak of soon. children

14
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as "college hound',' and others as destined for relief rolls. The data

suggest that a stratified social organization was created among a group

of school children as a result of the differential expectations held by

the teacher. In addition to an examination of the processes whereby

the social organization of the classroom developed, this study will also

.4
seek to elucidate the differential patterns ofsociaxitation present with-

in the class as a result of the social organization. The data suggest a

number of ways in 741,ich the teachers p. sed on to the studenti both mani-

fest and latent messages indicating how they Were perceived by the
4

larger society. The messages continually given to the students held, in

high esteem by the teachers differed considerably from those given to

students perceived as incapable or unwilling to learn. Interestingly,

those students held in nigh esteem fiy the teachers were from complete

families which had attained a degree of middle class status and stability.

Likewise, those defined as destined "failures" were overwhelmingly from

poor'and broken homes.

The literature is replete-with studies documenting the'numerous

ways by which schools socialize children into different behavioral and

attitudinal pitterns parallel to their anticipated adult life styles.

The early study of Warner, Havighurst, and Loeb (1944) indicates in

general terms' how in the response to community values the schools select

from the student population those most able to achieve social mobility

for desired adult status. Hollingsheads(1949) deals with "this same

-profess in greater detail in a subsequent study. More recently, Sexton'

(1961) has documented the fact that within at least one major metropolitan
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center, the type of school one attend? is clearly dependent upon social

origins. The result is that-the schools in low-income areas were measured
4

as significantly inferior to those in higher-income areas. The schools

were in older buildings which were less well equipped with recreational

and educational facilities; they experienced higher rates of faculty

turn - over.; had a larger proportion of teaching time provided by subOti-

tutesl'and were less likely to, provide remedial programs. In the same

year, Conant (1961) underscored the differences noted by Saxon in'his

comparison of Slums and Suburbs. Leacock (1969) has - (elucidated the

significant differences in socialization patterns present in four urban

school types, the low-income black school, the low-income white school,

and both midOleincome white and black schools. The study clearly out

lines the numerous ways in which larger societal patterns of social organi-

zation are infused in the very fabric of the educational experience for

children in the various types of schools. Personal accounts of teaching.

experiences by Hentoff (1966), Kohl (1967) and Kozol (1q67) have also

noted the patterns of socialization present in the low-income black school.

111. THEORETICAL PARAMETERS OF THIS STUDY

Within the present study, I have not accepted notions of social

Darwietlm or social determinism. That is, I am unwilling to accept the

view that prior to the first days of school, a child's ability to learn

has been unalterably fixed due to both genetic and environmental factors.

I view the process of schooling neither as a process whereby those whf

are destined to emerge in the "survival of the smartest" will do so nor '

Is
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. -

as a process in which potential and nerformance arise from a predetermined

set of social experiences and modes
4

of socialization. Rather, I am in-

clined to believe that intellectual growth and cognitive development

occur to a large degree as a result of the social milieu in which the
A

child is being taught. I do not deny that there are many childreft fromj
poverty stricken backgrounds who have been injured and demoralized to

the point that the established classroom routines will not suffice. They

are in need of individual care and support; Yet the'same does not hold

true for hundreds. of thoucands of poor children in public school classrobms

4 who cannot or will not adapt to the demands of the established,pattens
A

, .

and routines f education. Studies have yet to be done on determining

how the copi g and adapting mechanidm employed by poor children essential

to their survival and growth in the urban ghettoes may be transferred

to the classroom

The preient study seeks to understand which sociaXprocessea.dre.

operant within ghetto classrooms--how a stable social organization etherge4

from a group of thirty children and one adult who have had no previous

interpersonal contact and who must `spend over one thousand houra together

in a single room. Likewise, patterns of socialization art explored whero-

r by the teacher at the end of the kindergarten year predicts which child-

ren will attend college and which will drop out of high school. In a

broader context the. question may be asked how a single classroom will come

to have a distinctly different impact on different children. For example,

Lilly,
1
a child from a family with eleven children supported by ,ptiblic

1

The names of all staff and students as well as the school itself
are pseudonyms. Names are provided to indicate that the discussion re-
lates to living persons, and not fictional characters developed by the
author.
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welfare funds, sat passively in the clasiroom speaking occasionally with

several of:her-classmate*, but seldom with the teacher. She ves des-
.

etibed by the kindergarten' teacher as definitely a "slow learner" and

possibly.brein-temaged. Yet the same ehild'in her hoes wee verbal,

gregarious, friendly, and soliticitous of./her younger brothers

and *instep 611'41se was able to concentreil, for an hour and,e half

more in ber home si she atudied the alPhsbet and numbers. Laura. on

the other hand, cams from a home where she was the only child. Both

her mother and father worked. She mita the- "center of attraction" 4n the

Qlosg sad ponttnually held is% mode/ that the remainder of the class

was-to Sault:Mc: The teOther deecrOad 'Lairs so her "best otudrt," Atr'

Watt,' Sbo was frindly wad statist. She was kept Wide by her mother who

did not wise her ;0 PPY with thtneighborhoOd chitdreet gar interSer;

saust Rentseti octside 8090, 901tserec to be regtvtoted to her parents

and gra
,

ndments. Though she had little Contact with ehildren other

thaw in 1.0801 healr 0411Pmetes in4icsted hem i!o,be one ,of the two slept

P0Pclar children in the class.

The patterns of eoc4111-340A; f9r 11944 WY A 10131 "5"4"11

diffsveut and carried over from 040 grade to'another, 'This study wt/f

attempt to probe tha,qusation of how a asocial institution, namely the

public lighools metes petterna Of SeeilliAftion foe spoh Child :ion that

shapes them to different y00418 and babitc11 lotions, Yet by rejecting

notices of smigl determinOmy cqg Cannot view the chAdven only as

resPondents to the premieres of the socialization processes instiefted

by eleschool, They alciP Cral0 iTittifte Pfitterns of !gots% inter

option 010 valve 0,41towo that may eater oomplemen;tor opotoOlgt the

18
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patterns of the institution. Thus for the school and each' of the tat..

vidual teachers to retain a sense of legitimacy with the children and 6

respond to their patterns of organization, there must be areas of com-

promise and negotiation between the institution and the students. If

the school fails to respond in any .manner to the children and attempts

8

to impose an arbitrary set of behaviorabstandards, legitimacy pay be

seriously threatened. The degree to vhich the schools have attempted

to establish arbitrary pa 4. as is indicated by the serious unresolved

problems within the schools between the staff and the students. Like-

wise, such actions may.also reflect: the serious loss of legitimacy

that the schools have experienCed in numerous Segments of the larger'

society.k

, .

.
The data sugges t that ie Would be incorrect to. attempt to analyze

the dynamics of the classroom interactional patterna from a single

standardof cultural or behavioral norms. Rather it will be suggested

that the classroom Provides a series of alternative' processes for the

hoWialization of the children. .Thus the socializatiOn of .aura need

not be viewed as a variation of the same process °Ira& with Lilly..

For both of these childre\there emerged within the class definitions.
1

of acceptable and unacceptable behayior that were not synonomous. The

patterns of conformity expressed as desirable by the teacher for Laura

were not fhoselexpressed for Lilly,. Likewise, definitions as to what

clstituted deviance from the Tratterened behavioral and attitudinal

characteristics were dissimilar. What may be interpreted as the deviant

role for Laura of "not learning" was defined as acceptable for 14.11y.

19
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The teacher's definition as to what constituted acceptable behavior and

attitudes manifested in the class by the two girls during the course of,

the kindergarten school year became institutionalized and intrinsic to the

larger patterns of social organization within the classroom. Similar

patterns of institutionalized expectations we also evident in the

second grade classroom for the same two girls, eve though the second

grade teacher was new to the school and had not een present'when the

children were in kindergarten. # 1

Chapter. II attempts to outline the various research strategies

utilized within this study. The means by which the majority of data

was collected on th4ichildran, in the classooms and also with their

friends and in their homes, involved naturalistic observationd, both

Participant and non - participant. It wafta fundamental assumption of

this study that if one sought to understand the internal order and

. V.ogic of the classroom experience for the children, on had to become

Pert of that social system. Thus direct observation w u tilized to

ascertain pattes,of socializatiOn and social organize on which

A
emerged within the class. Likewise, by the observation of the children

.

in their homes and with friends, the reciprocal influences of home
...N,,,

and peers La, relation to the school could be noted.

To demonstrate the manner in which the macro-system of the

enti e public. school system of a large city directly affects the ex-

*rendes of individual children in one elementary school, four
lo

different levels of analysis are employed in this study. Beginning

in Chapter III with the St. Louis Bbard of Education and the city

public school system, attention focuses on methods of decision making,

4 20
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degreb of decentralization to Cope:with total needs, response lip the

4 n

presence of the new.mejority of black children in the city public schools,

and the training provided to future teachers in the city schools. The

study begins with an examination of the entire public school system in

the city in order to *ace the individual school and classrooms in con-

text. One must take aceount.of institutionalised patterns'of behavior

and expectations. present throughout the city school system. kailiing to

do so,,one is forced to either leave unexplained or attribtite to individ-

ual idioqynciatic behairior that which may be understandable in view of
e

the entire system. The study is in attempt,to per beyond the examine-

tion of isolated classrooms and place observed behavior and attitudes -

within a larger_context. 7he study has approached an exmaination of

the experiences of individual black children in an urban ghetto school

in a funnel-like fashion, the-broad mouth equivalent to the entire macro -

level system, with increasing specificity leading to an examination of

an individual school, to an individual classroom and finally to the

micro-level and-the educational experiences of four individual children.

The -study follows one ciasi of,children and the four in pirticular from

the first day of kindergarten to the Christmas vacation of their second

grade year.

k
In Chapter IV, a single elementary school in the city system is

discussed. Attucks School,'named after a black man killed in the

Revolutionary War, is examined in terms of the teaching staff, the

two'principals who served at the school during the course,uf the study,.

the ideology of the school in relation to the community, the parents

21.
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ti

and the children, and iniehsnisma by which more than nine hundred individ.

tlls' order themselves within a single blilding for nearly,seventours

a day, five daytyl week, fac forty weeks.; Theimpactof racial Seirega,

tion and isolation in St. Louis is evident in the school, for,it is all

black. The curriculum, used city-wide,-ld-ariented toward white middle

.

class studeute and is evident in the textiObks and workbooks given to

, 4
the children: Likewise, in the library,,few if' any Was concerned with

the'lives and expviendeS ofblack,peoli,e_are displayed.

Chapter V fpeuses on the first ftw weeks of school for the kinder-

garten class atcAttucks School. Winning with:the first day of school
_

where children ages four and, five are initially expoeed to the routines,

,

expectations, and.habitual patterns of institutionalized behavior, note

is made of mechanisms by which, social organiz4tion and social stratifica-

tion emerge within the'class. The chapter is deliberately limitedtothe

first few days of'school, for as the year.progressed, the patterns of

organization and socialization initiated by the oteacher in those first

few days were to determine the majority of events and behaviors in the

-class.. The relationship between the city-wide'echool system and the

individual classroom 'Oere evident in the following: the class comprised/
4 . vi

of only black students and a black teacher; the attitudes and expectations

of the teacher seemingly influenced by hertraining at the city teacher

college; the presende'of inappropriate curriculum; and the lack of de-

centralized decision-naking to enable the school temake the adaptations

necessary to meet the needs. of slack children living in qn urban ghetto.

Chapter VI examines the progression of the class through the remainder

22
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of the kindergarten yeet, detailing over time he impactf of social.

organizatibn and socialization patterns on the educational.experience 4

of the children. Likewise, certain pedagogical eonsiderations are noted
.

and examined as they are effected by the socialand cultural milieu of

the classroom. The account of the classroom activities and interactions

are piesented in essentially an ethnographic manner interspersed with
,

a series of interpretive asides.

Chapter VII traces the similarities of social Organiiation established
p.

by the kindergarten teacher as carried over into the iirstograde. The

seating arrangement of the children (divided into three gto4s) was

nearly identical to that present in the kiedergarten class the previous

year. The chapter includes no formal observations of classroom activity.

and interaction for I was out of the city durit% . the academic year due

to a teaching appointment.
0

Chapter VIII provides an extensive discussion of the manner by

which the social organization, present in both the kindergarten and

s' `\

first grad e, is transferred into the secold grade moth. Again seating

assignments are nearly identical to those of the two previous years..

Patterns of .socialization, which in the kindergartT appeared to be

determined in significant measure by the differential expectations ot

;1hthe teacher, are also noted as present if the second grade room. An

additional criterion of past performance becomes crucial for tie anti-
.

cipated performance and potential of the chilrbythe teacher. The

impact of the organization of the children into three reading groups

reflecting the divisions of the 'class along a series of socio-economic

factors is also discussed. !

23
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In the final charer, Chapter IX, ::here is presented both a sum-

:

pertinent ftndIngSlis Well as implications for policy makingmary of the

in the area of urban elementary eduzation. Th impact of differential

expectations and subsequent dift6ential tieatmeia by the teachers is,

viewed within the larger contect ofAmerican social class patteril tt

)

is suggested that the macro-i6el-system of cldss stratification for

the entire - society is mirrored to a,/arge extent in the micro-level

analysis of the classrooms of Attucks Schobl. The.significance,of rhu

ppblic school as albajor socializing institution is also noted in relation

to its contribution to the maintenance of the present stratification sys-

tem. Policy making implications are-viewed in:light of the impact of

education on future occUpptional and social mobility. 'Alternative

methods by which those'Of low-income backgrounds may be adequatelysecluca-

tionally prepared to compete with those of middle and'upper income back-
.

groods for the economic andssocial rewards of the society are suggested.

Such alterations in the preseuNstructure of the public schools a4e

viewed as necessary only if one does hot desire the present social class

configuration to remain intact.

SO.
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CHAPTER 11

METHODOLOGY.

1. INTRODUCTION

To seek-to understand how within schools children learn and why some

succeed and others fail, I believe it necessary to make oneself a part

,

of the classroom Milieu. The process of socializatiai.of a child within
. .

a classroom involved the development of attitudes, values, beliefs, and

`terns of behavior. One can neither dtacover nor observe the influence

of the educationa4xperience.upon:the child by,merely relying on abstracted

measures of aptitude, attitude, aodemic performance or intelligence

"quotients..". Though'these indices may provide guidelines as to the

performance of of the child, they do not explain the complexities of the

interactional processes in classroom activity. It Is in the manifestation

of classroom behavior that I believe one May-And the clearest guidelines

As to the impact of the formal educational experience for the child. It

is also in this context ghat the manifestations of the beliefs and

attitudes of the teacher concerning herr-2'41e, evaluation of the children

'Ind perceptions of.herself as a teacher are most cleaily discernible.

A teacher will spend nearly one thousand hours with ber students during

the course of the school year. Such intensive and continuous interaction

within the confines of a single room results in an internal order and

,
logic that,can be discerned by one who seeks to make himself a part of

.that classroom.

The process whereby children are socialized through long and con-

tinuous contact with schools is neither static nor only sporadic. It is,

0-



rather, bothcaamic and continuousk Of course, there are long periods

of time wtthin the classroom in which there appears to be an absente of

activity, such as when children work silently at their desks. Yet )

contend'that even long-periods of non-verbalization and lack of physica

activity are important, indeed-critical, to an understanding of the ed-

ucitional experience for the child. To be expected to 'spend long periods

of absolute silence in a single room among thirty friends is as integral

to the school experience as is recess.

To speak of the socialization process as continuous is to imply that

the element of time is central to tha experience. As noted by Henry (1967),

if one wishes to understand the outcome of the educational experience for

a particular child, it is necessary to examine three phenomena: the ex-

perience of the child at home, in school and with his peers. Al), how-

ever, must be examined ih relation to the passage of time. The longer a

specific process continues' -in this case the education of the child--the

greater the effect it will ultimately have on the individual.

It is a basic goal of this study to account for the educational ex-

perience of the child over time. Though one may'plot the progress of a

child through an educational institution by means of grade cards and

teacher reports, such indicators remain, at best,'only abstractions of

actual behavior and performance. The problem thus becomes one of devising

alternative thethods to describe and interpret he educational experience

of the child. I would suggest a. more fruitful method by which to study

the experiences of children in schools is to directly observe them in the

enkfirons of the classrooms, halls and playgrounds. Such is the method
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_employed in the present study.

;Various labels have been attache&to the research technique of direct '

obseivation of human.activity and interaction in an engoingfrnaturalistic

fashion. Possibly_the earliest use of this technique was by anthropoio-
. ti

gists in their field studies of primitive peoples. Halinowski (1922)

labeled his technique of observation and ,participation in the Various

activities of aTrobrieno village as "ethnography." He described his goal

in utilizing this techniqueas follows.

The field ethnographer has seriously and soberly to cover the
full extent of the,phanomennin each aspect of tribal culture
studies, making.nodifference between what is commonplace or drab,
or ordinary, and that strikes him as iStonishing and out-of-the-
way. At the same time, the whole area of tribal culture, in all
its aspects has totbe gone over in research. The consistency, the
law and orddr which obtain within each aspect make also for Joining
them into one coherent whole.

He also contended that the Proper conditions for ethnographic work

necessitated "cutting oneself off from the company of other white nisei -in

order to stay as c!o:e Ts possible to the natives. Thus for many months

he camped in the village of the natives instead Ofeliving In the compound
7,

of the whites nearby.

More recent' 'within the anthropological traditionValentine (1968)

has called for new ethnographic research to be conducted eniong various

groups of the poor. He states that it will be only in this fashion tpt

the actual motivations and desires of the poor will become known. Like-

wisep onlythrough direct participation In the life of those that are
. .

poor will there, emerge an understanding of the structure of the society

in which they live.

Valentine cont*nds that just-as provincial judgements were made by

27
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colonial peoples concerning the natives they encountered, so also pro-

64 vincial judgments are presently being made about the poor by middle class

social scientists. He develops his conceptual understanding of ethnography

as follows:

It !ethnography! requires that the ethnographer live with the

st,

people whose culture he studies.. From the time of pioneer field,
workers onward, it has been recognized.that prolonged, intensive,
direct exposure to the actual conditions of life,is needed to
understand a previously unknown culture. This involves direct

observation of social behavior and participation in community
life as well as systematic questioning and discussion with in-
formants. Only by this immersion in ongoing group existence
can the anthropolcgist probe thoroughly beneath the surface
of a culture and replace superficial impressions with more
accurate insights.

Within the discipline of pociologyi, extensive use has also been made

of direct observation of human behavior and interaction. In "non-partici-

pant observation," researchers merely observe interaction, while in

"participant observation," they also are involved in the very behaVior

they are studying.

\ta..
Sociologists have utilized non- participant observation for the study

ozb
of industrial strikes (Gouldner, 1954); community organization (D. Hatch,

1948; R. Lynd, 1928; W. Warner, 1944); behavior in-public pieces (Goffman,

1963); psychiatric interviewing (Schaff, 1966); clientele in stores with

p?rnographic material (Polak'', 1467; Rist, 1969); controlled studies in-

volved with attitude formation (Katz, 1957); effects of group pressure

upon the modification and distortion of judgments (loch, 1952); and

development or racial identification (Clark, 1947; Goodman, 1952). The

setting in which such observations occur vary from the naturalistic set-

A
ting of the union hall 6r book store to the high* structured surrouaings

of the laboratory.

Though the method of participant observation is highly similar to

that of non-participant observation, the crucial distinction lies in

that the participant observer becomes actively engaged in the inter-
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actions and activities of the group. This method, Of course, bears strong

resemblance to the ethnographic method employed by anthropologists. in fact,

often those within the discipline of sociology who utilize participant obser-

vation will characterize their study as being in the area of "social anthropol-

ogy." The semantics, i would suggest, should not obscure the commonality of

method. Eicamples in the sociological literature of studies utilizing parti-

c ipgnt observation include Whyte (1943) in his study of "Cornerville," where

he not only lived within the community for more than two years, but joined

local organizattOns and particieted in bowling matches with local residents.

Anderson's (1923) study of the hobo necessitated his leading the life of an

unemployed drifter for an extended period of time. . Becker's study of ,jazz

musicians (1955) was written from the perspective of one who had been a

musician with various jazz bands. Most recently, Henslin (1967) spent six

months as a cab driver in a large metropolitan area while Humphreys partici-.

pated as a voyeur (1968)1 for men engaged in homosexual activitylp public

restrooms. Humphreys noted in relation to his technique:

I believe ethnographic methods are the only truly empirical ones
for the social scientist. When human behavior is being examined,
systematic observation is essential; so I shad to become a partici-
pant - observer of furtive, felonious acts(

Within the ft0d of education, both participant and non-participant

observation have been employed in the stud' of classroom activitlies and

interactions. Bellack (1966), Biddle (1967), Flanders (1962), Henry (1963),

B. Smith, et. al. (1964), L. Smith and Geoffrey (1968), Tabe (1966), and

Vaughn and Faber (1952) have all utilized direct observations of classroom

situations to analyze attitude formation, peer group relations, student

teacher training and variations in teacher control techniques. Perhaps the

29
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.1

most extensive endeavor within the area of aducation concerning classroom

observation has come from Smith and Geoffrey who were able to utilize both

participant and non7participant observation techniques In the study of'a

single classroom. They have termed their technique of classroom observa-

tion Imiceroetheographyu because of their concern with a single small social

,system and their attempt to approach the study as social anthropologists.

Geoffrey was the teacher and thus became the participant observer
't
while

Smith was the non-participant observer involved in keeping a continuous record

of the classroom activities. They state that the combination of*.these two

techniques enabled them to approach the study of the classroom from an

"inside-outside" perspective.

Mr. Geoffrey,'ihe-classroom teacher, was a full-fledged participant
in the research. He kept daily field notes of his perceptions of the
classroom and its functioning. As the university observer, Louis Smith
was equally a full-fledged participant in the research. He kept de-
tailed field notes of his observations of the classroom. While it is
not our purpose at thi's point to analytically develop the distinctions
between the participant and the non-participant observer, it should be
noted that the classroom was viewed from these two perspectives: the
teacher who-had an inside look at,what was going on and why it was
going on and the university investigator who had an outsider's view
of what was happening and why it was happening,.

Smith came to Geoffrey's clas'room '!all day, everyday" for an entire semester.

The thrust of the investigation was to learn more of "how a middle-class

teacher copes with a group of lowerIclass children." No mechanical devices

were utilized to record classroom activity and Smith kept a continuous

handwritten accountoduring the observational period.

An addition6I area of study that is important to this analysis is the

observation of activities and interactions'of members within a family. Re-

search within a family has most often necessitated the utilization of both
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participant and non - participant. observation. Henry 1(1961), lived or

varying periods of time with several families who had mentally disturbed

children. Lewis (1961, 1965) has employed both Participant and non-par-

ticipant techniques in the study of poverty striken.families in Mexico,

kierto Rico and New York City. It has only been recently, however,*that

both participant and non-participant observations have been employed in

the study of the urban black family (cf. Ladner, 1968; Rainwater, 1964,

1966, 1967; Schulz, 1969). Though these studies have entailed examination

of life styles, food habits, marriage patterns, adolescent sexual adjust-

ment, employment behavior and child rearing practices, none has specifically

focused on the family as it relates to the educational experiences of the

black child.

11:-CLUMMALMJHE EDIAMUISNLIMMUM

As noted previously, Henry contends that to fully understand the

educational experience'Of'the child, there are three critical areas one

must examine; the school, the home and the peel- group of the child. All

three are highly interdependent and the methods and rate by which children

learn are directly attributable to the influence of these three variables.

To isolate any of these areas and study it,apart from the other two gives

one an incomplete analysis of the experience of the child. This, unfortu-

nately, has been the thrust of a predominant number of studies on child-

hood.education. Intensive analysis Of I.Q. scores, attitude scales, read-

ing achievement, and motivational indices have all had the effect of

abstracting the school experience of the child to a series of empirical

correlations. Likewise, in evaluating the impact of the home on the edu-
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cational experience of the child, e*desCription of the cultural milieu of

the home is the basis for the rating of the child,on a "depriimtion index"

that is to estimate his learning pot4.ntial (cf. Deutsch, 1967). Such

variables listed in the Index as the number of trips out of the city, num-

ber of meals the.femily eats together, and number of siblingssare purported

to give en estimate of the learning capacity of the child within the class-

room.

There has not to my knowledge been reported any findings ?elating the

influence of the child's peer group experience simultaneously to both his

P,

home and school, experience. Attention has been given by criminologists to

the relation of deliquency to peer group experiences and home environment.

The thrust of the studies, however, was not to ascertlin the educational

experience of the child, but to seek explanations for delinquent behavior.

In a similar fashion, a number of educators and sociologists have attempted

to seek correlations among two of the three variables, most often the re-

.

lation of school experience and home environment.' Consideration of the

"culture of poverty", the "cuituril gap between hpme and school" and "the

disadvantaged. child" have all sought to demonstrate relationships between

the home end the school. Yet, to reiterate, learning does not take place

only in the home and the school, because children also learn from one

another.

The research to be reported in this study involved, in its broadest

scope, bothparticipant and non-participant observation of a group of

black children from September, 1967 to. December, 1970 in their school, in

their homes and with their friends. I sat as a non-participant observer

In the kindergarten classroom at least twice weekly throughoui,the 1967-1968
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school year attempting to keep 4 continuous handwritten account of classroom

activity. No mechanical devices were utilized at any point in the'record
,

ing,of activity. During the kindergarten yeari also visited in the homes

of several, of the children in the class often actively participating with

them Ii ball.games, reading to them and taking them for trips in my car.

. During the home visits with the children and their parents, no attempt was

made to keep a continuous handwritten account of activity. Notes were re-

,corded from memory-at the end of the visit. During the-first grade year

(1968-1969), only four infofma:1 visits were made to the classroom. No

:home visits were made. 'When the children began second grade, I returned

to the clessroom again acting as a non-participant observer and keeping

continuous handwritten notes of the classroom activity. During both the

kindergarten and second grade years, the length of the classroom obser-

vational periods varied from forty-five minutes to three and one half hours.

Interviews were conducted with the teachers, administrators, and special

service personnel in the school. Xlsos I attended a variety of school

functions, such as ParentTeacher meetings and sch001 assemblies. Par?

ticularly in the 1969 -1970 school year, I spent time with the teachers

informally in their, lounge.

I believe it necessary, at this point, to clarify what benefits can

be derived from the detailed analysis over time of a single group of

children. The7single most apparent weakness of the vast majority of,

studies ofurban education, and education in general, is that they lack

any longitudinal perspective. The complexities of the interactional

processes which evolve over time within the classrooms cannot be discerned

either with abstracted measures nor with only a few one -or -two -hour
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observational periods. Education is a social, process that involves the

development of values, norms, .beliefs,. patterns of behavior, and expecte-
,

tions for the future. The slow, gradual and often times deceiving dee

velopment of these aspects of the educational experience cannot be docu-

mented by other than direct observation over time. Also, since I do not

believe that the classrooms described in this study are atypical from

others in urban, black ghetto neighborhoods, longitudinal study will en-.

hance the possibilities of studying methods of adaptation of black children

to the sociallOtion factors inherent in a basically white, middle-class,

value oriented institution.

jtnhel--AcholaVALLAIrmihhers

Of crucial importance throughout the duration of the study was the

cooperation of the teachers involved. Though they were advised admini-

stratively that an "observerfiloas to be in their room during the course

of the school year, the infoomal development of friendship was essential

/,

for their acceptance and willingness to confide in me.

The kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Caplow, and I were introduced by the

principal, Mr. Miller, in his office two days before the beginning of the

school year. Arrangements and permission had been secured through the

administrative hierarchy of the school system for my presence in the

school. Since there was only onetndergarten class in the building,

there was little choice for the teacher but to accept my presence; Mrs.

Caplow was very pleasant during our first meeting when I attempted to

explain the reason for my presence in her class. I told her that I was

interested in studying hoir children learn and why some appeai- to learn
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more quickly than do others. I also assured her that) was not working

for the, board of Education and that no reports were going to be filed to

the Board on the activities I observed in the classrocmv Though she indi-

cated that she understood my lack of relation to the schoOl syitem, she

periodically throughout the schoolyear.would ask me how often I was writ-

ing "reports" on the classroom. I would then have to assure her that no

reports were being written other than those for my supervisor at the uni-

versity.,,

During the first weeks of school, I attempted to remain as unatrusiVe

as possible within the classroom. I did not leave my seat in the corner

of the room and did not attempt to initiate interaction with the teacher

during the,classroom observational period. At the end of six weeks of

observation,. I secured her permission to walk among the children, and also

began to talk much, more frequently with her concerning classroom activities,

and-the events of the day. Also, Mrs. Caplow began, after a period of

time,, to ask my help in'such ways as threading the projector, helping

with the children crossing the streets during field trips and carrying

heavy packages for her. Informally our interaction also increased as

she began to ask me to join her for a cup of coffee during the morning

recess and at)hristmas she invited me to a program at her church. As

our acquaintance grew, I found it exceedingly difficult to maintain a

clear distinction between my role of participant or non-participant

observer, for I was increasingly brought into interaction with her and

would occasionally have to alternate between the two roles during the

course of the classroom observation.
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During this first year of the study, I met on an informal basis

only several other teachers in the school. The kindergarten class was

somewhat isolated from the rest of the classrooms and I Often entered

the classroom through a side entrance. I did learn to know the first

grade teacher, for she periodically came into the kindergarten classroom.

Other teachers-were met informally in the halls' or else at school

functions like the Christmas program or Parent-Teacher Association

meetings. When introduced to a teacher, I was often afased what I was

doing at the school, and I would explain my interest in studying how

children learn. Often there was then a subtle question directed towards
. n

me as to "what was I really doing at the school." I would only comment

as I did previously.

When the children went to the first grade,I knew their new

teacher, Mrs. Logan, from the previous year. Though I was unable to

conduct formal observations of the classroom activity, I did visit the

class on four'occasiens informally. The first grade teacher was always

very pleasant during my short visits and she would immediately begin to

have the children show me work that they had completed.. I spoke only .

very brieflywith her and never developed the friendship that I had had

with t e kindergarten teacher. During this yeat, I had no interaction
A

with a other teachers in the building except the kindergarten teacher.

I would always stomp by her room during my stay at the school and speak

with her for a brief period.

Since I had been at the school the previous year, no question was

raised as to my coming to the school for these short informal visits.

The two teachers were always pleasant and quite friendly. I interpret
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that this was due not only to the development of friendships, but that

the first year had passed and no "reports" had bee? filed with the
4 0-

Board of Education. Though I am sure suspicion'decrealied considerably

during the course of the first year, I believe'thet the teachers were

still sop4What Auspicious of my motives' at the end of the school year.

Whelp Iretutned the fallowing year and they had heard of no reports,

they appeared more willing to accept me as &loons fide researcher.

The second grade te4cheriof the childrin in this study had

taught one year previously, and that in the'third grade. Never having'
4

met Mrs. Benson; two days before the beginning of school, -I introduced

myself to both the new principal, Mr. Elder, and the second grade'

teacher. I explained to Mrs. Benson my relationship to the school for

thtpast two years and indicated, that I would like to again observe the

children during a part of their second grade year. Mrs. Benson was

quite agreeable and mentioned that the kindergarten teacher had come to

her room earlier in the day and told hei that I might be'coming to visit

her class this year. With my introduction plus the legitimation by the

kindergarten teacher of my role in the school, Mrs. Benson seemed quite

at ease with mend immediately began an informal conversation regarding

the upcoming'World.Series. After school began, she was always friendly

and from the first day of'school allowed me to wander through the room

observing the activities of the children when they were at their desks._

I was much more rapidly dfawn.into the interaction of the second,

grade classroom than. had been the case in the kindergarten class. The

teacher almost immediately began to ask my help with a number of tasks.
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'It may have been an inadvertent aspect of spending long'periods.within

the class that the teacher began to rely on me as a male for assistance

on various occasions. I wasfrasked to escort the bays to the boys' wash-

roan, tack pictures -on the wall with a small hammer,and move tables.

An extreme example of this situation was diving a field trip to a city

park. The boys, several of whom I had known for two years, all clus-

tered around me ai we began to wall. The teacher simply asked the girls

to come with her and she then proceeded to walk thirty to forty feet

ahead during the entire trip., She issued no directives to theyboys.

I perecived.a seemingly implicit communication by her actions that I

was to assume responsibility for the boys during the trip. Thus I

clog;poe a participant in that I explained different plants and animals

to the boys, took them to the bathroom, and led them back to the bus

at the end of the walk.

In the second grade year I also became well acquainted with a

number of other teachers in the building. This was primarily due to

the fact that the second grade teacher was a member of a large clique

44;younger. teachers at the school. They ate lunch together each day

and spent their coffee breaks together in the teachers' lounge. The

second grade teacher introduced me to her friends and I was given an

open invitation to lunch any day with this group. I did so on numerous

occasions and thus'grew to know many of the teacher quite well Given

that the teachers would gossio in my presence about the principal and

other teachers, I assume that they accepted me am a rather harmless

college student who did not like to eat by himself. I did not have

these avenues of meeting teachers during the year thatI was with the
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kindergarten teacher, for she was somewhat of an isolate, somewhat older

than all those in the Signe of young teachers, and separated. from the

rest of the classrooms and teachers'by the-structure of the building.

With the Children

When the children came into the kindergarten classroom on the

first day of school, I was in the room seated in a corner. The teacher,

introduced me as simply "Mr. Rist, p visitor-in our room." The childreri

seemed to accept' my presence in the classroom without any special

reservation, perhaps because they had not yet had experience with

student teachers or-principals and thus could not confuse their roles

with mine. During the first few days of dais, most of thchildren

came.to my seat and watched -me write ininy'notebook. Several asked

what I was writing and / explained I was writing about.agiiviiy in the

room. They often asked if I was writing about them. I then would write

their names on the border of the page and'show it to them. They seemed

quite pleased with this and would go and-tell the teacher that I had

written their names. There was alio indication that the children were

intrigued with me as a white. Several times, a fevi children rubbed

their'hands over my head and asked my why my hair was sollong and

straight. Once two boys came and asked why my skin was so red.

Though I had made no formal agreement with the kindergarteii teacher,

I followed a course of ,non- intervention in-the classroom activities as

iuch as poSsible. She had asked me early in the semester if I wished

tF
to teach the'clasp on any occasion. I thanked her for the offer but

declined, indicating that I would rather merely observe the children.
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I also did not participate in any of the classroom discussions or activ-

ities of the children wien they were in interaction with the teacher.

The teacher did not explicitly give the children permission to come to

where i was seated, but,she seemed to permit such visits when they were
A

not involved in assigned tasks.

There were three basic) a spects to the strategy I followed in my

relations with the children. First, I attempted not to interfere or

A

intrude in their activities. Secondly, when the children came either

to show me work that they had completed or torelate some incidents, I

attempted to be supportive and intevasted in what the child was showing
.

or telling me. Because' I continually attempted to remain positive in

my relation to the children, they began to increasingly conk to me

during the course of the year. One further development resulting from

this strategy was that the. children designated as'"slow learners" by

the teacher came quite frequently to show me their mateEgs. ial--more often, .

on some occasions,than they went to the teacher. I attribute this

phenomena to the children's desire for support and encpuragement--some-
.

thing very seldom forthcoming to the "slow learners" from the teacher.

The third aspect of my strategy in relation to the children was to

avoid becOming part of the authority structure of the Classroom. I did

not reprimand,the children, report incidents of disruptive behavior to

the teacher, or attempt to guide the class when the teacher-wws out of

the room.

During indoor and outdoor recess periods, I was able to maintain

a good deal of informal contact with 'the children. We would chat in-

formally, or the children would ask questions of'me. In the early Part
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of the spring, "jump rope" became a fad among the girls in the class,

and I was asked to twirl one end of a long rope. I consented and thus

sped many recess periods with the girls twirling the rope for them.

During recess periods, I was not only able to develop a deeper

acquaintance with the children, but I could also observe them in un-

structured interaction with their peers. I believe the behavioral pat-

terns that developed in the play situation during the course of the

year are a crucial aspect in understanding the experience of the child

within the school. Most generally, the pattern indicated that the be-

havior of the children among themselves in the classroom was highly

similar to the way in which they behaved on the playground. The trans

mission of values and norms among the children was evident within the

class, but it cane into stronger relief when the structure of the class-

room was removed. Divisions along socio-economic variables in the

classroom were the basis for similar divisions on the playground.

Due to my infrequent visits with the children while they were

in first grade, there was little or no chance for informal interaction

with them. "my visits consisted primarily of speaking for a short period

with the teacher and then looking at materials that the children had

completed. I was unable to observe a single recess period, nor did I

observe the first grade teacher engaged in any teaching activities with

the children. The activity in the classroom halted when I entered and

then centered primarily on my looking at the children's materials.

Within the second grade classroom, I attempted to implement a

similar strategy in dealing with the children that I had used when they

, 41
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were in kindergarten. I believe that it,was successful only to the

point that the teacher did not attempt to engage me in a participant

role with the children. Such incidenfras,the trip to the park neces-

sitated ay taking the role of a participant in the activities of the

children. In the second grade, the children initiated two new forms

9f interaction with me: requests for assistance with their assignments

and for mediation in disputes. When the children would ask for assis-

tance,i would-attempt to discuss the problem with them and note alter-

native solutions, but I never gave answers. Likewise, I attemptedito

handle disputes in as non-directive a fashion as possible. I did not

'side.with any one child or group of childred against another and tried

to avoid being put in the position where one child could say to another,

""Mr. Hist said so."
. ,

With the School Administration

Interaction with the two different principals that served the

school during the time in which this study was conducted was neither as

continuous nor as informal as that with thi teachers. The principal,

Mr. Miller, who was at the school, when the study first began was a

pleasant and cordial middle aged man. Because he did not have an assis-

tant principal as did his successor, he did not have the time available

fot informal conversation. re did consent to three one -ho'ir interviews.

Initial contact with the principal was made two days before the begin-

ning of the school yebrin 1967. He had anticipated my coming) for

boththe district superintendent and the project director had contacted
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him concerning my presence in the school. He seemed quite agreeable

to having me in the school, though it is, uncertain whether he cold have

forbidden my entrance should he have desired to do so.

,Two days before school began in the fall of 1969, I went'to the

school to meet the new principal, Mr. Elder. After I mentioned the

kindergarten teacher's name, Hr. Elder indicated that he knew her well

and that if I had been working with her, he wa3 sure there would be no

difficulty in my coming to the school.' I found that during the summer

of 1964, Mt..Miller,owho had been principal the previous two years, hid

been transferred to another elementary school in the school district.

Mr. Elder (a younger man in his middle thirties) had been assigned as

1

. My situation was somewhat analogous to-that faced by William Whyte
in his attempt to meet the Norton.Streat Gang. It was through Doc that
he gained entre,snot only to the gang, but to a number of other activities
within the community. I did not consider the kindergarten teacher as
a "key informer," but it was apparent that although'she had little inter-
action with the other teachers, she was highly respected within the
school. Likewise, she had numerous contacts in other schools within the
city, due both to her long years within the system and to the fact
that her mother had taught in the same school system for more than thirty

years. Thus it was my previous association with the kindergarten teacher
that was crucial to my initial acceptance by the new principal and
second grade teacher. I had perceived quite early in my first yearat
the school that by merely informing a questioning teacher that I was
working with Mrs. Caplow in the kindergarten, my legitimacy in the
school vas'established.

It should be noted that there was no conscious selection on my part
of Mrs. Caplow as the teacher within the school where the study should
begin. It was merely coincidence that she was the kindergarten teacher.
Had she been in another grade and I observing, for example*, a new teacher
in her first year of teaching, would have had to legitimdte my presence
in the school by more objective criteria, i.e. "university researcher."
As it was, her informal contacts throughout and beyond the school provided
me with a degree of legitimation that could not have been achieved through

letters of introducation or phone calls from the district offide. As was
the case with Whyte, initial legitimation with members of the group was not
achieved by formal criteria, but by acquaintance with a key member of the

group who vouched for the researcher.
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;the new principal pf Attucks school and had been given an assistant

principal, Mr. Simone. When I arrived at the school, I found that Mr.

Elder had received no indication that WAS to observe ilirthe school

and appeared uncertain 'as to. what function I served in the clesitoom.

I explained my presence in the school for the previous two years and

indicated that I had spent a great deal of time with the kindergarten

teacher, Mrs.. Caplow. It was at the mention of Mrs. Caplow's name

that his approach to me changed noticeably. As was the case with my

first meeting with the second grade teacher, it was my acquaintance

with the kindergarten teacher that was critical in my initial acceptance.

My informal contact with the new principal, Hr. Elder, was more

frequent than with the pr- sous pr ncipal, Mr. Miller. With an assis-

tant principal to assume some of the bureaucratic duties, Mr. Elder

was able to spend time talking with the teachers and myself in the

teachers' lounge, perhaps over a cup of coffee. Soon after school be-
..

gan in'the fall, the principal announced that the teachers would try to

organize a volleyball team to play against faculty from other elementary

schools in the district. I volunteered to play. When the schedule of

practices was announced, I was unable to come due to a teaching commit-

ment at the university, but I believe my willingness to join the team'

impressed him. Shortly thereafter, he began to ask me to have coffee

with him after the morning recess. He would spend nearly every recess

on the playground with the children and then go to the lounge for

coffee. We discussed a number of issues during these short chats. On

several occasions he sought information from me concerning matters at

Attucks School. When on one occasion he asked whether I knew of any
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recordings of black poetry), I supplied him with an appropriate address.

On another occasion he askedwhether I had any ideas on how to spend

$1600.00 for the junior high grades in the school, as be was firth.

protess of developing a proposal to submit for some surplus funds that

were available in his district: I suggested the establishment of

individual black studies centers in each of the rooms with records,

books, magazines, newspapers and a noteboard. He thought the idea wee 4

valid and asked if I would be willing to provide him'with titles of

books and records along with addresses of companies supplying them. I

`complied with his request, and, as a result, the school was awarded the

money for thicenters shortly before Christmas.

With Special Service Personnel

During the length of the study, interaction with special service

personnel was vary limited. Little interaction occurred with any of

them other than my observations of their sessions with the children.

.
%.14.

During the first year of the study, the kindergarten children were taken

to the library as part of the teacher's plan to introduce them to all

the activities of the school; and st that time, I met the librarian.

Wheri the children began second grade, they were allowed, for the first

time, a half-hour library period each week. I observed six of these

library periods and spoke briefly with the librarian diming several of

these visits, but I did not visit with her at any other time.

The spech teacher spent a half-hour period each week with the

kindergarten children for the first semester of the school year. I was

often present in the room during these lessons Atad was introduced to
1
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her. ,Out interaction, however, was so limited that she, I,&19 sure,

never learned my nape. When the children reached second grade, the

1.

speech teacher did not come to the room for lessons, but rather took

only-the two children in the class who had some speeChimpedirentand,

spent one-half hour per week with them.

Thq medical personnel visited the school very infreq6ently. The

nurse,wis at the school one afternoon per week and the doctor was pre-
,

sent only to administer injections. I first metthe, nurse when she was

working with the doctor giving injections; I again met hei when she

rP

came to test the children's eyes and again to check for scalp infections.

The only time 1 met her during the second grade year was as she, checked

the children for scalp infections.

The social worker at the school was met only once during the

study. During this meeting, I conferred with her on several of the

families that / had visited. I also, asked her to relate the school
. .

1
. .

policies concerning children from faulilies on some form of public stasis-

tance. The social worker was seldom the school since she had no

office there and she was assigned to five schools simultaneously.. She

stated that he case load was always above three hundred children.

With the Parents

At the school; I was able to meet arents of children I was ob-

serving in one of four ways._ First, ie eral of the mothers were members

. of the school Parent-TeacherAssociation. I attended the meetings which

were held once & month and was introduced to the mothers present by

either the kindergarten teacher or later by the second grade teacher.
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Most often I would speak with them for a short while at the end' of the

meeting while refreshments were being served. After being introduced,

I would attempt'to explain my reason for being at the school: Most of

the parents appeared pleased that I was.in the classroom and several

stated that they hoped I would find ways to help their children "learn

better."

A second manner in which I met parents was through special school
,

programs in which the kindergarten or second grade participated. Most

often, only mothers would come during the day for such programs as

those at Thanksgiving, Christmas and May Day. Many of, the same mothers

who attended the Parent Teacher Association also. attended the programs

though the o groups were not entirely overlapping.

When the kindergarten class had parties or when Mrs. Caplow took

the children on field trips, she would ask several mothers of children

in the class to aid her. The kindergarten teacher most often asked the

same mothers repeatedly. No mothers were asked to help with either

parties or field trips whom I had not met at either school programs

or at Parent-Teacher Association meetings. In the second grade, Mrs.

Benson did not ask any mothers to accompany her on the field trips,

but one.mother did help with the Halloween party. This mother Vila env-

ployed but on her vacation, and she volunteered to come to the party.

The final manner-in which I came into contact with parents at

the school was quite by chance. For example, a parent would occasion-

ally come to pick up the child from School when it was raining or very

cold. Also, I met two mothers who, when visiting their other children

in the school, decided to see the kindergarten or second grade teacher
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also. Several times parents came to the room to bring lunch money to

the child- or bring a library ,book.that was due.

ill. OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL: HOME*VISITS

After I had been in the kindergarten classroom for six weeks, I

asked the teacher if she would select four children whom I could observe

more at:me/Y. I asked that two of the children be those whom she

thought were doing well In the kindergarten class and two whom she thought

were doing poorly. The'criteria for the selection of the four children

was, deliberately vague since. it is assumed that the teacher's evaluation

was the criticallactor id determining the experience of the child in

the classroom. The teacher selected one boy and one girl for each of

the two categories. The boy and girl selected as doing well were both

only children in unbroken families where the father and mother were em-

pldyed and combined earnings were above.$12,0.00 per year. The two child-

ren selected as doing poorly were from incomplete families where the

mother and children were supported by welfare funds. In the boy's

family there were six children; and the family of the girl, there were

eleven children.

From the work of such men as Deutsch (1964, 1967) iessman (1962).

and Bruner (1960, 1964). among others, there is s g evidence indicating

that,the learning processes of the child in the home are not dissimilar

nor divorced from the learning processes utilized by the child in the t

school. Their work would indicate that the child does not learnof

himself and his world through dicotomized and sporatic experiences in

the home and the school, but that learning is a continuous and integrated'

process. The claim made by John Dewey (1952), the progressive educator,

was that the most effective learning situation for'
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the child would be one where the school and home provided the child

with congruent learning patterns and stimuli. It is a major goal of

this study to explore the learning patterns utilized by the children in

both the home and the classrooms and to determine what relationships

between these two milieus may exist., Attention will also focus on

whether there appear differential relationships for children from dis-

similar home environments. To this end thirty-nine visits were made

in the homes of the four children from the kindergarten class. Eighteen

visits were in the.homes of the two children described by the teacher
Azr

, ,

as doing well while-ta`remaining twenty-one visists were in the homes

of the two children described as doing poorly. The length of the

'visits ranged)from figteen minutes to four-hours.

Arrangements for the visits were first made by the kindergarten

teacher who, called three of the mothers involved and asked if they would

allow me to coMe to their homes apd visit with them and talk about how

their children were doing in school. All three mothers consented and

mr the first visit was then arranged by myself. The fourth mother was

not reached by the teacher and thus I simply walked the child home one

day, introduced myself to the mother, explained my desire to talk about

the experience of the 1ild in school and asked if I might come back on

another date. The mother was agreeable and the visit arranged.

With the Children

In the homes of the two children defined as doing well, interaction

with the single child could be much more freqUent and continuous than

in the homes of the children defined as doing poorly. With the boy
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designated as doing well, I was occasionally left alone with. him for

brief periods of time, in which we conld talk about school and his

friends. With the girl in the sege,oategol5: however, the mother was

always present. Thijis not to .mply that I was unable to talk with 4

the child, but rather that the converaation always involved a triad.

Observation of the interaction of these two children with their friends

or peers was only sporadic, at best. The boy.was alloWed outside on

occasion, but the parents had a fear of the neighborhood and did not

like their son to associate with other children in the neighborhood.

The same was true for the girl. She was infrequently. observed with two

other girls from the kindergarten class who lived on her bock. Peer

group observations for these two children were primarily during recess

periods at school.

For the two Children designated by the teacher as doing poorly,

the situation was quite reversed. Not only were the two always observed

amidst a number of other children, both siblings and friends, but they

also spent a good,deal of time outside and moved freely to the grocery

store and filling stations nearby. On no occasion was I able with

either of these two childfen to have the long talks I had with the boy

doing wall.

At different times I took all of the children on trips in my car.

We visited such places as the airport, several neighborhood ball games,

my office at the university, my apartment and an ice cream store.

All my visits to the homes were entirely informal. No notes were made

during any of the.visits except for one short interview that I had with

each of the mothers after I had made several visits to their homes. I
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ate several meals with the various families and participated in other

activities such as raking the yard, playing baseball and watching

4
television. There was no pre-arranged schedule as to when I would visit

the children, but I would attempt to arrange each forthcoming visit,

either at the home or by. telephone. It was not until near the end of

the school year that I felt I could visit the homes, if necessary,

unannounced.

With the:Adults

Although a major purpose of the home visits was to observe the

child with his peers a-nd siblings, it was no less a purpose to observe

the child in interaction with adults: I came into contact with anumber

of adults duringthe various visits including grandparents, uncles and

aunts, boy friends of the mothers and older daughters, fellow church

members and neighborhood Itiehds. To all the adults whom'I.met and

sp7ke for any length of time I explained by preSence in the home as one

who was interested in the education of children, but wanted to,learn

more about children optsiderthe classroom: SoMe of those with whomI

talked were quite pleasant and friendly while others responded with

suspicion and hostility. I felt it necessary to introduce myself to

every adult whoa(' met for the first time. I did this for I did not

want unwarrented suspicion to be centered on the family with my visits

r

mistakenly interpreted as those of a probation offieer,.truant officer,

insurance agent or welfare investigator. Onenf'the mothers appeared

I
especially grateful that I did introduce msdlf to each new adult I

mst,in her home for she was able to'say little\lse about me other than
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I Wasl'iattheachool with the kids."

Besides the short questionnaire that I administered to each of the,

mothers, numerous informal conversations focused on the child and his

performance in the school. I also diecuised what they perceived as

the value of an educatienfor their children.and what goals in life

they hadfor them. Other conversatic,mg also focused on such topics as,

the professional baseball team in the city, fishing spots nearby, the

gardens in several of the backyards, and the diffidulties with the

police in the black community.

I have referred primarily to my conversations with the mothers

in each of the homes.. This has not been because there were io males

present, bUt rather because they engaged in a phenomena Henry termed

the "vanishing male" syndrome. /t was very seldom duringlpy visits to

the households that there was not some male present, either father,

grandfather,, or mother's boy friend. Yet interaction with these men

was 'quite:infrequent. Often they would leave the room when I came and

4'0

I would not see them again during the visit. If they did remain, they

participated very seldom in the conversation unless on topics related to

sports.

It must be noted.that as my relationships with the four families

developed, I engaged iii certain activities with them and the children

in particular that I did reot do wg.th the remainder of the class. Though

I gave'all'the students in the class a small Christmas present, I took

bags of*groceriesito the two families that were on welfare. I also

gave Easter baskets to all the children in these two families. Further-

more I sent each of the four children a birthday card. One of the
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mothers *owes on welfare spent several, days collecting all tie rub- .

t,

bish aroUndher home in three large piles. She did tot have the money,

however, to have it removed so I contracted a hauler ,to remove the

trash, For another mother, I collected apackeeof information on a

job position she wanted to qualify for through enrollment at a job

training center. I was also able to supply both of the welfare homes

with a set of children's dictionaries hich /bought, acid for one home

-./ also secuied a set.cfchildren's encyclopedias which were donated.1L

After a trip, I brought picture postcards of jai airplanes to-each of

. .
,

the children in all four homes. Oa hnother occasion; I was able to
. -

secure the same pictures for the entire class.

IV. METHODS OF COLLECTING AND RHOORDU44iDA.TA

The variety of methods utilized within this study fox -the collection

,

and recording .of data may be' subsumed within four major categories. The

first consisted of the systematic, first-hand, written accounts of

various activities and interattions. These accountaewithin the context

of the classroom, to note the partl.cipants in the interaction,

the approximate time of the interaction, the tone of'voiee of those who

spoke, significant gestures of those present, as Well as those who were

not participating in the classroom activities. 1 believe there was as

much significance in noting those children that were withdrawn from the

clas/400m actiYitiea_as.in noting. those who actively participated. The

handwritten accounts were transcribed onto tope from which they were

typed as protocols. At the end of the majority of the observations,

there was a short section listing my impressions of and interpretive
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. insights into the activities and interactions. Besidgs the classroom,

this same procedure of a continuous handwritten account was followed

with referehce to note taking at the Parent-Teacher AssoCiation meetings.

The second major area of data collectionvonsisted of the variety

'of interviews'conducted with principals, teachers, special service

peesonnel, paivats, and children. The interviews were completed at

4

.various times throughout the period of the study and often several in-
.

terviews were conducted with a single individual. As the questions

were asked from a pre-established interview schedule, written notes of

the responses were made in the presence of the respondent.

Notes dictated by myself after 'the occurrence of an event comprised,

the third major area of dath collected. During a variety of activicies

in which I participated, it was not possible to take field notes as the

.?avior progressed. I was unable to take notes on field trips, during

informal conversations with the teachers or principal in the' lounge or.

in the halls, during home visits with the parents.and children or when

I was on the playground with the children. I consider these notes not

to have the cT\apletenessor the accuracy of the handwritten accounts,

but rather that they are only as accurate and complete as my memory and

biases permitted.

The final major source of data may be termed "general docum9nts."

Included within this category are, for example, report card grades,

samples of classroom materials and assignments, cdpies of forms for

reports utilized by the teachers, children's drawings, notes to me from

?

'the children, and office memos to the teachers.
si

'Additional brief comments need be made concerni% thefirst'and
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third methods of data collection. ,Whether from notes as the behavior

occurred or as I remembered the behavior, I found that it was most im-

portant to record the material oao tape as soon ria possible after the

observation had elided. Especially When I was unable to make notes

during the observation_of an activity, I experienced a "fading" of the
4

observation and realized I could slot recall all that I thought at the

time of the observation would be important to note. To speak about or

discuss the Observation before I was able to record it also noticeably

hindered my ability to remember significant occurrences when I had been

unable to make notes. By speaking with as few persons as possible be-

fore the recording was complete, I tried to keep at a minimum the

'toition and forgetting of data.

This study, then, results from a variet?of strategies of data

collection: systematic non-participant observations in the classroom

and at Parent-Teacher Association meetings; informal observations during

participant ,observation on the playground, in the teachers' lounge, on

field trips, in the home and on car rides; structured interviews with a

variety of respondents; and the accumulation of general documents re-

lating to the school, the classroom and the child.

A basic assumption underlies my selection of direct observation

of human behavior as the primary research strategy employed in this

study. Succingtly, I believe that human behavior, to be more fully

underkood, musebe,observed firsthand. Granted that the problems of

bias or preconception may be critical to the interpretation given the

data, nevertheless, there will exist an .account of the behavior rela-

tively independent of the interpretations drawn from that account. As
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Malinowski noted, "Preconceived ideas are pernicious in any scientific

work, but foreshadowed problems are the main endowment of a scientific

thinker." Direct observation of human behavior, I believe, is ultimately

the only method that can provide the social scientist with the technique

to achieve maximum explanatory capability4related to the behavioral

phenomena he studies.

Such an approach is not without its problems and disadvantages.

As noted by Halinowski, the presence of preconceived ideas held by the

investigator may distort the findings and interpretations to such a

degree that they no longer reflect the original observed behavior. Re-

lated is the problem of selective perception in what done observes. It

has been well documented that individuals often see in a social situa-

tion what it is that they wish,to see or what they deem important and

salient to theMselves (Bartlett, 1932; Pepitone, 1949; and Thibaut and

&Riecken, 1955). When observing in the classrooms reported in this

o
study, thirty-one individuals were engaged in a variety of behavioral

and interactional patrtems of activity. My perceptions were necessarily

limited to only certain segments of the total behavioral stream occurring

in the room. Thus while focusingvon one activity, many others were

inadvertently left unobserved. The problem may be even further reduced

to the point that within one behavioral segment, it was most likely

that not all the words, gestures, and expressions could be noted.

Again, my perceptions as well as the physical limitations of hand

writing speed negated the possibility of totally documenting all be-

havior within the classroom.
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A second limitation on the methods employed in the present study

is that without "all day, every day" presence in the classroom, I ob-

served only segments of what was a continuous process occurring seven

hours daily, five days per week. When entering the, room for an observa-

tional period, I did not always know what had happened earlier in the

school day (or even the previouic day)fhat may have effected the be-
,

havior and patterns of activity occurring in the room. Situational anti-

cedent causal factors we-e unl.nown which may have directly impinged

on the observed segment of class life. Thus the need for continuous

visits to the class in order to gain over time a perspective of what

constituted the "typical" or "normal" classroom milieu for the children

and teacher alike.
2

,A third limitation, though of a categorically different level

th'a the two discussed above, was the promise of anonymity to all those

whom I observed and interviewed. Thus I was continually forced to evalu-

ate the use of a particular method in light of whether it would insure

protection to those involved. This consideration necessarily resulted

in the loss of important data in at least two forms. The first was

the necessity of not utilizing data that had been collected, but which

would have given strong clues as to the identity of the respondent

involved. Secondly, the constraints of anonymity forced me not to

pursUe areas of investigation that appeared to be significant to the

study. In stating to all respondents that they would remain unidenti-

fied, I also noted that they need not fear, me submitting any report of

the findings from the study to either the Board of Education or the

District Superintendent. Given this commitment, for example, I decided

4
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to forego examination of the evaluation records kept on each of the

teachers in thellistrict_superintendenes office. Though, the oFamina-

-
;ion of the records in themselves would have caused no problems, a

casual men tion on the part of someone in the district office' toithe

teachers at Attucks School that I have examined their files may have

created suspicion and fear that could have irretrievably damaged our
. 1

relationships.

Considerations of time and replication appear to'be a fourth
sr I

area of limitations applicable to the methods employed in this; study.

The variable ortime maybe viewed as a handi ap for should on attempt

to replicate findings that'havoeen accumulat ng for more than two

years, it would appear that such a length of t Would again'be

necessary for the adequate observation of a simaar group. TO attempt

to replicate findings of long terastudies withIshort term methods would

appear to do an injustice to the original researh. Likewise, there is

no guarantee that the replicat ion could be of anidentical group, in

this instance, classrooms in urban black schools.' One could attempt to

achieve a high degree of similarity; absolute reproduction appears im-

possible.

Aefifth limitation which may be considered in relation to the methods

employed within the study is the effect of "masking" of behavior of

the observed due to the presence of the observer. Talbert (1970)

contends that in the presence of white researchers, 1hlacks may employ,

a number of adaptive strategies that in effect camouflage their true

beliefs and attitudes. She notes:

5 8
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By way of concrete illustration, it might be asked whether°
the majority of descriptions of Black parents and children
are not more than descriptions of their adaptation to the
presence of a white middle-class professional, condescend-
ing interviewer, or an unenlightned_"do-gooder". One can
ask, what-in a Black child's past experience with members
of the white majority class would motivate him to vulner-
ability and expression of his inner feelings? why should
a Black mother, already experienced with the welfare office-
and the police department, have any trust in a researcher
who visits once or twicea week with the promise of allevia-
tion of educational problems. The answer is of course
that there is little reaaoa for trust or shaving of confi-
dences and there is a great likelihood of the obtaining
of information which only eazvo to support the alryady

existing stereotypes of the ghetto family.

There appears no way in which Telbert's position can clearly be refuted

other,than by noting that over time, relations were built With the fami-

lies and children which, I believe, did allow for the exchange of con-
.

fidences and attitudes. As a second comment on Talbert's position, there

is assumed that persons cbn indefinitely 'over time continue to mask

their feelings, beliefs and attitudes, regardlesi of time of day, pre-

sence of other adults, or location of meeting. This has yet tobe

substantiated.

V. METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

As noted by Glaser and Strauss (lS67), the development of theory

should arise from a process of research. They argue that this procedure

has decidea advantages over the more conventional method of logico-

deductiveness. They state that "theory based on data can usually not

be refuted by more data or replaced by another theory" and also that the

development of a theory "grounded" in the research data "can help to

forestall the opportunistic use of theories that have dubious fit,and
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working capacity." My own position is quite similar. is is not'to

say that the study Of-the-educational-experience of the black child was

not begun without certain notions and assumptions. The most basic

assumption with which the study began was that urban public education.
- ,

was not fulfilling its regponsibilities,to the black community. For

example, not only the popular literature, (Rentoff, 1966) but such well

documented and scholarly works as the Coleman Report (1966) indicated

that the black student. was not progressing or achieving at the same rate

as his white counterpart. Yet the present study was undertaken ith

the conviction that not enough was known about the educational exper-

ienre of the children involved. 'The,eXamination of the process, of

education,for the urbah black child has received only sporadic attention

from the research endeavors of botkeducators and sociologists.

Though there were several generally acknowledged assumptions'

when the research began, there existed no formally developed theory

that the field work sought to verify.' Rather, the conceptual develop-

ment and hypothesis formation emerged from analysis of the data itself.

This process occurred in several stages. As certain events occurred

within the classrooms, some with patterned regularity and others only

sporadically, hypothesis were developed to explain the observed behavior.

Likewise, believed just as significant were the hypoth'esie developed to

explain behavior that was absent from the classrooms. For example, there

was noted the absence of children defined as "slow learners" from class-

room discussion, from verbal one-to-one interactions with the teacher,

and from linguistib interaction utilizing Standard American English.
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As a second step in the data analysis, the initial hypotheses

were re-examined and subjected to further field observations. At this

stage, the hypothesis was either refined and modified or else simply

disregarded as unplausible. In the third stage, an attempt was made tq'

formulate several theoretical positions based on the various previously

examined hypotheses. The final stage involved the-attempt to inter-
.

relate the various positions into a coherent statement of the education-

al experience of the black child.

The strategy outlined above fck the analysis of the data, I believe,

is consistent with the procedure advocated by Glaser and Strauss. Direct

4
observation of black children in their classrooms, in their homes, and

with their friends served as the basis for the development of theoretical

constructs, not for the legitimation of constructs previously deduced.

To date, there simply is not enough theory related the experience

of black children in urban public schools to conduct studies in replica-

tion to test for validity. I'stress the word "experience" to differentiate

the study of process from that of experimental studies which have sought

, to raise I.Q., increase reading comprehension, widen cultural experiences

and induce motivation to remain in school. There is a fundamental dis-

tinction between these studies dealing with abstracted variables and

the study of the dayby;-day experiences of the child within the classroom.

As Glaser and Strauss indicate, theory that emerges from "the ground .

up" is much more likely.to "make sense and be understandable to the

people working in the substantive area" (p. 239). Thus within the social

sciences, utilization of direct observation by the researcher beComes
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important for at least two major reasons. First, he does not have to

rely on secondary data to elUdidate the limman beksvier he seeks to

understand. Secondly, he is then in the positiOn to describe the

realities of that observation in a relevant fashion to those "working

in the substantive area." An important contribution of a study such as

this would be, if successful, to'narrow the gap between obtuse theoreti-

cal generalities and the realities of the classroom situation for those

involved in the study of the classroom experience of children to provide

to the practitioners insights and interpretations that are both appro-

priate and understandable.

VI. NOTES ON BEING A WHITE RESEARCHER IN A BLACK COMMUNITY
1

It w d be both foolhardy and naive to deny that there were not

(16113problems lated to me as a white man in conducting research in a black

community. Though I at no time en\Zountered avert violence due to my

skin color, I was involved inseveral situations where the threat of

violence was not far raistoved. More often, difficulties were of a

subtle nature'and manifested themselves in the form' of suspicion,

guarded conversation, and indications on several occasions during

more

home

visits that my presence wR.L tension- provoking for the family. There is

no way of knowing directly how race affected my interactions with vari-,..
ous individuals involved in this study. The question also remains un-

answered as io what influence, if any, my social class position may

have badon the activities of respondents. Basically the question is

one of whether it was my race or social class position as a university

researcher that created situations of tension and suspicion. My opinion
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is that both race and class contributed to the difficulties I encounter -'

2
ed.

It was very difficult to discern what impact my presence as a white

university researcher had on the classrooms I observed. The teachers had

no choice but to accept my presence in their classrooms. They did, of

course, have the choice as' to what degree they would cooperate with me.

I believe that the friendliness of the kindergarten teacher waS due to

several factors, not, the least of which was her rather kind disposition.
o

I also attempted to expla.l.n at the very beginning of our acquaintance

my purpose in the classroom, adding that she did not have to fear reports

to either the principal or the District Superintendent, Though it may

be expected that teachers do not like to be observed, I have no indication

that the kindergarten teacher was particularly adverse to my presence.

On one occasion she did mention that she was pleased to see that I was

interested in prOblems of education. The second grade teacher also was

very pleasant and cooperative throughout my stay in her classroom. She

willingly completed a series of evaluations on each of the children by

means of,a list of items, each to.be scored on a continuum. With both

teachers I am certain that professional constraints would have inhibited

overt expressions of dissatisfaction'with my presence. Their professional

2A fellow black male researcher indicated in informal conversation
that he also had encountered some suspicion during home visits. There

is most likely a generalized suspicion of lower class blacks, especially
those on public welfare, to any male who may resemble the law, the wel-
fare agency, or any number of other individuals who make prtfits off the
poor in the ghetto through life insurance, door-to-door sales or various
illicit activities.
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interests in teaching were probably positive factors that enabled them

to view my presence met solely on the personal. evaluative level, as

university. sponsored research prosrem to learn more of the educationsi

experience of children, In my discussions with them of the study, I

constantly emphasized my concern with the children as opposed toa con-

cern with their teaching techniques.' It must be acknowledged that the

teachers may have--either ceneciously or enconaciciusly-attempted to

modify theft claseroom belvvicr in the presence of the researcher. An

underlying assumption of this ressaaxth ems, however, that with the

numerous observations made in each el the teacher's classrooms, strong

beliefs and behavioral patterns could not be disguised continually over
0

re
long periods of time.

An atmosphere of cooperative friendlinees was present at two of

the.homes visited for the first time. I was received cordially in the

homes of the two child= described by the teacher as doing veil in

school. In both of these homes the faMil:tes' social Blass position was

definitely is the mi6die range With both parents employed and both

mothers having had college experience. Conversations were quite pleasant

and food was offered on the first 4isit at both homes. During the course

a

of the school year, relations with these two families remained quite

cordial. Between the two families,,I was offered cocktails, meals,

given Christmas presents, invited to church gatherings and introduced

to ropy of their personal friends.

The first visit to each of the homes of the two children defined

ty the teacher as doing poorlyWere quite striking in contrast to those
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described above. The kindergarten teacher had been able to contact both

of the mothers of the children doing well and one of the two mothers of

the children doing poorly. Iwas subsequently able to make arrangements
y

for my first-/sit to the homes., The visit with one mothei. of * child

doing poorly wham I had previously contacted began quite well. We

spoke for approximately fifteen minutes discussing my role at the school

and my interest in children and how they learn. I had also discussed

with the mother how her child wail adjusting to kindergarten and whether

he liked goingtaschool...,,

It was only a very short time after I had, finished discus-
singthese question! with Brad's mother that a young black
man entered the apartment. As he entered, he almost com-
pletely ignored me and-said to Brad's mother, "Hey baby,
look here what Isot for you." He pulled a five dollar
bill from his pocket and gave it to Brad's Mother. At
this point he said to her, "What this guy doin' here?"
She explained that I was from the school and that rhad
come,by to see how Brad was doing in school. This man
then became very belligerent- and suspicious in his
comments to me. He asked a large number of questions
like how old I was-, where I came from, where I went
to school, who were some of my teachers, why was I coming
by Brad's mother's house, what was I doing being inter- -

ested in Brad and many more. It was the third degree in
interrogation. I tried to answpr the questions as com-
pletely as I could in hopes ofitlleviating his suspicions.
After questioning me,.he went And stood in corner of
the room near Brad's mother. (11/30/67)

At this point the man, whom I later learned was the brother of

Brad's mother, became very silent: Ithen continued to speak With the

mother. We talked a short time longer about Brad's papers that he had

brought'home from school.

As I spoke with Brad's m'other, the uncle walked over to
Me and asked my name. I responded. He then said, 'Rifts,
get your case. We leavin'.' I asked, 'Where do we plan
to go?' He responded in a rather harsh voice, 'We goint
down my house.' I commented that I was not yet finished
talking with Bradtsmother and possibly I might stop by
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his ome later in the afternoon. He ignored this com-
ment and again insisted that I accompany hileto his

.home.

It was apparent that I would be unable to continue the conversation

any longer with the mother. Her brother was so insistent that I

accompany him that had I refused, I suspect-he would have attempted. to.

.physically force me to leave t home: With the mother and children

not having a father in the home,-the mother's brother appeared to be

I-
both partial provider and votector. To necessarily legitimate myself .

with the mother and children, it was first necessary tobe,subjected to

scrutiny by the protector. Had I refused to accompany her other, not

only might I have been forced out of the home, but I also would most

likely not have.been allowed to return. -It must also be noted that the

sister at no point spoke against her brother's insisting I leave hexes

home. Itdid go to his home and spoke with him folporethan forty-five

minutes. He related fo me 'that he had seen his sister's family slowly

disintegrate and did not want anyone taking advantage of her and the

children. During.the conversation in his h9me, he was more relaxed and

did not appear nearly as belligerent or suspicious. In fact, at one

point he offered a beer which I accepted. After, the visit with the

ttf

brother, f was received quite warmly at the home of the sister for the

remainder of the school year. I met the brother agthn on only two

occasions. The proCess of legitimation had to precede that of familiari-
,

zation.

The second family of a child defined by the teacher as doing poorly

could not be contacted prior to my first visit. Thus one afternoon, I

walked home with the child in order to introduce myself. Near the home

. s
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the child ran ahead and entered before I reached the door.

I knocked_o*the door andas th'eatd_a_large_
Amount of lisu;d shouting and cursing in4de the.home.
'At first I' wSs hesitant to knock again, butI.did.
After i#ysecoad knock the noise inside subsided and
Lilly came atd'Iooked through the window. She look-

ed at me and then turned back.. I knocked kg Vie
third time. Lilly-cfte and opened*the door. ,She.
then ran back into the living room.. I called out,

'Hi, Lilly.' The mother responded, 'Who there?.'_
I then entered the apartment and jntroduced myself
and explained my presence in the-school and my de-
sire to learn more about children outside-the class-
room. Also, I met immediately ntiOn_entering:the
room very cold hos ility from a middle-aged mAn'sit-

. 'ting vu the couch. He'had seated next -to him on

the floor a ;fifth f w*isky thaiowas nearly, empty.
As I entered, he s ood, put the bottle. in his pocket
and turned to face the all so I would,not see his
face. (11/28/67)

Being somewhat taken aback by the man simply standing and facing the

wall, at first, I thought IiWould attempt to introduce myself to him.
I

I decided not to and instead llttem ted to speak with the mother. I

spoke with her for possibly fiVe minutes 'and asked was bringing

papers home from 'school. The mother indicated that she was and that

most of the papers Lilly brought home she kept.-

As I spoke with the mother, the man "turned and begin to
stumble out of the living room and towards the kitchen.
As he was leaving, he said, 'Whet the hell this guy want
here?' Lilly's mother replied, 'Alw,,ehtt.ue and git out
here.' He then left the room - and went into the kitchen.
He returned very shortly and again asked, 'What the hell

he want here?' The mother responded,' 'He at the school.'

The man replied, 'Well, what the shit, if you want find
out how the child Join', you go talk to teacher.

There no need no one come by here to botherin' us.'

At this,, I commented to the mother that was sorry if I was impos-

ing and that I would come back again, if she wished; at her convenience.

She responded that I was welcome to come back any time to talk about
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Lilly, but that she ratI.er it not be,today, for 'she was in the'prOcess

of "cleanin' and straightnin' around." 'I said goodbye and left the.

home immediately.

My first visit to this home was unannounced and therefore unanici-

pated. What I,believe I encountered was a fear reaction on the part of

the male dug to the welfare status of the mother. The presence of a

miin in the home of a family on welfare is grounds for the discontinuance

of funds tq that family.,. As an unknown white middle class male, walking

: into the home, there were any number of reasons to expect that I may

have appeared as a welfare investigator. Thotgh the mother did not

verbalize her anxiety, it was apparent. She seemed, relieved when 1

indicated that I would leave.

The process of legitimation with this family, as with Brad's, was"

-such that proof of behavior and intention were necessarir. For the two

middle class homes, the word of the teacher was sufficient to establish

my identity. With Lilly's mother, I believe I was, in part, legitimated

indirectly. That is, had I been a welfare Investigator, there would

have begn repercussions to my visit. There were none. Thus on my

second visit when there was also a man present, different frdm the first,

the mother did not appear anxious and indicated to the man that there

was no need for alarm.

Research of the type outlined in this chapter involves a numbei of

ethical questions that must be resolved by the researcher involtied. I

believe that it is imperative that the social Scientist seek to under-

stand and interpret human behavior in whatever context it may occur.
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Thus I have. rejected two theoretical positions presently in some vogue

among social scientists. The first is that social science must be

conducted along racial divisions. That is, only whites should be en-

gaged in research relating to whites and only blacks should be en,aged

in research related to blacks. I reject this proposition as being

antithetical to the spirit of free inquiry
I°

into all aspects of human

behavior among the variety of human groups. Should th'.13 first division

of research responsibilities be acknowledged, there is then a basis

for further reductions that would lead to the eventual paralysis of

all social science investigatigatien. In its extreme, this position

would prohibit the research reported in this study, for not only would

blacks have to study blacks, but more specifically, it could only be

black children who would study one another. There,is no reason, if

one first accepts divisions of research along racial lines, that there

.then also be divisions by sex, age, geographical location, marital

status, and education. 'There is also, I perceive, a certain quest for

division of research along racial lines in order to control the flow

of information about a particular group. If one is in a position to

limit information available relating to an aspect of human behavior,

one can selectively. report that which is desirable both in terms of

politics and policy. Free inquiry then is stifled for reasons of

power. This I cannot accept.

The second theoretical position I have rejected is that of

111

"research by prior experience." Inc its most simplistic form, this

411
position a.'lows only those who have had previous experience in the area

to conduct the study. Thus only ex-prisoners are qualified to study
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prisons, only homosexuals should study other homosexuals and, within

the context of this study, only those who have experienced ghetto edu-

cation should be allowed to examine ghetto education. I cannot agree

with this position, for experience is not the sole criteria for compre-

hension. Granted that those who have previous experience in a particu-

lar area may provide insights overlooked by one who had not had the

experience, knowledge is developed in more than one manner. The fact

of prior experience may predispose the investigator to certain biases

that would result in an incomplete or inaccurate account of the be-

havior, such as would not occur in the account of one who had not been

previously involved.

Subjectivity in social science research is inevitable, to an

extent. It is the duty of the researcher to make explicit his own biases

and assumptions prior to the investigation. Having done this, the in-

vestigator, whether with prior experience or not, is then able to more

clearly understand the value judgments related to his study and how they

may affect the results. Social science inquiry should be limited by

neither social convention nor social control. Likewise neither poli-

tics nor popularity should serve as the basis for the study of human

behavior. Free inquiry should remain simply that.
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CHAPTER 111

THE SAINT LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

1. INTRODUCTION

1

Though in both the academic and popular literature, increasing

attention has been focused on the dynamics of the ghetto classroom, (cf.

Eddy, 1967; Kontos and Murphy, 1967; Loretan and Umans, 1966; Smith and

Geoffrey, 1968) scant attention' has been directed towards explaining

the relationships of the city school system to the individual classroom

as the smallest unit In that system. The scope of most studies to date

has been'extremely narrow, failing to give serious consideration to the

larger cultural and bureaucratic mili4u of the school system and thus.

leaving the analysis of the classroom incomplete. To understand various

aspects of the classroom experience for the child (such as racial com-

position of his classmates, facilities for his use, the availability

of service personnel, and the curriculum materials he reads)

the influence of the larger bureaucratic structure cannot be ignored.

Within this context, the present chapter will focus on the

Saint Louis school system as a source determining, in a significant

manner, the activities and experiences of children within Individual

classrooms. Four aspects of the Saint Louis school system will be ex-
17

amined. The first is the response of the school system to the rapid

shift in racial composition of its pupils to a predominantly black
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student body. The second is an analysis of the patterns of policy

making within the system as well as an attempt to locate various posi-

tions of decision-making within the system. Belatedly, an assessment

44411 be made of the degree of commulpity participation es it affects

the policies established by the Board of Education. Third, the racial

isolation of the black students within the city schools rill be ex-
,

amined. Fourth and finally, the Saint Louis school system maintains a

teachers' college which alone supplied abbut twenty-two per cent (158 out

of 716) of the new teachers incoming to the system intthe 1968-69 school

year (St. Louis Board of Education, 1969). Examination of the training

program for the city's future teachers will be noted. In order to

enhance an understanding of the position of the Saint Louis school

system relative to other large urban school systems, a brief compara-

tive analysis for the first two of the four above substantive areas

will be of e ed. The five cities serving as the basis for comparison

are Balttmore, Chicago, Detroitl, New York and Philadelphia. The

following comparative data on these six cities, unless otherwise

noted, are 'from Gittell and Hollander's 1967 study, Six Urban Districts.

II. INNOVATION AND CHANGE: RESPONSE TO THE NEW MAJORITY

As has been the case with a number of other northern cities,

St. Louis has experienced not only a decline in population, but a

dramatic shift in the composition of that population. Since 1950', St.

Louis has decreased in population from nearly 850,000 to slightly less
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then 700,000 (Liu, 1967). In the five year period between 1960 and

1965, the total population of the city decreased by approximately

50300. The total number of whites who,left the city equaled 76,700,

but there was a simultaneous increase in the black population by 26,200

(Liu, 1967). Since 1930, total population figures as well as number of

white residents have displayed a downward sloping curve while the black

resident population shows a continuous upward sloping curve.

The re ults of this population shift have been felt by the

public school' ystem. The total enrollment figures for the elemerit4y

gradesi-nerled during the five year period between 1960 and 1965

indicating the average younger age of the incoming black residents. In

1960, the total enrollment in grades 2 through 7 was 70,200 and increased

tor
to 71,900 in 1965 (Liu, 1967). The loss of 4,900 white children was

offset by the increase of 6,600 black children. In the same five year

period, the percentage of black children in the public school classrooms

rose from 51 per cent to 60 per cent. More recent figures on the 1968-69

school year indicate thct the percentage of black children has risen to

63.5 per cent, which ranks St. Louis as fifth among large citiles in the

nation with percentage of black students. St. Louis ranks behind Wash-

ington, D.C. (93.5).

Newark (72.5), New Orleans Parish (67.1) and Baltimore (65.1) (United

States Department of Health, Education and Welfare quoted in St. Louis

Post Dispatch, March 27, 1970)., Of the 117,000 public school students in

St. Louis in the 1968-1969 school year, approximately 74,400 were'black.

Of the total' number of black students, nearly 33,000 lived in homes

supported by funds from Aid to Dependent Children, a form of publif.. welfare.
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ThoujI, the above atatiartc pertain only to St. Louis, the
.

figures could be shifted slightly and the picture that Amerges Would

describe any one of the other five cities listed earlier. Of the five,

Baltimore, Chicago and Philadelphia all have enrollments of black stu-

dents equaling more than fifty per cent of the total enrollment for the

city (Post Dispatch, March 27, 1970). Detroit in 1965 had an elementary

school enrollment of black students equaling 55.3 percentage of the total

elementary school enrollment while in Nrm York City in 1960, twenty per

cent of the elementary school enrollment were black children (United

States Civil Rights Commission, 1967). Figures for the total enrollments

of the two cities could not be found. As with the school enrollments for

the six cities, there is little variation in the description of the popu-

lation shifts experienced in the past twenty years. ,Ali six cities have

experienced the out-migration of whites from the city and a nearly simul-

taneous in-migration of blacks. Thus in,an examination of the six cities,

the variations occur not in the changes themselves, for all have been

highly similar, but in the differing responses these cities have made to

, the changes. An analysis of the responses by the six cities to both the

decrease in white enrollment and increase in black enrollment follows.

Gittell and Hollander (1967) state that a strong indicator of

a school system's willingness to innovat..1 in the face of changes fn

the composition of its student body, and more fundamentally, changes

in the very character of the community, is whether that system will

allow independent studies of the system and its policies. The impli-

mentation of planning reports submitted by both independent agencies

and citizen committees would give an indication, note Gittell and
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Hollander, of the system's contern with special problems facing its

new majority end the desire on the part of the Board of Education to

meet the changed situation with systematic and logical procedures.

As noted by Gittell and Hollander, New York City appeared to

be-Th-dyost studied of the six cities surveyed (cf. Office of the City

Administrator, 1959; Schinnerer, 1961). They indi ated, however, that

tije schoOl board members have repeatedly announc d the acceptance of a

large number of innovative programs for the city schools, but at a

later date rescinded the acceptance. 'Thus New York City has presented

a misleading picture to the public that one is constantly informed

of new programs to be implemented in the schools but left uninformed

of the cancellation of these same programs shortly thereafter. Until

1967, the city of New York had not had an over-all independent study

Of the school system and the quality of educational programs offered

within its schools. Likewise, the board has discouraged the formation of

broad-based citizen committees to investigate and appraise the board of

various problems. Vilc3 ;967, however, a major study of the school

system has been initiated with a primary goal of developing alternative

means for the decentralization of the governing authority over local

schools (Bundy, 1967).

The Detroit Board of Education, in contrast to that of New York,

has encouraged a number of study groups and has continually attempted

to implement these report findings wherever possible (Citizens' Advisory

Committee on School Needs, 1958; Citizens' Advisory Committee, 1962;

Citizen's Advisory Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity, 1965:
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Citizens for Education, 1966). As early as,1957, eight regional com-

munity boards were established throughaqt the city to outline the goals,

objectives and methods of implementation desired by the citizens in

each of the eight areas. Gittell and Hollander note (1967, p. 11):

Detroit continues to use citizens' advisory committees to
acIfarriiie system gradually, but tensistently. The committee
reports continue to be referred to as an.overall plan for change.

Baltimore had attempted to fn!low the pattern set by Detroit

by which citizens' reports become a strong basis for innovation within

the system. But after a report critical of ale school system was sub-

mitted in 1964, (Cktizens School AOiory Committee, 1964) the Board

of Educatilp largely ignored the findings. All pretense of attempts to

implement various innovative projects suggested in the report was halted

in 1967 when the Board withdrew financial support from the program com-

mittee, the key committee established for the implementation of findings

(cf. Gittell and Hollander).

After the elnation of a new Board chairman in Philadelphia in

1962, a number of iLdepJadent studies were undertaken (School District

of Philadelphia, 1964, 1966a, 1966b). None of the studies, however,

involved community participation. Three years later, another new Board

of Education president was elected and he also formed a number of study

committees. The series of three ad hoc committees that he established

submitted reports that have become the basis for a number of significant

changes in administrative duties, fiscal management and community parti-

cipation (Reports of the Task Forces to the Incoming Board of Education,

1965).
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Though the Board of Education in Chicago authorized Robert

Havighurst in 1961 to'Conduct an intensive survey of the school cystem

(Havighurst, 1964), the findings have been largely Ignored and lost

amidst rivalries between schnnl brtn...1 mcmbors, the superintcadent of

schools and the staff conducting the study. Since this authorization,

the board, has neither granted nor encouraged further study of the school

system by citizens' groups or independent organizations.

St. Louis appears to be the least studied of the six cities

surveyed. Outside examination of the schen; system has been discouraged.

Rather, the board has relied on iot,enei staff papers and studies by

individual board members as the basis for, change and innovation. A

citizens' committee met with the Board of Education in 1963 and from

this meeting emerged a report which the board implemented in a very

limited fashion. The major implementation which occurred as a result

of this report was the expansion of the ungraded primary system which

had begun in the city in 1959. The general pattern of analysis of the

school system followea Fy thr Board of Education was noted by Gittell

I

and Hollander (1967)1:

Staff studies led to the present integration policy, adopted
in 1964, which, though it emphasizes the neighborhood schools,
provides bussing from core schools to reduce ow

a

rcrowding. ,A\1964 study by community group has been largely noted by the
board. A recent study by the Chamber of Commerce has led to the
establishment of a board committee to study the probl . The board
in St. Louis has neither encouraged nor sponsored in pendent re-
searchers or community groups.

A recent example of this same pattern was ted by a city news-

paper in an article indicating the Board's unwillingness to consider

the recommendations of a Community Study Conference established in 1969.
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Concerning the 107 recommendations c..ibmitted to the Board for considera-

tion, the chairman of the Board of Mutation is quoted as commenting,

"Why there's absolutely no unanimity of opinion in this report. It

7
contradicts itself. The recommendations are too short to be helpful.

I just don't think there is an awful lot to it." A second unidentified

board member commented, "I frankly don't think they're worth a damn.

And I sincerely doubt whether it wW: rrovide us with much guidance.

I'm sick and tired of getting blasted by people who make it seem as

if we've never considered any of these things before." Directors of

. the Conference defended the report ...,..,4ihdicated that they knew that

there were proposals within the report that made contradictory state-

ments. Nevertheless, they indicated that the contradictions were left

in the report to "show the diversity of opinion in the community"

(Sr,. Louis Post Dispatch, January 18, 100).

Innovation and Response

A second major indicator of a school system's willingness to

respond to ite new majority of low-income students may be measured by

the extent of the programs initiated for those students and the time

at which they were begun. It is rot as though the members of the

various Boards of Education could not know of the changes in their com-

munity, for census data from 1950 and 1960 indicate clearly that signi-

ficant changes had occurred in the characteristics of the urban popu-

lation. The critical time period for the six cities has not been since

1966, but rather the period of the prior twenty years. The recent

occurrence of urban violence and radical militancy has only brought into
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,sharper focbs the presence of conditions that have been growing for at

least two decades (cf. Rist, 1969) It thus would seem profitable to

examine the scope and effectiveness of programs in 'the cities mentioned'

prior to the violence and militancy,of the past few years to determine

what responses were being made when the pressure,for innovation was

much.less. ,A11 of thesix cities have instituted significant p 'rograms

within the past thirty-six months to meet the changed conditions of

their schools: The Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment in New York Cjty

and the Parkway project in Philadelphia are but two of the more pub)j-

cized of recent projects.

Very few are the early programs of the six cities that cannot

be attributed directly to the stimulus of federal aid. Perhaps the

most significant program established independent of federal aid and on

a nat:on wide basis was the "great Cities" program began in 1957 and in-
.

cluded fourteen of the nations's largest urban school districts. The

basic assumption guiding the formation of these programs was that the

special problems of children with "limited backgrounds" could be met

by the development of educational programs designed to meet their

"special needs." innovation was suggested in school organization,

1Lilization ofipersonnel, curriculum materials, and involvement of

parents and community organizations (t4arburger, 1963).

Detroit was the first to establish Great Cities schools in 1959

The programs at the three schools included in-service teacher training,

team teaching, curriculum modification, nongraded primary grades, tuition-

free summer school sessions, longer library hours and attempts at

community participation. The program was expanded to include twelve
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schools in 1960 (cf. Brownell, the 44r9ieoarci of Education, 1966).

Chicago began the project in 1961 with twenty-six classes, in eleven

schools involved. Philadelphia began in 1960 with six elementary schools

and one junior.high school. New York City limited its early participatien,

to a summer school program begun in 1964. Baltimore began a special

reading program,in fourteen of its schools in 1960. Si. Louis was not

one of the original fourteen Great Cities school systems. it had however,

begun the ungraded primary school in 1959 on an experimental basis and

extended it gradually until it included all city elementary schools.

Aside from the single program in the Great Cities schools in

Detroit,, none of the six city school systems prior to 1965 had any

special programs designed to increase in-service training of teachers.

While one area of innovation for most other major urban school districts

during Cse decades of 1950 and 1960 Was the formation of kindergarten

classes, St. Louis had founded the first public school ktndergarten in

the nation in 1894. The use of school volunteers has been another area

(II" innovation that has been utilized by some cities and ignored by

others. New York began an experimental program in 1956, snd by 1963

there were 1,000 volunteers among twenty schools. Philadelphia began

in 1963 to recruit volunteers and soon expanded to 1,100 volunteers in

. sixty schools. Detroit began in 1964 and in two years had over 3,000

volunteers in 137 schools. Baltimore, Chicago, and St. Louis have all

either established small and insignificant programs or else simply

ignored this alternative.

To meet the increased overcrowding of ghetto schools, Chicago
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and St. Louis built schools to relieve the crowding, but these schools

were located in such a manner as to preclude integration based on resi-

dency. Philadelphia has had a policy of replacement of obsolete school

buildings, but this has not contributed significantly to alleviating

the overcrowding of the existing schools. Baltimore and St. Louis have

also utilized the bussing of black children hto less crowded white

schools: In St. Louis, there were more than 4,000 thildren'bused in

the' first year of the program. The number has steadily declined in,

recent years as the pace of school construction in the ghetto has in-

creased. New York had implemented an Open Enrollthent policy for children

in segregated schools, but the number of children- participating is nat

nearly enough to relieve the extremely crowded conditions in many of

the schools. Detroit adoptea'a policy on overcrowding in 1961 which

included an Open Enrollment policy for certain groups of students and.

bussing on a limited scale. The effect of these alternatives has been

negligible, according to Gittell and Hollander.

Though federal aid to the city school systems has had a short

history, beginning with the Elementary-Secondary Education Act 1965,

the impact has been visible. In all six of the cities surveyed by

Gittell and Hollander, it is clear that the massive infusions.of federal

aid into the school systems at mid-decade influenced innovation and in-

crelted the rate of change at which programs have been established for

low-income black children. As Gittell and-Hollander note:

Increased interest in and development of compensatory edu-
cational programs in each of the cities is readily discernable . . .

this is not to suggest that resistance to change has disappeared.
In fact, in several of the cities, the federal-project officials
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indicated problems they encountered in trying to encourage the
development of programs under federal aid. However, for poli-

tical as well as economic reasons,"federal funding had pushed.
school people to innovate. The press in some cities has been
quick to question the failure of school officials to take full
advantage of federal aid and in some cases the need to return
unspent federal funds. ,"

From this analysis, it appears that the response of the six

cities to the new population of black children in their,respedtive

public school systems range along a continuum from continued innovation

and adaptation to little or no response.- Detroit appears to be the

city which most consistently innovated to meet the needs of the black

Children in the community. Philadelphia, especially in recent years,

has also demonstrated a flexibility to problems and created a variety

of school programs to combat the problems. New York City appears to

be half way between being committed to consistent examination and

willingness to change and simply adhering to the status-quo. The
1

largest gap in response appears to be between these first three schools

and the last three. Baltimore, Chicago and St. Louis all have highly

similar profiles when measured according to a yardstick noting innova-

tion and self-examination. It is very difficult to distinguishtpmong

these three as to the order in which they may be ranked. The sluggish-

ness of response on the part of all three to the situations confronting

them leaves little leeway for analysis of difference. I would tend to

rank St. Louis fourth, behind Detroit, Philadelphia and New York--not

on the basis of the response of the school board, but rather on the

basis of the'programs initiated in the Banneker district, which

represent the single large-scale response among the three cities to
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the problems of compensatory education.
1

Though the program was totally

financed by federal funds, thf.1 innovation and motivation for the imple-

mentation of the program occurred within the district itself. Chicago

and Baltimore appear to be the least responsive to the new majority of

students in the city schools.

III. DECISION- MAKING IN THE STRUCTURE: IMPACT ON CHANGE

As indicated above, Detroit and Philadelphia appeared to be the

two cities which demonstrated the highest degree of flexibility and

receptivity to innovation. New York was somewhat less dynamic, while

the remaining three systems were all rather static. The differences

among the latter were quite small, and generally they could not be con-

sidered innovative systems. The question arises as to why the systems

var., in response to the increase of black children and the demands and

problems of the communities of which they are a part. The answer

appears to be twofold: consideration of decision-making authority,

on the one hand, and community and parental participation on the other.

The present section will examine these two phenomena as they contribute

to variations among the six school systems.

1The Banneker District Project, directed and founded by Dr.
Samuel Shepard since its inception in the 1957-58 school year has had
as its principle objective the improvement of student performance and

achievement through raising the expectations of the teachers, the moti-
vation of the students and the aspirations of the parents. Meetings
of teachers and administrators both with parents and community leaders
have continually been encouraged and emphasized.. A prime component of
the program is Shepard's pitting one school or grade or classroom
against another in competitive activities, both academic and athletic,
to instill motivation to achieve.
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The six cities studied by Gittell and Hollander all contain a

heterogeneous population including wide variation in nationality,

ethnic origin, racial composition and linguistic dialects. A third

variable in understanding the rate and process whereby innovation and

change come into the system is to examine how the board and the school

system in general has respofided to this diversified population. In

recent years, the demands by a growing number of parents in the various

cities for more local or "community" control of schools have been

increasing in intensity (cf. Berube and Gittell, 1969; Marburger, 1963;

and Saltzman, 1963). The major response of each of the school systems

to these demands has been to institutionalize some form of decentrali-

zation. Though the titles may range from district superintendent

(Chicago, St. Louis, New York and Philadelphia) to regional superinten-

dent (Detroit) to area director (Baltimore), the general pattern of the

school systems has been to create positions below the school superinten-

dent to deal with school and community activities in a particular area

of the city. What also must be examined is the extent to which that

individual has the actual power to deal with problems of that area,

independent of authorization from the city superintendent. Thus as an

index to measure the extent to which school systems have been willing

to decentralize their systems to accommodate themselves to a variety of

student populations, certain key areas of authorization granted to the

district superintendent are analyzed (cf. Gittell and Hollander, 1967).

A primary criteria according to Gittell and Hollander, by which

one may measure autonomy is the degree of control the district superin-

tendent has in determining the budget for his own district. It is
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suggested that increased control of the budget is directly proportional

to district autonomy. With control of the budget for his district, the

district superintendent.is in a position to allocate funds according to

his assessment of educational priorities and needs. However, there is

always the possibility that his assessment of needs may not coincide

with those of the city super'rntej%dent. The degree to which the district

superintendent may dictate allocation of resources in the face of oppo-

sition from the city superintendent may give the clearest indication of

the power distribution.

A second measure of. the degree of decentralization is the power

rif the district superintendent to engage in the employment, transfer, or

the removal of various staff members within his district. The partici-

pation by the district superintendent in general policy foi-mulations

for the system as a whole and the district in particular is a third

measure of decentralization--that is, to what degree may the district

superintendent formulate policy related to the needs of his district

and to what extent must he follow specific policies formulated for

the city as a whole? Short summaries of the powers of district super-

intendents in the various cities follow. The analysis is based prim-

arily on data supplied in Gittell and Holl_Ader (1967).

Baltimore

:here is no formal position of district superintendent in

Baltimore, but rather there has been the creation of seven area director

positions for elementary education and two for secondary education.

These positions appear to lack appreciable amount of decision and policy
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making authority. They appear to be primarily liaison between the

schools and the central office. They have no budgetary or personnel

authority nor are they able to formulate policy. The individual prin-

cipal remains responsible to the assistant superintendent. There appears

to be little actual decentralization of power and policy making within

the school system.

Chicago

In the city of Chicigo there are twenty-eight school districts,

each with a single district superintendent, Each of these districts

also has a local school board, but they are without any significant

amount of power. The boards cannot employ or dismiss personnel nor

exercise any authority over the budget. The district superintendent is

appointed by the city superintendent. Each district superintendent has

a small clerical staff, e district psychologist and a teacher supervisor.

The supervisor, however, does not report to the district superintendent

but rather to the central office. The budget formulation is almost

entirely under the authority of the city superintendent. The districts

may simply make requests for additional or special funding. In a

similar manner, recommendations by the district superintendent have

generally been ignored by the central offic9,iin the areas of curriculum

modification and innovation. There is a single curriculum guideline

for the entire school system.

Detroit

In each of the nine regions of the Detroit school system, there

is a single regional superintendent who is assisted by two regional
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assistants. The responsibilities of tht regional superintendents in-

clude (Sitio() and Hollander, 1967, p. 67):

School-community relations, supervision of staff, approval of
major requisitions and reorganization plans within his region. ''')

They are responsible to the assistant superintendent for elementary
education and to the deputy superintendent (administration). Each

of the regions has between 30,000 and 35,000 pupils.

As is apparent, the regional superintendents have a significantly higher

degree of autonomy than thosein similar supervisory capacities In

Baltimore and Chicago. The goal of the Detroit school system is even

further decentralization with budgets submitted by each school within

each region, thus permitting further flexibility within the system

(Drachler, 1967).

New York

The thirty district superintendents appear in Hew York City to

have some discretionary power in the areas of personnel and budgeting,

but these powers are quite limited. The district superintendent may

allocate financial resources among the schools within his district, but

he does not have the power to formulate the budget for the district.

That is, once the central office has decided what funds will be distrib-

uted to his district, the district superintendent may then allocate it

to the individual schools. in relation to policy making in the areaof

personnel, the district superintendent has the choice of naming a new

principal to any vacancy in his district from the list of three names

supplied by the central office. Likewise, he may transfer a teacher to

a new assignment within the district, but only with the permission of

the teacher involved.
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An attempt was made to the Ocean Hill-Brownsville decentrali-

zation experiment to allow the community board to name various principal:

and teachers among the eight schools involved. This perogative was

contested by teacher union leaders, the district superintendents, other

principals and many of the teachers within the eight schools. After a

series of strikes, legal actions, and various proposals and counter-

proposals attempting at a compromise, the State Supreme Court 'ruled

invalid the appointments of the principals and teachers by the local

board. They were suspended from duty, but eventually reinstated by the

city Board of Education without the authority of the local board (cf.

Berube and Gittell, 1969).

Philadelphia

The district superintendents are appointed on a year-to-year

basis by the superintendent of schools. According to Gittell and

Hollander (1967), they are reappointed continuously. Gittell and

Hollander, in an interview with the deputy superintendent ascertained

that the district superintendents have negligible ppwer in relation to

policy-making either on the district level or for the entire city.

They also possess no budgetary powers and have extremely restricted

powers in relation to their personnel. Unlike the district superin-

tendents ir: New York City, those in Philadelphia have no power to parti-

cipate in the decisions relating to the appointment of principals nor 0

the power to transfer teachers within their districts. The primary

functiori of the district superintendents appears to be the implemen-

tation of policy established at the central office or by the superin-

tendent and his deputies. 88
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A report by Odell (1956), iLdicates,that fundamental decentra-

lization of the Philadelphia schcol system would be desirable. The

president of the Board of Education appointed in 1965 also indicated

a strong preference for decentralization of the schools. The hiring of

Mark Shedd, a strong advocate of zommunity-control of schools, as the

Superintendent of Schools in September of 1967 has given consicerable

impetus for the formal decentralization of the school system (cf.

Roberts, 1969).

St. Louis

Given the special concern of this study with the St. Louis

school system and its personnel 1 have chosen to quote extensively

from Gittell and Hollander (1967):

The assistant superintendents in charge of the six districts
in the St, Louis school system are appointed by the board of
education upon the nomination of the superintendent.

The budgetary powers of the district superintendents are
minor. They make estimates of the amount of supplies and equip-
ment and the nember of teachers needed in their districts.
These latter estimates, however, involve no discretion since
they must be made according to predetermined formulas (e.g.,
there is a,set pupil-teacher ratio), Further, the secretary-
treasurer makes independent enrollment eStimates which are
Invariably lower and are usually adopted.

The personnel powers of the diStrict superintendents seem
to be much more important. They can appoint principals for
schools within their districts. They may choose any person on
the eligible list (regardless of position on that list) and from
any part of theschool system. Appointments are subject to the
approval of the superintendent and the board. Such approval is
ordinarily granted.

The district superintendents also supervise the work of
principals and teachers. To kid them in this task there are
three subject ages supervisors assigned to the office. Each

superintendent also has one secretary to perform clerical tasks.
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The district superintendents are responsible primarily for
the instructional aspects of the entire school program. Prior

to this year' (1967) the district superintendents were concerned
with only the elementary schools. High schools are now coming
under the jurisdiction of the district superintendent.

One of the district superintendents is engaged in a special
program in his district, firAnced by the federal government.
Significantly, none of the involved in his program is
being provided from the St, 1,:;!s school system; It is notable,

however, that this enterprise, known as the Banneker District
Community Project, is highly innovative.

Composite Evaluation

An evaluation of the reiativegitiors of the district super-

intendents based on budgeting, perscnnel, general policy and staff was

conducted by Gittell and Hollander (1967). Their findings indicate

that Detroit has decentralized its school system to the greatest ex-

tent, giving the district superintendent authority and decision-making

responsibility beyond OA allocated to district superintendents in

other cities. Chicago, St. Louis and New York are all placed in a tie

for second position. daltimore is ranked fifth while Philadelphia is

listed last. It should be noted that Philadelphia, while ranked last,

1s presently undergoing a series of fundamental changes that may alter

the structure of the system beyond that of any of the five remaining

cities (cf. Roberts, 1969).

General conclusions based on this brief survey of the position

of the district superintendent within the school system indicate that

almost without exception, all are relatively powerless. It appears

that they serve as a liaison between the base Of authority (i.t., the

superintendent and board of education) on the one hand and the local
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school, the community and the parents on the other. As Mite!' and

Hollander note (1967, p. 76), "They tend to act as a buffer protecting

the central staff from parental dissatisfnction." Also the position of

district superintendent appears tc De a secure one. ReappcintTent is

practically guaranteed. No Inc: : of a district superint01dent being

remov.ld could be located.

The Superintendent

As indicated in the previous section, t±e power and policy-

making authority of the district suporintender.ts in the various cities

is quite it ..4as Found that the maior centers of power within

the structure o' the u ',Ln school systems were located primarily it two

positions: thP Suparintsndent of Schools and the Board of Education.

it is not the case, ipo.J1/..:', that all superintendents exercise the same

amount of decIzivn-making authority'. As noted by Gittell and Hollander,

there were relatively strong and autonomous superintendents in the cities

of Detroit and Chicago while the superintendents in St. Louis,
2

Philadelphia, Baltimore and New York were weaker. The comparison is

not quite accurate for New York, for though the superintendent is not

at the apex of the authority pyramid, neither is the board. Rather,

the authority with the New York system is diffuse and somewhat ambig-

uous. Decisions in the New York system appear to be made within the

7The Superintendent of the St. Louis Public School system indi-
cated in March of 1970 that he was retiring at the end of the 1969-1970
school year. He served as SvIerintendent for seven years.
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staff hierarchy of the central office, often on a committee basis. In

St. Louis, Baltimore and Philadelphia, the Board of Education holds as

its own decision-making peiiagative many functions exercised by the

superintendent in Detroit and Chicago.

In an evaluation c4;: the relative positions of the six superin-

tendents as to autonomy and decision-making responsibility, Gittell and

Hollander examined each of the six in relation to,budget coonnation,'

chief executive, review of top supervisory staff and ability to appoint

administrative staff from outside the city system. Likewise, the

rf

superintendents were compared according td salary, age, average term

of office, tenure and the ratio of superintendents appointed from within

or from out of the system. Table 3:1 condensed from Gittell and

Hollander (pp. 78-79) summarized these comparisons.

This data suggest that Detroit is the city with the most authority

"-delegated to the school administration. As was the case with the dis-

trict superintendents in Detroit, the superintendent also has been

granted strong decision-making responsibility. Chicago administrators

and especially the superintendent also have strong decision-making

authority. In Philadelphia the superintendent has decision-making

authority among the six cities. For St. Louis and Baltimore, neither

the superintendent nor his assistants appear to have significant policy-

making authority. Power remains quite concentrated in the hands of the

board of education. In New York, the superintendent appears to exercise

some authority, but his position is somewhat ambiguous in that authority

within the decision-making apparatus is diffuse and thus it is difficult
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to compafe his position with that of any other single position or group.

As noted by Gitteli and Hollander, the major decisions are made by the

headqui ters staff with the superintendent acting in conjunction with

the staff.

The Board of Education

At the nexus of the policy-making decisions in five of the six

cities surveyed is the board of education. Though there are various

state and municipal restrictions and regulations specifying the division

of power between the board and the administrations, the scales tip in

favor of the boards dramatically in thrett of the cities, Baltimore, St.

Louis and Philadelphia. In Detroit and Chicago authority in the deci-

sion-making process is more equally distributed than in the latter

three cities, but the superintendents appear to have greater authority.

In New York, the board does not appear to have significant areas of

authority independent from both the superintendent and the headquarters

staff. It is only in New York that the board is not in a crucial

position of authority as decisions are made affecting the city school

system. Nevertheless, in all six of the cities, the interrelationships

among the participants in the policy-making decisions are such that

the relative power of each may shift slightly depending upon the issue

and the political clirpate in which the decisions are made.

Two criteria which may give strong indication *f the relative

positions of the six boards are first the ?Areas of policy making author-

ity and secondly, the response to *:le coniiunity and its needs. The

former is primarily related to the exercise of power within the system
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by means of budget control, active standing committees and term of

office longer than that of the superintendent-- Tha latter of the two

criteria"indicates the degree of legitimation the board seeks with the

community through response to community recommendations and members

reflecting the racial and ethnic composition. of the community.

In evaluating the six cities in relation to the criteria of

policy-making authority, St. Louis, Baltimore and Philadelphia all have

boards with a high degree of authority. In Detroit and Chicago the

boards have less authority than the superintendents, but that is not to

say that it is inconsequential. It is'only in New York that the board

is not considered amtng the groups involved infimately in the decision-

making process. In relation to the bOards and their response to the

needs of the community, only Detroit and Philadelphia may 6e,considered

as highly aware and responsive to the community. In the remaining

four cities, the response varies from spreadic attention to total dis-

regard.

Based on these two criteria, what is evident is that cities

with strong boards have generally been slow in response to the community.

They have also operated independently of the community to a larger

extent than have those schoor boards with low policy-making authority.

Those cities with the stronger boards have also been the slower to

implement decentralization plans. The relation between board strength

and innovation is uncertain since both Detroit and Philadelphia have

demonstrated a willingness for innovation, but the former city has a

weak board while the latter has a strong board.
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jp Policy-Making: Other Participants

There are, in addition to the-varidus,members of the school

system, numerous other participants in the policy-making.process in

each of the six cities. The power and influence of the various groups

on the decision-making process varies with the,community and the organi-

zation of the school system. *Community participants may be categorized

according to several broad groupings. First, a variety of teacher

organizations ranging from study groups to unions are increasingly

becoming involved in'the policy-making.witin the system. (It may btu

anticipated that this involvement will increase progressively in all

urban systems: the role of unions and teacher associations his bpcominq

a significant factor in the negotiations over salaries and benefits.)

A second broad group involved in the policy-making activities of the

various school systems is that of various community organizations

ranging from civil rights, civic, parental, and educational groups to

religious organizations and special-interest groups for the handicapped

and mentally retarded. The third general group includes both govei.nment

officials and government organizations: on the local level there is

the mayor, the city council and various other political personnel; the

governor, various legislators end members of the state board of educa-

tion provide the next highest level of involvement; and at the highest

level is the federal government; with congressmen and agency officials

acting as individuals, or entire departments such as the Health, Edu-

cation and Welfare or Justice departments. (The latter may play an

increasingly significant role in policy-making in the school systems

9S
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as Supreme Court rulings on desegregation of schools ar3 made giving

'specific dates for compliance.)

Skttell and Hollander indicate that there are four levels at

which an individual or organization may participate in the decision- '

makilp pi.ocess. At the very center are the "dectsion-makers." They

are surrounded by a group of "influence wielders" 1,16,are tn,turn en-

compassed by various "reactors and supporters." On the very fringe of

the process are groups which may have no influence'on any particular,

decision. They are termed simply "peripheral groups:" Following this

typologyt the authors present diagrams for the six cities indicating

at what level' of involvement each of thvarticIpants May be Placed.

A certain degree of precision is lost in each Of tgese charts in that
/ . . .

the'peftern for any one city may change to some egree depending upon

the particular issue. For example, the question as to whether to

introduce black studies materials into the curriculum is highly salient
z,

to various civil rights groups, but much less so to the Chamber of

Commerce.

As the six diagrams lodicate, the cities of St. todis, Chicago

and Baltimore are extremely restrictive as to who is allowed to parti-

cipate in the policy-making process. Philadelphia, New York and Detroit

may all be considered more open in terms of the participation of various

groups,.but the process is still quite limited. The city which appears

to have created the greatest degree of community and organization in-
-,

volvement is Detroit. Though there are only three groups within the

"decision Makers" areas \there are a number of parental, citizen, govern-
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mental and teacher organizations listed as influende wielders." None

are relegated to the position of mere "peripheral groups."
4

Examination of the Saint Louis school,system and particularly

the school Board,by t journalist, Doyle (1969), indicates strong agree-

_

ment with.the findings of Gittell and Hollander. Doyle is considerably

less charitable in her evaluation of the school system's approach to the

presence'of the black students.

The.board4s overall sluggishness is illustrated in its appr ach
to two mafor Lssues.of the day--integration and inner-city educa-
tion'. . . . One can only conclude that,in the'thirteen and_a_palf
nears since the monumental Supreme Court decision, the St. Louis

" Board bas never accepted integration. While.its basic policy is
that it will set no barriers "that will prevent the aphievement of

44. maximum Integration consistent with sound educational principles,"
Lt has been single-minded in building schools where children !ive.

In relation to the education of very low-income children, Doyle

notes:

. .

NThe school district's response'to the plight of disadvantaged\4
urban yoqth is pleas for more money rather than fresh ideas. The

leadership is predisposea to Iller class sizes as the remedy to
failure.' This means-more buildings and more teachers, unquestion-
ably the most costly ways to attack school problems, and according
to recent research,; one of the most dubious for improving learning.

CoMmitted to the concept of the neighborhood school and unwill-

ing to innovate with new approaches forAhe _education of the low-income_

black students, the school board and a inistratidn of St. Louls'appear

to remain Content in the methods of the pait. Urban population shifts,

however, demand new responses. The massive influx of blacks into the

city has resulted in a black community within St. Louis of nearly one-

quarter million persons. The word "within" is used advisedly, for the

. black community is distinctly separate from the white. One of the !Many

conditions resulting from this dichotomy of the community along racial
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ts.that tfie schools rgflect the division, quite clearty.--The

following section will attempt to analyze the extent pf this division

and its imitications for isolation of black children from white children.
.

IV. RACIAL ISOLATION iN THE ST..LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The Children

Until the-landmark decrsion of Brtiiin vs. Board of0Education of '

,Topeka.in 1954, the state-of Missouri had as part of its legal code the

formal sanction of'segregaiion in public schools (cf. United States

Commission on Civil' Rights, 1967).1 Theconitituion of the state pro-

.

vided that "separate schools shall be provi% ded for white and colored

children, except ih cases otherwise provided by law." Plisgouri

Constitutiont Article IX, Sec.. 1 (a).1. Two monthsafter.the Sbpreme

COurt decision, the Att rney.rGenera( of Missouri indicated that the

segregation clause in t e stateconstitution could no longer be con -..

stdered valid. It had not taken the verdict of the Attorney-General,

however, for the St. Louis'Beardoi Education to initiate desegre-

gation in the public schools of the city. Utilizing a three-step pro-

gram, the board succes'sfully completed a desegregation program by

September of 1956 (Semmel, 1967, p. 8). The first stage consisted in

the desegregation of the city leacher colleges and 61e special ele-

'mantary schools for gifted, retarded and handicapped children. The

.1?)
'second stage ,included the desegregatiod of the city high schools while

the third completed the prograp with the desegregation of the elementary

schools.
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Though th d lure segregation of'the schools in the city was

.
.

abolished, the 4g to segregation, was noti
3 The racial,separation of'

: . l....., .

.
the children was not significantly affected 'by the three-step prOgram

initiatO6ythe;board,(Crane, 1967; Davis, 1962; Sp-Mmel,-1967): The

-,..,

impact of the'progrem had its most nogiceable iffidt on the integration

O.

Of several-Nof the city-high schools. With the entrance of 826 black .

studentsinto previoUs all white high schools, the perCentage of,bracks

at io:dan became twenty-five per cent, at Central thirteen per cent, at

McKinley twelve per ceot and at Beaumont five per cent (Semmal,.p. 9).

,'However,at the remaining three white high schools,and.the.two black,

the racial composition of the'student body Was not affected.

. .
. .

, The extent of integration achleyed ,in the high schools was not
4

carried out in tte elementary schools. Though- the.officialS did pot

..,
conduct a racial count after the implementation of. the threes -step pro-

.

gram in the elementery'schools, the assumption may be made tilt racial

isejation remained quite prevalent. The basis for this assurTtlen is ;
, . r

p that this school officials and the Board of Education_utilized thecon-

cept of the neighborhoOd school es the determininglactor in ascer-
..

taining pttendence,zone areas in acity with an extremely high resi-

dential Segregation index. In their study of the patterns of resi-

dential segregation in St4Louis, the Taeubers (1909) list St. Louis

3As,used-in this study, the term "segregated school" refers to
a schdOl with more than ninety per cent enrollment of one race. Like-

'wise, in referiling to a "black school" or a ';white school" the reference
is to those schools with an enrollment of ninety per cent or greater
of one race.
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as isksTaa'a residential segregation Index of 923t1n-1950,andep0.5 En

.
J960. The Implicaflons of these findings are that more than ninety er

..
,

4
cent of all non-white families'in the City of St. Louis would have to 4.4.s . 4

.

change the block-on which they presently live inOrder.tO cEeate an..

. .

unsegregated distributiOn of residential intermixture throughout .the,

city. This would have the effect of equalizing.the percentage of non-
, a ..,

whites on each block in the city (0 on the segregation index)...
'4'

..

I
it was.not until

1
seven years after the implemekat4on"of the

. .

three-itep program that the Board of Education authoriZed schOol offi-
. ,

dials to again begin a racial tabulation of the tldr'in in the city
.

.

schools. Thus for an assessment of the impact of the program on thi
. .

,s, %
, 4

k..

desegraqition of'the schools one must examine the first seven year
-',7 ,

period as oneunit utilizing figures from thertime of the iklitiatIon.
,

sevenof the program and again Oven years rater.. As Semmet (p. 11) notet:
s

- . . , , .s. . .

whatcan be said forthalT954-1962 period-is that the school
thorrties acted promptlyand without coercion in 1954 to slid I

de lure segregation, but that, at the sametime, they made two
fundamental decisions whose inevitable results were segregatedg.

-elementary schools. Although strong-arguments.for a neighborhodd
schoefloticy may be adyanced; and perhaps even some justifiCation
forithe segregated classroom bussLag, in,each case the choice .

.
., iplaced-other values and results. above integration. 'The result, as
Professor Davis concluded in f§62, was that '!de facto segregation
in St.Louls public schools has patentlyworsened during the past

° seven years." And thismas undoubtedly the case.
. . ).-
.

et is impOrtant to note that in the ydars between '1955, and'4 1

1,

1962, the possibility of integration of file schools in the City befame
I s

r,.

increasingly difficult. The mass exodus of whitel.from %ie city reduced
.,

, /, 1 . i .. 4
0 '

.

the number of'whitechildren available with whom black children could
, ..

- .

.

be placed in integrated classrooms. Statistics cited by Semmel (p.4)
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suppoit this,proposition: ?

.
4.

. .

. .

In 1954,1t. Louis public schp,gls
li.

in a de jam segregated'

.system had 89,475 pupils, of whom 58,595'65.5 per cent) were white
and.30,880 (34.5 per ant) Negro'. No xacial count of pupils was

ti made following desegregation in 1955.6fil the 1962-1963 school
year. Although the total enrollment etthatitimehad grown'to
108,245 pupils,..the number of whites had dropped almost 10,000,
a decline of'seventeen per cent to 48,754- (44.9 per cent). orthe
total, and.the number of Negro pupilshad almost doubled from

. 30,880 to 59,653,(55.1 per cent) of the total. Thus,the seven
1 years following'the end ofde lure segregation saw a relative in-

crease of Negroes to whites in the public school system of 38,614.

This trend continued through 1965-1966; the numbewhite pupils
'declined by 31192 in the three yeari from 1962-1963 to 1965 =1966.

. while the number.of Negro pupils increased by 10,235. In 1965- .

1966, sixty per cent of the total public schoolspopulation was
Negro. .

,

lil the 'three years between 1965-1966 and 1968-1969"the ra cial composition '

of the elementary schools has remained quite stable with 19681969

figures relased by the Board of-Education. indicating that the percent-

.1 age.of bla ck students in. the school population had increased only 3.3_-

per cent in three'years. In the high schools, the rate of increase has,

been only slightly higher With an added 5.3 per cent of black students

(St. Louis Aard of EducatIon, 1969).

. In the school yeal 1565-4566:oniy thr6 of the ten city high
. 4

schools were rntegrdted while the'elementary schools remained almost

,entirely segregated. As Tentionedi the-busding program, which was

originally designed not to increase integration In the schools, but to

-

alleviate ovai-crowding, accounted for the mijority of the stable inte-

grated schools. The presence of a large number of segregated schools

in the city appears nearly inevitable when one considers that two of
.

every three elementarytschool chiren are black. As Reisnel'.M65)

has noted, even if the .Board anti the school officials committed them-
.

selves to as complete integration as poss ible with the wholesale move-
,
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mentof students, on a formula bas of sixty percent white and forty

1

percent black, theie were only enough white students in the school\,

system in 1965 to Integrate twenty -five percent of the black students°

-in the ckty. There were simply not enough,white students to integrate

.% the remaining seventy-five perceht of the black elementary students

' (Reisner, 1965).

De factosegregation has also been present in the city parochial

schools. In the 1965-66 school yedi,. blacks constituted per"

cent of the enrollment in'the city Catholic elementary schoop.

'statistics for the Catholic elementary 'schools have been\supplied by the

office.ofthe Superintendent dfSohools, Archdiocese of St. Louis.) Of

-

that figure, seventy-Seven.percent attended segregated black schools.
4

Eleven of the sixty Catholic-elementary schools were black and forty-

e

fou r'were white. Only five of, the schools'had more than a ten percent
4

enrollment of both races.

In the 1969 -70 school.year; figures were pot available for all

elementary schools in thaakty, but only for the thirty two schools
,)

.
. couprisipg what the Archdiocessterms-the "Inner-City District.. The

. . .
. . . .

t)erCenrage of blacks in the "Inner-CiO\District" was 5$.8 percent.
. , . .

,.

For the thirty two sdhools, the enrollment was comprisecrof'3,048

. ;
.

white children (43.8 percent) and 3,926 black children (55.8 percent).
, 'r

:At all eight grade levels, the total number of black children exceeded

that, of the white dhildren. Of the thirty two schools for which,statier

,tics-wae available, seven were white schools, fifteen were brack, and

,test: Were integrated. Even with this smaller sample, it is evident that

the amount of integration'in the schools ham increased somewhat.

Cs -10
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with the 'figures for 1965-66, there Caere only fiie integrated schools

among the sixty elementary schools.ivithe city while. n 1969:70 there

are ten integrated schools of the thirty two in the Inner-City District.

Yet these figures must be intbrpreted,with a degr&l'of caution. ,Of

the total nimber of black children enrolled in Catholic elementary schools

in the Inner-City District, thepercentage of dose attending stgregated

schools his decreased only four percentage points in the five year
A

.period. The figure for. 1965-66 ofthe number of black children attending

a,Segregaged school was 77 percent while in the 1969-704chool year the

figure was 73 percent. There were in 1969-70 three-whit* arid. six blacle

(

'elementary schools that did not have a single member of the other race

enrolled., In addition, there. were eight black schools that had, less
f

.

than five white children enrolled
.

ed and three white .schools with fewer

\ - .

.I. l. .

k .., %
than.five black students. . .

0
.

In the smaller Lutheran!perochial school system, blacks constituted-
! A

.-

'eleven percent of the total el arS7 school: enrollment with the 'majority
. .,

. .
of these students concentrated in tWo schools with-a greater than sixty .

perCent majority of black students. There were 275 black stUdsnts out

of a total enrollubnt of 2,331 in the city Lptheramaelementary schools.

The'figured are for the 1968-69 School year (Western District - Lutheran

Church, Missouri Synod). Though there have been very slight increases
Y

in the 'percentage of black students in the two parochial school systems,

the loss of white students has not been as dramatic as in the'public

schools. While there has been a decline inthe number of/white stude6ts

min both parochial school systems on the elementary level, the number of

whites in"the Catholic secondary increased by 843 between 1960 and 1965
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,

(Semmel, P. 17). . .

12 %

,,-4

Yet, whatever the religious affiliation of the blacks in the
.., .

,

various church-xelated.schoelt, it Is apparent that merely sending a
. )

,
.

.

-. . ..

k black ail(' to a parochial scheoldoe; not insure racial integration:.'r

The.majority.ofblack students on both the elementary and secondary

.
.

1

level attend parochial schools that arSpredominantly black. Iliereforek,

it cannot beitssumed that most blacks would send'their,children to a
,

parochial.school to obtain
.
an integratekschool experience.

.

. --, )

.
o

r
School Policand the Neighborhood SChool

. , ..

,
. 0

With the' utilization of the neighborhood schoOl'Concept as thit
. , .

.
.

basis for the assignmeAt 6f pupils at the elementary school level,'St.
.....--

Louis is following a practice also prevtlenf in many other large metro-
.

.

politan areas, (Semmel p. Di St. Louis the adherence to this

policy'of the neighborhoiod school results in the feet that the nephbbr-
,

hood school is most often the segregated school (Unites States Commis-

sio'n'on Civil Rielts, 1967). 'Thui*tha'geighborhood school concept
. to

serves as 'ajejor cause -'of de facto segregation inithe.City !schools.,

As noted earlier, total integratioh is not possible in the St. Louis
, . I

4*
schools because of the lack of white.puPils, but the neighborhood

school concept does hinder integration in those areas of the city. where

it would be feasible (Crane, 1967).

It appears inevitable that some students in the 6. Louis schools

would be segregated even if the neighborhood school policy were abandoned.

This is not to say that the neighborhood school does not offer adVantages

to the.atudenfq, parents and administrator's. Rather what must,be noted
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iS that with the neighborhodd school concept applied within a city

with a high degree of residential segregation of minority memberi, the

ctioicOlas,been made for other than an integrated education where possible.

The decisioi inescapaky'becomes one based on the values of those with
e

policy-making authority: .

:

Prior.to 1954, the school system in Sc. Louis was segregated by ,

law. As a result, Semmei notes:

St. Louis had 123 elementary schools, eighty -three white

and forty Negro. The-city was, divided in-such a Way that

a whiff-child living anYwher's-in-the city .resided in one

of the white districts, and a Negro child living anywhere

in the city resided.in due of the Negro districts., Thus

the white and Ntgro,districts.overiapp. ./a practice,
most children attended schopls Olose.to their hopes, a

practice .reflected by the schooldistrict lines. A glim
White schools located in whiteresidential areas had
,elongated ekteasions ( "airns") to cover the few wHites

living in Negi areas mike few Negro schools -extended

over vast white area . . . N.Pefice, the law of Missouri

ga segregatiati priority over any .concept of the neigh'-

borhood school.

Where th'e St. Louis BOard ot Educatioh took'wteps to eliminatsthe de jure

segregation of the public schools in the city, the.basit upon which the

three -step program was founded was thatorthe neighborhood school.

The'pos4ibility of the la ge-scale movement. of students pp achieve ,
e A

.
e

racially integrated schools was hindered by criteria set up to establish
. ,

n.eighborhood schools. .(For example, children weretnot to have to walk.
.

.

.. .
a , r

more tha#.a,mile' to school;,maxii* class, size was limited to thirty-
, 4 --

,

,
eight,pupils; topographichl barriers - -such as railroad tracks, higgmys,

n
.

and the presence ofindustry--were taken intoccoUnt; and safety factors --

(
/

4ch a, allowing only a minimal.numbei of street. crossings in a district--
,

were cosidefed.) By sanctioning the policy4of the neighborhood school,

-1 i
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the school officials replaced de jure'segregationi of.the schools with de

facto. Id fact, the Bo:.re oxaezed the school officials to carry out the

directive to eliminate de ;tire segregation with a minimum of boundary'

changes in order to relocate the smallest possible number of pupils"

(St. Louis Public SchoOls1956).

Iwo

.

In spite of tide restrictions placed upon the.movement of pupils to

4-N, achieve integration, there were some integrated schools in the city.

. These were located in white-black border areas, primarily on the west'end

of the city and on the south edge of the bfebk belt ;hiCh'stretihed '

through the city from east-to west. School officials estimated in 1956

that black.chilOren were lin thirty-seven of the eighty-three formerly
(

alt- white, schools and that whites were present in thirteen of he,iotty

.previosbly schno1s (Semmel, p. 21). TIOwever, as Seam lei also

notes, these figures arA very misleading for the presencd.of a single

black or white chiia in a school was listed by- the school officials

constituting an integr.Ated schOok:
gt

In 1963,4$:following a series of civil righ;sdemonstrationd qnd °sic,

citizens' report indating that'more integration of sch ols wSsTfOssible

than was being implemented Of. Crane, 1967), 'the Board o 'Education .

added a fifth criterion to the four preylousli listed governing the
-4

'---drat.lingofboundarieilforschooldistricts. In addition to the criteria

JJJJ of clpss size, conditions:of safety, considerations. of topographical

features'and distance from the school, the Board stipulated that "Element-

ary school districts should be'sodrawn that they proVide a maximum amount
4

of integration consistent with school capacity, reasonable walking distance.

k
and safety" (St. Louis Board ofSducation, 1963). It would appear the
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e

Board in this. statement gave jut enough emphasis to integration to de-

fuse the civil rights movement over desegregation in the city schools

(
and at the same time left the statement vague enough not to invite a

a

response from the white segregationists (Crane, 1967). As Semmel noted

(1967, P. 21); in relation to this additional criterion, the Board

stipulated that "if *all other: things are equal, then integrate. Bow-,

ever, all other things are rarely equal. There is mo evidence of any

boundary change designed to maximize integration; neither is there
"Mgt,.

evidence of any boundary change designed to prevent integration." Since

1963, the few oundary changes that,have occurred within the city have,'

all occurred within the black residential areas where six new schools .

were built to alleviate overcrowded conditions in those areas. Most

often the district lines were shifted only one or two blocks and

aPPaaied to.have no racial significance.

Thotigh the neighborhood school has served withinthe,eity.si

the basic crite rion fcr the assignment
cs
of pupils, the Board df Education:
-

v

has established three' mechanisms by which a student may attend a school
.4 i

A

outside of the immediate vicinity of his home: .1) bussing to prevent
. f A '

. . .

overcrowded conditions, 2) permissive transfers granted toe student

wishing to attend another school in the city that. has available space,

and 3) special schools estabf-1..7shed for children who ere gifted'and

mentally or physically handicapped.

Bussing %.

<

The principal mechanism by which the neighborhood school concept

has been by the Board has been the bussing of pupils to

3

a

.4'
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maintain the classroom size.id the elementary schools at approximately

thirty-five pupils per room. Thus'in a sense, the Board has considered

the classroo9 size 'a more critical concern where applicable than the

maintenance (4 he neighborhood school. As a result of the defeat of

several bond,1 ssues to build new schools in the predominantly black

---.

west end of /the city, children from this area have been bussed to

other ledarowded black schools and, to a lesser extent,.to white

schools on the south side. As previously noted, until 1963 the bussing

was done by "contained units"'whare the class and teacher were bussed

to a white school, but the blacks were kept 'separate from the whites.

One result of the civil rights activities in 1963 was that the bussing

was no longer done in contained .Units, and the children who were bhssed

were accomodeted into the regular etuaent.population of the receiving

school (cf. Crane, 1967). Bussing in 1966 -1967 accounted for nineteen
.1

ot the thiity integrated schools, in the city.

I

Though the bussing program accounts for the integratien,of nine-
,

teen elementary schools in the city, the number is meager when compared

with the total number ofelementary schools in the city. Bussing simply,

cannot provide the key to totally intergrated education in St. Louis for

there are not enough white children to be distributed among the black

chidren. Secondly, the resistance of white parents to the bussing of

their children into black schools would.be intense. As noted by Semmel

(p. 27), the opposition of white parents at two all white schools was

overwhelming even when their children were,being bussed to another

white enhool. As a result the school officials compromised ale developed

a plan to bus only fifth graders and,po bus the entire room so the
T

1G9
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children could stay together. a city and state in which political

.

paliet rests solidly. in whites a-program of bussing white children into

Negro 'neighborhoods seems politically unobtainable" (Semmei, p. 27).

The third ccr'iatraint that appears to hinder the development of

breederintegration programs in the city is that the white schools have

only limited spaceavailable to receive more students. Since white

children could not be bussed to black schools, an alternative was to bus

black children to white schools. But enough space has not been available.

In 1966, only 1,400 spaceswere available in white elementary schools .

to receive more students if one were to keep the classroom size to

thirty-five students. yet these spaces were not utilized for the bussing

-.wise not as broad in scope as was poeSible and, the overcrowding continued

in the black schools. There war's fourteen black schools in 1966 with

. an enrollment that exceeded capacity by greater than ten percent. Six

white schools were also overcrowded. Had all the 1,400 spaces been used,

it would have contributed to further integration of the eghools, but

it would notheve relieved all the overcrowding in the black schools.

le the 1968-1969 school year, 1,827 children were bussed to relieve

overcrowding and some increase in the? use of the available apace in

white schools was made . In the 1969-1970 school year, 2,512 students

1'4
were busted,, with the anticipated figures for 1970-1971 being 3,300

students (OffiCe of Comminity Relations,St. Louis School System). In

view of this large figure, there is not the space available in white

schools to accomodate even forty-five peicent of all the black students
.

..

that. would, have to bebussed if integration were of prime concern.that
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Theresult of these three conditions has led to the policy of
I 1

bussing children to the closest school with available space. Given the

racial distribution of the city, what this in effect implied was that

.10.sleg children were bussed to other less crowded black schools and like-
..

,wise for the white students. Rooms remained empty in white'schools be-

tausvhere was sufficient space to accommodate the whites that must

be bussed, but the blacks had schools 'i.oser to thetr homes with space

available. As Semmernoted, however, (p. 28), there was no indication

that the bussing of black children,into white schools caused an exodus

of white children, so loAg as the total population of black children in
.

the school did not exceea fifty percent. Likewise, there had been no

indication among black parents that'they gen6rally objected, to the

bussing of their children. Analysis by Semmel of blocks within the

black community that were designated for bussihg of all the children

tudicated'that families with children were not avoiding living on those .

blocks. Rather, findings indicate that there was an increase of thir-

teen percent (forty-one childrn) in the number of elementary school ,

children living on the blocks designated for bueting.

0

Permissive Transfers

Besides the abandonment of contained unit bussing, a second result

of civil rights activity in the city in 1963 was the implementation of

a program of permissive transfer. This program was designed to allow

any student in the city schodl wit= whether in grade school or in

high school to request transfer to any other school in the city that

had the available space. The school officials stipulated, however,

1
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that transfers could only be made to classrooms already in use. Thus

tytugh a blilding may
,.

have several expty rooms, that school is not con-

sidered'to have, available space unless classrooms in use in that same

school (Aso have space.

Each year in the spring, all the pupils in the city system are'

given a letter to their parents listing those schools designatdd as

having room for those students wishing to transfer. The-applications

must be completed within a:certait period end returned to the superin-

tendent's office*. In 1963, the school officials designated 202 ele-

mentary spaces available, but within two years the number of spaces

available jumped to 1,950: In the school year 1968-1969, the number

of spaces available dropped back to 124 (Office of Community Relations,

St..Louis Public SChools).. Though initial reaction to the program was

mixed, some school officials expressed fear that the program would lead

to furthet segregation in the school syseem.by allowing the White' child-

ren to transfer out of integrated schools. These fears have nor .

materialized, as,the program hiirepeived only minimal attention from

city residents; In the firstoyear of the program in 1963 there were

only twenty-eight elementary school applicants and in 1965 there were

only 11 In 1968 there were 183 applicants. Only in the first two

years of the program did school officials record the race of the child '

requesting the transfer. Of the twenty-eight applications in 1963,

uine white and seven black were accepted (Semmel, p. 31).

An examination of the jpermissive transfer program in the St. Louis

schools reveals no definitive pattern in the movement of pupils to either
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4

further or hinder integration. The program on the elementary school

level has not been used by either race to leave a school when members
1

,

of the other race ate present. Ilie most significant act of the prokram
iv .

* /

that emerges is that less than ane-tenth dome percent of the total num-.
.

bar of parents with children in the city schools applied for a transfer.

/
,. .

As an explanation to why the black community did not make greaser use

of the program, Semmel notes:

Negro parents did not find the program satisfactory, prob-
_ably because 'a majority of the available spaces were gener-
ally

i tial area. Since,-the Bekaa Sistem provides
ally in schools in south St. Louis, lar.from the'

Negro mi.
no transportatioil childr,n1 who transfer must pay the cost
of transportation themselves., a substantial limitation for-
the numerous poverty-level Negro families. Even families

with sufficient means may objectto sending their children
half-way across the city.on public transportation even
though they would not object to travel in school buses. . .

If fb3P, Achooll.supervised transportation were available,'
perhaps more Negroes would at least apply_once to test the
program's poasibilities.

Given the number of children involved in bussing programs and the pro-
.

jected figures of ovcrewrlding in the city schools which will nedeasi-

tate'even further,buesing, the permissive transfer program will probably

be held to a minima, if for no other reason than the lack of available

space.

Special Schools

As a third method by which a child may attend a school away from

his own neighborhood, the school system has a number of spacial schools

located.ihroUghout the city. At the end of fourth grade, all children

in the elementary schools are administered the Lorge-Thorndike Intelli-

gence Test. From the results of this test, children with very high I.Q.
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scores are placed in a special track for gifted children. In 1965,

.1
this program contained '11.5 black elementary students and 702 white

students. In the.1464-1970 school year, there were 177 black and 533

white children involved (Office. of Community Relations, St. Louts Pub-

11c Schools) .

There are a number of other special education salools in the city

serving the deaf, the physically handlaiped, the mentally retarded;

those in correctional institutions and girls who aro ptegnant. These

programs, however; seine 'such a small group of students past they ,afire

not included in this study for analysis. As with the general"findings

in relation to permissive transfers, the number of children involved

-in special schools is id small that the impact on the racial compost-

tion of the vast majority of el schools in the,city is practical-
,

ly nil. Of the three methods by which a student may enroll in aicliool

outside of his neighborhood, bussing represents the single alternative

thatray be considered as affecting the racial composition of the

elementary schools, and that only in a; vet.; few cases. The dominant

condition within the city schools is that children go to school in

their own neighborhood. Thus black children io to school almost ex-

elusively with black children and whites attend schools almoit exclubive-

ly with other whites.

The Teachers and Administrators

During the period of legal segregation in the St. Louis public

school, a completely dual system of schools was operated by the city,

oexcept that whites held all the uppermost positions in the school
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admin striation. Below the Board of Education and.thesuperintendent

of hools) who were all white, 'a complete racial dichotomy prevailed

all other levels of proTessional staff. The black elementary'school

/

tricts wefe ,adminisiere by black directors and all staff within
.

/

these districts were also black. The same conditions were'present in
. ./

the three white element/arvschota,districts. This dual system of
0

4
.

schooling.in the city based on race provided a benefit and a handicap a.

,
,

when de jure segregation of schools as abolished. The benefit was a

T2
large core of experienced black professionals as both administrators

. ,
'

,

of the schools and as teachers in the classrooms. The handicap was the.

traditiod of imgregated facilities and staff.

As the Board of,Education and school officials undertook the
. .

necessary steps to merge the two groups of teachers and administrators,

they abolished the criteria of race as a. factor fe'the hiring, pro-
.

motion or transfer of personnel,(United States Commission on Civil

Rights, 19674. Though this might have provided the basis for the inte-

gration of the faculties of the various schools, a decision wa's made

by the school officials that "wherever possible employees were to re-

tain their present assignments, being transferred only to meet the

needs of the service " .(St. Louis Public Schools, 1956). This decision

of holding t'eachers.to their,assignment at the time of the abolishment
W

of de Sure segregation of the schools virtually guaranteed thatsegre-

gated faculties would remain

extent of racial segregation

intact. Ten year later in examining the

of the elementary school faculties, Sem-

mel (p. 34) concludes, "the basic pattern of faculty fiegrtion at

the elementary school level has not changed." 'P,...oe'lIn 1966, forty-eight 4t
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all-black elementary school's it the city had nolwhite staff member. .

Likewise, thirty-seven ans./bite elementary schools in the city had

no blaaestaff member, and each of fdur additional white schools hid

Ane black teacher. -Thus in 1966 seventy-seven percent of the elethent-
1 . , P

,ary school faculties were'de'facto segregated, a percentage that gem-
. /

mel notes had; been constant since 19621.

Thopgh a large exodus of white teachers from the city schools
.

might have been expected with the end of legat segregation, itdid not

materialize. This is.probably because the white teachers Were able to

retain their ppsitions in the white schools and-had no fear of being

assigned to a black school. Dutyng the first two years after the

three -step plan was initiated in 1954 to desegregate the schools, the

nu:11;04f teachers whoterminated tbeir contract fop Whatever reason

wa4less than eight percent. .Ten years later in 1966, the percentage

was identical (Serpa, p. 7).

Had the school officials pushed for the integration of the ele-

mentary schobl faculties during the eleven-year period between 1955-1966

a rapial balance in. the composition of the faculties of the schools

could have been accomplished.

If school authorities had wished to exercise a policy
of faculty assignments and if teachers bad been will-
ing to accept these assignments to maximize integration,
all schools durihg the eleven years since the end of
de lure segregation had ample openings to permit a,
fully integrated distribution of teachers. Such inte-
gration did' not take place: Insiead, white teachers
left the once white, now Negro, schools; tight of
fourteen formerly white elementary schools with all
white'teaching staffs in 1954 that now have ninety
percent or more Negro had more than eighty pereght
Negro faculties by 1962, the first yeat that iacial
counts were made. (Semmel, p. 37).

f.
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Semmel also notes that the pattern of the departure of a large percent-

age of white teachers from ?school did not occuruntil the enrollment

of the"black students approximated, ninety percent: Alkthe number of

black student's reached this yercentage level, the turnover of white

to black teachers was,-yery rapid and very extensive. -

4
-

The mechanism by which white teaChers can succeadrully transfer

from an increasi9ly bladk school to one 'that is white is through the

principle of seniority in granting transfers. For. white teachers who

have.. been in the city system.Eor[a number of years, there is little

difficulty in securing a transfer to a white school should.they'desi4

to do so. Semmel states that school officials reported in an inter-

view that black teachers "almost-never" sought to transfer-to a pre-

.

dominantly white school., In a survey conducted by Semmel (p. 39) to

confirm the figures given by school officials, the results of a

questionnaire giVemtq 292 black teachers in 1966 indicated that duly

ten had ever sought to transfkr &) a 'school with less than a ninety-

five percent black student enrollment. To request a tradsfer, a

, 'teacher merely files her request with the school officials stating the

school at which she is presently teaching and the school to which a
. ,,

transfer is requested. Semmel indicated that a common reason given

4, .
.

.

for teachers requesting a transfer from a black school to a white_

. school was "to teach at a school-closer to my residence."

A second factor that appears to contribute to the maintenance

of the segregated facultiei in the.city elementary schools is the two

teacher unions--the St. Louis Teachers Association, affiliated with

the National Educatio4 Association, and the St. Louis Teachers Union,

'117:
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affiliated with the AmeriCan Federation of Teachers. Though both unions

are well integrated and have blacks as well as whites in Vadership

positions, neither would advocate the abolishment of the seniority
.. V .

0

system for the basis of transfer. Semmel notel
\1

(p. 40): .

. .
\ One of the basic principles of trade union organisations 4

is .that. of seniority In mattera-gThiring and transfers.
Seniority provides an objective standard for determining
management. decisions. It elimpa<es.questions of ,fgvoritz .

ism and individilaal discrimination by Qervisory personnel
and serves management.as well'as employees by r oving
41 potential source oU Kconklict,and.disconient. .is ).

therefore not surprising that? in interviews with fficiais

of both teacher organizations, strong o?position /as"
,voiced twany departure fronythe present seniority prac-
V.ces. These officials recognized the extent of faculty
segregatilon, expressed support for the principle of fur -.
thering integration, but offered little in-the pay of
suggestions to promote increased faculty.integratien in

.,,.
the near'future. .

Thus it appears that the Board of Education would meet. significant opposi7

c,
tion from the,,two teacher unions should the Board attempt to initiate

any new policy on the basis for transfers oASITchers to further the

integration of,the school faculties. So 19ng as the transfer program

is voluntary and based upon seniority rights; there is little indication

that there will be significant integration of the school faculties

.utilizing the transfer of teachers.

Though the Board of Education tuid total freedom to undertake the

massive transfer of teachers to achieve more integrated schools, there

is, Semmel indicates(p. 42), little.thdication that they would do so.

As noted, a seniority system hákaantages for management.
Secondly, school officials are sympathetic to white'teacfiers
who seek to leave Negro schools. Many of the white teachers
who transferred were women of middle age or advanced years
whose teaChing experience had been with whites, often Ad-
dle-class whites. School. authorities believe that many of ,

theseteadhers lack both knowledge of the cultural background
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/ 1

p. ,

P

4 ,z
ofNegro children from poverty-level families in the cm-
ter-city ghetto and the ability to deal with discipline
pr4iblems that Often,6Ccull;in,the Negro slum school. ,Schoot
auth6rities reported that some'of these teachers expressed

-Veers, whether real or'imagined, of working in all-Negro
.

neighbOrhoods. Third,*the dual System of enforcing disci-
pline in the schools deteis greater facvlty integration.
Corporal,nunishment is almoat never administered in the
white schools, but school authorities acknoWledge its
regular uiein Negro schools. . .ThUs, once the use of

, corporal punishment is tolerated -by school officials,
asegregated teaching staff follows.

'
Presently, the transfer program has little impact on the presence

or"absence of integrated faculties in the city schools. Segregation of

F
faculties is the reality for more than threrfourths ofthe elementaFy

schbols. There is,a/so very little Change occurring in the racial composi-

tion of the vast majority of the schools, thus prompting very few teachers
. -

to seek transfers, for racial reasons. t,,Those white teachers that desired

. .

to leave a black school were able to effect a transfer many years ago.

In 1966, only forty-four white teachers received a,transfer.of assign-
^1.

ment and hone of those whites were from`among the few whites left in

the black schools. In the same year twenty-six blaCk teachers request- k
.

ed transfers, none of which were to white schools. Of the total of

sAenty transferd granted in the school year, the movement of eleven

others tended to promote integration. yiththeoremainder, the movement

A was from either one segregated or integrated faculty to another f.Sem-
g

mel, p. 43).
1 I

.It appears that faculty segregation follows student segregation.

Thus if programs in the city were initiated to increase the integration

of the schools, the prbgram could be expected to also increase the

integration of the,various sc pol faculties. However, there appears
.
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to be no indication that the St. Louis Board of Education is considering

'measures that wou d effect Significant changes in the present pattein

of assigning stude ts to the neighborhoodcgChool. As long as ttlis,

.condition is present,.ther is little basis to assume other than that

the racial segregation
4

the faculties will also continue.

De facto Segregation
\Y
and'New Teacher Assignments,

4. , ..^
- For at leait

.

the past ten years St.-Louis has been faced with a

critical shortage of'qua/ified teachers (bt. Louis Board of Education,
.

. -

1969). The lure 'of newer schools, higher fringe benefits, smaller
,

class sizes, and nearly all-white schools have sent many white city

teachers into the sarroundingiiwenty-six suburban school districts.

A
During th 1968-1969 school year, the school system had to rely onthe

,

.

r
daily tvices-of 415 substitutes to fill the classroom vacancies due

to a shortage of teachers (St. Louis Board of Education, 1969). Among

ithe.6,878 teachers who teach full time, 2,012 are non-certified, which

means that they hay& state certificates but have not passed the National

0 Teachers Examinatift. In 1968-1989 the school system was faced with the

replacement of at:least 500 teachers who left the schools for a variety

of reasons. In an attempt to become more competitive with tote surround-
,

ing saburfianachools, the, city *raised the starting salary of teachers to

$7200, 'an increase of $1950 in four years. Additional measures are also

etployed by the school officials to recruit new teachers into the city

system. The school system has an active recruitmit program with at

least 150 college and university placement offices. Programa have also

begun in 1961 to train as classroom teachers both military veterans and

women with college degrees but not certifiedfor teaching.

120
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A significant source of elementary teaChers'for the St. Louis
.

schools is the teacher training college, Harris Teachers College,'operated

by the school system itself. In 1966-1967 the enrollment at the college,

Was 987 and has increased to 1250 in.thb 1969-1970 shool'year. The,'

faculty is well integrated; as is the student body, with the number of

black students just slightly above that of white students. In 1965-1966,

166 Harris graduates accepted teachers positions ik the,city school system.

This figure represented about seventy-five percent of all graduated from

the college. In 1968-1969, the number pf Harris graduates who accepted

positions in the city schools declined to 158, though the number of

graduates increased. Of the remaining 5,58 teachers who entered the

4

city school system in 1968-1969, 246 came from ether universities and

colleges in Missouri, and 312 were from out of state (St. Louis Board

of Education, 1969). The total number of white teachers in the city

School system in 1968-1969 was 3,507 with 2,442 having passed the

'National Teacher Exanation. For the same year there were 3,371

black teachers with 2,434 having passed the examination (St. Louis

Board of Education, 1969).

When a new teacher accepts a position in the city school system

the school administrators have the authority to assign the teacher to
A,

a school of their choice. In effect,they could assign teachers in such

a manner as to promote the integration of the faculties of the various

schools. However, as Semmel indicates, "school officials ingist that

in practice they lack the power to assign new white teachers to Negro

schools because the shortage of teachers has created a tight 'sellers'

market" (p. 44). The officals indicated that if a white teacher did
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not .staove of her assignmetit into a black-school in the city, there

were numerous opportunities available in the county. In an attempt to

secure as many new teachers as possible, the officials have institutionali-

zed the procedure whereby white teachers who request a position in a

white school are granted their request in hopes:of keeping them from

leavingIfor the suburban schools. With the new white applicants assigned

to the white schools, there are few positions available for.blacks in

white schools. Thus the black teachers are assigned to black classrooms,

for these are the only openings available.

In relation to the question of v.hat effect would be had by a more

.definitive and positive policy of assigning teachers in order to promote

racial integration of elementary school faculties, Semmel notes (p. 45):

School authorities are unwilling to assume the risk neces-
sary to learn the answer, and the risk is great. ,The St.
Louis system made 530 teaching appointMents in 1965-66.
Although an exact number was unavailable, school officials
stated that offers were made to most of ,.the More than
1,000 applicants who qualified by passing the Najional
Teachers,Examination. ,Many offers were not accepted even
though, in ettect, they included a choice of school area.
Undoubtedly many whites refuse to teach in a Negro school.
School authorities also reported a reluctance on the part
of Negroes to teach in white Schools. In all, a shortage.

of several,hundred teachers is feared if assignments for
new teachers are compulsory.

Though the figures are not available .of the racial distribution
E

of teachers assigned to St,. Louis elementary classrooms from colleges

and univesities in Missouri or from out'of state, the distribution by

race of the graduates of Harris Teachers College may be examined. In

'1965-19664 of the seventy-six white graduates who accepted positions

4 7

with the city system,*twenty-eight went toalf-white schools,. thirty-

three to integrated schools and fifteen went to all-black schools, a
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rather well balanced distribution.' These figures may also be cautiously

interpreted as a rebuttal to the school officials who fear that white

teacher4 will not teach in black schools. The situation for the new

agtoc graduates from Harris was dramatic in its difference. Of the

ninety black graduates, only two were assigned to a white school while

sixty-four went to all-black schools. The assignment of only two gr &du-

ates to schools may be viewed as a self-fulfilling prophecy for

the, school alainistrrators who view these figures as strong evidence
.

that blacks do not want to teach in white schools. Such a conclusion

is, of courses -false due to the lack of opportunity or bistmb.t. 6.'41
t

in white pchoOls. There is no proof that hark toAchora would not
.

teach in white atib001.0 bac:idea pc fact that there is little opportunity

for them to do so.

Commenting on this situation, Semmel states (p. 46):

The failure to assign Harris graduates to white,schoola
probably results from the reluctance of schoolauthori-'
ties to send more than a small number of highly quali-
fied, experienced Negro teachers into the white schools.
In part this attitude is a response to white community
prejudices; in part it is anettempt to demonstrate to
the white community' that Negro teaehers,are equal to any
by sending only the best to the white schools. This atti-

tudeleither drains the best Negro teachersofrom the Negro.
schools or keeps the number of Negro teachers available
for white schools at a perpetual minimum. It is inherent-

ly discriminatory becduse school authorities have no reluc-
tance to assign or keep the less qualified teachers, white
or Negro, in the Negro schools.

Even before the yrris Teachers College student has graduated, the

application. of the philosophy of de kacto segregation in the schools is

operant. The practice-teaching assignments follow a pattern similar to

the first assignments upon graduation. The practiCe-teachingassignments
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follow a p4tttsrn similar ta the first essignments upon greduatioh. The

%.

,prectics-teaching assignments are made with officials making a "definite
-.-

4

bow. . . tojears of white hostility to Negro teachers" (Semmel, p. 47$.

The students have no choice but to accept the assignment of the school

officials since practice- teaching is a requirement.to graduate. Each

student must practice-teach at two different schools for nine weeks. In

1966, fifty-three of the ninety-nine black student teachers were assigned

for both nine week periods to black schools and twenty -nine of the 107

white students were assigned both periods to all-white schools. At

two white schools there were no bl.a7..!t student.4eachers present and in

two black schools,

interview with the

there was only one white student-teacher. A recent

director of student teaching at the teachers college

indicated that this practice is being modified in an attempt to place

each student-teacher in both a blackand a white edhool for nine weeks

eirAl. In the conversation, the black 'schools were referred to as "bad

schools" and the white schools were referred to as "good schools" (1/21/70).
0-

4

This chapter has focused on three critical,variables in the examine-

tion of the St. Louis school system; the response of the school system

to the new majority of black students within the classrooms, the patterns

and sources,:f/power affecting the decision-making activities of the

school system, and thirdly, both the source and pervasiveness of racial

isolation of blacks from whites within the schools, both in terms of

children and also staff. The fourth and fihal consideration of this
A

chapter is to focus on the teacher training program at the city's Harris

Teachers College. I believe that it is crucial to examine this training

0
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program, for it is through the treining of teachers that the impact of

the ideology and values of the public school system will eventually most

directlydirectly affect the children in the classroom. Thus in order to under-

stand in part the beliefs, attitudes and behavior of the teacher awards

tile_childien within her Cla;s, it is necessary to _examine the method

'by which she was t ht. Moreover, not only the teaching methods.Must,

be examined, but mo'e fundamentally, the beliefs and ideology guiding

the teaching methods must be analyzed. An analysis of teacher training

proyfdes an avenue by which to the impact of the ideology of

the macro-system on the microcosm of the classroom.

V. TEACHER EDUCATION FOR THE ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

When a new teacher enters her classroom for the first time, she

is not totally unaware of what to expect, nor does she come to the room

laling a set of attitudes and beliefs as to what her function within

the classroom should be. Rather, she has participated in an extensive

program of socialization that sought to acquaint her not only with the

techniques of teaching, but with a notion of the organizational struc-

ture within which she must operate. :The primary source of this sociali-
.

cation process occurs during the four years of training that she re-

ceived as an undergraduate (Connor ;ind Smith, 1967). It is during
1

these four years that she is exposad to actual classroom teachihg

.4 1

situations and professional interaction with a number of currently ern-
.

ployed teichrs. At the same time she is enrolled in a variety of '2,!,

classes devoted to classroom managemeat, educational psychology, and

philosophy of educatioh which all seek to further clarify the; nature
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og the admit:003m1 expartome, both .for the child mod t4e prospective

teacher. The training of the future elementary school teacher proceeds

on two levels: first within the college classroom as student and secondly,

within the grade school classroom as an apprepticertescher. It is to

this process of transforming the individual from student into classroom

teacher that this section will address itself.

I'
Within the city of St. Louis, nearly-a fourth of all new teachers

who enter the school system each year are graduates of the city teachers

college. The training of these teachers is an integral aspect of the

total educational endeavor of the 6.1:;toal system, for during the crucial

teacher' shortage in the city, the. teachers college provided a continuous

source oI new teachers. Likewise, it may be assumed that the graduates

of the teachers college have provided a rather sizeable number of long

term teaChers within the city schools, thus contributing to the low

yearly replacement needs (St. Louis PublicSchool System, 1969). The"

basis for this asbumption is twofold: the student who typically enrolls

in Harris is a St. Louis resident, and secondly, the curriculum, is

specifically oriented towards the placement of graduates within the

St. Louis city system (Connor and Smith, 1967). As a result, a large

majority of the gradtates who accept positions in the St. Louis schools

are primarily St. is residents who'have chosen to remain in the city

1

upon comfdetion of their college training. Thus an analysis of the pro-
%

gram at Harris TeachIrs College would appear to provide aft examination

of the professional training of's sizeable percentage of the teachers

currently in the city public school system., Furthermore, an examination

126
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. .

of the prograxi etferrie may provide the basis for partialisoelyele

of the beliefs, attitudes and behavior manifested by the Harris. graduate

within the actual classroom situation. What is suggested is that the

behavioral and interactional processevevident within the classroom can-

not fully be understood without consideration of the beliefs and expecte-

tions tfia.teacher brings to that classrOoM (Anderson, 1939; Bruner, 1960;

Combs, 19651 Conant, 1963; Shaplin, 19621,-- The teacher training progragp

at Harris Teachers COliege is examined for it is. believed to contribute

to the formation of attitudes and values manifested by the individual

teacher within the classroom.

The first two years'of the teacher training program at Harris are

devoted primarily-to an introduction to several substantive areas in

the liberal arts plus courses related to elementary school activities

'

such as art, music, and physical education. The schedule for the fresh-
.

1 student appears somewhat flexible, only seven of the sixteen hours

being completely designated for the student. These seven hours in the

first semester consist"of Communication Skills, Introdution to Criti-
01.

cal Thinking, and Physical Education. In the second semester, the

course Introduction to Critical Thinking is replaced with the course

Introducation to the Elementary School. During each of these two

semesters, the remaining nine hours may be divided between three hours

of elective and.six hours of'additional required courses
4

but the choice

4
0

,The additional required courses that must be completed by the
beginning of the senior year consist of two courses in Biology, College,
Mathematics, English, Physical Science, and United States History. A
single course is also required in Geography, Government, School Health
and Social Science. With the electives, the student must complete

1.27

.6
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\
La the.studonrIsvur to the

ft

sequeuce iu which be will take the noquired

courses. It should be noted thatthe six hours of additional required

courses for each'semester is standard for the first and third years,

while during the sophomore year, nine additional required course hours

are designated. Also during the first three years, the student is

allowed a three -hour elective course, each semester. During the soPho-
,

more year, the student is-required to take five h3urs in.Art, Mnsic and

'Physical Education. The remaining twelve hours are divided among,the

elective and additional required courses.

It is only during the junior year that thb student intensively

begins professional training. During this year, the student'is,reqUired'

to take courses in Educational Psychology, Literature for Chl,ldren:

Language Arts Teaching, Learning Disabilities, and.MOdern Mathematics

for Teachers. The student is also engaged in "Observation- Participa-

tion Teaching." Sineethis IS the first occailon in which the'student

is actually involved in the c ssroom situation in an elementary school,

it would be well to note the. oimaf description of the course (Harris

Teachers College Bulletin :

The students in this course spend three hours each week on

campus studying those techniques which are based upon 'philoso-

phical and psychological principles. Each student spends

eighteen hours chosen amonveighteen substantive areas. There is a'

requirement, however, that fifteen of the hours must be completed in one

of the .areas. Thus the student is exposed to only two of the eighteen

possible areas of study. The eighteen elective areas are Art, Biology,

BlaCk Studies, English, Foreign Language, Geography, Gokernments History,
Humanities, Library Science, Mathematics, Music, Psychology, Physical

Science, Science, Social Science, Sociology-Anthropology, Speech Educe-

tion, and Speech and.._Theater Arts.
-;
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some two and-one,hslf hours each week in an elementary

school. This is done in grouptt of,about twenty for six
weeks and then.in-pairs for tl...e.remainder of the -semes-

ter. -All visits'tOthe schools are planned and, super -.
vised jointly by the campus classroom teacher and the
teachers being visited. The first'Visits are primarily
for the-observation of selected techniques. While work -
ing in pairs there is considerableOarticipationin the
elementary classroom activities. The observation-perti-,

CiPationpert of theptogram is evaluated by the class-
roam teacher as-a part of the Techniqde of Teachin#
Course. The students report on and evaluate their own
experiencea in this, etea to,a coneidetable extent.

Connor"a nd Smith (1967) indicate, however, that the actual participation

,Of the. students in the ciassrOom activities varied considerably with

some teachers allowingfihe juiior students to actually'teach while

Others simply observed. For ny of the student, therefore, their

first experience with"an act
1

al teaching situation dOes not occur un il i

.

l
they are in the lest semeater of their college training. It is during

this semester that the studeOt is involved in student - teaching, or

asreferied to in the Harris! bulletin, "Apprentice Teaching."

At the!beginning,of the semester in which the student will be

involved in the activities of the elementary school classroom, a bulle-
...

tin is provided entitled, Apprentice Teaching Program (1967). Connor

ar

and Smith in their review of:this bulletin developed a series of state-

ments that they believe reflect the stated general objectives of the

apprentice prograni:

1, 's Understanding,the "development of skills in each
subject- matter area from Kindergarten through Grade

VIII."
2. Understanding the "importance and relation of learning

in primary levels 'to.middle and upper grades:" -

3. Underitanding the natdre of good classroosiorganization
and management.

4.. Understanding good teaching techniques with individuals

.end4roups.
.
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5. KnowingKnowing elassrooM technicidas ox del:foam...that aro help-

fdl to the teacher.

6. Knowing about the sChool services in the building.

.7? Becoming 'acquainted with and knowing how to fill out
school records. ,/\,

8: Understanding. differences in background and behavior, /.

ofpupila from different socib-economic areas.
9. Knowing 'how to evaluate pupil learning.

10. Uhderstanding_the-necessity,of continuing, development
of ones knoWledge in all the subject areas taught.

11. Dilderstanding.the importance of developing good working
relationships withahe ,principal, teacher*, pupils,
other members ok.the_staff and parents.,

12. Developing an. nderstanding of children.
/3. _Developing enthusiasm for teaching.

As ''aoted in the last section, the data strongly indicate that the

racial identification of the apprentice teacher is a significant factor

in determining the assignent to the seo ois for the apprentice teaching

experience. The bulletin ofthe college, of course, does not indicate

this practice, but rather deals with the assignment to the various

schools as it relates to the personnel and time periods involved.5

Until, January of 1970,. the program was structured' so that each

apprentice spent two weeks to a classroom in each ofthe ten teaching

levels from' kindergarten through ungraded primary and up to the eighth

grade. The program was referred to by both the students and staff as

the "two by two" program, indicating the shift each two weeks to a new
'4

classroom. .It was also the case that the schedule called for the

apprentice to teach. the even grade levels at one school and the odd at

the other. With the revision in the curriculum, the students no longer

spend only two weeks with a class,"but depending upon the grade /Oval,

they nay spend up to four weeks with any one class. The length of

stay at each of the two schools has been shortened by one week from ten

to nine/weeks. As was the case with the p5ior schedule there is some
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adjustment made by sex to allow the women a longer teaching period in

dthe primary grades and a shorter period in the upper grades. The re-"

verse is the case for the men, with the fewest reks spenCin the pri-

mary and the high st number in the upper grades.

As the basis for the shift from each apprentice spending two weeks

with five different classes to either two, three or four weeks with

only.threegrades, did Apprentice Teaching Program listed five

.1Advantages of the Revised Schedule":

1. Allows principals greater flexibility in assigning
apprentices to cooperating teachers.

2. Reduces the number of cooperating teachers required
for each apprentice from five'to three for any nine
week period.

3. Allows the apprentict4greater opportunity for develbp-
ing long range plannift (ordering of audio-vistial

ing through units of study to cm-materials, ca
pletion, eta

4. Allows prin ipals to evaluate the apprentice and
report the inal grade to the college after com-
pletion of the apprentice's assignmenttda school.

During the eighteen-week period that the students.are involved

, in the apprentice teaching program, they are expected to dpeni Monday

through Friday at the college to participate in a four-hour courpe,en-

. titled "Classroom Management, Materials, Measures and Guidance." The

course is taught by the superOsor of the apprentice program and is

designel tobe a reflection session on the activities of the apprentices

during the past,week.

While there is-not yet available a revised schedule dppecifying

5
Such is an

in activities as
bureaucratic orga

example of what Merton (1957) termed the variations
being eithei Manifest" or "latent" in relation to
nizations.

131 ,
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the duties of the apprentidel the earlier edition of the Apprentice

Teaching Program noted in detail the schedule developed for each of

the two-week sessions. It may be assumed that the initial pace of

gradual involvement in classroom activities will remain approximately

the'Imax6...with more intensive involvement in. the third and fourth weeks

under the new schedule.

On Monday of the first week

(
*he apprentices observe all

day. 'They begin to learn th names of the pupils,note
any peculiarities or deviances of pupils, note how the
regular teacher has organised the classroom in,order to
carry out her teaching tasks, and begin to become ac-
quanited with the curriculum an& the levels at which

1 the pupils, are working. *The apprentice should begin
teaching on the second day--one lessen. "Each day one
or more lessons should be added until, by the end of
the two-week period the apprentice has had a full day
teaching program. In some cases the apprentice might
teach one group or one class for'the entire two-week
period. The apprentice should have the room alone on
Thursday of the lalit week'in the room. This means that
classroom teacher is not in the room." (Harris Teache'rs

College, ApprenticeTE021xasplanE).

Included in the Apprentice Teaching Program bulletin is a list;

of statements that are to serve as guidelines for the apprentice while

she is in the schools. They are included to give further indication
. .

of the formal ideology of the school system as to haw the acceptable

apprentice is viewed. All twenty statements are listed under the

heading, "WHAT MAKES A GOOD APPRENTICE."'

Observations of the teacher and pupils are keen.
2. Assignmnts and instructions are clearly stated,

understood and anticipates pupil difficulty. isiC7
3. Motivating devices are economical of time.
4. Opportunities are provided for pupils to exercise

judgement and apply common sense.
5. Chalkboards and bulletin boards are used to advantage.
6. Penmanship As good.

7. Apprentice-pupil relationship reveals a fine spirit of
cooperation.
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8. Community resources are Utilized.
9. Visual aids are employed.
10. The term "bit down Apprentice" does not apply. .

11. Concerns himself vitally with skill development.
12. Concerns himself with pupil behalVior,xse of Materials,/

time and equipment. -

Writing on the-chalkboard is visible to all wbile it
is' being used.

1 . Feels no heqitance about writing on the chalkboard.
15. Plans in advance. (
16. Uses the experiende of the class. .

17. Enriches himself by reading and interviewing profusely
in case his tackground courses and experiences have
been limited.

18. Develops new materialwith the class before it is assigned.
19. Kntrels where to get supplementary materials and how to

use them.
20. Avoids exclusive use of the lecture method of presentation.

It should be noted that not one of these twenty) criteria determining

a "good apprentice" involves the question of whither the apprentice'

should be concerned with stimulating creativity or insight on the part

of the child.

In additimi to these twenty guidelines for classroom behavior on
t

the part of the apprentice, the Apprentice Teaching Program bulletin

also lists five_ considerations for the apprentice under the heading of

"PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT." These areas foll6Ws:

1. Have good attendance and be punctual.
2. Be alert. Use good judgement in relationship with the

principal,'teachers, pupils, other Members of the staff
and the parents.

3. Dtess appropriately and be carefully groomed. (emphasis

in original)
4. Improve your language usage, spelling and penmanship.

5. Ask for criticism and help from the teachers and principal.

In addition to the teaching responsibilities of-the apprentice,

there are a variety of related activities that she must engage in during

the apprentice-teaching program. In each of the two schools in which

the apprentice is to spend nine weeks, she is to spend at least one day
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with the school social worker. Likewise, she is to attend any 'school-

wide functions which may include Parent Teacher Association meetings

or school assemblies. If the principal should,request.the apprentice

to attend school faculty meetings, she is.expected to be present. -The
,

.

e .;1 .

apprentice at the end of each nine-week period is to complete a ques-

tionnaire for the college detailing her experiences at the school and

of what significance they were to her. At the end of the semester,

she is to write a report evaluating her experience and detail a comparison

0
of the activities at the two schools. Although it is not required, it

is strongly recommended/to all appreaticegt that they keep a notebook

for future refetence which should contain reminders, practical hints

on lessois, samples of classroom work, suggestions from supervisors or

classroom teachers and personal observations. During the entire eighteen.-

week program, the apprentice is also expected to complete p weekly

record form indicdting the lessons taught (lesson plans to be included),

the subject of the lesson, follow-up lessons on the same topic, materials

utilized for the lesson and personal evaluation of performance.

During the period of the apprentice program, the apprentice is

supervised and evaluated by three different persons. The first to be

involvtd in the process is the cooperating teacher in the elementary
4

school classroom. 4She is responsible for giving much of the "on the

job" training to the apprentice, as'well as submitting a final evalu-

ation of her performance.

In the revised Apprentice Teaching. Program bulletin (1970) the

College has developed a series of suggestions on how the classroom

teacher can be of help to the apprentice:

134 ,
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t .

1. Plan with and have conferences with the apprentice.
2. See that the apprentice has a well balanced.schedule.

for observing and for teaching . . .

3e. The apprentice _Should form the habit.of.making a
workable _outline for each_lessca taught. The outline .

should-show: Date, Sdbject to be Taught, Level or
Grade, Main Objective, Materials to be used, Procedure,
Follow-up Assignment end Evaluatien to see thst,the
objective has,beeo achieved: All outlines should be
checked by the teacher before the lesson is taught by
the apprentice. 'All.outlifies:are to be shown to the
'supervisor when he/she visits the apprentice . .

The. habit of carefully planned lessons and,sn easy
referehce'outline.forall lessons taught should be
establis4d. This is the mark of an, efficient
apprehtice.

4. Stress the importance of:
a) Carefdl'assignmedis (Cass work aid homework)Mb) Checking papers Men and how)
c) Careful preparation and follow-up on-Educational

Field Trips.
5.- See that the apprentice is.provided with:

a)'!Course of study

b) Guides
c) TextbOoke and,Teacherls editions
d) Audio - Visual `Handbook, etc.',.and, understands how to

. use them
6. See that the apprentice becomes familiar with the forme

you use daily in yodr rooms:" S-1, S-2, etc.
7. See that the apprentice becomes familiav with the routine

of the room:
a) Pencil sharpening

b) Distributipn of materials
c) Ordering of supplies

1)

Regular
Audio-visual

d) Recess schedule
e) Yard, lunchroom and basethent duties (The apprentice

is never assigned to these duties alone!)
8. Familiarize the apprentice with the various tests used

and how they are recorded for future reference.
9, Have the apprentice aware of:

a) 'School social worker
b) Music consultant
c) Art consultant
d) Physical eddcation consultant

44

e) Supervisors
'f) Testing service

10. In some schools one teacher is designated as the
apprentice sponsor. In this case he/she works with the
apprentices on all practices, routines, and records
common to all levels of the school (Items 6, 7, 8, 9)

O
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11. Discretion elpIld beuded in marking the apprentice.
The report on the apprentice should be sent to the
principal the Monday of the week after the apprentice
leaves the teacher's room.

It should be evident that the major thrust of the help the teacher can

afford the apprentice is to teach her mechanisms of managing children,

materials and recorda.

At the end of the apprentice's stay in the classroom of the cooperat7

ing teacher, the teacheia to formally evaluate the performance of the

apprentice. The College provides the teacher with a form whereby the

teacher may evaluate the apprentice in four major areas: Personal

qualifications, Professional qualifications, Instructions and Classroom

management. In. the area of personal qualifications, the teacher is to

consider the apprentice in relation to five criteria: understanding of

children, enthusiasm for teaching, cooperation with staff,'Punctnality,

dress and grooming. For professional qualifications, there are considers-

tiOns of use of English, spelling, pehmanship and knowledge of subject

matter. Instruction is rated in the areas of preparation of classroom

work, skill in presentation of lesson and ability to stimulate interest.

Finally, the apprentice's classroom management is marked in the areas of

discipline, use of voice, record keeping and pare of materials an equip-
.

ment. For each of these criteria within the four general areas, the

teacher may evaluate the apprentice with the grade of A, B, C, D, Or F.

The teacher is also provided with space'in whir.h.to make comments on the

"strengths" and "weaknesses" of the appientice. Finally, the classroom

teacher is to designate either "yes" or "no" whether she believes that

the apprentice is suited for teaching at the particular grade level. As
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e
Connor and Smith (1967) indicate, this final evaluative criteria gives

indication of the connection between the suitability of the apprentice

0 for that grade level and the high probabliliti of later job placement

within the city schools.

The principal, who is the second person involved in the supervision

and evaluation of the apprentice, is responsible for conferring with the

apprentice periodically throughout her shy in the school, and ultimately

piecing together the reports of the fi;e teachers wfth whom the apprentice

'worked into a final grade for the entire school experience. The principal

in his final report on the apprentice also notes the number of 4ayik

that the apprentice was present, the grades in which she taught, and

the amount of time spent on other school-related activities. As 4

further indication of the close relation between the teachers college

and the public schools, the principal is asked to designate whether he

would Like the apprentice assigned to his school upon graduation and for

what grndehe believes her to he best suited.

The college supervisor, the third in the succession of evaluators,

besaes filing her own report, also indicates at the top of the princi-.

pal's report whether she concurs with the principals evaluation. the

College supervisor has the general responsibility to insure that the

apprentice engages in the appropriate activities as outlined in the

Apprentice Teaching Program issued by the college. The college super-

- visor not only has contact with the apprentice though the classroom

activities in the elementary school, but.the apprentice is also a mem-

ber of the supervisor's college course on classroom organization, !Ind

management. Thus the supervisor ultimately has the greatest authority
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in deter fining the final ,de of the apprentice for the program, and

more importantly, determining for the school officials at whet grade

level the apprentice should be..pleced,within re city school system

upon graduation.

The general picture that emerges of the apprentice-training program,

At Harris Teachers college is one of strong adherence to traditional

methods of teacher trainio: The constraints upon the apprentice in-

.hibitin4 innovation and creativity appear quite formidable for all

criteria by which she is evaluated tudi9ate an orientation towards a

rather mechanistic approach to teaching. Thus the apprene(ce in innovat7/

ing and experimenting within the classroom situation is jeopardizing ,/

both her final evaluation and also her possibility of securing a position

upon graduation. The result of the orientation that the teachers college

has towards teacher trainfHg is that the apprentice has little or no

experience with innovative teaching, whether by team teaching, depart-
.

mentalization or an unstructured classroom experience in which the

. teacher glides the children towards the development of their own pergonal

interests. Much in the training program would appear to be the antithesis

of that advocated by John Dewey, the progressive educator (1915). Where-

as Dewey advocated a supportive and child-centered classroom with little

routinization and formalization, the training of the apprentices within

the St. Louis system appears to emphasize clasproom management and .

discipline as the prime consideration in the establishment of classroom

oar

control.

The apprentice teaching program with the emphasis Upon management

of children, the preservation of equipment and prompt completion of
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records, I would.suggest, reflects quite clearly the general state of

affairs of the St. Louis school system. The Sluggishnessof the school

system to respond in an imaginative and creative way to the vast change

in the racial composition of the student population, the lack of meaning-

ful attempts towards further integration,of the city schools, the coo-
.

centration of the dee/stow-making authority with the board, and the

isolation of the superintendent from the cosuunity, all display a strong

"goodness of fit" with the methods by which teachers are trained for the

city schools, The traditionalism of the school system in terms of teacher

training procedures and the suspicim.OT innovation in methods of classroom

activity is reflected also in failure to reform the outdated curriculum,

bring children together in their diversity of backgrounds and experienoe

and gi1:4 thecommunity, whiCh is ultimately affected by the methods of

education, utilized in the schools,a voice in how their children should

be educated.

Having sought in the scope of this chapter to provide anNpalysis

of the St. Louis public school system in terms of understanding positions

of decision-making authority, receptiveness to innovative educational,

techniques, conditions of racial isolation among pupils and staff, formal

training of a large number of the teachers in the schools, and the res-

ponse to a shift in the racial composition of the student population, the

following chapter will seek to analyze the impact of these conditions

upon a single elementary,schoolwithin the city. 'The thrust of the

analysis will be to ascertain the general milieu of the school and the

conditions in whigh.4hildren experience the learning andlsocialiZation

processes of public education. As the scope of analysis narrows from
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the macro-level of the --system to a smaller unit--the school the

. ,
specificity of describing the proce'ces shoul.d. increase. s the unit,'

. /
of analysis decreases in scope, so will the number of children consider
p *
ed within that unit also decrease. Within Merton's, (197) conceptual

fragework, one may say that the schoor provides an excellent unit far

"middle range" analysis:.-between the entire city public school aystem,, 1

and the individual 'classroom.

"
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CHAPTER IV

, ATTUCKS 66100L

1. INTRODUCTION

A block away from a large throughfare that many white* travel each

orning into downtown St. Loa's and return home on in the evening,. stands

Attucks School. Attucks School is located on the north side of the city

in-the black ghettp. It shares a city block with several small homes,

two burned.4ut building% a liquor store and a filling station. Near-

by are two small grocery stokes, four store-front churchea and a uted-

o tiro and battery shop. The residential units if the vicinity of the

school are primarily small sing:e-family dwellings and duplex apartments.

In 1965, the census tract including Attucks School was listed as being

ninety-eight percent black (Liu, 1967). The radial composition of

theschool reflects quite clearly the composition of the neighborhood.

All nine hundred-plus students-are black, as are.all teaching faculty,

administrators, secretaries, special service personnel, and janitors.

Since Attucks $chool was built early in the 1960's, a white'child has

never attended the school.

Premises

The outside appearance of Attucks School varies, depending upon

the rate at which the Janitors replace the broken windows and pick up
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the broken bottles and litter, from resembli l. a building under siege to

a typical new two -story elementary school faun in numerous suburbs,

sUrroundIng the city. At the very beginning of the school year, the
. .

building is most attractive, but it steadily dis4ntesiates in appear-
a

ance as the year progresses. During le first weeks of school, there

are flowers blooming at the base of the flag pole and.arsund the main

entrance to the school. The grass is mowed, and. the shrubs along the

front of the building are trimmed and f'ee of weeds. The large play-

ground which surroundi the school on two sides is free fromsla4and

trash. The five.!ftiot high fence endaw4sci4 the playground hasp

leaves caught at its base. With the coming of winter; less is done to

keep up the appearance of the outside of the building. By spring, the

perennial flowers must push their way up through layers of .paper, glass

4

and unraked leaves. The band-aids run short as the number of cuts

and scrapes from cans and glass on the playgniund'increases. The most

consistent work that is done in winter is the continual dovering of

broken windows with-sheets of plywood. The long rows of windows on

the front of the building achieve a checkerboard effect of wood alter-

nating with glass. 1 is not until late in the spring that the glass

*
and litter is cleared away, the plywood replaced with glass, and the

playgrounds swept.

As one enters Attucks School through the main entrance into the

large and spacious foyer, the offices of the administrators and special

service personnel are to the left,, two gymnasiimaS and the library are

directly ahead and the classrooms are along a corridor to the right.

The building has two floors only in the classroom wing with the primary

st
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6radds on the first floor and the upper grades on the second. /4 the

foyer, above the eye level of an adult, are five prints. Tvit?are

facsimili s of prehistoric paintings, a third appears to be in the style
,t,

of Jackson Pollack, a fourth resembles the technique of Grandma Aoses,

and the last is a'still life ora bowl of fruit and*a vase. In one

corner of the foyer is the American flag. The floor resembles a huge

checkerboard with block tile sat in-a design of four-tile squares of
0

alternating colors, green and white. Lt*the.classioom corridor, the

floors are all white tile with green tile bordering the

"
Outside the offices of the princlpnl and the secretaries is what

both the staff and the students rerex to as the "bull-pen." Th s is

the area, railed off on two sides, where visitori,,students a *rents

wait to see the principal. On thailitude of the railing are four long

wooden benches. In one corner of the bull pen is the4mimeograph machine

available to the teachers. The two secretaries have desks behind a

*counter in an office immediately next to the office of the principal.

The two offices are connected by a door. On one of the walls in the

office of the secretaries is hung a calendar and on another are two

replicas in black plastic of African masks. In the principal's small

office is his desk and chair along with the console for the public

address system in the 'school. There is room for only two chairs to one

side of his desk for visitors. The third in the consecutive .row of

offices is that utulized by the school nurse and the school counselor.

Since phi\ rse is at the school only two half-days per week, the room

is primarily ttsed.by the counselor. The.room is also made available to

the doctor when present for school-wide immunization1programs. The
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fourth and last room in this area of the. building is a combination

teacher's lounge and band room. The band director uses the room during

the regular class sessions and teachers use it during recess and lunch

periods. The room contains several couches, chairs and two long tables,

as well as a refrigerator; stove and-sink. *There is a bulletin board

in ther6om used by the principal to post announcements and also by the

teachers for messages.relating to union meetings, illness among the

- staff and various faculty activities ouch as volleyball games and room

numbers of,teachera selling candy or greeting cards.

c) If one walks straight ahead frr.w tile foyer, first on the right is

the library and net a atorage roem,eathe office for the janitors.

_Immediately across from the library is the larger of the two gymnasiums

which serves as the auditorium during assemblies and Parent-Teacher

Association meetings. Children in the fourth through eighth grades
O

have planned physical education classes in this gym: The 'ima,11er of the

two gyms has been converted into a dining hall for children who eat at

school. Children may eat at school either by bringing their own lunch
4

from home or by buying a twenty-five cent cold lunch from the school.

The office of the men's physical education 1.40tru..:tor is off the larger

gym and the instructor for the girls has her office in a room off the

smaller converted gym. At the very end of the halt is a set of double

doors that serve as one of three entrances fOr the children onto the
4

playground.

To the right after entering the building
17
is a long corridor

containing the entrances to nine classrooms, two restrooms and two

144
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to the playgroad. Along the right side of the corridor doors,

open to six classrooms. Between the doors are large bulletin boards

one reserved for each room. Along the left wall is first a set of stairs

leading to the second floor. Next comes a closet containing the audio-

visual equipment for the first floor. There is.then a girls' restroom
".

followed by an entrance onto the playground. Continuing along the hall,

there are two classrooms, an entrance to the playground, and a restroom

.for the boys. At the end of the hail is the entrance to the kindergarten
s

classroom. 'iloth of the entrances to the playground are located next to

stairs to second floor. The floor plan of the second floor is identi-

cal to that of the first floor with the exception that there are no

direct entrances onto the playground, Vut rather stairways to the first

floor., Directly above the kindergarten classroom is the special educe-
.

tion roon.

On my first visit to the school (9/6/67) which, occurred two days

before the beginning of the school year, I made the following notes

relating to the 'inside appearaitesofthe building:

All the walls on the first floor were soft colors, yellow,
blue, green and beige. The color scheme was to have a darker
tone near the floor ana then a lighter tone near the ceiling.
The flOors were all very clesn and waxed. There were no
noticeable marks on the walls such as skuff marks, hand-
writing, Crayon markings, etc. The whole building appeared
clean and very well kept. It reminds me of walking through
a modern hospital with each of the doors to classrooms being
doors to large wards. The atmosphere was aseptic.

II. ATTUCKS SCHOOL: THE SOCIAL ANDCULTURAL MILIEU

In seeking to understand the social and cultural milieu of a par-

ticular school, itis necessary to exqmine a number of the facets of
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of the organizational structure within the school, both formal and

informal. Likewise, it is'important to examine the values, perceptions

and attitudes of'those involved in the educational endeavor either 4

teachers or administrators, and the ways in which such are manifested

within the confines of the school. 'The relations which the school

develops both with the community and with the larger organizational

structure,of the public school system must also be noted for both appear

to impinge upon the daily, routines ead behavioral patterns present in

the school. The present chapter will not attempt to describe all facets

of the Attucks School, but rather stare and discuss what aie believed

to be social and cultural themes or attributes present in the schlol.

In such'a manner it is hoped to elucidate the objective as well as the

subjective aspects of the nilieu of the school where administrators,

teachers and students come together daily to create and maintain pat-

terns of social organization and socialization.
Of

Violence and Control

Though the appearance of the building and the silence in the halls

during class periods gave the impression of a rather tranquil setting,

the underlying current of violence was always present in the schq

Corporal panilkhment was administertd by the teachers as well as by the

principal in disregard ofthe rules governing the striking of children.

Accordytng to public school regulations, no child,is to be struck except

by the ncipal and then in the presence of the ciassrooeteacher.

There appea ed to be an informal agreement among the teachers that

nothing be said about the practice -- primarily because most of the teachers
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appeared to engage in thefactivity themselves,, The teachers appeared

to believe that the children lacked the selfncontrol necessary to main-
...

tain their conduct in the halls and that the threat or use of violence

was necessary to keep them "on the line."

During the periods of the day when there were large numbers of

children in the hallways at one time, the teachers came out of dieir

rooms and stood by their doorways. They would all carry long rattans

of four or Aye feet in.length, completely wrapped in white adheiive

tape -. T4ere appeared to be a general assumption' shared by all,the

teachers as'wnll as by the principal that their implicit threat of vio-

lence was necessar to insure that the children would move in an orderly

fashionin the halls. Though the use of the rattans to strike the child-
.

ren was not observed with great frequeniy, there were several occasions

when I observed the implicit threat transferred into explicit violence.

As I left the kindergarten classroom at 2:05 P.M., the
bell had just rung to begin recess. As I entered the
hail, I was struck by the amount of violence/ observed.
Two boys were fighting with one another whilea teaCher
was hitting them,both on the back of the neck with a
long rattan. There was a great deal of shouting. The
halls appeared to be ip, complete chaos. A number of the
teachers were out of their rooms and carrying their
rattans. It was evident that even with the teachers 4
carryingtheir rattanb and hitting the children, they
were not in control of the situation. Today `here is
more violence and aggression displayed by the teachers
than I have seen any day so far this year. (2/15/68)

On another occasion, thoUgh I did net observe the actual use of the rat-

tans on the children, thelmanneriams of a teacher indicated that she was

not against using it on the children.

As /valked fromIthe kindergarten cleasroom.towards the
principal's offi e during the recess period, I saw sever-
al teachers gath red around a group of students. One

i
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.'teacher called out in a loud voice,' "Okay, now stay on
that line. Boy, get yourself back en that line4' This
she said in a rather firm and harsh voice. The four
teacher's by this group"of ethdents all carried their
rattans, and one teacher kept hitting the aide of her
leg with her rattan.(9/14/6 )

. The control of the children also a concern of teachers in the

the school during the regular class sessions.

As I walke&with several of the children from the kinder-
garten roOM-to the nurse's office,we passed the room of
one of the fourth grade'teachers. /She was standing by
her desk and we could cotte easily hear her shout at one,
Of the children: "You shut your big fat mouth and keep
your head o the table or I'll keep it there for you."
(3/24/68)

Pr

The teachers'periodic discussion of methods of controlling the children

ant the necessity for doing so appeared to indicate that:they perceived

I
the children as extremely violence prone. Thus within the classroom,

.00"%,

they indicatedait was only their continual and persistent utilization

of control-oriented behavior that inhibited the emeligenceof violence

and the disruption of the teachin Trocess. The grade level at which

one,taught for at least some of tt a teachers appeared to be decided upon

by how well the teacher believed she could control the children.

On the way to the teacher's lounge, Mrs. Benson intro-
duced me to one of the special education teachers on
the second 'floor, Mrs. Warner: The three of us begani
discussing the special education class in the school I
andirs, Benson indicated that she had,receivdd a
minor in special education at Harris Teachers College. .

Mrs. Warner indicated that the other special. education
teacherand herself both enjoyed 'teaching special edu-
cation, but that she herself would not'mind goSng back
to teaching children in a regular class. She Stated
that she would especially like to teach kindergarten
because they "were all such cute little dolls. They-
will do anythihg you want." Mrs. Benson then comment-
ed that she doesn't really like to teach the second
grade, "bedhuse you have to spend so much time with
them individually." She said, though that she did
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like the children because they were so lovid;le. "They

will dome up and love me and hug me and want to kiss
me. You know, t em afraid to shout at them because
they, are so Email and so mite that-I am afraid that l'
will make one of them cry." Mrs. Warner then comnient-
ed that the warmth of the children was one of the
reasons that she liked kindergarten.. She then noted,
"you, girl, you will never,get me teaching some of
those older Isinda.:TheY would just as soon hit yoti as
look at you," Mrs. Benson agreed And stated that was
the reason that she will never teach above the third
grade level. She-stated that children beyond the
third grade are'so "tough and hard" that one can "not
d# anything with them." .

.-

As was the case with'the discuasion.between the special education
,/ , , - t

0

teacher and Mrs. Benson expressing fear of alder students, the seventh. -.
r

0 1

grade teacher indicated in response to a question from me that she,
or

decided to teach seventh grade only after she knew she could "control

them."' Whereas the second grade and special education teachers decided

not to try to cope with older students, the seventh grade teacher stated

that since she could handle the students, she would rather teach them

instead of the younger "cry babies."'

Mre. Crawford indicated that she doesn't worry too much
about any of the students "jumping her" because they
are all so "puoy." She stated that she does have one
.boy who gives her a lot of trouble; but she smiled and
said, "He chooses to stay home elot so I don't have to
worry." One of the other teachers said, "You mean David?"
and MrS. Crawford responded, "Who else." Then several of

the other teachers began to speAk aboullt David and his
brothers and sisters in the school. They also commented
about his mother coming to the school and "nagging them"
about the grades given to her children. Several of the
teachers commented that, they would be glad when the child-
ren have all left the school for then they will not have

to deal with the mother. (9/16/69)-

With the very young children, a different technique Was occasionally

utilized--that of fear of punishment in the extreme beyon&the experience

of the child.

As I walked past the door to the first grade classroom, I
heard the teacher, Mrs. Logan, comment to the children that
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she does root like to eat little boys and little girls.
She states.that she is not a meananimal. She says that
shc is their very best friend in the school and anytime
they ever have anything eo tell her or ask her, they
should do so because'she is their friend.- She then said,

never eaten h little boy,or girl in my whole life," '

. Her voice then became quite harsh and she- continued, 'But
when you want to go to then bathroom, you have to askme,
you cantot simply get up and walkout of the room." (9/12/69)

Though the teacher indicated that she had never eaten a child and that

she did not enjoy doing so, she never ruled out that it might not happen

should the children fail to ask permission for leaving the room for th

restroom. On anoeher occasion durint a field trip with the second gra e

class to a large building in downtown St. Louis, the teacher warned the

children that they would have to stay away from the edge'of the stairs

or she would throw them ovan the railing to the floor two stories below.

The children appeared to have no reason to doubt her word and they all

moved down the stairs staying very close to the wall. Such threats as

,fng eaten or thrown over a railingiwould be dismissed -by an adult ps

Loilow,threats, but when one is five years- old-and very>likely'on.the'

first trip to a large building, such threa,ts by the teacher are not in

the realm of the impossible. Rather the threats are those of an activity

not previously seen,or experienced.

When a teacher waq to be out of her,room tOr any length of time, it

was an acceptedpractice in the school fenflr student from one of the

eighth grade classes to come into the room and S4ervise the children.

The older child was allowed to use whatever method necessary to main-
,

taro control in the class. The result of one such situation resulted '

in rather serious consequences:
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As I was about toleave the nutse'soffice with Brad, four
young girls walked into the office, one of them crying very
loudly, almost hysterically. The nurse calmly walked over
to them and'asked what was'the matter. One of the girls not
crying explained that this girlthad just-come back to school
after'k eye operation and that a big girl ia the classroom
had .hit her with a stick. The child that had been hit was
in the first grade. The-child was all bent over and I could
not.tell what damage had been done to the eye. As I shortly
walked back to the kindergarten classroom, I passed the
first grade room. I looked is through the window and observ0-
a very large eighth grade girl walking around the room indis-
criminately striking the children with the tiOan. Almost
all of the childrenwere out of their seats and making at-
tempts to keep out of the reach of this large girl. Sever-
al of the children were crying, one bor wasittoldingthe

..back of his neck and a girl was holding her ate: Ithp older
girl continued to stalk around the rodm att 'toting to r -ach
the children to strike them. She was shouting for them to
"shut up," "sit down" and "git back in your seats." I en-
tered the room and as I did the teacher from the room across
the hall followed me. She dismissed the eighth grade stu-'
dent and told the first grade students to get ready for re-
cess. Several of the children were still sobbing. (3/28/68)

When the t'acher dismissed the eighth grade girl, she did so without rebuke.

4

The teacher merely indicated t" the girl could leave as it was time for

recess and that she would now tak27the children out to -.ece00 with her

own class. The situation in itself,was apparently not perceived as

warranting any admonition by the teacher.

Older children were also used to control younger children in several

other ways. The eighth grade boys were the school patrol boys who not

only had the responsibility of helping the children in crossing the

streets safely before and after school, but in maintaining quiet and order

in the halls of the school during lunch period. Duringtne lunch period,

two teachers were assigned to the playground along with four patrol boys.

.There were also four patrol boys assigned to the inside corridors of

the school. These bcswere observed literally bullying and pushing

4
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smaller children in the halls, Aicing them out of the halls onto the

playground. The patrol boys on the playground had the responsibility

along with the, teachers of lining up the childrin by grade before they

could re-enter the school after a recess or lunch period. The patrol

boys would push and shove the children into lines on the playground

and then shove them as they began to walk inside. All the children
PM

marched double file into the school with the younger grades firstoiris

before boys. The children in the upper grades were also used as lunch-

room monitors to supervise the younger children as they ate. No teachers

were assigned to lunchroom duty. Supervision was assumed by the cooks

and the older children with the physical education instructors and

the principal occasionally present. The vio ence system of the school

was a hierarchical one-with all teachers and principal able to exercise

violence against any children and the older children against the younger.

At least some of the children recognized this, for conversation with

several fourth graders indicated.tht they via/led they were eighth

grade patrol boys so they could `beat ue with impunity hose whom they

didr'not like.

0

Though there was a good deal of violence within the school, it

appeared to reflect the presence of violence'in the large cultural milieu.

Thealildren during their "show and tell" period spoke of their homes

being bdrgalarized or their parents robbed on the streets. The teachers

also occasionally commented that either their car or the car of a friend

had been stolen or "stripped." Several teachers had their cars stolen

from in front of the school during classes.

On one occasion whets I came to the school the children were very
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excited and related that there had just been a murder in front of the

.school. A man walking on the sidewalk was fired on from a passing car.

On another'necasion, I witnessed the police chasing several fugitives

in front of the school and a number of shots were fired. I once observed

a very real threat of danger to the kindergarten teacher, as two men

came off the street and intruded into the classroom.

Two met, appearing to be in their early twenties, walk
into the claserdom and Stand by the doot. The kinder-
garten teacher:walks over to them and asks what they are
doing. They reply that they are watching. She becomes
"very firm and tells them'that they will have to leave
the school. fivit, they refused to move and she
then again says, "I'm asking you tcleave or I will go
and call the principal." They then leave the class-
room and stand in the hallway. She asks them if either
has a pass to be in the building and they state that
they do. She asks to see it anil.they tell her that
they aren't-going to show it to her. She then goes to
the first grads classroom indicating that she will call
the office. The men leave the building and she soon
returns to the class.: She comments to me that the
teachers on the first floor are often bothered by in-
truders off the street. She stated that they are
"roughhousers" that are no longer in school and want
to cause trouble for the teachers and the students.
The kindergarten teacher appears quite disturbed and
upset. Before she goes back in front of the class,
she states, "It's awfully hard to teach when you have
to be policeman too." (2/h/68)

With no other means at her disposal, the kindergarten teacher attempted

to bluff her way out of the situation and have the men leave, without

incident: I state that it wo a bluff because there was no phone in

the first grade classroom by which the teacher could contact the office.

There is a two -way communications system in the building but the switch

to activate the system is located in the principal's office. The teach-

ers spoke of this type of event on several occasions and expressed

anxiety over the lack of security in the school during class hours. They
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stated that with each teacher isolated in her room, there was little

ch nce of anT teacher being able to Perceive-if another was in danger.

(T is same situation is also a threat-in the public schools of East

St. Louis, Illinois, and my personal observation is that many of the

teachers have resorted to bringing either guns or knives to the schools.)

Patterns of Reciprocity

Attucks School is one sub-unit of'a larger organized and structured

bureaucratic organization, the public school system. The school is con-
.,

nected to the larger organization by a series of factors, including

financing, curriculum development, teacher training anyl means of pro-

motion and advancement. There are a series of stated regulations which

each of the individual schools in the city must follotiand the authprity

to insure compliance of such regulations lies with the administration

of the school system., The individual school appears to reflect in

micro-cosim the entire school system in that it also has a series of

regulations and rules that must be followed. On this letiel the princi-

pal of the school also must function as one in authority who insures

that the regulations ana goals of the organization are not disregarded.

As Gouldner (1954) and many others have noted, within a bureaucracy .

and its series of formal regulations and rules there also develops

informal norms and patterns of behavior. Thus in the organization of

the individual school, there are present both formal and informal norms

governing the patterns of behavior, not only for the students, but also

for the teachers and administrators. Perhaps the clearest example ob-

served during the course of the study of the impact of failing to ad-

here to established norms,involved the two principals who were at
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Attucks School. The first, Mr. Miller, was in the school during the

1967-1968 and 1968-1969 school years. The second, Mr. Elder, assumed

'xesponsibilities as- the principal on September 1, 1969.

The formalized responsibilities of the principal.An the school

appear to be those related to guaranteeing the organizational effici-

ency of the teaching staff tind insuring that the process of educating

the children progresses unimpeded. He serves as the administrator of

the individual school who is to supervise all formal actpities related

to the school. Though "0 principal has the authority to insure thato

the educational guidelines for the instruction of the children are uaed,

he apfleari to be rather curtailed in his powers to innovate or impli-

mentAirograms of his own design. He does not have the power to either

employ or discharge a teacher, he may not set the budget for his school

and the supervision of any curriculum changes rests witLthe district

supeivisor. The district supervisor also has the greater authority in

the 'evaluation and supervision of the apprentice-teachers in the school.

The principal appears to be placed in the position of having been

delegated the responsibility for the school and its functions, but not

delegated the absolute authority to insure that the school functions

properly. This appears to be especially the case with the teaching

stef6 The principal is dependent upon the teacher performing in

,thiir roles as teachers and accepting his leadership in order for the

school to'function. Yet he does not have the formal power to dismiss

those teachers who would not comply with his "requests." (The word re-

quests is used advisedly for should he make demands, they may be ignored
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teft of his authority.) The teachers, on the other hand, appear to be

dependent upon the principal in at least one very c cial area, the

disciplining of disruptive students from their clan The teachers

due to bureaucratic regulations need the principal to direct physical

punishment against a child. Teachers are not to strike children, but

rather such is to be only the perrogative of the principal. In Attucks

School, there appeared to have developed an informal norm of reciprop!-

iti whereby the teachers granted legitimacy and leadership to the prin-

cipal in return for his exercise of discipline against thoS4students

who disrupted classes. The exchange of granting legitimacy for the

exercise of discipline became the informal mechanism employed by teadh-

ers and principal alike to insure that the formal bureaucracy maintained

the, Adequating functioning of the schdol.

During the 1967-1968 school year, the pattern of reciprocity

between the principal lied the teachers became seriously strained and

had nearly been broken by the end of the year. The situation appeared

to arise from the teachers 'perception that the principal, Mr. Miller,

was failing to adequately handle the disruptive students sent from the

teacher to his office. The teachers claimed that when a disruptive

student was sent to the office, Mr. Millet would ask the student in-

volved to have a seat for a period oftime in the "bull pen." Oeca-

iionally while the student was seated in the bull pen as punishment,

Mr. Miller would ask the student to do special errands for him in the

building. One teacher relAted that when a student whom she had sent
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to the office for disciplining came bat& in twenty minutes with

message from the principal, she decided to never again send any'of her

students to the office. Such was the case with a number of the other

teachers, most notably those from the. upper^grades with the older

children. An informal boycott of the office. and the wishes of the

principal developed among many of the teachers. Such was to be their

response to the principal's failure to. deal in what they believed to

be an adeiluate manner with the disruptive students. The teachers appeared

to believe that Mr. Millet was not providnng them with the necessary

support to insure that they could teach without disruptions. Thus the

informal norm of reciprocity for a number 6f the teachers was ignored

and they began disciplinihg children within their.individeal rooms,

withoUt the knowledge or permission of the principal. Additional

mechani'mus employed by the teachers to negate the autaiti of the princi-

pal during. the, school year included either avoiding or leaving early

from staff meetings,failing to participate on committees established

by the principal, and not submitting reports to the office by establish-

ed deadlines.

Within the formal bureaucratic structure of the St. Louis public

school system, there has developed a mechahism where by the teachers

are able to by-pass the principal the hierarchy of authority within

the system and move directly to the supervisor at the district level.

As the displeasure of the teachers with Mr. Miller increased, several

teachers made known to me in informal conversations that they had ex-

pressed their viewsto the district office through the district super -."

tors. When / returned for formal observations in the 1969-1970
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school year. I heard on several occasions from different teachers how

they had plead pressure on the district office to remove Mr. Miller

as principal of Attucks School. Mr. Miller was transferred to another

schooll4thin the district at the end of the 1968-1969 school year.

It would not be possible to state conclusively that the expressed dis-

pleasure of the teachers became the major reason for the transfer,

but it may have served as a significant catalyst.

Figyre 4:1 illustiates the formal lines of authority established

within each of the school districts. The formal organizatinn appears

to place the principal in such a po:itign that he must seek informal r
mechanisms of dealing with the teachers for they are not totally with-

out recourse should he displease them. They do have a mechanism with-

in the structure to move to a higher level of authority. Thus'the

situation at Attucks Sqool appeared to involve the breakdown of in- .

formal norms of organization within the school and the subsequent moves

on the part of the teachers to reestablish such norms, but with a more

receptive principal. The teachers spoke of desiring a principal who

"would back them up" in matters of discipline and one upon who they

could rely to `"keep things straight."

With the transfer of Mr. Miller at the end of the 1968-1969 school

year and the replacement, Mr. Elder, assuming the duties in September

of 1969, a noticeable shift began to take place in the school. An

early indication that Mr. Elder perceived his role as principal in

a different way than did Mr. Miller was seen in the meetings of the

staff prior to the beginning of school. Whereas Mr. Miller held one

'meeting two ddye before school began, Mr. Elder had the teachers in con-
-

ference three times in two days. Not only did the new prinCipal have
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'more meetings at the beginning of els school year) he also continued

tb have staff meetings at learit once a week for the first month of

school. Mr. Miller had held four staff meetings in the first three

months of school.
0

At. the beginning of. the 1969-1970 year, the teachers appeared to

r"7-'

immediately notice these differences between Mr. Miller and'Mr. Elder

and began to comment to one another quite frequently about them. jhe
ro

general consensus was that Mr. Elder rls going to "run a tight ship"

and that the teachers were going to be expected to perform. They cam-

mentedthat though they deliberately left staff meetings held with

Mr. Miller, they did not leave duri=6 meetings conducted by Mr. Elder.

Mrs. Crawford, the seventh grade teacher, stated during a lunch peripd

that she had been planning to transfer the prepous year to anothei

school due to Mr,. Miller, but when she heard that a new principal was

coming, she decided to stay at least one more year. She also noted

that she would like for the upper grades to departmentali ?e. Such a

plan would have the teacher teach only one subject, but to a number of

different classes. Vae commented that if the principal agreed to the

plan, she might "stay forever." She related that Mr. Miller had refused

for three years to discuss with the teachers of the upper grades the

question of departmentalization.

At the end of the first month of school, Mr. Elder announced to

the teachers that there would no longer be weekly Monday afternoon

staff meetings unless there was a serious matter that needed extended

discussion. Rather, there would be meetings only once a months and

between meetings memos from'the office would be sent to all the teachers
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. ,

supplying them with the necessary information related to school activ-

ities: Mr. Elder noted to the teachers that he believed mogt of, the

meetings were unnecessary and that the netters could be handled by

memorandum. Though both Mr. Miller and Mk, Elder discontinued the

regular use of faculty meetings, the reasonstfor which they did so made

very different impressions on the teachers. When Mr. Miller gtedually

reduced the number of meetings to only one approximatey every two

1
months after the Christmas vacation, the teacher interpreted the move

as another 'means of isolating himself from the stiff. When Mr. Elder,

however, followed the same pattern cf !,cheduling meetings. only one every

month, the teachers interpreted his move as necessary'because "he was

involved in so much else around the school."

With the presence of the new principal, Mr. Elder, at the school

during thli 1969-1970 school year, I did not witness the same high inci-

dence of violence by the teachers in the previous years when Mr.

Miller was `the principal. The frequency with which the teachers used

their rattans upon the children during recess periods was noticeably

less. The continual presence of the principal witb the children on

the playgrounds and his willingness, in the words of one teacher, to

'get down with the children instead of always trying to be above them''

probably contributtd to the'decrease in hall-violence.

,From the informal conversations of the teachers, I am lead to

bplieve,that the amount of classroom violence had also decreased. The

teachers commented repeatedly how well they liked the newPrincipal

and how he would handle the discipline problems to their satisfP:tion.

The teachers appeared to be extremely pleased on the degree to which'
t.
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he would "back them up" when discipline problems arose. The informal

norms of recoprocity appeaxed to re-emerge quite strongly between the,

principal and the teachers. The teachers actively complied with the

requests of the principal and.he in turn decisively dealt with disrup-

tive behavior in the classroom. It is unknown to what degree the

teachers and the new principaliWere able to recognize and verbalize

the presence of the patterns of recoprncity within the'school. Yet

both appeared to recognize the necessity for such patterns for movement

towards the establishment, of the basis for the exchange began from .the

..Avp

first days of ibhool. Teachers beget: to send disruptive students to

the office on the first full day of school. Likewise, there was per-

fect attendance of all teachers at the first five staff meetings called

by the principal.

It must be noted, however, that though Mr. Elder began to support

the teachers in discipline matters, the threat, of violence and punish-

ment was always present An the school. While the acts of violence in

the hallo decreased considerably, the teachers occasionally still exer-
t

cised the Use Of corporal punishment within their individual classrooms.

I observd,,both in the second grade 'room of Mrs. Benson and in the

. .

fourth grade room of Mrs. Stern, children were hit with rulers by the

teachers.,

Within any formal bureaucratic organization there appears to be

a need for the development of informal mechanisms to deal with situa-

tions and relationships that would otherwise threaten the functioning

of that organization itself (Gouldner, 1954). Thus within Attucks

School, the demands upOn the princii41)to supervise the functioning
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of the school and upon the tescherq. to suocessfully impart the neces-

sary material to the students were auch that one could not be accomplish-

ed apart from the other. The reciprocal-patterns developed between the.

prippipal and the teachers were based on informal norms governing be-

havior in two crucial areas related to the continued functioning of the

school; the acknowledged leaderchio and authority. of the principal and

the perceived necessity t6 deal by me :s of physical punishment with

disruptive students from the various classrooms. .

The pattern was advantageone fc+r *be principal :in that the formal

organizations dtructure of the 'schot:I. zystpm govethe teachers access

to a higher levelof authority ana the principal wap powerless to

dismiss them should they decide to by -pace him or disregard other of

his requests.' So long as he could maintain a desirable werhing rela-

tionship with the teachers; he *as in no danger of'the teachers'moving

to a higher authority to seek his transfeu. Likewise, the teachers did

have mechanisms to withhold support making his position untenable and

the functioning of the school ineffective. For the teachers, the

pattern was also desirable for they consequently, were not forced into

the position of having to deal directly with disruptive students. They

had a mechanism by which disruptive students could be simply removed

from the room rather than remaining and the teacher forced to contin-

ually cope with them.

Social and Informational Exchange

All of the teachers at Attucks School were black and other then

a seventh grade teacher and the boy's physical education teacher, all
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weremomen. Of,the eighteen female teachers at the school during the

,1967-1968school year, fourteen were married. Both of the male teach-

era were also married. The school day for the teachers began shortly

after eight o'clock with the .children entering the building at eight-
.

thirty. All of the teachers also left the building at the same time

in the afternoon, unless there was a teacher's meeting or unusual'cirr

'cumatances that kept them late. The teachers invariably had left the

building at three-thirty for at that time the doors were locked by the

janitOr. If any teacher did remain in the building after that time,

she thenhad the responsibility of finding a janitor to unlock the door.

Given that the teachers spent at least 180 days together in the

same building, it is to be expected that a variety of interactional ,

patterns would develop. It will not be a goal of that section to Judi-

caie individual friendship or animosity relations for the teachers in

the school, but rather to elucidate norms of

all the teachers in the school regardless of

There did develop among the teaches certain

interaction applicable to

individual relations.

accepted norms as to social

and informational exchange. Social events among the teachers did occur

where all the teachers were brought together and all expected to parti-

cipate. Likewise, a4-1 teachers were expected to share among one another

information believed pertinent to the classroom situation, whether it

be on a disruptive student who was moving into, the class of another

teacher, techniques of discipline and classroom control, or particular

parents would be expected to give a teacher a "hard time."

The first of the informal social norms applicable to all the

teachers in the school related to the making of coffee in the teachers'
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lounge. Each day a different teacher was to come to the lounge early

in order to have the coffee prepared by the morning recess. In my

second week at the school during the 1969-1970 school year, Mks. Benson,

the second grade teacher asked if I would like to join her for a cup

of coffee in the teachers' lounge during the morning recess. I indi-

- cated that I. would.

As we reached the entrance to the teachers' lounge, I
was introduced by Mr. Benson to the other second grade)
teacher. I exchanged greetings with her and abked if
she would care to join us for coffee. She responded,

"no, there isn'tany. I brought my own cup down here
to get a cup of coffee and the teacher that was sup-
posed to make the coffee did not get her butt here to
make it." Upon hearing this, both Mrs. Benson and
Mrs. Warner-became quite irritated and commented to
each other cn the lack of coffee. Mrs. Warner stated
that she thought "somebody would get themselves to-
gether and make sure that the water was hot. Other-
wise they Could leave the pot out and an early teach-
er at the school could plug it in." Mrs. Benson then
commented that sha could not rely on anything, that
the teacher iu charge of coffee for Ehe day did any-
way. At this point tl,e counselor came into the lounge
with the pot full of water and indicated that even
though it was not "her day" she would put on the
water for the coffee. As we stood outside the lounge,
the-bell rang and I commented, "Time to/go back?" and
Mrs. Benson responded, "I'm afraid so. (9/15/69)

Though it was expected of teachers to attend all formal school

functions and staff meetings, there had not developed among the teach-

ers themselves either a formal or informal system whereby they would

meet to discuss-the school and issues of concern to them. The single

event in which all teachers participated together was the Thursday

morning recess coffee break. There had developed among the teachers

in the school the agreement that each Thursday morning a different

teacher would serve the rest of the teachers donuts or rolls and coffee.
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This agreement was, in a sense, binding upon all of the teachers,

whether they came to the lounge for coffee during the rest of the week
4

or not. Thus some teachers would appear in the lounge only on Thurs-

day, either to provide the food or to pick up a roll or donut and re-

turn to their rooms. The agreement appeared co entail also that the

food was not to be elaborate or involve a great deal of cost. I

attended many of these Thursday morning coffee breaks and the amount

and lands of food served were always quite similar. There was, however,

one exception:

Asj entered the teachers' lounge, there were already a
number of teachers present. They were gathered around two
tables which were pushed together and covered with table
cloths. On the tables were two lazy- susana with
various kinds of cheeses, meats,pickles and creckars. There
were also plates of deviled eggs andmdxed hors d'oeuvres.
There was also a plate with three kinds of bread. (11/26/69)

On this particular day, the teacher who was in charge of the

coffee hour was the kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Caplow. What she had

brought to serve the teachers was unlike anything that any other teach-

er had brought to date. Though the teachers indicated how pleased they

were that Mrs. Caplow had prepared such an extensive brunch for them,

there appeared to be some anxiety among them ac thertalked. The kin-

dergarten teacher appeared to have violated the informal norm of the

kind of food brought to the brunch and the teachers were uneasy. They

attempted to excuse Mrs. Caplow's display of food as something "one

would have to expect from Mrs. Caplow." Likewise, when they spoke to

her directly, they made such comments as "Well, I sure would expect

something like this out of you because we all know that you never do

the ordinary." In a sense, the comments carried a double message. On
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the one hand the teachers acknowledged that Mrs. Caplow had scored a

coup d'etat in relation to her status t ng the other teachers in the

67building, but at the same time it was de clear that they perceived

her as not part of the "ordinary" group of teachers in the school. With

the inclusion of this last point, the teachers could then insure that

there would not be an escalation of expectation on what teachers would

have to bring to the brunch. So long as the kindergarten teacher could

be defined as different, they did not have to readjust their norm for

the rest of the teachers. The kindergarten teacher throughout the

period of the recess repeatedly comm4--nted that she "thought it would

be nice if there were someting a little different--something for a

change of pace." The teachers agreed, but the norm of simply coffee

and rolls remained intact. The following week, the teachers were

served danish rolls by the fourth grade teacher.

An additional norm surrounding this weekly Thursday morning

brunch was that all teachers were to have some of whatever was served,

whether they were able to make it to the lounge or not. On the

date when Mrs. Caplow brought the food for the brunch, three of the

teachers had taken their classes on a field trip. They were not ex-
4

pected back until after eleven A.M. Several of the other teachers

made comments that some of the food should be. saved for the absent

teachers and that there could be no seconds until plates for the ab-

sent teachers had been made. Although these teachers had not brought

the food, they merely verbalized the norm of sharing adhered to by the

teachers. No teacher did take seconds until after three plates had

been made, sealed in aluminum foil and placed in the refrigerator.
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Then the remaining food was eaten. When the teachers returned from

the field trip, I was still in the lounge speaking with the first grade

tea her, Mrs. Logan. When the three teachers entered, their immediate

question to Mrs. Logan was to ask where the food was that had been

saved for them. Their expectations of food being saved.vas as strong

as those who put the plates aside.
c--

In addition to a series of informal norms among the teachers

governing certain social. functions within the.school, there also devel-

oped a series of norms related to the exchange of information believed
.1%

of concern to the teachers, either Padividually or as a group. The

mostiinportant of the informational exchange norms appeared to center

on the belief that a teacher was obliged to share with other teachers

pertinent information on classroom organization or classroom control.

Though there was the occasional trading of suggestions on methods of

discipline, the predominant area in which teachersShared information

among opLaro/her related to persons perceived as disruptive to the-

classroom routine, whether it be parents or students. Thus when a

certain student or parent was perceived as disruptive and disegreeable,

the teacher would pass this information to the other teachers, most

often at either the recTs.or lunch periOd. On several occasions, I

noted a teacher making a special effort to inform another teacher of a

student forthcoming to her claris who was labeled as disruptive.

One such student and his family who had received an undesirable

reputation by the teachers was David and his mother (mentioned earlier

in the comments of the seventh grade teacher Mts.'Crawford). Between

the period of the discussion of David and his mother noted on 9/16/69
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and the gathering of the teachers on 10/9/69, David had been transferred

to another school, for reasons of classroom overcrowding according to

the teacher.

As the gossip about Miss Stern drew to f close, a
teacher from the fifth grade came into the room
momentarily and told Mrs. Crawford that she shad
better "be careful" because she had heard that
David was being transferred backto Attucks
.School. Mrs. Crawford commenced, "rot boy bet-
ter not come back over here, because if he comes,
I go., I've already got Jim and Terry, and if4I
have'David besides, WO all over." The teacher
who had come into the room respqnded, "I'm not
sure, but I heard the princinsl talking about it
on the phone." "Girl, 'I curd cne not" was the
reply of Mrs. Crawford. (1U/9/69)

The informal norm among the teachers to keep one another abreast

on matters of concern to them was based on the notion of reciprocity.'

Regardless of personal relations, the teachers were expected to share

information with the teachers directly affected. At no time did I

hear a teacher state that she was deliberately withholding information

from another teacher due to either personal animosity or beliclf that

the other teacher had failed oft a previous occasion to share information.

With the incident noted
4-

above, the passing of the information related

to the phone call gave the teacher the advantage of having necessary

knowledge prior to the occurrence of an event--in this case the return

of David. Being forewarned, the teacher then had"the options of speak-

ing to the principal requesting David be placed in a different room or

attempting to arrange an exchange with another of the seventh grade

teachers for one of their difficult students in return for David.
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Motivation and Achievement--With_the-Students

It would be neither new nor startling to state that many persons,

edu tors and parents alike, question the effectiveness of the urban

public school systems throughout the nation to adequately educate the

students. There appears to be widespread belief that the system is,

itself, the major cause for the inability of the children to receive a

substantiVe education. The calls for innovation and change from aseg-

ment of the population deal with the areas for example of curriculum,

facilities, competent teaching staffs, and a voice for the community in

the control and/or supervision of tho school. The system in its present

form is claimed'to be incapable/to_adequately,perform its designated

function.

Such, however, was not accepted as a serious contention by the

staff at Attucks School. In conversations with the teachers and princi-

pals alike, there appeared to be an implicit assumption that the school

as presently organized was a valid and desirable institution that was

faced with a large series o nearly insurmountable obstacles and handi-

caps. If any of the staff did acknowledge that the children were re-

ceiving less than an adequate education in 'the school, the cause for

such shortcomings was laid squarely on the shoulders of the students and

their families. Such factors as poverty, broken homes, lack of disci-

pline, lack of interest in the school, and ignorance as to the benefits

of education were all cited by the staff as reasons that they would not

adequately function as teachers within the classrooms., They appeared

to believe that they were forced to deal with children who had been so

injured by their environment that they were basically "unteachable."
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A major consequenceof such-pervasive injury to the children was per-

ceived to be the anesthetizing of all motivation on the part of the

students. Thus the teachers commented that they felt extremely frus-

trated in their teachitit for they were having to'zeach hildren "who did

not want to learn:"

As a backdrop to the response of the principals within Attucks

School to their perception of the students lacking motivation and a de-

r
sire to achieve, a short aside appears necessary. Within the school,

the principals were both constrained in the degree to which they could

pursue educational innovation or.implamentation. Their primary res-
.

ponsibilitids appeared to be those of supporting the teachers through

the handling of discipline matters, insuring the continued organiza-

tional efficiency of the teaching staff and dealing with administrative

concern. The principals, appeared to become the key individuals

within the school who not only sought to maintain the existence of

the school as an institution, but to highlight the positive attributes

of that institution. (The emphasis upon positive considerations may

in part have been a response to their inability to exercise the neces-

sary autbority.to alievate the undesiiable conditions.)

The principals, in the words of Henry (1963), may be viewed as

the "cultural maximizers" for the school. Henry describes the cultural

1The individual differences between the two principals, Mr.
Miller and Mr. Elder are not to be ignored. Yet, the very role position
of both man appeared to dictate that they would have to perform a high
number of similar functions.
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maximizer as one whose functions "include organization (i.e,, main-

taining the level of integration of the culture alit is) and contri-

buting certain qualitative features necessary to the continuance of

the culturel;life. His function is never to alter the culture radically.

He may help to give mor intense expression to features that already

exist, but he never wants to bring about a fundamental change." Such

T believe closely describes the two principals at Attucks School for

both accepted the institution of public education and Attucks School

as inherently valid and sought to find ways to tie people more closely

into that institution. Theyattemp::-::1 to give broader and more intense
41.1

expression to the dominant features of the school that were already in

operation. The sanction of corporal punishment and its use throughout

the school,,methods of involving teachers and students in school-wide

functions and attempting to initiate methods to increase the motivation

and desire on the part of the students ail became mechanisms to give

sanctiona expression to the operation of the school. The role of the

principal' at Attucks School appeared to be one who had little' or no

power to bring about fundamental change in the structure of the school

system, neither in the individual school, nor in the individual class-

room. Thus they appeared forced tog.ve sanction to* the'ettIcture and

organization as it existed. New forms of exptession of the activities

of the institution were not sought, but rather continual reliance on

the present activities were emphasized.

The consequence of the above position of the two principals

appeared to be that any failure or inability of the school to adequate-

ly perform its function was attributed to external forces or conditions.
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The; children were viewed as being in the grips of circumstances so

strong that only the "strongest" (smartest?) would have any oppor-

tunity for future success. When M'r. Miller was .asked as to "What do

you believe. will come of these children in life?" he responded:

Many of these children will go on. Most of them Will
finish elementary school and most of them, I believe,
will start high school. Some will drop out though.
A few will finish and'go on to college. Whati am
trying to say is that I don't think that school it .
going to make that much difference. If it does,
you won't really lie able to say. Some of the boys
will be profestionals, but Dot many. Not that much
to make any difference. Most will be'at the same
level of their families na:=. .Some will be a little
better off than their pareel:s. We are not going to
be able to greatly up-grade them, but we hope to
make their somewhat above their parents. Now I would
say that when this generation reaches adulthood, the
percentage of those on relief should decrease and
that would bean accomplishment in itself.

Likewise, when Mr. 'Elder was asked what, if any was'the,mejor diffi-

culty with which he as principal had to dedlorhe stated:

If we could.only change attitudes, we could make strides.
That's the one reason for the kind of programs that we
have here. We're trying to get the kids to come and have
fun when they come to school. School shouldn't have to
be all work. There should be things that children en.,
joy also. We want to try and get the kids involved in
whateVer it is that's going cn in the school, whether
as an audience or at a sock hop or a sing-along or
when they put on a play or even at a,vollei,ball game.
We want to make enough opportunities so that we can
tell a child if he doesn't fit in one slot, maybe
he could fit in another. If we cant" change the'atti-
tudes of these children, we are going to be teaching
a blank wall. We will be teaching at them instead of
to them. But if we could start to change children's
attitudes, you know; the real bright spot is that it
may begin to rub off on the parents. Take the band
that was here last Friday from the Air Force base. I

would suppose that this is the first time that moat of
these childrep have ever seen a band and all the instru-
ments that go to make it up. I think they really en-
joyed that program, too. It was rather nice at the
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the very beginning of the program, when the band played
the Star Spangled Banner. Our kids hopped to it and
jumped right up. You should have seen our children
sing along. Maybe there were some older kids before
who did not know how to sing the Star Spangled Banner,
but noWthat I play it each morning at 8:40, they all
3alow it. In their own way, they're participating in
this schbol and I hope filey enjoy.it. (9/24/69)

From the statements of the two principals, there appears to be

basis to state that their perceptams of the children in Attucks School

were quite similar: the children lacked motivation and the "proper"

attitude, and therefoie the beat the schooi could do would be to insti-

gate programs geared for appropriate doses of motivational increase.

The inherent structure and quality of education in the school was never

brought into question:' Baying provided a backdrop for the discussion

of the programs initiated by the principals for motivational increase,

the manner in which such programs were established and implimented can

now be noted. It is my decision to concentrate only on those programs

initiated by Mr. Elder, for they were more broad in scope, though of

the same type organized by Mr. Miller. Thus, it is not to be assumed

thaethe principals approached the question of the remedy to lack of

motivation in different ways, but only with different intensity. Both

principals may be viewed as having accepted as part of their duty at

Attucks School, the role of.Vmotivational engineer."

"Self Actualization --Our Goal"

During the 1969-1970 school year, a large banner was hung from

the ceiling of the Attucks School lobby with the words "Self,Actualiaa-

(tioh--Our Goal." This phrase served as the slogan for the motivational
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program initiated by the new principal, Mr. Elder. Be had assumed the

task of attitude change and motivational increase to be one of his major

endeavors of the school year. Be asked that the teacher° begin a program of

utilizing the bulletin boards in the halls as space for messagesro he

children urging hard work, study and attendance at. school. He also

began a careers program for the students in the upper grades with the

objective to expose them to careers open to them should they stay in

school and earn a degree.

In attempting to initiate a program to increase the motivation
6

of the children in the school, Mr. Elder was not acting without prece-

dent. Dr. Samuel Shepard, district super endent of the Banieker

district in the St. Louis school systeminitiated a program "hat

sparked the students and teachers and elicited widespread parent parti-

cipation" (Doyle, 1969): Shepard attempted to build his progllsm in

part upon competition between classes and schools for recognition of

scholastic achievement. The entire program was funded by money from

the federal government. During the first few yeas, the results indicated

a dramatic increase in reading level and competence in arithmetic. The

scores on these tests were suspect as to their validity and when stand-

ardized tests were administered to the students several years later,

the Banneker district scored below the two other black districts in the

city/. (United States Civil Right', Commission, 1967).

On a much smaller scale and with certain modifications,this was

also the approach utilized by Mr. Elder. His use of competition did not

focus on academic performance, but upon athletic events where students
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participated by home room. The use of bulletin boards to encourage

the students through slogans and chart moralisms was highly similar to

4
the technique employed by Shepard. As indication of the subject content,

the following short descriptions of various boards throughout the school

is offered:

4

9/4/69
1) Black youth carrying a sandwich sign--"Grand Opening A

Year of learning"
2) Two signs together, first shows two black children very

poorly dressed and at bottom - - "Who Am I?"; aecond sign
shows same tw children very nicely dressed carrying signs
saying, "I Am Somebody--I am courteous, ambitious, honest,
neat, respectful' and stu:lioun." (Both signs in front
display case as enter biilding)

3) Third sign in front display case--Black male and white
o.ond female in academic gowns looking up at cloud. On
cloud are color T.V9, car, boat, pot of gold, ranch style
house and large stack of cash. Letters at top say "Can
you climb this ladder?" Ladder between two persons and
cloud spells "Education.." 'At bottom of chart are words,
"This school cpthelp."

9/11/69
I) Red letters on black background - - "We Gave to America."

Picture of Martin Luther King

9/12/69
1) Yellow letters at top of board--"You can make it if you

tryt" Pictures of white males modeling clothes--appears
to be cut-out from Sears Catalogue. All white males
blond, clean shaven and short hair, also blue eyes

11/11/69

1) "I am Thankful for the Privilege to Learn"--two white
blond children kneeling in prayer

2) Charlie Brown and Lucy cartoon--first frame, both are
standing outside a school. Charlie Brown states, "I
hate schodf"." Second frame--Lucy responds, "Good grief,
Charlie Brown, school is what you make it." Third
frame--Lucy says, "Why if you are neat, clean, and polite
and if you study hard in class and play hard at recess,
school can be great." F7yrth frame--Charlie Brown res-
ponds, "Maybe she is right, maybe it is up to me."

3) "Our government at work" in yellow letters at the top.
Below are cutouts of various municipal buildings in the
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city. Picture of student of side of buildings saying,
"Take me to the real government"

4) Two blond white witches stirring a pot. The first pot
,is labeled "study" and the second 'lard work." Were
neath the pets is the caption "The right formula for
success"

5) Two white pil rims dressed in-traditional costumes. The
. female is holding a Bible and the male.a -gun. No working.

6) Indian on his knees making smoke signals. Below fire are
words, "Heap gooqd.rules." On each puff of smoke is a rule.
The first says, "Always walk in the halls." The second,
"Be kind to other children." On the third, "Wait quietly

-at the fountains," and on the fourth, "Pleiy safely on the
playground"

7) Red letters at the top State "You Can" and at the bottom
of ttle board continue "Start lime" In the middle of the
bulletin board is an article taken from Eebsse detailing
the life of a black man in Texas-'who has been making
cowboy boots for over forty years

12/10/69
1) A blond white male .and female hold sigh's ,saying, "I -m

Somebody." Beneath them is a long poem entitled, "I am
Somebody" -

Though I am unable to document what effeft the use of slogans

on the bulletin boards in the halls had on the students in the school,

I would surmises as a personal evaluation, that the impact was neutral

at best,and negative at worse. Neutral in the sense that the children

may simply, from their point of view, have ignored the boards and the

ti

predominance of "moralisms" ancL "whiteness" in them. The negative

effects of the boards may have come from what appeared to be a total

ea

incongruity between the life and experiences of the children and that

which was depicted for them to see and read. The presence of blacks

4k
on the boards noted abdve was onlytin two categories; a black martyr

shot by a white man or else a black man in a working class occupation.e9

The emphasis upon internalization of strong work and study habits was

presented as the means to future success in.the form of cars, tele-

visions, money, suburban homes and recreational equipment. Howeve,

1 ?7



all of these rewatda for self-discipline its academic matters were

-
shown in the possession of whites.

2

A second method by which the principal attemptedo increase

motivation was through the implementation of a "Careers Program" for the

students in the aLxth, seventh and eighth grades. He Stated to me that

the ostensible purpose of the program was to bring to the school each

Friday afternoon someone to speak to the students on careers that would

-

be open to them if they would stay in s:hool. Mr. Elder noted that the

students often had no idea of the benefits that could come to one if he

would ,finish his schooling and graduate. He also noted that he believed
0

most of the persons that the students "looked up to were on the street."

He indicated that the contact of the students with those who were "not

on the street" may help to change their conception of what one should

desire to do in life. The program was initiated in late Noveler and

the principal arranged for only twe Friday sessions before the Christmas

vacation. On the Friday before the Thanksgiving recess, the guest

speaker was a black woman who was a concert pianist., Two weeks ratter

during the early part of December, the guests were memberOof the

marching band from a nearby air force station.

a

Motivation and Achievement--With the Parents

Both the teachers and the two principals at Attucks School

repeatedly verbalized that they believed the nexus of the difficulty in

2
From a different perspective, it may be argued that the bulletin

boards were, in effect, excellent mechanisms of reality training.
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teaching children Lathe school lay with the families. It was on the

family setting, both prior to end concurrent with the school experience

that poverty, parental apathy, lack of interest in school, lack of con-

cern with. the children and inability to perceive the benefits of *du

cation were claimed to contribute to the unmotivated and uninterested

student "n the cl&osroom. It was within thin context that Mr. Elder

spoke of hoping that the motivational program at the school would have

the effect of "rubbing 'off" on the parc.lts. The assumption appeared to

have been made that if the school ccu!d in acme manner increase the

interest and motivation of the pare...xs in the home, the child would

succeed in the classroom.

In the 1969 Board of Education report, Saint touts Sweeter*,

there is a section devoted to the relations of the community and home to

the school. Under the heading of "once upon a time . . ." there are

various descriptions of the relation of parents and community to the

school. Two of those descriptive passages are:

1) The parent organization had a large of fathers

for the children. That is, the situation depicted on the boards was
actually quite similar to that of the larger society with whites in
possession of most material benefits accruing from education and the

blacks occupying predominantly working-class occupations. Such, it

may be claimed well prepared the clack children for what they will

face in later years. I would reject this argument for at least two

reasons. The first ie,that it would tend to enhance the assumption

of the present social o ization as unalterable and secondly, the

impact for the developme of a negative self -imago among black

children may be tremendous
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and mothers, good attendance--and they took their responsi-
bilities seriously.

2) The sunnm picnic was a major social event. The parents
usually planned the parade route, chattered the buses,
hired the band, gave out the free tickets--and managed to
clear a few hundred dollars for the school fund.

On the next page is the heading, "But now . . ." Again, among the vari-

ous descriptions of the present relations of the community to the school

are the following statements:,

1) Fewer than five percent. of the potential parent organisation
members attend meetings, and, on the average, fewer than half
of the listed members attend. Sixty parent organizatoons have
an average attendance of &I.), twenty or fever people, and
only eight average an attendance of 100 or more. And of a
potential organization membership of more than 1504000
fathers and mothers, the St. Louis parent organizations have
a membership of about 16,000 or eleven percent.

With Attucks School less than ten years old, it is not possible

to talk of the "once upon a time" relationship of the school to the com-

munity, It is possible, to examine the "But now" period in community

school relations. Within the St. Louis school system, end Attucks School

in partiCular, the major means of facilitating communication between the

Aome and the school is through the Parent-Teachers Association. From the

observations made at Parent-Teacher meetings in both the 1967-1968 and

the 1969-1970 school year,,there was witnessed on a number of occasions

discussions of why parents were "failing in their duty" to their child-

ren by not encouraging achievement in the school. As with the children

in the school, the parents were also subjected to doses of motivation

with the apparent anticipated consequence of increased achievement by

students in the school. The following are edited excerpts from four

parent-Teacher Association meetings observed during the X968-1969 school

year.
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As soon as the entertainment ended, the principal came in-
to the stage and indicated that he wished to make a few
remarks. As soon as he appeared, there was a mesa migra-
tion out of the gym. 'Possibly 200 people simply got up
and walked out. The principal then spent nearly fifteen
minutes discussing the Preparedness and Readiness Tea
which each student must pass in order to graduate fr
high schobl. The principal constantly put the emp asis
upon the fact, that no matter if the student failed the
test in the eighth grade,he could repeat again in the
ninth and so on. He told the parents that it vita their
duty to get their children in off the streets and help
them to study. Re noted that many high school seniors
could not pass the exam and appeared to lay the blame
for their failure with the parents. He noted that schools
did all they could, and if the child then failed, it was
the fault of the parents. At eight-thirty-three the
principal noted that it was not yet time to dismiss the
meeting since the program stated that the meeting was
to adjourn at 8:35. For the next two minutes he simply
stood in the front of the group and looked at his watch.
Two minutes later he dismissed the group to go to the
individual classrooms of their children.

The president introduced the director of the school choir
ho walked to the piano at the front of the group and

began to play "Oh, Come All Ye Faithful." Children began
to march towards the front from either side of the'gym
singing the same hymn. After all the children reached the
stage, one youth began to read a story entitled "The King-
dom Within." Re used a number of religiously oriented words
such as "sanctification, incarnation, salvation and redemp-
tion." Another phrase was the "aristocracy of the earth."
He was barely audible. After he finished, all the child-
ren left the stage. The presi4ent then stood and addressed
the group as "Mothers." Shentoid the parents the same
story as did the principal the previous meeting about the
Preparedness and Readiaess Test and how the parents are
at fault if the child fails the test. After this short
speech, the president introduced the kindergarten teacher,
Mrs. Caplow, who told the audience of the play to be per-
formed by the Kindergarten children, based on the novel
by Charles Dickens entitled "The Christmas Carol." The
audience enjoyed the presentation and clapped quite loud-
ly at its end. The group then took a collection row by
row for the Christmas Fund which was established to help
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indigent famjilies lathe city. The principal the con-
ducted a raffle in which each parent who had come had
been given a half a ticket. The remainder had been
put in a large shoe box from which fifteen numbers
would be chosen for gifts at the end of the meeting.
Many persons had become quite res.less and walked out
even before the calling of the winning numbers. The

passing out of the gifts took a good deal of time as
each number had to be verified and several persons with
the wrong rumber came to the front. As the very last
gift, salt and pepper shakers,, were passed out, every-
one rose and left, even before the principal could
indicate that the meeting was dismissed.

After the meeting fled been called to order, the kinder-
garten teacher played the Star Spangled Banner andthe
group sang along. The president then spoke a few words
concerning Brotherhood Week and how people should have
tolerance and respect for one another. It was rather

.ironic how one member of a minority group was telling
other members of the same group that they should not dis-
criminate, be prejudiced or do harm to their fellow man,
After this s speech, one of three men present at the

meeting gcA and left. The president then stated that

Attucks Schoo reached its March of-Dimes quota of $ 05.00;

that the par nts w e n the coming months o

have picEur s of their children =ken at school for $2.00;

that everyoee should vote in the rthcoming school'bond
election; and that a butcher would be at.the meeting to
explain the verious cuts or meat and ive away at the end

of the meeting all t e meat that he .rbught. The presi-

dent said, "Won't a of you ladies want to come and try
to win yourself a h nk of meat to s retch your budget?"
After these remarks the president ntrodeced a white

policeman to the gro policeman said that this Wes,

not his regular job and he d d not know what to say but

that he would try.' Re spoke s if he were illiterate
and his use of the English lrp guagewas very bad. As he

showed slides to the group, he would refer to "this here
slide here" ot "this here picture ain't good and we don't
want no more problems like we see in this here picture."
The slides were of a juvenile treatment center in Texas
housing one hundred white juvenile males from which in-
mates go out and speak to community groups. Scenes were

shown of four inmates speaking to an all-white high school
group, the girls crying and boys crouching low in their

chairs. There was not a eigle black in the entire pre-
sentation. At the end of the slides, the officer began
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in a very belligerent fashion to speak to the parents
and teachers present at the meeting. He stated that it
was the fault of the parents that children fail in school
and then go out on the street to become dope fiends and
end up shooting someone, or else to start drinking wine
and end up in the same manner. He told the parents not
to '!cuss and booze it up in taverns and bars while the
children run wild." He also told the men present that
they should stay home and quit "running around to bars
and boozin' it up with other.women."- After twenty min-
utes-of this he finished with the words, 'Nov if you
here mothers and fathers will shape up, we won!t have
no mare problems like we got in this htre picture." The
principal dismissed the group and indiated that refresh-
ments ware available in the teachers' lounge. Approxi-
mately ten people went to the lounge while the rest
immediately left the building. I also went to the lounge
while the 'rest immediately left the building. I also
went to theslounge elm] found the door locked. There
were no refreshments and the remaining parents and my-
self wandered out of the building.

The principal stood alid began to speak of the difficulty
he was having in getting the beat students in the seventh
and eighth grades to participate in the city-wide essay
contest on t1 theme, "What the greater St. Louis area
means to me." He stated that it is the task of the parents
tte get the children motivated to participate in such pro-
grams. At this point the only male who had come to the
meeting, other than the principal and myself, got up and
left. The principal made no mention of the fact that the
butcher and his free meat promised to the mothers did not
appear. He instead began in very strong terms to speak
to the parents about the lack of control in the school
and the difficulty that teachers were having in control-
ling the children. He stated that some aubstitute teachers
had left In the middle of the day because the children
would not obey. He then commented that the children do
not came to school on time., He stated, "Our children have
no regard for time." He said that one boy in the fourth
grade is late every day and he has ,"both a mother and a
father." He stated that good school, habits would carry
over to high school and then to a job. He made no. men-

tion of further ucation. At 8:35 he mentioned that there'
appeared to be n speaker for the evening and asked whether
the parents and eachers would like to form a "buzz group"
to discuss ques ons they might have. There was no res.
'ponse--absolute,silenCe. The principal then said,'"Well,
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/ have a question for you. Why is it that children are
different now than when I began teaching more than twenty -
five years ago?6 Mothers at the meeting responded with
such comments as "Nowadays, kids think they know it all."
"Children don't get enough discipline now." "Thing's
happenin' in the world." One teacher commented,
"Teachers can't even raise their voice at the children
or else a mother will come hollerin' at them." A
mother asked why it was necessary fora teacher to get
the permission of tte principal to "whip" a child. The
principal stated that this was necessary to,protect the
teacher when a parent starts to "put up afusa." He

then related that on one occasion after he hid whipped
a boy,,the mother and sister came back with knives to
see him. He stated that he talked himself out of the
situation, but also noted that in that instance the
home "did not give any support to the school."

The parallel.between the motivational programs, and the conduct

of the Parent-Teacher meetings by both principals wap quite striking.

Both appeared to have agreed that the source of their school problems

lay outside the school itself and that the best the school could do was

to attewpt to change attitudes. As appeared to be tho case with the

motivational programs, the meetings of the Parent-Teacher group never

came tosgrips with the question of the significance of the school in the

"life of the children. The experience of education as defined in Attucks

School was viewed as inherently desirable, and it was personal idiosyn-

cratic behavior that detered the student and the parent from fuller

participation.

At the first meeting of the Parent-Teacher Association meeting dur-

ing the 1969-1970 school year on October 15, 1969, the attendAnce was not

nearly as large as the initial meetings two years earlier. There were only

seventy to seventy-five persons present when the meeting was called to

order at 7:40 p.m. The opening exercise of the Star Spangled Banner and

a "Thought For the Day" were conducted, followed by a brief business meeting
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with no report from either'the secretary or treasurer. The following

meeting notes indicate the pattern of behavior reminiscent of Mr. Miller:

The principal immediately began to introduce the teaching
staff at the school. Those teachers which were at the
schoolin previous years he referred to as "old heeds."
He then commented that they are not really old, but that
they have been at Attucks School for a number of years.
He then stated that he wants the children at Attucks School
to be proud of the building even though he personall, doesn't
like it. He stated that he would design it differently if
he had the chance, but since "everyone is stuck with it,
they might as well do the best they can." He stated that
one should take pride in the building because "it is going
to be part of the community from now, to eternity." He
then discussed with the parents the motivational programs
he has initiated at the achnol. Mention was made of the
careers program, the government savings stamp program and
the intramural sports program. Finally, he noted that he
is emphasizing that the students should purchase season
tickets to the city symphony student series held three
times during the school year. He noted that. the symphony

would give the children an, appreciation of music and
aesthetic values. Finally, he added that the participation
of parents in the school is highly desired and to that end,
he encourages the parents to purchase their yearly member-
ship on the school Parent-Teacher Association for "only one
dollar." He stated that even if the parent did not have
the one dollar, they should come and participate anyway.

The theoretical purpose of the Parent-Teacher Association is

to provide a forum whereby the teachers and parents can together discuss

the issues and concerns of the education of the children involved. Thus

one would assume that if the program ware to succeed, there would have

to be a degree of cooperation and trust between the parents and the

teachers. The evidence of the six observations indicates that the

teachers (and the principals) were unwillin o have the parents involved

beyond that of mere periphery group. The was no instance in which

the principals or the teachers openly welcomed the parents to visit the
4

school during the day to observe or discuss the educational activities
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of the children.

One evening, when the parents were in the room of the second grade

teacher, several parents asked whether they would be allowed to attend

the Thanksgiving program at the school during the following week. Mrs.

Benson indicated that the children are indeed putting on the program but

that it is "primaillyefor the children in the rest of the school." She ,

did state though, that they.could come if they wished, but her tone of

voice indicated hesitation. Though some teachers, I am sure, did enjoy

the opportunity to visit and discuss the educational progress with the

parents of their students, others were less interested.

I happened to be, walking next to the fourth grade teacher
when we entered the corridor and jokingly said to her, "And
what grade did you come to visit tonight?" She commented,
"Do you want to make me say a bad word?" She appeared ex-
tremely irritated that she had to come. She was extremely
unpleasant and appeared bored by the entire proceedings.
When she-came to her room, the door was locked anda num-
ber of parents were standing in the hall waiting for her
to unlock the door. All the remaining.teachers on the first
floor had their doors open and the lights in the room turned
on. (11/19/69)

The principal on this same evening had decided at the last minute

without informing either the staff or the parents that the program would

begin a half hour earlier. Thus when the parents (and myself)began to

arrive at approximately seven-thirty, the program for those very few that

had come early was nearly over. When I asked the second grade teacher

about the time change, she replied, "Well, the principal decided to move

it Op to seven o'clock because he knew everyone would not show up until

seven-thirty anyway." Such an autonomous decision by the principal would

appear to cast serious question on the degree of respect he did hold for

the parents.
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Having sought to narrow the scope of analysis from the macro

system of public education in St. Louis to an individual school, the

focus will become even more specific in the following chapters with indi-

vidual cladsrooms being examined in detail. As one moves towards the

study of sub-groups within the larger system, it is hoped that the

mechanisms by which the larger syste affects the activities of the

smaller unit will become apparent. Thus one does not study the individu-

al class as an isolated unit, but as an integral part of a larger social

organization that has a series of hierarchies, a system of values, a

method of socialization of the members, and both formal and informal norms

by which rules governing the operation of organization are enforced.

Though classes appear to be isolated, self-contained units, they are

significantly affected by the larger milieu of the school, on one level,

and the entire system on yet a higher level.
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CHAPTER V

KINDERGARTEN; BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY

1. INTRODUCTION

Most children in the United States spend a largeibumber of
7:71''

the early years of their life within various institutions '-uf public

education. In Missouri, the first experience of the long journey

through the public school system for the majority of the children

begins with kindergarten. As is the case with kindergarten classes

throughout the state, children in St. Louis attend for only a halfaday

period. In the St. Louis system, children who attend the morning

session during the first semester switch and attend the afternoon

session during the second semester. If there are less than eighteen

children in any one'session, that class is grouped together with the

other section and the teacher will teach at the school foronly a

half-day. She then will teach at a second school for the remainder of

the day. Though in the past enrollments in some kindergarten classes

in the city have been above eighty children, those at Attaucks School

have for the past three years averaged between twenty-five and thirty-

five students in each section.

The St. Louis school system provides three days before the be-

ginning of the school year in which parents may come to the school and

register their child for kindergarten. Besides receiving several forms

that must be completed to register the child, the parent is also given
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. 1

a green brochure outlining the kindergarten experience. It describes

the activities of the kindergarten year i» terms of preparing the child'

for reading, arithmetic, and "school adjustment.", The brochure also

provides for the parent a series of suggestions on how they can help

prepare their,child for kindergarten. On each of the pages listing an

activity that the parent can do with

a similar activity taking place in a

related activities is lbeled with a

are listed as follows:

his child,

classroom.

large "DO"

there

Each

is a picture of/

of the parent

in red ink. Several,

Do give your child a chance to with children his own age.
Do show interest in the work your child brings home from school.
Do take your child to interesting places like the zoo and the

riverfront.
Do activities with your child to help him learn of his world.

1) Put water outside to freeze, bring it inside to melt.
2) Mark important days on the calendar for your child.
3) 1.49Ok at picture books with your child.
4) Read to your child as much as possible.

Pictures in the brochure which portrayed these activities in the class-

room show a white teacher, twenty -five white children andffour black

children. The classroom picture is large with a number of posters and

pictures on the walls. The outside of the school is sho with trees

and grass.

Additional material elicited from the;,mothers for the office

registration forms included information on any pre-school experience of

the child and medical information related to immunizations, family

doctor, and presence of allergies or physical impairments. The final

questions asked were takein from a-sheet of twenty-eight items entitled

"Behavioral Questionnaire." At the top of the page written in capital

letters were the following directions, "ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR
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CHILD IN, ANY OF THE FOLLOWI9G AREAS. CIRCLE YES OR NO." The twenty-

eig t Reims which the mother was to indicate her presence or absence of

co/1ern included for example: bed - wetting, wetting during the day;

thumb - sucking, being too restless, shy, gloomy or sulky, disobedient,

selfish, how to handle punishment, lying, and bowels. If the child

was not registered prior to the beginning of the school year, he could

be registered during the first day of school. It is a general policy

of the city that school begin on the Thursday after Labor Day.

11. THE FIRST DAvS

For, the first day of the school year, Mrs. Caplow was assigned

an assistant, Mrs. Samuels. Prior to the entrance of the children, f

both teachers busied themselves making name tags for those children who

had pre-registered. The 'tags were in the shape of elephants cut from

construction paper and each had a piece of string to hand the tag around

the neck of the child. Additional preperetion of the teachers for the

children included putting posters and pictures on the boards and several

walls, laying puzzles on the tables and having a display of flowers on

a large circular table in the center of the room. Mrs. Caplow had also

made several cloth dollgof various colors and stuffed them with foam

rubber. The dresses on the dolls were either brown, green or yellow.

The material for the face, arms and legs was white. Several pictures

and posters were tacked up around the room: 190
On one of the walls was a large draWing of,"the three little

pigs."' This the teacher had drawn herself. On one of the bulletin
boards were five labeled pictures. The first was entitled "Summer
Fun" and was a picture of two 'white male swimmer!., in skin-tight
trunks on a high diving board. The second picture was entitled

j
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"Summer Play" and showed six white children playing on a jungle gym.
The third "Autumn" showed a squirrel. We Sing" was the label for
the fourth, a picture of thirteer white children and a white teacher
gathered around a piano. The fifth and last picture on the bulletin
board was labeled "We Work" and showed six white children engaged
in handicraft activities on a picnic table. (9/7/67)

See Figure 5.1 for a floorplan of the kindergarten-classroom.

The first child, Laura, and her mother entered the room at 8:20.

Laura's mother greeted Mrs. Samuels, "Good morning." Mrs.
Samuels responded, "Good morning, how are you?" Mrs. Caplow also
replied, "Good morning. Haven't seen you since we worked together
on the headstart project." Again Mrs. Samuels: 4'So glad to see you,
girl." Mother; "Have you met Laura?" Mrs. Samuels: "No, 1

haven't. Hello Laura." Laura makes no response and stands quietly
looking around the room. The meth:. aid Mrs. Samuel then go to
one corner of the rocs and begin talking. Laura is left standing
in the middle of the room by herself. (9/7/67)

This phenomena of the parent leaving the child alone and either speaking

c
zI

with the teacher orZmalking around the room occurred several other

,y times during the morning registration. Many of the children, however,

were not brought by a parent, but rather by r,in older brother or sister.

When this was the case, the child was immediately left alone in the

class, as. the older students also had to go to class. The two teachers

would attempt to engage the children as they came into the room with )

either one of the puzzles or a new doll. Mrs. Ciplow spent most of the

morning period until the time of recess registering children who were

brought to the class. Mrs. Samuels was to be with the children, but

spent more than an hour talking with Laura's mother in one corner of

the room. The distraction power of Laura's mother was evident through-

out the morning. Whenever Mrs. Samuels was engaged with one of the

children, Mrs. Franklin, Laura's mother, would call out to Mrs. Samuels

and soon the two would again be talking by themselves.
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When aachild was brought by an older brother or sister to the

. .

class, the registration procedure was not nearly as formal as when the

' child was brought by a parent.

A boy, approximately twelve years old, brings inhis younger ,

sister to the kIndergarten.. Mep. Samuels asks the youth, '"This
child.is not registered. Why didn't your mother register her?"
The twelve - year -old responds that he doesn't know anything about
registration and that his mother told him to bring his sister.
Mrs. COW.' and Mrs. Samuels- begin to.discuss the situatl9n and
the decision 4s to register the child, on the basis of information
supplied by the older brother. Mrs. Caplow than asks the boy
several4questiens about his younger sister. When finished with the.
questions, he leaves the room without a word to hts younger sister'
who stands by herself looking at the other children.' (9/7/67)

Of the nine children in the .om at 8 :50, none had cried when

the.person left who had brought them to the room. Four, of the children,

ill girls, were workirig on peg'boards, while two girls and a boy, were

merely standing or sitting by themselves uninvolved in any activity.

The first child wh? openly expressed his fear arrived at :55.

.

A mother and, boy come into the room and go to the teacher's
cleSk. Mrs. Samuels Walks ovr to the desk and says to Mrs. Caplow,
"This boy 1 know from church." The boy begins to run for the
outside door. rs. Samuels says in a father firm voice to the

' child, "Stop. Oon.'t go outside; come in.here and sit down."
The child on his way back to the teacher's desk picks up one of
the dolls made by Mrs. CaploW and says to Mrs. Samuels, "What
color this?" Mrs: Samuelk responds, "What?" The boy -says,_

t"Green." Mrs. Samuels says, "Yes, you are right."

Two mothers Who came together at 9:05 to register their children

ignored one who cried, "llama, mama" repeatedly after he entered the room.

The children were let alone as the adults interacted among themselves.

The result at times appeared to be a sense of randomness of activity

on the part of the children. Mrs. Samuels at one point gave her tacit

approval to the unexplained presence of a much older boy in the room

who began passing out the toys.
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One leather who has brought a Child to register for the
class also brought along several older children. One
of the older Children, immediately goes to the toy chest

. And begins to bring a' number of toys to the table for
the younger children to play with. One boy imeekliatelSr

begins to hoard all the toys as they are placed on the
table, Ws. Samuels comes to the table from the group
of adults and asks the boy, "What if someone else wants
to play with -the toys?" The boy responds, ,'Iwant all."
He has it this point accumulated nineteen toys while the
rest of, the Children at the table have. none. The mother
who had brought along the older boy has left but he re-

mains in the kindergarten room.

At 9:30 after there were'no longer any parents in the room register-

ing children, Mn. S Saineli made her first motion towards the establish-
c

#. meat of sontrol over the class. .

Mrs. Samuels Says to the children, "All right, boys
and girls, let's put our toys. away very, very neatly. j

Let's walk, not run. Put your toys away very neatly. '

Who would like to help put the toys away? Put them
in this box very neatly.". The boy wlihad been
hoarding the toys says, "No, they min " The teacher

takes the toys.out of his hands and carries them to
the box.' Lilly continues to sit alone, with no one
haVing spoken to her for more than an hour. She bilk-

a peg board, butishe does not go to put it away at
the teacher's general. request to the class. lira.

Samuels continues, "This table looks so very neat,'

but what about the other side?" (Where Lilly sits)
She turns to tilly'and says, "Oh, we shoula all put
pur'toys away very quietly." Mrs. Samuels then
takes the board from Lilly and puts it on a supply°

table nearby. After doing this, she comments, "Now,
doesn'tthis all look so nice. All the chairs are
under the table. Isn't it pretty, boyi and girls?
Now lets 41 of us go out to the center of the room
and make a circle. Who knows what a circle is? We

, all hold bandit; We are going to play'Simon Says'.".

(R.R. note: she did not time for any child to

rake a response to her question.)

After the game of "Simon Says" was played,fof five to seven minutes,

Mrs. Satuals had the children arrange themselves in a siiigie line to

march back to their seats. As they walked back, she counted out, "one,

4.
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two, three, four," until tbeq were seated. When they were seated, Ors.
.

Samuels indicated that they were going to talk about themselves. During

the ensuing discussion, the children made inappropriate responsed to the

questions of the teacher, but she ignored for the most part such responses.

This phenomena of. the "bizarre response" was one that was to re-occur

throughout the school year.

Mts. Samueli continues,'"Now if you do not raise your
hands'you are to nod your head., Now how do yoe raise a.

your hand?" One child responds, "Touch ma too." Mrs,
Samuels ignores the'response and says, "If you do not
raise your hand when I ask you, nayour head. If

you -dtetted yourseretoday, raise your-hAnd. If you
did not, nod your'hoad." No child either raised his
hand or'nodded his headbut one child said, "I have
a pocketbook," and'another said, "I..had,Cheerios.for
breakfast." Mrs. Samuels responds, "No. Do what I
ask you to dq. Now listen to me."

I
When the children came into the room onFriday, Mrs. Caplow began

immediately to inform them as to what her expectations for them were

po be. At the door, she told them to have a 'seat and wait quietly

for her. When all the children were in the room, she went to the'piano
4

and asked the children to form a semi-circle around her. There was

none of the initial randomness'of the children's behavior that had been

present the previous day. Instead, the children were structured in

their activities from, the moment they entered the door. At the piano

the teacher introduced herself and explained that she would call the

roll each morning;

During the'early minutes of the Friday class, verbal interaction

loetween the teacher and the students displayed several interactional

patterns that were to reappear repeatedly through the school year.

The first was the teacher's inconsistent response to spontaneous remarks

195
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of the student:, Frank says: "I goin' to have a birthday." Mrs.

Caplow, responds, 'toad, 'Frank, when?" Frank: "Next July.".But on

A
other occasions such a spontanemis remark was ignored.

.
,

Mrs. Chplow is about to pass out name tags. Frank says,
"I, saw a elephant at Sherman's Form. I also saw 0 horsey."
Mts. Caplow ignores this dtlament and Begins to call the
oil.

.

Mrs. Caplow'asks the class, "Do any of,you have a pet at
home?" Joe repliee, "I have a big dog.'186 a big dog and
he bite you;if you hit hftein the mouth." Mrs. Capiow
ieeponda, "But you can play, itit him, can't you?" Joe
says, 'yea." Other children at this point begin to talk
of their pets, but the teacher ignores their comments and
tells them that they are not to touch the pets in the'class-

, room.

The verbal spontaneity of the children appeared to be most readily

accepted by the teacher if it was made when there was no structured
. .

s . . .

activity occurring in the room.

A second pattern of interaction between the teacher and students

involved her response to a question or comment in a manner that could

not be understood by the students.

One of theboys says to Mrs. Caplow, "I see you got a
play turtle in the jar." Mrs. Capiow responds, "Yes,
that turtle,is there-to help keeNthe turtle shell hard.
That is a naturalizer to keep the/Water just right for
the turtle." The boy makes no response.

Such a'response involved an element of mystification for the student due

to the explanation in unfamiliar terms. The key word in Mrs. Caplow's

response was that of "naturalizer," but it is extremely unlikely that

the term would have any meaning to the child. The learning situation

appe ed to break down for the child due to an inability to comprehend

1
the terms.

#

A third pattern of interaction evident betWeen thwteacher and the
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itudentswas the teacherts'explIcit acceptance, if not rewarding, of

an incorrect resppnse by a,student.

A

*

The teacher states thati.thet children will each have a

Chance to count ,all the resf cf the children in the
class. She calls on Brad first. He counts,. "opp,

two, three,"four, five,sixo thirteen, twenty-seVen,
4 ninety-fibe." Mrs. Caplow responds, "All right,

Bract Now.it is your turn,
P.

Such acceptance of an incorrect response of a child may contribute to'

later confus ion when the child is told that an. earlier accepted response
r

is no longer valid. Likewise, one might question the intention of the

teacher in having-the children count if she ves,not going to helpthem
/

with incorrect responsei. There moy have been an intention on the
, .

part of the teacher to merely.observe the knowledge okthe child related

.. .

to numbers: -,1 ....

.

A corollary to accepting the incorrect response is fOk the teacher
, .

herself to give incorrect information to.the students, .

,
. ,. .

.- . 1 .

The teacher holds up picture of a white middle-class
school ro are a 1 theChildren and the teapher,are 3

both white. an bl d and sam, "This class looks just .4
A .

like ours. "` a.
.. 4

U.
f . .. f .

Tke,teacheed intention, apparently, was to point out that the class in.
. ,

....

-_,,..
the picture also had a dish with turtle in it. However, she did,not

,. ,a
discriminate clearly what it wasin the picture that could lead to the

, 1

concluttion the two classes were similar. Clear reference to the turtles,
.

4. .

both in the roortand ii the picture would appear to have eonstituted a

lA similar situation ocCurreelater in the earning when the teacher
spoke!repeetedly about a hamster that was in the room the previous year.
She, however, never explained what a hamster was or whatit looked like.

.

r
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more precise and accurst: statement of similarity. As the statement was

gtFen, the ihildren in the classroomay very well have concluded that

they were being told white children looked iden ;ical to themselves.
,

The three patterns of interaction noted above between the teacher

and student's were not the only forms of verbalization that occurred

within the class. There were also instances of.what appeared to be

clear explanations within thecognitive understanding of the children.

Now children, we are going to call the roll. Do you
know what the roll is? It is a list of all your names..
It is a list that I have to keep you all straight.

However, from the first formal day of schooling, the children were

periodically iwolved in_patterna_of interaction that appear quite detri-

mental to the process of cognitive growth; Cognitive growth in this

'context is.higtly similar to,that discussed by Piaget when he speaks

of the development of "cognitive capacity," involving both the sequence

of concept formation and, more crucially, the mental, cperations involved

in knowledge, acquisition '( Piaget, 1963). If

\
the' verbalizing of incorrect knowledge Or is

incorporated into-the -mental operations ithat

is impaired.

thevcpild. is rewarded for

given facts that cannot be

he has developed, learning,,

4

During the Friday morning class period, therewere two forms of

behavior displayed by the students that halaleo been present the ptevious

day. The first was that of hoarding materials plated in the class for

the use of all the children, while the second was the, attempt of one child,

in particular, to withdraw from the cla;ihroom interaction.

Mrs. Caplow comes to Joe and says, "Joe, ;ou will have
to share the animals. Don't you know what it means to

r
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share? You haVe 10 let other people use these things
that you use:"' 'Joe makes no response,, The teacher 1

does nottake the animals from Joe but walks away.

-!There were only'two clear instances of hoarding, during the first twee

1.
mornings at school, andeach,was do/N,e'by a different boy.

,,

. Oneoethe.girls, Susan, beganto display a Variety of withdrawal ,

mechanisms' from the moms= that the teacher asked the children to join

,
.

her at the piano. At first it consisted of merely going to her seat or ..

going for a drink of water. Later,,eho.not only left;the,grouis, but

4 ' : .

went to .the far .side of the room and stood by herself. Finally the t

, f

child left the room to stand behind th e outside door leading-to the
, . , ,

playground. The'teacher grew increasingly impatient each tire Susan

left the iroupand,finall3i resorted to physical forim to disCipline her.

Susan has gone outside again and has hid behind the door. I
Mrs. Caplow sees her leave and goes after her. "Susan, ..

.coine here right now." This she says in rather authori-

tarian and irritated manner. Susan comes back and Mrs.

baplow'grabs her by the arm, brings her back to6the group -

and pushes her' down'to the floor. Susan begins to cry.

The behavior was 'not extinguished and the child continued to leave the

Troup at various intervals. The teacher. then began to ignore the dhild

and, occasionally asked if she.would like to come back to the group.

.

The child shook her heed "nor'.and the teacher allowed hor to remain 1.)57

heiself at thelar end of the room.

Diming the first two days 4 school, the teacher did not attempt

,,to categorize or separlite the children into groups other than on the'

basis of sex.' Fiom the first day, girls were always to go first,

whethetvit.be to the set room or to redies.. There were two large

tables.at which the children sat when they were engaged, in activities
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requirtin a desk and chair. No attempt' was made to establish a bi

seating arrangement for the children. By the time the children came-

1

back into the room from. Friday morning recess, they had among themselves,

hpiever, established some semblance of a'seatinf.arrangement. Each'ef
.

the children took the same seat that they had had when they first entered

the room. in the'morning.

111. THE FIRST.FDLY, WEEK OF SCHOOL

On the-fourth day of schoor(the following Tuesday), I returned

.

to the kindergarten class. During my one hour~and foriy-fivecminute

visit to the room, the teacher did not appear. No substitute or re --

placement was assigned to the room and the.chilften were left entirely

on their own. -Though the room'wea somewhat noisy, all the children

were either engaged in an aqivity.of their awn,or else, watching
! .

(0

One boy was looking at the bird in the bird cage., Two
other boys were at the toy chest. Two girls were at the
play stove and the rest Of the children vere-sestectrat
the tables. tieveral of the children at, the takes were 0
either working with the peg boards or else stringing
beads on a long cord. A spontaneous differentiation of
the group by s began to emerge as the boys all gravi-ex
tated'to the to hest while all the girls went to the
tabus and works with either the pegs ,er beads; one
girl entered the room eating a bag of potato chips.
AJvy.lpicked up an airplane and began to sing the
national anthem.' One girl put her head on her desk
and was about to fall asleep.

.

At 8 :40 a mother came into the room to register her daughter. Her ex-
.

I

pression as one of surprise as she looked into the room. The activity

of the boys at this point had escepted and they were running through

the room with trucks, hitting the girls on the back of the head. The

.

20
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The girls remained very passive and did not attempt to.either defend

themselvesor strike back at the boys. Two of the boys begatelighting

among themselves on the floor with a third boy on top of both, of them.

The mother and her daughter went and eatby.thiS piano. At this point

the first gradeyteachet walked into the room and asked if Mrs. Caplow
. .

was in the room. The children and I both indicated that she was not.

Upon hearing that Mts. Caplow is absent, the teacher shrugs

her shoulders, picks cme of the boys and begins.to leave.
On her way out, she asks the clyildten if they have something

'to do. She tells them in .e c*anding manner to "Get quiet."
he continues,, "All the girls are so quiet and beautiful.

The boys get quiet and buby elso. Everybody stay nice and'

quiet as you wait for Mts. Caplow.'; She.then leaves with

the, boy,

Upon the teacher'a diyection that was to "stay-nice and quiet/4)'

all the children either went to thi toychest or to the play arell. Two
A

giils, however, sat immoblie_at their desks, not moving for more than
1

an -hour. They aimpbr set and. watched the other children: There was

no observed verbal interaction between'them, thoughthey sat next to

each other.

For the next twen5imanut2ethe ehildrenyere,engaged in a number

of activities throughout the room, The boys were no longer hitting the

gills or each other.- Seireral of the girls got water from the sink and

placed it in pots. on top Of the play stove. They began an efsborate :

,..

.scene of pl yini house and cooking for a meal, setting out some &piles

. , ".... .

f r the meal. The.boys began.to take the dishes from the girls and'one

of the girls began to struggle to keep them. At this ,pointthe same

first grade telchei re- entered the room.

. , 261
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She asks; in a rather harsh Manner; "Is everybody busy?"
The girl who was struggling with the boys tells the teach-

. et, "Da boys keep snatchine my things." In a rather sar-
castic fashion the teacher says to the boys, "Don't we
know that boys play with boys' things and that girls play
with gills' things?" She then turns to Joe and says in
a loud, harsh voice, "Hey little fellow, get quiet. Find
something to-do: Not so loud, little boy." She then turns
to the girls at the, table and asks, "Do all you ladies have
something to do? When I question the teacher as to the
whereabouts of Mr6.,Caplow, sherSays, "Guess, she might be
at a meeting."

.

When the teacher left the room,'the children resorted to the same

'level of noise acid activity that they had hed.pievious to her re-entering

the room. Very soon, however, the dhileiTen.began to quiet down of their

own accord and several of the

to clasiroom management: One

they should not play:with the

lbeforthe ieicherAreturned.,
.

children began to take on activities related

of the girls, Laurav'toid the children that

piano andthat they had to clean the roof?

The noise level in the roomhad decreased
S.

considerably and 'the children were quite actively-engaged in a number of

activities either in small groups or individually. they-asked neither the

first grade teacher nor myself the whereabouts of Mrs. daplow but seemed

quite involved in their personal activities.

,
,. During the e

1
iie period the mother and daughter had sat on the

. ,

piano bench. At 9:5C she stood and, said to me, "I got to go. If she

1) ain't gonna come, I got things to do. .Can't ailehere.all daY." She gave

. . ... 44" $

. .

her registration material to me and left the room. Very shortly another'

mother entered the ream and gave her registration material to me. I indi:

cated that I was,ftot the teacher and_ that I was in'no position to register

her Spe ptated that the princiPal had told' her that she could give

the mate4aje te me. With'that she handed me the materials and left the
. . .

2G2
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room. As soon as she left, her son'came.sobbing to me. I had to hold

the boyfor more than five =inutes toiquiet him. Finally I asked if

he would like to work an,a peg hoard and he indicated that,he would. I

found a'peg board and lie immediately became involved in the activity.

It was evident that the children became quite engrossed and interest-
,

ed in what they were doing. They also appeared to be quite relaxed. as

they involved themselves. A major factor thqt appeared 'to contribute

to their periodic quietness was whether they were involved in activities

that were cognizable, again lathe cansethat the term is applied-by Pieget.

I noted that five of the girls had gotten paper from'
swewhere and have taken this to the paints easel.

They all bagan tqipaint. The boy thdr was c ing is

actively engaged in the pegs, and si4ce I showe Nm
the technique, three other boys have gotten pegsfeer
a peg board and jointd'him at one of the tabled.
fifth boy sits and watches while the sixth boy in'the
room is playing with trucks by tirl: toy Chest. A jar

of red paint falls fropti one of the easels and I ask
the girls if they will help me clean up the paint.
They indicate that they will and go to the restroom

for paper towels. 4
When it ,was time fin:fthe recess, the'firstgfaa d-tdathettame into

the room and had, the children form a line. I lefpl, the room at_this point

and went to the principal's ffice to speak with Mr.Miller. He indicatecLA

when I told him that the ihaergerten room tteil no teacher, that he' was

0 4 .

aware of the situstimiphd that he was certain another tOacher would

voluntarily take the class. Though I am uncertain as to the reluctance

to directly ask a teacher ,to Supervise the room, his waiting for a

volunteer had not succeeded..

Oa the following morning (Wednesday) the teacher was present in the

At.

room when I arrived. The children were involved in the opening exercises

11
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which consisted of first tinging "My Co6try 'Tis of Thee," then re-:

peating the pledge of Allegiance and finally- saying a prayer. Since

the children had been involved in this exercise only, once before) the
<

teacher repeated'each line,of the three parts of the opening exereise

and thetthad the children repeat the line after her. The prayerwhich

she had the, children pray-W(8 as follows: Vow before we work today,

Let us bow our heads to pray, to God who kept us through
\
the night, And

woke us to the morning light. help us Lord to 'love Thee more Ulan we

ever loved before. In our work and in our play, Be Thou with us every

. day." Following the prayer, the children were to respond, "Here I am,"

when the teacher called the roll.

,11 Mrs. Caplow had,returned to the Classroomin the previous day after

I had left. She began to talk to the children about the trip they took

the morning before to meet the va rious "school helpers". in Attucks School.

Mrs..Caplow asks, "Now, boys and girls, who rememberi what..

we cfid yesterday on. our tour 'of the school ?" Shy, then pro-

ceeds to call en several of the children as thil raise

their hands. One child says, "We saw prindipal:"1 Another ,

says, "We saw room wit' lot400k." Mrs. Caplow responcts, /

"Yea, boys-andgirls, we saw and met our school helpers."
Site then takes pictures of ,s principal,a doctor, A cuatot, ,

diens a nurse, a teacher and a secretary and shows them to
'the children one at.a(time and says that these are pictures

of their school helpek-s. All.therpictures are of'whites

and most have blond hair. One child comments that,the
picture of.the principal doesn't look like the principal
and the teacher says that it is a picture of the principal.

The discussion of the trithe children had-caken through the school the '

C 1
.

previods.morning sills a lead into the teadher's plan for the children to
t

take a trip arodnd the outside of the building.

I .
.

Mrs. Caplow says, "Now we are going to take a tour of the

oueside of our school." Joe says, "I'saw a big grouchy bear

- put there this mornin:." tire. Caplow does not respond to

'Joe's comment.

-204
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The teacher and the children then proceeded to walk around the out-
*
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I

A

4' side of the school, the children displaying the most interest in the

ashes that were. coming from the chimney of the school. Several of the
0,

0
children,cougf nted that they had never seen such large mosquitoes as

were comin rom the chimney. Another child, Frank, coTented on the

large number of parrots on the plorgroundaud Laura corrected him that

they welpigeons. When the children returned from the trip, the teacher

suggested that the class write on the blackboard & story of their tour.

This suggestion appeared to produce a certain degree of anxiety in the

4
children.

Mrs. Caplow sayd, "Let's write a story about our school
.tour." One child days, "I write no story." Another, "I
no want to." A third, "I want to paint." Mrs. Caplow
responds, "I know.you do not want to, but we must learn
how to rehdamd write." Joe says, "I want to make horse
shoe." Mrs. Caplow says, "Not now Joe." Mrs. Caplow at-

.

this time writes on the top of the blackboard, "Our School
Tour." She then says, 'Okay, boys and girls, what did
we do on our school tour?" "Went outside," was the res..,
ponse from one child.' Mrs. Caplow: "Did we take a tour?"
No response fromthe chi dren and she continues, "What
is a tour?" Laura say "A trip." Mrs. Caplow: "Okay
let's write, 'We took sitrip and we met our school helpers.'"
(Note can be made that they met no one.) She,thenisays,
"That is a sholt story."

Situations such as the above where/the children do not participate with
I

the teacher as she attempts to elicit responses from them:hegan to occur

frequently, resulting in a'"phantom performance" by the teacher. She

would ask questions and the children would make no response. The teacher

4

mould however, proceed as if the children had made a response.

From the first days of school, there was evident in the class

% some of the children an aolmost continual use of other than Standard

among

Americdn English. There were inflections in verb tense,/use
4
of double

9
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negative, dropping of plural "a", and'usn of pronouns in a variety of ways

other than thatateepted as the standard formitfor the utilization ob the)

English language. %Mrs. Caplow referred to the lanugage of his type with

differences in grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary as ".street talk."

She hid asked the students to diaw a picture of their school:

_Laura says, "I ain't got no paper." Mrs:Npaplow responds,
"Oh, no, Laura, lees not say Let's say, 'I haven't

any ppee."
0.

Such correction of the misuse of standard English speech patterns con-

tinued throughopt the year. 'The "street talk" referred to by Mrs. Caplow

appeared to be a'combinafion of several dialectal forms, including those

presenein the rural South among both lower class blacks and whites and

also that distinctly attributable to the black alone, often referred to

in the recent literature as "Black American English" (Baratz and Shuy,

1969; Engelmann, 1968): Several of the children in the class used the
1

"Black American English" dialect consistently within the class while others

did so only verninfrequently.

As the children were involved in the drawing of their school, the

teacher and I were able to have our first long and informal talk since
do

thb beginning of the school year.2

Mts. Caplow discussed t' presence of prayers in the school

and stated that the princiipalMrs. Miller, gave the teacher
no d rectivailt He pimply stated that if they wished to pray

t could. I asked abOut the recent Supreme Court ruling
banding p4xers frdm the schoOl and she responded,, Ibe Su-
preme.dourt said that you bfrnot force a child to pray."
She noted the tea she wanted1'to hold for the parents the
coming week and that later in the same week she would like
to take the children on a field trip. I asked where the

'children would go an the trip and she indicated that they
should go to the city park to look at the leaves change

colors. She continued, "You notice, right now, I am
spending a lot of time trying to orient the children to
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the school, The next part of the program will be a safety
program when I-discuss red, yellow and green lights and

, = stop signs. I try to have one new idea for the children
each day. I asked what the new,idsa for today would be
and she stated that it was the school prayer. She stated

that yesterday,the idea was the calendar and Monday it
had been, the Pledge of Allegiance,to the Flag. She com-

mented that she had to 'Igo slow with the children be-
cause they have such short attention spans" and that they
are so "physical in all their In a rather ran-.

dom fashion she then discussed- tare field trips to the
city museum and the use of audio-visualfiateriala in the
class--especially several programs on television. She
then noted how the children will develop.throughLthe year
as they learn to lay together, how their skill in coloring

improveS and how heir printing and spdakiug ability will
also improve. She stated that it makes her feel very good

when the first g de teacher comes and tells her how nice-

ly her ex-kindergarten children are progressing.' Finally,
she commented, "You know, the social development of these
children is'just as important as what they learn. We inust

teach them how to play together."

Within this discussion may be founda number-of statements that poi.t

to.the teacher's philosophical orientation to teaching in relation to

both herself as teacher and the children as students. An outline of what

might be termed her "Teaching Credo" is developed fronilthe discussion.

1) Religion is important to the student and should be
taught, even thobgh doing so means disobedience to the

law, or.at least misinterpreting.the law.

2) A teacher should hive "ideas" to pass on to her students.

' 3) Electronic equipment is helpful in,the teaching process.'

In relation to the children specifically:

4) Children should be aware of nature.

2
For the remainder of this study, the term uBlack American English"

will be used as an encompaseina term for the various dialectical forms
utilized by the children. To form.a similarity in comparative terms,
"Standard American English" will be used to designate the dialectical

pattern present in textbook writing.
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5) They should be'oriented to an understanding of safety and
the school surroundings.

6) The attention span of a kindergarten child is short.

7) Children' in kindergarten are "physical in their actions."

10 Social development is crucial at this age, in fact, is
equivalent to the teaching of academic material.

9) Children must be taught "groupness," i.e., "to play together.4
10) As the children grow older, groupness will improve, as will

their academic porfoislanoe.

As part of the teacher's orientation of the children to the school,

ehe planned a visit to the library. This was to be the only trip that the

children would make to the library for the entire year, apd it was ma=ne on

the eighth day of the schoAl year. Before the children left the kinder=

garten room, Mrs. Caplow had told them they were going to the library.

There was no explanation as to what was a library or what they could do
e3

when they came there. She also instructed the children to greathe librari-

an with a "Good morning, Mrs. Spring, "when they met her. When the child-
,

ren entered the library, they did so greet her and she responded with such

L,phrases as "Good morning, little people," or "Good morning, little child-

ren." As the children came into the room, the librarian directed them to

a seat, even physically forcing one child.

Laura is one of the last children into the library. She

begins to sit down and the librarian says,'"Oh no, I will
give_you thd chair. She pushes Laura into the chair and
then pushes the chair forward to the table.

After the childreniwere seated, the librarian asked the children if

they knew what room they were in. The confusion of the children was evi-1

dent. 4

Mts. Spring asks, "Do you know what room this is? Joe says,

"Bicturese Mts. Spring turns to Joe and says in a harsh
voice, "Let me ask you. Did you want to say something,
Sweets ?" Joe says, "I see pictures." Mrs. Spring asks,
"What else do you see?" Trish says, "Floweis." Mrs.
Spring asks win "Yes, and what, else?" Art says, "Record
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player.. We got one them`at/home." Mrs.4Spring then con-
tinues to tell the children that when they come to the
library they wiii want t() get books.

The librarian nbted all the things one must not do in visiting the library.

Prohibited within the library were the use of wet fingers to turn the page,

eating of candy, talking, walking around the room without permission and

"-

coming to the library individually. Mrs. Spring then,told the children that

she was going to show a film. Her final directions before she turned out

the lights were, "Now when it is all over, I want you to tell me how much

you-enjoyed the film." .

When the film ends, she goes pnd turns on the lights. She

then comes to the front of the group end asks1 "Did you_like
that?" The children give a general answer of "yes" but is
neither loud nor enthusiastic. "Did you like'the way the
man tricked the monkey or the way that the monkey tricked
the man?" Again -no response from the children. _(Note: she
asks the questions so rapidly that i amlot sure the child-
ren had time to answer.) Frank rises to go and, pick a book
from the shelf. Mrs. Spring very firmly snaps her fingers
and says, -"Little boy, get *back is that aeat." She notes

that the child is chewing gum. She pinches him Vy the
back of the neck and marches him to the wastebasket where
she pushes his hea'd over the opening and tells him to drop
the gd6 in the basket. Mrs: Spring commepts that she is
disappointed that there are childbil in the library with
gum. .

Frank was again the target of physical abuse by the librarian as
414

the children were about to leave the library. He was telling one of the

girls about the can of earth worms that he had brought to school and how

he found them behind his house. The librarian grabbed Frank by the mouth,

pinched his cheeks together and told him, "If we do not have the free talk

period, you will have, to keep your mouth shut." She seemed angry and frus-

trated with the children as they left tg go back to the kindergarten room.

Later in the morning Mrs. Caplow and I were again able to speak in-

, formally for a short while as the children began to color a picture of the

.
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man with the many colored hats who was'the subject of the film in the
4

library. She noted that the attention span of the children will grow..as

the school year progresses and that though she cannot yet have long les-

sons with the children, she will be able to do so later in the school year.

She also indicated that the children will display more "independence".

later in the school year. She said that the classroom was still dia..

organized and it would take sexeral more weeks for the children to "catch,
4

on to the routine" that she would like to have in the cleat. It may be

interpreted that what Mrs. Caplow referred to as 'independence on the part

of the child may well have been the child learning the group organization

she desired:

AS part of the routine the teacher wished to establidh in the room,

she assigned the children seats that they were to retain for the remainder

of the school yeaz. With the late registrations and children'whom she

had transferred from the afternoon Ito the morning session, there was a

. .

total of twenty-three children in the class. The children were assigned

seats at three tables which she labled Table #1, Table #2, and Table #3.

The seating. arrangement of the children was not devised according to

alphabetical order, age or sex of the. children. Rather, as will be dis-

cussed below, a number of less "objective" criteria appeared to be the

crucial determinants for the teacher as shp,arranged the children at the

'three tables.

IV.' STUDENT STATUS AND TEACHER EXPECTATION: A
BASIS FOR CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION

Increasingly, with the concern over cognitive development of children

and the long and clo'e assettation that children experience with a series
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.of teachers, attention is centering PA the role of the teachevin the

classroom'(Siega1,1969). A icing series of studies have been ,conducted

to determine what effects on children a teacher's values, beliefs,

attitudes and expectations may have. Asbell (1963), Recker (1952),

Clark (1963), Gibson (165), Harlem Youth Opportunities Militated (1964),

Katz (1964), KvaraceuI (1965), MacKinnon (1962), Riessman (1962, 1965),

Rose (1956), Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), anilsOit (1963), have all

noted'that.the teacher's expectations of a pupil's academic performance

may, in fact, have a strong influence on the actual performance of that

pupil., These authors have sought to validate a type of educational self-
:

fulfilling prophecy: if the teacher expects high performance she receives

it, and vice-versa. A major criticism that can be directed at much of

the abokre cited research is that though they may establish that a teacher

has differential expectations and that these expectatiOns influence per-
,

'formance for various pupils, the re arch has not elucidated the basis

upon which sudh,differentialeipectations are formed.

The work of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) appears to have produced

the most significant results to date. They have presented evidence that

the teacher's expectations, which Were based on fallacious test scores

supplied bithe researchers, significantly influeiCed her resultant

behavior towards children slated as "late bloomers." The devised scores

supplied to the teacher at the beginning of the school year were present-

ed in such a manner as to indicate that "the top twenty percent of the

children will show more significant inflection or spurt in their learn-

ing within the next year or less than will the rehaining eighty percent

*4 of the children" (p. 66). At the end of the school year, the children were
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,retested and the results indicated that those children randomly selected

by the researchers at the beginning of-the year as bloomers had,

in fact, achieved at a higher. rate as measueed by I.Q. tests then.he'd

the children not designated as late tlooiners.

The basic thrust of the Rosenthal and Jacobson research is to argue

that teacher expectations as to a child's potential are manifested in

her behavior towards the child. As a 'result of this differential treat-

ment by the tericherv.the chiles intellectual grewth is significantly

affected. Though the results'of the work are not conclusive, they do
0

provide strong indication Of the influence of a teacher's expectations

on a child's classroom performance. There appears to be at least one

major shortcoming to this research, however. The authors are unable to

demonstrate explicitly how the presence'of differential expectations by

the teacher are manifested either in terms of her behavior or the child's

response within the classroom milieu. 1.Q. Acores serve as a poor subati-

tute for the observation of a dynamic process.

Prior to the beginning of the school year, the kindergarten teacher

at Attucks School possessed several different kinds of information re-
.

garding the children that she would have in her class. The first was

the pre-registration form completed by thirteen mothers of children who

would be in the class. On this card, the teacher was suppliedswith the

name of the child, his age, the name of the parents, his home address,

hii phone number, and whether he had had any pre-school experience.

The second source of information for the teacher was supplied two

days before the beginning of school by the school social worker who pro-

vided a tentative list of all children in the kindergarten class who
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lived imhhowes that received public' welfare funds.

P
lnle,thAnt source of information on e %;Irad;was gained as .a result

of the initial interview with the mother and child during the registration

period, either in the few days prior to the beginning of school; or else

(hiring the-firit days'of.school. In this interview, a major concern was

the athering of medical information about the child as well as the ascer-

taining of any spebific parental concern related to the child. This

- latter information Wks noted oh!the "Behavioral Questionnaire" discussed

previously.

'
The fourth source of.infermation available to the teacher concerning,

the children in her class was both her.oxperienceuT older siblings as

well as that of other-teachers in the building related to behavior and

academic performance of children from the sae* family. It should be noted

that not one of these four sources of informatiOn available to the teacher

is directly related to the academic potential of the incoming kindergarten

-child: Rather, they are various types of social information revealing
o.

such facts as the financial status of certain families, medical care of

the child, presence or absence of tel4hone in the homi, as well as the

structure of the family in which the child lives, i.e., number of siblings,

whether there are two parents, one parent, or if the child does, not live

with either his natural mother or father.

When the teacher made the permanent seating assignments on the

1 eighth day of school, she had not only the aboye four sources in informa-

.

tion concerning the children, but she also had had time to observe them.

Thus knowledge of behavior, degree and type of verbalization,.dress,

mannerisms, physical appearance, and performance on the early tasks',
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assigned during class were available,4 her as she began to form opinions 4

concerning the capabilities and poteetial,of the various hildren. That

'Such evaluation of the children by the teacher was beginning, I believe
/

'there is tittle doubt. Within a few days, only a certain group,of child-

ren were continually being called on to lead the clan in the Pledge of 4

--......,
,

AllegianCe? reed the weather calendat -each day, come to the front for
,

--
"shot; and tell" periods, take messages to4 'the office, -COunt_the number of

...J
- , cz),

children present in the class, pass out materials for class projects4
.

be in charge of equipment on the...playground during recess, and head the

lines of both boysond girls when going to the playground, bathroom,

g libr;r3Por on school tour. This 4e4gfoup of children ,that continually

were physically cldse to the teacher and had a high degree of verbal

interaction with her, she placed at' Table

As one progressed. from the'groU0s of children at Table 1 to Table'2

and Table 3, there was an increasing dissimilafity on at least,,four major

criteria. The first criterion appeared to be the physical appearance of

the child. While the children at Table]. were all dressed in clean clothes

that were relatively new and pressed, mdst of the children at Table 2 and

with only one excpption at Table 3, were all quite poorly dressed. The

4 clothes were old and often quite dirty.,'The childrenoat Tables 2 and 3

also had a noticeably different quality and quantity of clothes to wear,
6

especially during the winter months. Whereas the children at Table 1

would come on cold days with heaVy coats and sweaters, the children at the

other two tables often wore very thin spring coats and summer clothes.

The single child at Table 3 who came to school quite nicely dressed came

from a home in which the mother was receiving welfare funds, but was
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supplied witbFclothing.for the childken by the familiis of her brother

And miotCr.' A' second aspect of the Phjsical appearance' of the children
4 a;

related to thtir body odor. While none of the children at 'Table 1 came.

to class with an odor of urine on theth, there were two children.atTable

2 and%five children at Table 3 who frequently had such an odor. There

'N
was not a clear distinction among the children at the various tables as

to the degree of "blackneis" of 'their skin, but there were more children'

at the third table with very dark skin (five in all) than there were at

the first table (three). There was also a fioV.Ceable distinction among

the various grotips of children.as to the pndit{on of their hair. While

the three boys at,Table 1 all had short hair cuts and the four girls at

the same table had their hair "processed" and combed, the number of_

children with either netted or unprocessed hair increased at Table 2 (two'

'boys andthre6 girls) and all the children at Table 3 (four boys and four

-^1

girls).

A second major criterion which aplmared to differentiate the

children at-the var=ious tables was their sociallbehavior, bOth among them-
.

.

selves and,w1th the teacher. The several children who began to develop

as leaders within the class by giving directions to other members, initiat-

ing the division of the class into teams on the playground and seeking to

speak for the class to the teacher ("We want to colorn4), all were

placed by the teacher at Table 1. This same group of children displayed

a high degree of verbal interchange among themselves and also often asked

questions of the teacher. Very seldom did children at Table 2 or 3 initiate

interaction with the teacher. The Table 1 group, in contrast, displayed

.considerable easean their ileraction with her. Whereas the children at
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2.and 3'would'often linger on the periphery of gro s surrounding the

teacher, the children at Table 1 most often c ezlose to her.

i

The us ut! language within the classroom appeared to be the third

<.
.
major' differentiation amp g the children. While the children placed at

. .

the'first table were qu e verbal, baR"With other children.and with the

teacher, the children placed at the remaining two tables spoke much less

. .

. ,

,, ,,

frequently with each o her,or with the teacher. The children placed Ilkf
.

. . .

,

the first table slso displayed a greater use of.Standaid American English
.

within the classrOoM. Whereas the children placed at-the last two tables
t0 .

.

often responded to the teacher in Black American English, the children at

the first table did so very infrequently., In other words, the children at

the first table were much more adept at the use of "school language" than
, "4/4

a . . .

were those at.the other tables who relied'on "street linguage." The

teacher utilized Standard American English in the classibom and one group

of children wore'able to respond in a like manner. The frequency of a

"no response" to a question from the teacher during formal teaching

lessons was recorded at a ratio of nearly three to one for the children at

the fast two tablis as opposed. to Table I. When questions were asked,

the children who were placed at the first table most often gave a response.

The final apparent criterion by which the childien stothe first table

were quite noticeabbi different from those at.the other tables consisted

of a series of social indices which were known to the teacher prior to

her seating the children. Though it is not known to what degree she

utflized this particular criterion when she assigned seats, it does con-

tribdte to develdping a clear profile of the children at the various tables.

Table 5.2 gives a summary of the distribution of the children at the three

21
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Table5:2 Distribution of eM..?..;:::.*.s1P SOCiO-CCW1tAle status
factors by seating arrangement at the three tables in the
kindergarten classroom. .

A

1 . '

INCOINg

1) Number of families on welfare:

2) Number of ram es with father
,.employedt

p) Number of familiei'uith mother
employed:

4) Number of families wi th both
parents employed:

5). rota family income below
$3,000. per yes

6) Total family income above
'412,000.-per year:

EDUCATION
1) Number of fathers ever grade,schools

2) Number of fathers ever high schools

V Numberof fathers evbr college: .

'4) Number of mothers ever grade school:

5) NuMber Of :others ever high school:

6) Number of mothers ever college:

7) Number of children with pre-
school experience:

F4gILY
i) Number of families with one child:.

2) Number Of families with more than
six eh:I-Wren:

Average ntriber of siblipss in
family:.

Nunlier of families with both
parentn presents

))

TABLES

1 2 3

I

4.0

1

6 3

5 2

i 0

7' 8 7 '

6 4e 4 .

4 '0 0

1 I 0

" -
1 2

3

1

3-11.

6

4

0

6

5-6 6-7

2 I

Note: There are seven children seated at Table 1, eight at Tabn 2
and eight at Table 3.
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tables on a series of variables relatad to social and family conditions.
IN

Such variables may We coadered to give indication of the relative status

of the Children 'within the room, based on the income, education and size,

of the family. -(For a discussion of why these three variables of inccme,

education and,family size may be considered as significant determinants

of social status, cf. Frazier, 1962; Freeman, et. al., 1959; Gebhard,

et. al., 1958; Kahl, 1957y Notestein, 1953; Reissman, 1959; Rose, 1956;

Simpson and yinger, 1958.)

Believing, as I do, that the teacher did ncli randomly assign the

children to the various tables, it is then necessary to indicate-the.baEhs.

far the seating arrangement. I would contend the teacher developed, uti-
.

lizing ome combination.of the four criteria outlined above, a'.series .

of expect Lions about the potential performance of each child and than

(grou the chil ren according to perceived similarities in expected_per-

formance. As further) supportive evidence for this assumption, the teacher
5

herself informed nett-Jet the first table consisted of her,"fast learners"

while,those at the last two tables "had no idea oiwhat was"going on in

the classrobm." What becomes crucial in this discussion is to ascertain

the basis upon which the teacher developed her criteria of "fast learner"

since there had been no formal testing of the children as to their aca-

demic potential or cognitive development.

of the expected capacities of the children

eight days of school.

Within the framework that the teacher

the potential performance of the children,

tive of expected success and others became

She made evaluative judgments

to perform academic tasks after

utilized for the evaluation of

certain criteria became indica-

indicative of pxpected failure.

218
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The basis for such an evaluative differentiation among the children

would appear to be that those children who closely fit the teacher's

"ideal type" of the successful child were chosen for seats at'Table I.

Those children tirt_barthe least "goodness of fit" with her ideal type

were placed at the third table. The criteria upon which the teacher would

construct her ideal type of the successful student would rest in her per-

ception of certain attributes in the child that she believed would contri-

bute tc future success. To understand what the teacher Considered as

"success," one would, have to examine her perception of the larger sdeiety

and whom in that larger society she perceived as successful. Thus, in

the terns of Merton (1957), one may ask-which was the "normative reference

group" fOr Mrs. Capipw that sh&peracived as being successful.

I ieve that the reference group utilized by Mrs. Caplow tb deter-

mine what constituted ducceas was a mixed black - white, well-educated

middle class. That is, those attributes most desired by educated members

of the middle.class became the basis for tier evaluation of the children.

Those who possessed these particular characteristics were expected to

succeed while those who did not could not be expected to succeed. Thus
C

highly prized middle class status for the child in the classroom was

attained by demonstrating ease of interaction among adults; high degree

of verbalization *n Standard American English; the ability to become a

leader; a neat and clean appearance; coming from a family that is educated,

employed, living together and interested in the child; and the ability to

participate well as a member of a group.

The teacher ascribed status to.a certain,group of'children within

the class due to her perception as to what criteria were necessary to be

21.9
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among the fast learners at Table 1. Based on her reference group

orientation as tc what constituted success, she then responded favorably

to those children who possessed such necessary attributes. The bases

for her preferential treatment of a select group of children would result

from her belief that certain cultural behavior and attributes were more

crucial to learnag than were others. The placement of the children then,

resulted from their possessing or lacking certain desired cultural attributes.

-206-

V. SOCIAL OICANI7ATION AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

The organization of the kindergarten classroom according to the ex-

pecta tion of success 4 failurecafter the eighth day of school became the

basis for the differential treatment of the children for the remainder

of the school year. Further discussion will elucidate themechanisms

by which such differential behavior became manifested within the class

and the response of the children to the teacher-inspired organization.

os
From the very day that the class was assigned permanent seats, the

activities in the claistoom were perceivably different lrosi,previously.

The fundamental division of the class into those expected to learn and

those who would not permeated the teacher's orientation to the class.

The single exception to this division was when the speech teacher taught

the class. She apparently did'not know of Mrs. Caplow's criteria for the

seating arrangement and thus did not carry dut the same preferential be-'

1-1avior to the Table 1 students as did Mrs. Caplow. This is not to neces-

sarily imply that the speech teacher would have acted out the same type of

behavior towards the two groups of children had she known of their division,

but rather that by not knowing, there was no basis for her behaior to be
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similar to that of the regular teacher.

The .Speech Teacher -?

One of the special services that the children at Attucks School ri-
.

calve is the training from a specialist in speech. In k dergarten,

the children are taught by this teacher one morning a week or half an

hour. As explained by Mrs. Caplow, the speech teacher introduces the

children to new ;muds and methods of pronounciation which are then

'practiced daily by the.claia.

-When the speech teacher entered the kindergarten room for the first

time on the tenth day -of school, she did not speak to either the child-

ren or to the teacher, but went and sat by the'piano. Mrs. Caplow called

the children to her deskwhere she hung each child's name tag around his

neck. This was done in order that the speech teacher would know the

names of the children. After putting on each of the name tags, Mrs.

Caplow instructed the children to go over to where Mrs. Cavan was seated.

Mrs. Cavan says nothing to the children. She simply puts
her hand on the shoulder of each child and directs him to
where she wants him to sit. Tom, one of the last to get
his name tag, appears uncertain of where to sit. The first
words that Mrs. Cavan speaks in the class are a sharp re-
buke in a harsh tone to Tom. "Tom, come over here and go
sit by the edge of the roW.q. The remaining two children
are also told in a very harsh tone of voice where to sit.
When all the, children are seated, she directs them, again
in a harsh voice, to cross their legs. (9/21/67)

Her introduction to the class was also done in a rather abrupt manner.

"First, my mania is Mrs. Cavan. I am the speech teacher.

Say good manning, Mrs.Cavan." The children respond as
she instructed. She then repeats her robe and asks the
children to say it again. They do. She continues, "I
will come to see you every Thursday morning, and when I
come, we will talk about speech. Does anyone know what

speech is?" Frank responds, "Talk." She says, "Yes,
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it's all Omit talking. New today we,are not going to be
talking about your speech, but about animal talk." -(9/21/67)

The lesson begins with the teacher-asking the children if any of them

have a dog. Several indicate that they do and Mrs. Cavan then gives the

dog sound (woof) woof). and asks the children to repeat' it. They do and

it is repeated twice. The same is then done 'for the cat (meow, meow).

Mrs. Cavan then indicates that they will talk about animals on the farm

and the sounds that farmaniAals make. She asks how ottly of the children

,
in the class have been to a farM'and four children from Table 1 raise

their hands. She questions those who-held up eheir. hands.

"What do you see on- -the farm?" David responds, "Tigers."
,Mrs.Cavamsays, "No you donit see' a tiger on the farm.
You-see a tiger in the zoo., Now who'else knows an animal
on the farm?" Laura says, "Cow." Mrs. Cavan: "Yes. Now

//let's all say moo, moo." The children repeat "Moo, moo."
Frank then suggests a horse and after Mrs. Cavan first gives
the sound*, the children repeat, Vhinnle, whinnie." Anne
says, "I seen chickens." Mrs. Cavan says, "Yes, what do you
call a lady chicken?" Tom "' "Turkey." Mrs. CaVan: "Ito,
they are called hens. Now all of you say cluck, cluck,
cluck." The children do so. The same is then repeated
for the rooster and baby chicken (cock-a-doddle-do and
peep, peep). (9/21/67)

While Mrs. Cavan was discussing each of the separate farm animals

with the children, she did not show them pictures of the particular ani-

mal whose sound they were making. Thus when she then brought out a series

of pictures after having completed making the various sounds and asked

the children which sound a particular animal made, the children did not

know. Mere had been no way for the children to connect the sound with

the appearance of the animal. Mrs. Cavan became quite irritated with

the children and proceeded through her series of pictures quickly. When-

ever an incorrect response was given, she merely said that it was 'wrong
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and continued to the-next picture. She did not tell the, children the

correct sound that should be associated with each-of the pictures Her
t==.

behavior appeared quite routinized and continuous regardless of the res-

ponse'of the7children. Many of the children made no response to any of

the pidtures. Thode children who attempted to,answer the associationof

picture and sound were all from Tabiej.

After,showing the pictures -to the children, Mrs. Cavan then took a

/'

small, red plastic barn from her purse. There was a cord attached to the

barn and when she pulled the cord, there would be the sound of one of the

animals on the farm. On seyeal occasions, she wanted a specific sound

and would pull the cord untilthe sound. was given. When after four or

five punt, the sound had not been given, she would tell the children that

"The horse is asleep in this barn and'does not want to come out." The 4

mystification in her message to the children was that there really were

animalti in her small plastic barn but that they would not come out. Yet

apparently even, more confusing was that none of the animals ever came out

of her barn, but some did make sounds which could be heard coming fro4the

inside of the barn. The attempt on the part of the speech teacher to give

an implausible explanation to a plausible situation would not help the

children to understand either the size of farm animals nor how she could

.keep all those animals 'in her small, red plastic barn.

As the concluding activity for the first speech lesson, the teacher

informed the children that they were going to give a "barnyard symphony."

No explanation was given as to what constituted 4 barnyard or a symphony.

The'children were arranged in pairs standing in a semi - circle and each pair

Of children was assigned a specific animal sound. After she had assigned
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411 the children a sound, she came to the front of the semircircle and

began to act as if she was directing s symphony. When she pointed to

/each of the pairs of children, they were to begin making their barnyard

sound and"continug to do so until she instructed them to cease. In addi-
,

.tion, one of the children began sayingtheir animal sound, they were to

twirl around where they were standing. The notes captured the final scene

of thelson:

The lesson is in complete-chaos. It is totally disorganized.
Solve of the children have become quite dizzy and begin to slay
down in their twirling'. Mts. Cavan has given no indication to
the children that they can stop, so the children continue to
turn as long as they can. Finally, she, says, "Okay, every-
body 'lie quiet. You did,well. We talked about-animals and
how they speak., Next week ye.will talk some more. I hope
next week that the frisky people will be able to sit-quietly.,
Susan, you must have ants in your ,pent, because you're so.
frisky today." She then puts the red'barn in her purse, says
"goodbye" to the teacher and leaves the room.

After Mrs. Cavan left..the room, Mrs. Caplow came to where the child-

ren were standing in the room and spoke to them in a very soft and sooth-

ing manner. She asked them in an eittemely quiet voice to line up for

the rest room. I indicated in the notes taken at the time that it appeared

that Mrs. Caplow was somewhat taken aback by the speech teacher and was

now trying to calm the children after an encounter with an extremely

harsh and demanding adult. Mrs. Caplow's soft speech to the children was

.to happen weekly after each visit of Mrs. Cavan.

VI. FURTHER SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN THE CLASSROOM

On the tenth day of school, besides the visit of the speech teacher,

there were other indications that the class was developing certain mechan-

isms of internal ogranization. These various mechanisms were either directly
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initiated by the teacher or else came from the children In response to^the

teacher.

Duringthe previous school day, Mrs._Caplow had held morning tea for

the parents of all the children in the kindergarten class. She held the

tea only in the morning session but asked parents from the afternoon

session to also attend. For the tea she had decorated the room with fresh

flowers and put a number of pieces, of art work done'by the children on ,the

walls. She had also drawn two charts fox the information of thellarents4

The that of the signs was entitled "Your Child's Day in Kindergarten."

On the sign was a'chart of the morning activities divided by time periods

beginning with then the children first enter the room until they leave for

home at lunch. A similar chart 'was also constructed for the various time

divisions in the afternoon section. The chart basically was-a reproduction

of the "Teacher's Prograin Time Allotbent Schedule" issued to each teacher

in.the St. Louis public School system. ,This schedule is to guide the

Ft

teacher as she progreasas through the day in terms of. how much time she

should allocate for each activity. Table 5.3. gives both the schedule for

each day.and the cumulative number of minutes spent on each activity for

the two charts. A minimum of, one -third of the class, time of the child is

spent in organization, recess and rest. During several observational

periods in which close account was kept of actual, minutes spent on various

activities, the time allocated to organization, recess and rest came to

nearly one-half of the class minutes. Though up until the tenth day of

school, the teacher had not followed the organizational chart that she

had drawn for the parents, she did begin thereafter to falow it to some

degree. While she followed it according to activity sequence, she did not
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1

Daily ActAity Schedule andTime Allotment

Length
Time of Day v of Period Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

8:30-8:40 10 Min. ORGANIZATION

8:40-8:58 18 " CREATIVE ARTS

8:58-9:28 30
11 LANGUAGE ARTS.

9:28-9:35 7
11

4:

RHYTHMS

9:35-10:05 30 " LANGUAGE ARTS

10:05-10:15 10 11 4ORGANIZATION

10:15 -10:30 15 RECESS

10:30-10:40 10 It ORGANIZATION'''.

10:40-10:55 15 REST

10:55-11:17 22 tt CREATIVE ARTS

11:17-11:30 13 U GATES

11:30-11:50 20 MUSIC

11:50-12:00 10 It ORGANIZATION

Curriculum Areas and Weekly Time Allotment

Language Arts**
Music
Creative Activities
Physical Well-B4pg

(Games-Rhythms 5

(Rest
_(Recess

Organization*

`A.4. Kindergarten
(Based on 1050 min./wk.)

Total

300

100

200
250

(100

( 75

( 75

200

1050

ea'

ruter
Qt=p.5.3 Time Allotment for Daily and Weekly Curriculum Activity

in Kindergarten Classroom.
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follow it according to time allotment. For example, the morning organise-

Lion took twenty to twenty-five minutes, whereas the ehai't listed only,ien

minutes' for this Activity.

As a short.aside in.relation to this Chart:P/ cannot help but wonder

if the very organisation of class activities according to the chart does

not proddce a self-fulfilling prophecy for the teacher in relation to the

Children. Net only the kindergarten teacher, bu%other teachers in the

building, (and for that matter, several academics, Riessman,196i; Loretan

and UMeni, 1966$ have commented on the "short attention span" of low-income

ghetto children. The implication is that the children cannot concentrate

on. any Binge task or activity for any length of time One teacher put it

this way; '"Their ininda just begin to-wander."

Aa nit alternative view, y it not be the case that the fragmentation

of 'the child's activities i to seven-to-thirty-minute segments creates the

very conditions by Which t e child is not allowed to develop or maintain

attention for along period of time. Though this is purely speculative,

do not assume that most children come to school from a home where their

activities are regulated by such.a schedule. Until the children are of

school age, they simply live through the day with periodic interruptions

'for lunch or naps. Yet when they come into school, they are to accomodate

themselves to a routine tharhas the engaging in a different activity as

often as seven minutes apatt. When the children cannot grasp this freg-
.

mentation Of their activities, and are unable to switch concentrated atten-

tion so frequently,the teachers bemoan their lack of attention span. The

very structure of the school day appears to negate the achievement of what

the teachers deem desirable and produces that which they deem undesirable.
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Thus it may be more profitable to explain the prellenc'e of short time-span

.activities kOr the children in the class, not in terms of an inherent de-
,

ficieney in "attention spin," but rather as a failure of the school organa-

A04en;to allow the children to display interest in an activity for a long

period

A second chart which the kindergarten teacher had drawn for the

parents was entitled "developmental area's of Kindergarten Program."

1
The following five areas were listed:

1) Emotional and social development
2) ,Orientation to school/ life
3) Physical development'
4) Intellectual development
5) Aesthetic appreciation development

No explanation of any of these areas was offered, but in terms of how the

teacher would operationalize them, one may consult her "teacher's credo"

(discussed earlier) for implications..

Further indications of the social organization by which the teacher

and the students were attempting to order their day together in the class-

room gradually became apparent. For example, at certain clues from the

teacher, the entire class would respond in a manner desired by the teacher.

. .

I am unable to determine if the response given by the children resulted

solely from their conditioning by the teacher or as an adaptive response

on their part to please the teacher'. In other words, was the mass res-

ponse of th hildren to the teacher's question the result of process

where the children wereltrained to act without conscious choice? Or

alternatively, LI they perceive that it was desirable to gain the favor

of the teacher by responding as she indicated that she would like for

them to do so? A third possibility may be the simultaneous presence of
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both conditioned and adaptive characteristics in the responses.

Then she says, "Let's see who is really smart today. Who-
ever is smart raise your hand." All,the-children raise
their band. She continues; "Okay, hands down. 1444mr, hOw

dove learn? What helps us to'leare?" Karen at 'this point
tetsvp,fromthe group and goes to the-library table for a,
book. Mn. Caplow responds,, "Karen, leave your book alone
and cook' back here- -and 'sit down."' This the child does.

of "Okay, who remembers vgat helps up- to learn?" To stow some
clue-to the-children as what she expects is in answer,-she
points to her eyes. 1One of the boyi says, "Kyes."- She says,
"Yes."' Another boy offers "Tongue" which the teacher indi-
dates correct. With other promptings, the.children.also
say "ears" and "hands."- Mrs. Coplow continues, "We use our
eyes, oureso,Ixtriose, and .our modthto help us- see, hear,
to amelland to taste. 'Okey, now this Morning we are going
to use our eyes to learn. W:lo has big eyes?" All the child-
ren,raise their band. "Okay, n$w you, cart put your hands down."

(9/21/67)
Henry (1955) has'previously documented a similar type of response

which he labeled "docility " - -that is, the condition-where children give

,

the teacher the response she desires. The children in the kindergarten

classbegant nterpret the clues of the teacher and responded with the

"appropriate" hand raising-or verbalization: Just as I an uncertain as

to whether the children's response was conditioned, adaptive, or both,

so also am I uncertain as to the basis for the stimulus from the teacher.

Were such "broadcasted clues" given the children because she believed

4 that they aided the learning process, or did she g the clues to insure

a self-gratifying response froui the children? If the former alternative

is the case, the reason for it may stem from the teacher's strong emphasis

upon group participation and activity. That is, she may have adhered to

the Ohiloiophy that children who respond together learn together. If oft-

the other hand, the second alternatiVe is correct, then the teacher en-

gaged in the activity for more self-serving reasons. If.one desired

immediate and total assurance from the class that they were all aware and

to
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enthused in the dais activities, merely asking a leading question to the

I. .
children in such a manner would ensure the appropriate response. The

Children, then, were manipulated in ordertO assure the teacher:that she

had total command of them and their interests,'

7
Within the first ten school dam Mrs. Caplow had established the

,framework for the organization of the class that was .co remain through

the end of school in June. The division of the Children into three groups

appeared to be based upon her expectation of their 4tential academic

performance. OnCe the divisions led been made, the acttties of the class

began to gravitate aroiUd this arrangement. Likewtie the presence of the

speech teacher became a weekly experience for the children, and the

manner in which she taught the children during the first lesson was to

carry over in:all future lessons also. The interactional patterns of the

atudents, both with one anothet and with the teacher began to follow pre-

4,1

dictable patterns with, again, the teacher's divisiom of the class being

Of crucial importance. Whereas the children entered the room cu the first

day of school with no knowledge of one another or of the teacher, by the

time they returned fcir the beginning of the third week, they had become
1

i part of a social system with organizational routines that governed

much of their activity. A hierarchy of 'students had.been formulated in

relation to the teacher, interactional patterns were established and the

daily routine of olai'aropm activities had begun. Thus the basis was es-

tablished for the flow of behavior through the remainder of the school year.
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-CHAPTER VI

KINDERGARTEN: THROUGH THREE SEASONS'

St. Louis has a beautiful fall. 'During tiiis season when the trees

. . , .

of the city are arrayed. in a splendid assortment of red, gold, and orange

leaves, warm days may linger into the:firitweeks of November. The

Indian -edam; provides a Soothing interlude for the city dweller betWeen

the heat and hpmidity of the summer and thecold an'd slush of the coming

winter. Both the teacher and the students miss most of this, however,

for they are confined to'the building a good part ofthe day. When there

.
are 'periods to go outside, the children are fenced inside an asphalt play-

ground that has-not a tree or a blade-of grass. They are surrounded:by

streets, houses, filling stations, liquor stores and have the constant
, ' .

.1

noise of cars, buses and heavy. trucks' using the major throughfare a half- 1

block away, As Smith and Geoffrey note (1968), the teacher misses the

"pastoral quality of other people's.Ipdian sumer-. Usually the teacher

finds satisfaction in the stabilization of his group into a working unit%
A

Expectations have been clarified, roles have beensettled, and movement

towards' generally accepted goals is Well begun." This description fits

well the situation of Mrs. Caplow,and the students in hdr kindergarten

class. PrOp fall to winter and spring, the events of the class will

'flow smoothlxiwith onl;Ifew exceptions. The organization of the class

has provided a basic framework within Bich behavior, interaction, and
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socielizsplee continually appear as dynamic social processes.

,

This. hpter is divided into three sections, one for each of the

three seasons that the children spend in Ateucks School. The division
4

according to sesame was chosen to give continuity to the activities of

the class. A discussion based on divisions such as report card day or

the first day of ,e_ach month would be artificial simply because the

activities of the class carried through many of the interruptions of

these artificial divisions and new material was introduced to the child-

ren as they were ready.

Within the three sections of this chapter, however, there will be

a shift in the focus of analysis. Until Christmas, attention was

O

focused on the activities of the teacher and the entire class. Note

was made of group behavior and methods of birther social organization

'introduced into the class routine. The description of theflow-of be-

havior through these first four months of the school year attempted to

include discussion of the variety of relational activities'of the

teacher to the class. After Christmas, a methodological decision was

made to concentrate more closely on four children, two defined by the

teacher as "doing well" and seated at Table 1 and two defined as "doing

pooily" and seated at Table 3. tit was thought in this manner that it

would become more evident how specific children cope with and adapt

to the organizational structure and routine of the.class. It was also

believed that with more intensive analysis, there 0,ould be opportunity

to observe how the Childfen perceived themselves as members of either

Table 1 or 3,in relation to others in the, class. Thus, observation



during the second half of the school year sought to narrow the focus

of analysis even more specifically to the daily activities and interactions

of only four children. It is believed that only by case study on the

level of micro - analysis can'one ultimately understand the impact of the

three previous levels of analysis utilized in this study: the system,

the school, and the class.

The major goal of this chapter is t\o detail overtime, in an

essentially ethnographic manner, the impact of social organization and

processes of socialization on the kindergarten claisroom experience of

children in Attucks School. In addition to direct accounts of classroom

activity and interaction, there is interspersed through the chapter a

number of interpretative asides, both related to the concerns of socialize-
.

tion and social organization as well as pedagogy. The latter are not

offered as a means to degrade or belittle the teacher, but rather to

demonstrate the manner in which the teaching process itself may be

affected by otherlthan academic concerns. There may appear to the

reader to be a great deal of repetitious material present in the following

account ofthe classroom, and such is the case. Thies, however, it hope-

fully a valid representation of the activities of the classroom over

time. The class activities were repetitive to the extreme with the

patterns of social organization Limiting the possible number of alterna-

tive responses. The very fact of a rigid separation of the class into

groups predisposed the class to certain forms of interactional sequences,

given the teacher's differential expectations for the groups. Thus the

repetitious occurrence of events in the bhapter is included to give indi-

cation of the repetitious experience of the children in the zoom.
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1. FALL

Aliport (1954) end Proshansiy (1966) have both noted that the

Ton-sch001 and flret years of elementary school (ages three to approxi-

mately seven) are generally recognized as the crucial period in the

child's development of feelings about himself and others who are ethnical-

ly different. As Woshansky and Newton indicate (1968):

*During this period the child becomes increasingly aware
of racial differeace:4 and.learni labels and affective
responses associated with various ethnic groups includ-

e. $ng his own. The research indicates that the Negro child
and his'uhite counterpart become aware of color or racial
differences as early 04 age three or Lour and that within
this awareness lies an inchoate understanding o(the val-
uations placed on this color by the larger society.

Within the kindergarten classroom the child was actively involved in

two simultaneous processes: first, determining "who he is," and second,

ascertaining the value-related to who he is. Though analytically the
. .

conception and evaluation of identity must be kept separate, they are

inextricably interwoven. The child learns that he is black within a

value-laden context that defines whet it means to be black in clearly

affective terve.

When the children first came to the kindergarten classroom, the

teacher had put on the bulletin boards several.pi9tures related to

"Summer Fun" and"Summer Play." These posters were in three weeks re-

placed with those which had the motif of fall and the change in the

color of the leaves. Two new ?ittures were simply of large trees with

beautiZul golden boughs, and the third was entitled "Autumn is Here."

In this picture were two white women and a white man walking through

a forest area where the leaves had changed. From the first days of
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school, the children were constantly surrounded in the room with

pictures of white people Therii was not a single picture of a black

adult or child in the classroom. When pictures of whites were labled

as "Our Principal," "Our Nurse," or "Our Librarian," the children were

presented with a clear contradiction. Those wham they knew to be black,

they were, told were white.

Detailed examination of the impact of those pictures on the self-

conoeptualisation and self- evaluation of the black kindergarten child

is outside the scope of this study. However, research of Clarkand

Clark (1947), Coodmaq (1952), Landreth and Johnson (1962), Morland

(1962), Radice and Trager (1950), and Stevenson and Steeard (1958) would

indicate that such a situation is extremely detrimental to the black

child where "blackness" is totally denied and "whiteness" is associated

wit1Cthe pleasure of swimming, walking through the forest and plaqing

on a jungle gym. The continued use by the teacher of whites in pictures

may also be interpreted as her own desire for those things associated

with "Whiteness" as opposed to "blackness" (cf. H. B. Frasier, 1957).

'September 26:

A theme in discussion with Mrs. Caplow that periodically arose

'Oa

concerned the lack of parental interest and involvement in the children

and their school activities. She commented on several occasions that

if the home were more involved and concerned about the school, the

school situation would vastly improve an teachers "cobuld really begin

to teach." For those parents who did participate, Mrs. Caplow appeared

to believe that shail/participation, for the most part, wiz tenuous at
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best. That is, with the least discouragement, the parents won4deesse

all interest and participation in the activities of the school. Such

participation was evaluated not only in terms of presence at Parent-

Teacher meetings or volunteering food for the cites bake sale, but

supplying the child with two cents each'day for a half -lint of milk.
J

Mrs. Caplow introduced me to Mrs. Borger, the school aid.
Mrs. Caplow'explained that Mrs. Borger came to each of the
rooms and took count of how many children:would be having
milk after the recess. She then told Mrs. Borger to bring
milk for all but five of the children, indicating that
these five had not brought their two cents. I volunteered
to buy the milk for the children, but she responded, "Oh
no, if we started doing that, it would encourage the parents
not to send their money. If the child goes a few without
milk, they will let the parents know--and besides, it is
only two cents. Those children who did not bring theit
money will be able to rest while the other children drink
their milk. I guess those who forgot their money, did not
tell their parents to give them any." (9/26/67)

All five of those children who did not have money for milk were seated

at Table 3 and four'of the five came from homes supported by public

welfare funds.

September 28 .

On the 28th of September, the teacher began aseries of lessons

to teach the children the notion of "equal.", She vould,have two or

three children come to the front of the room and each hold, for example,

a cup. She would then call either two or three other children to the

front and give them a saucer. Her question to the class would then be

whether there were an equal numbei of cups and saucers. Or she would.

call two groups of children to the front asking the class whether

there was an equal or unequal number. At times, the discussion of the

concept "equal" became quite elaborite. One such lesson was done using
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thermotif of a birthday party-.

Mrs. Cap*aa then ticks on the flannel board a picture of
a white mother and five children looking At a birthday sake.
She says to, the children when the picture is in place,
"okay', fl every- day.Shanakireome to school we want to
learn-something nea, ,Let's look-atthis picture and Mrs.
Caploweaysi "Oh, Ietseell look here.' The children do.
Jo*, in anticfpation-of.the teacher, asks, "Do you want
us to tell yedabOut the picture?" Before Mrs. *low
can respond, he continues, "/ see-s birthday cake' Mrs.
Capidat "That's 'good. Whit she do you eitte?"3 Laura:
"they re having bitthdey party," Mrs. CaplOa:
what else?" Anne: "they are &in' Mn.
Caplow: "Yes -they are." (9128/67)

TA the picture-beside the plate of each, of the six persons is a

0

party fever. Mrs. Caplow explains that a favor is a prize that one

ma' receive it a party. With this as the introduction to the lesson,

'Mit.,CaplowHmoves into the discussion of the concept of equal, AS

with previous. lessons, ehe again utilized two groups of children in

front of the room. After asking several questions of the class concern-

ing the number of favors that each of the children have, she then

poses the question, "Now, do all the children have the same number of

414

favors?' 'Laura responds "Yes" and Mrs. Caplow accepts this single

response as the answer for the entire class.

Zá Mrs. Caplow's teaching of this lesson are evident several impli-

catione beyond the presentation of the subject matter itself. When

she explained favors as "prizes" she was assuming that prizes was a.

word familiar to the children and that it was a sufficient definition

for "favors." Secondly, she apparently assumed that the children had

a 4apicity and interest in "make-believe." For when she passed out the

"favors," (piece of rolle&paper tied with ribbon), she commented that

it was "such fun to receive a favor at the party." She also asked the

4
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children if they *ire having "-fun" and enjoying themselves at the party.

sic
All the children raised their hands.

Later in the morning wail another example of t4;.-children apparently

responding,to the teacher in a Mandtrthat she would desire. The entire

class appeared to have learned quite well, the clues-which were to signal

that the teacher desired a tnanimous.respohsep.

Caplet, then.saYs, "Haw many of you can be quiet
workers? Raiielourhand.."- All the children raise
their band. 44crentinues, "gow-many of you can be'
good-workers today?" The-Chil&en,itill-We their
*ands raised and she. locks it them, smiles, and Says,
"That's nice:. Now.pUt.yOurhands down."' (9/78/07)

Within this same incident there also appears to be an additional example

of a 'phantom performance" by the teacher. The children did not have

an opportunity to make a response to her second question, yet the

teacher spoke to them as if they had.

After the lesson on "equals' and prior, to the coming of the

speech teacher, Joe asked Mrs. deploy if Mrs. Cavan wasjoing to teach

the class. Mrs. Caplow responded that she would but it would be later'

in the morning. The children began to talk among themselves aboaMrs.

Cavan andErs. Caplow asked, "Why are some of you so excited today?1

Though the children did not verbalize either anxiety or fear of the

speech teacher, this may have been the source of their being "excited." .

The children continued o whisper among themselves and Mrs. Caplow

then said,'"Okay, let's see who can be real qUiet today. The people

that are very smart are those that are very quiet. Now I am going to

,

ask you what day it is and only the smart people will raise their hand.

They will not talk out." Frank says, "It's Sunday." Mre. Caplow
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responds, "Frank, I thought you were smart and besides, today in not

Sunday. Smart people do not talk out." The notes reveal the continu-

ation of the lesson on determining What was the name of the day and how

Mrs. Caplow finally elicited"the correct answer.4

Mts. Caplow continues, 'Okay, if you know what day it is,
raise your hand." Several children raise their hand and
there is no.titlking.' She cells on Fred. "Fred, do you
know what day it is?" Fred responds, qt Monday." Mts.
Caplow asks. Fred to give his answer in a complete sentence.
"Fred, say, 'Today is. Monday.'" He does. Nis. Caplow
then'asks the entire class, "Is that.right boys and girls?"

NN
Several of the children respond that it is'not. She says,
"Yes, it is not Monday. What day is it Vitginia?" Vir-
ginia responds; "Saturday." Mrs. Caplow does not ask
Virginia. to repeat her incorrect answer in a complete
sentence and merely tells her that it isnot Saturday.
She then turns to Laura A 4,:and says, " guess I will have,
to,cAll on Laura. Laura; what day is today ?" Laura:
"Thursday." Mrs. Caplow says, "Yea, that is very good."
(9/28/67).

There area several factors in this interchange between Mrs. Caplow

and the students that bear further analysis. With Fred, Mrs. Caplow

indicated that if one it itoing,to give an answer, be it even an in-

correct one, there is a "correct" manner in which, one does it. All

answers are to be in correct and complete sentences. Yet this same

instruction was not enforced with Virginia, the mkt child called to

give the name of the day. When Mrs. Caplow came to call on Laura, she

did it in such a manner as to humiliate the other children. Laura was

held as the example of a student who could be depended upon after other

children have displayed their failure. Likewise, Laura was not required

to give her answer in a complete sentence as was Fred. (Laura sat at

Table 1, Virginia at Table 2 and Fred at Table 3.)

When Mts. Cavan entered the room, Mrs. Caplow,egain placed the name
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tags on each of the children and instructed them to go and. sit by Mrs.

Cavan at the piano) Mrs. Cavan's- first words were directed towards Susan. .

"Susan, are you going to be quiet and still today?" Susan rode no roe-

ponbe. While the ilibilaren'continnetto case to the,piance, Laura called

Fred an "almond head." Fred, in turn, responded, 'Girl, you the almond

head." Mrs.. Cavan then began the lesson.

In a yew loud voice.she asks the children, "What-speech
helpers do we have when we talk. David responds,, "Our
mouth." Mrs. Cavan says, "No, what parts of the mouth dove
use?" She now points'at parts of her mouth, i.e.,"tongue,
lips, etc., ,the children then Woe the answer. She con-
tinues, "Nov when We ire soling to use our mouth, what do
we use?" Frank says, "Tongue." Ear response: "No." ,

Joe: "Our lips." "L." Tom: "Our Chin." "No." She
now points to her jaw and one of-the girls says, "Jaw."
Mrs; Cavan responds, "Yes, now all of you say jaw." The
children do. (9/28/67).

Mrs. Cavan then told the Chtldven that ahe was going to teach them
Ca

a poem. She does not tell thed either what is a poem or What the title

of the poem was.

"I want to see everyone's eyes right here. Look at md.
Everyone's eyes look right here." She is pointing io
her open mouth. She rises from her seat, goea and lifts
Marcia by both arms off the floor and brings her next to
the piano bench. She tells Marcia, "Now can keep you
from looking out of the windcm. ge then recites the poem.

Lips together, me, me, me;
Teeth together, see, see, see;
'Tongue peeks out, three, three, three;
That's the.way for you and me.

Tip ok tongue, two, two, two;
Tip again, do, do, do;
Lips again, lu, lu, lu;
That's what our speech helpers do.

She asks the children to repeat the poem and no child makes
a sound. She hes the children repeat the poem line by line
after her, first with the words and then a second time
through simply saying "lu, lu, lu" in place.of the words.
The children are completely baffled and do not say anything.
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fo,

At the end,. of the second repetition she comments, "Okay,
that-iá! .good.. We will have to do-that again. next-week."

Until this time 'bar only physical contact with any of the children

ias
I

-14iiin 1114* .picited 'Marcia from the floor and ,carried her to the piano

beneh! Wows r is she has the children again repeat, the poem for the

third time she rileeifrom her seat and begin, to move around the room

pinching the children, turninetibeir headt pinching 'wires, and literally

shouting. into t.40.r. facet "I want to see your eyes." After completing

the poem she sits down and then has the .children repeat it again for the,

fourth time. She attempts a s,hort review with the children on what they

had coVered in 'the %seam and then gives. instructions on how to say

llgoOdbyei" to her.

I '

"C4r;iy,, theti is all for today boys and girls. But
-before I lea*.., what are our speech helpers?" She
stick.- out her tongue,. 'puckers her lips and: points
to 'her jay. She continues, "sow I art going -tO may
tgoodhys! just once, to you and you can- jut once to
me !gondbye,' tite. 'Cavan." You are not ,to make any
othet sound tome,. 'Goodbye, ,boys-, and girls," The
children ..respond "Goodbye, Mts. Cavan." The- -room

is now very' quiet and: the speech 'teacher moves towards
the door. A. she is about :to leave, one of 'the girls
says seftlk, "OoOdbye, .Mrs. 'Cavan." Mts. Cavan turns_
,td the child and :says in a loud and harsh. voice, "I
told, you not to say anything else to ma." She then
,Walks out of. the toots. (9/28167)

In an attempt to sooth the children after Mrs. Coven leaves, Mrs.

Caplow speaks to the children in. a very soft voice and tells them that

they can now either sit at their desks or else color any picture they

Welk. Ton of the children put their heads down on their desks, and

the remaining twenty begin to color. During this period, I had a chance

to speak informally with Mrs.'Maplow: I asked her what' she thought was

the greatest difficulty she encountered in teaching kindergarten. She

=smorn
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responded,that.without,a,daubt-hermsjor problearwas to "get the child-

ren to begin to-work together." Was defined working together as entailing

"Being quiet, being polite; learning manners, not to 1?..on the paper

of anyone else, 'and to always ask permission when theyrent,todo some-

thing in the room." She noted, that she had to "start from scratch"

with the majority of the.children in:the class due to the fact that the

parents "did nothing for the children." This was the basis for her

desire to remain a kindergarten teacher in order that she could help to

"get to the children early before it is too late." She again urged thit

fl

I-observe the children closely throughout the 'rear and she indicated that

Ivould not know in the coming Juste "they were the same group of children.

Ways in which the children.would.be noticeably different included being

less "fidgety;" mare able to concentrate because of longerIttention

spans; able to do their own work; and an end to the "trouble" in the

room due to bOys rolling on the floor. She noted that she enjoyed

teaching kindergarten because "it is such a rewarding and wonderful thing

to work with theseChildren and see them grow."

On the 28th of September, there were seven new students added to the

kindergarten classroom. A kindergarten class at a'nearby school had

only fourteen children and thus was closed because it had.less than the

minimum number stipulated by the Board of Bdulation. The total number

of children in-the class now equaled thirty. X was not present when

the children first came to the room and thus do not know the manner in

which Mrs. Caplow assigned seats to the new students. However, it appear

that she used similar criteria to those employed in working out th6 firs

seating arrangement. Figure 6.1 represents the revised totals for the
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DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS FACTORS BY
' SEATING' ARRANGEMENT AT, THE THREE TABLES

IN TILE KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM*

FACTOR
SEATING ARRANGEMENT**

TABLE 1

INCOME

1)t Families on welfare . . . 0

2) Families with father
employed 6

..3) Families with mothdr -

employed 5 (1)
4) Families with both'

parents .employed. i 5 (1)
5y Total family income.below

$3,000/yr*** 0

6) Total family income above
812,000%yr"* 4!

.
I EDUCATION

.

1) Fathers over grade school 6

2) Fathers over high school.. 5'
3) Fathers over college. . . 1
4) Mothers over grade school' 9 (2)
5) ;Mothers over high school. . 7 (1)
6) Mothers ever college. . . . 4
7) Children with pre-school

experience 1.

FAMILY SIZE

1) Families with one child . 3

2) Families with six or more
children 2 (I)

3) Average number of siblings
in family. 3-4

4) Families with both parents
present 6

-TABLE 2 TABLE 3

2
..

4

. . -... ..

3 (1) 2 (1)

5 (1) 5 -(2)

3 (1) yl)

: 4 (1) 7 (1)

0 0

3 2

2 1

0 0

10 (2) 8 (1),

6 ( 5 (1)

0 0

,

1 0

1 ; 0

6 (2)
t

7 (1)

5-6 6-7

3

*Revised iath increased class size.
7

**There are nine children at Table 1, eleven at Table 2 and ten
children at Tat?le 1. Number in parentheses indicates increase with
addition of Seven students. Previously, seven children at Table 1,
eight at'Table 2 and eight: children at Table 3.

***Estimated from stated occupation 243
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various indices of social status in the class. The number within the

parentheses indicates the increase sue to the inclusion of the seven new

students.

October 3:

During the month of October, Mrs. CaploW spent many hours involving

the children in various Halloween activities. Again the bulletin boards

were changed and pictures ef bats, witches,. pumpkins and ghosts replaced

those of autumn. In the room Mrs. Caplow constructed a five-foot witch

with a broom, tall pointed hat, blond hair, and surrounc4d by pumpkins.

SheLplaced the witch next to the piano. Her first discussion with the

children concerning Halloween involved this witch and. also a good deal

of the traditional uuperititions related to the observance of Halloween.

Mrs. Caplow was standing by the piano and asked the
'children to look around the room and tell her what they
saw that was new. Frank responded, "A witch." .Mrs.

Caplow: "Yes, but why do we have a witch in the room

now?" Laura: "Because it October and in October, we

have Halloween." Mrs. Caplan' "Yes, that is right,
Laura.. Okay, now can any of you boys and girls tell
....Oat tho witch is doing?" Mike answers, "She mop-
pin': Mrs. Caplow then asks Joe what he believes the
witch is,doing and he suggests the witch is "Cookin'."
Mro.. Caplow asks what Joe thinks she is cooking and
doe replies that the witch is cooking pumpkin sauce.
When,Laura is asked, she responds that the witch is
cooking a pumpkin pie.- Tom ia asked and responds also
that the witch is cooking a pumpkin pie. .Marcia res-
ponds.with a similar answer. When Virginia is asked,
she responds that tha witch is cooking carrots. Frank
calls out that the witch is sweeping the floor. (10/3/67)

Mrs. Caplow did not give her own interpretation of what ttle witch

was doing and appeared to accept all the answers of the children with-

out indicating anyone being more or less plausible than another. After

the answer of Joe, the following four children also respond that the
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4

witch is cooking, whetheit be pumpkin-sauce or carrots. This re-

peated response ofsaying whit the firstchild, had-sold, Henry (1967)

has termed "perseverating." The children were asked to respond to a

question that appeared to have had, no real meaning in relation to their

experience; the teacher
:

was askidg them to respond from their world of

fantasy. There is a paper-mache figure dresSid.in black with a broom

Ding agsidst a' piano in -a kindergarten classroom.' The ilsechpr ikska

the child what he believes the "witch" isoing. The teacher, by I

se,

,

askingwhat the witch is-"doing," makes the explicit implication. that

the figure labelenliwitch"tis engaged in some activity. The anxiety

of the children in' attempting to handle such a. situation appears to

have been resolved by giving eroutinlied reeponso. The children have

-to engage in a form of-.fantasy in.the class attempting to-determine
,

what the figure leaning. against thepiano is "doing."

She then continues, "Why do-we hive a-witch in the room?"
Frank responds, " 'Cause lilloween is omens." are. Caplow:
"Yes, and at Halloween all sorts of strange things happen.
At Halloween witches and goblins tome out. lets and bogs
fly around the city. Ghosts float up and down the street.
It is indeed a strange night. _She tkin asks the children,
"Is the witch real?" Many'of the children say "No,' no.."
She responds, "you-are right. She is not real.' I made
her.. She will not fly away on her broom.because she is
just a pretend witch." (10/3/67)

There is now way of knowing what impact Mrs. Ceplow's description

of Helloweenhad upon the phildren. They may very well have believed.

her, (for whO is a five-year-old to dispute the word of an adult and a

teacher). The last sentence of her'explanation.may also have had some

impact upon the children, for the implication is that though 'her pre-

tend witch cannot fly, "real" witches can fly.
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Within American culture, there are a-wide variety of fantasy
-

figures taught in a standardized'iway to children. There is Santa Claus,

the Master bunny, the good fairy, who puts ,a coin under the pillow when

a tooth falls out, and all the characters from fairy tales and nursery

rhymes. The middle class child is familiar with these Chiracters from

the fantasy world long before he enters public school. From a young

age, lie has heard stories about Mother Goose, Snow White and the Seven

Dwarfs, Alice in Wonderland, Mickfy Mouse and many other fantasy char'

,asters. From this exposure to fantasy, and the stories surrounding

them, the child "gets to have a certain public phantasy capability, -

which enables him to seal easily with whimsy" (Henry,,1967). To make,

0 .

the assumption, as does the kiodergarten teacher at Attucks School,
.

that the black child from the urban ghetto shares the seine set of

fantsy figures or in fact underitands fantasy in a similar flphion'to,

to ,white child is suspect at least. 'There appears to be no Basis to

assume that the ghetto child shares the same middle class standardized

orientation to the fantasy characters as do white children.

There Are at least two factors that might inhibit shared

culturikl fantasies. The first is the reality of class differentials

between poorban &ellers and_middle class suburban dwellers, and the

second is the consideration of the cultural milieu differences betweei

the black urban culturesand ilhite suburban culture. One question is

'pertinent to both of these differentials; that is to what degree do '

these two class and cultural milieus share a similar set, of fantasy'

beliefs 4nd orientations. the kindergarten teacher appears to assume'

$



that, in fact, the black-and white .child do have the sane fantasy

context, regardless of cultural and class differences. There is no

(lite ss to the significance of make believes for the blck child. Thus

it is not knAmn whether the use of such fantasy 14 beneficial or det-

rimental to the learaing process.

later in the same morning Mrs. Caplow began to teach the child-

ren their first Halloween song, "Iti Halloween Night." The lyrics

of thq song are as follows" "Witches and goblins, Jack-o'-lanterns and

.funny faces, black, cats and flying bats,; all come on Halloween ntgat."

When the dhildrin had spoken the lyrics twice, Mrs. Caplow then asked

the children to sing the song. She gave them special directions as to

how they were to sing it.

let's make it sound real sp is This she tells

the children in a'soft and gushed v ce. "Let's make it

like witches aid goblins irs,really flying around the
rvom." The children then sing the tong though they ere
weak and off key. When they finish, MI6 Csne.tow says in
a hushed voice, "Okay, now say boot" The children respond
with a much louder "Boo." She comments,'"Okay, that's
good. That would really scare' somebody. Now you should
gip back to your seats Just like little ghosts." The
children then walk on their tip-toes hack.to-their seats.
(10/3/67).

The motif of Halloween was further used in the room when the

teacher had the children make "Jack-o-lanterns" from colored construc-

tion paper. She informed the children that they-were going to make

jack-o-lanterns, though she never explaintd to them What a jack-o-

lanternbis.

litseeska,the children whet shapes there are for a
jack-oJtantern and Prank replies, "Round." Marcia
says they are "Square." Mrs. Caplow says, "Yes,
they are all shapes. Some are round, some oval,
some thin and some are even short. (10/3/67) 247
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In her reply'to the children as to the shapes of jack- o- 4anterns she,

confused two different attributes of an object. Shape is not the same

as dimension, though in her list of shapes she included "short." Such

a response is a distortion of cognitive concepts, and rather than making

mote clear the distinct notion: of sha0; and dimension, She combined

them. The message to the children contained a mutually contradictory

relationship. Such a contradictory inference is the basis for What

Henry (1967)'terms "anti-cogniton" or the process of "anti-learning."

A4 the children began cutting out their jack-o-lanterns, Mrs.

Caplow asked them to stop and watch hei at the board, where she drew

four circles. She planned to cut pieces of construction paper and

tape them to the board for the various feces of the pumpkin.

"Okay, now I have some different colored paper for you
to use, some is black and some is yellow.. You will be
able to use this paper to cut out the features. Say

"features." The children do. She continues, "Features
mean eyes, nose, ears and mouth." She cuts,out a triangle
for the eye. She holds the triangle for the children to
see and says, "This is a triangle. Say tri ngle." The
children do. She then cute, a second and takes them both,

to the board. (10/3/67)

Ityould appear that this short explanation of "features" and

"triangles" contained elements of mystification for the child. From the

manner in which the teacher defined "features," the child would be

correct in calling his eyes, nose, mouth and ears his features. Thus

the child would be able to state that he blows his feature, hears

through his feature, sees with his feature and eats through his feature.

There was a lack of definition of the categories and words involved.

Likewise, the message in the teacher's definition of a "triangle" was

not clear. From what she stated, a child would not know whether a tri-

angle was a piece of paper, a shape of a particular piece of paper,
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1

merely a shape, or--Wen more confusing--a symbol of,the human eye.

The message of the definition was not clear.

October 5:

Beginning on this date, the children were no longer observed say-

ing a prayer after the opening morning exercises. I questioned the
rl

teacher about the lack of a prayer and she related that one of the

parents had come to the school and asked to have her child excused

from the morning opening activities. The mother explained that the

family were members of the Jehovahs Witnesses. Mrs. Caplow related

ttat rather than having the child either leave the room or feel un-

/

comfortable if he stayed, she thought it easier to.simply omit praying.

On the same date, there was a clear example of one of the child-

ren from Table 1 continuing to have close rapport with the teacher,

whil4 also building stronger solidarity with her. Laura is quoted as

saying to Mrs. Caplow, "1 love you, Mrs. Caplow." The teacher res-

ponded'in a very pleasant and pleased voice, "Well, I love you too,

Laura. In fact, I love all the boys.and girls." Laura's comment to

the teacher appeared to make the teacher quite happy, for she continued

to be very supportive and sofp4poken with the children during the re--

maihder of the morning period..

The especially close relationship that apperred to be developing

betwee.. Lahra and the teacher was strongly evident In October. Laura

also continued to be an instrument through which the teacher would

express her belittlement of those children who could not participate

as Laura could.
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Mks. Caplow then asks the children, "Do you boys and
girls know, what week this is?" Rich raises his hand
as do a large number of children. Mrs. Caplow asks
Rich-lf-he-knows-theranswerand-he-reepdnda-"TuifiUy."-
Mrs. CaploW says, "No, nothe neme-orthe _day. Joe,
do you knaii what week4it is?" Joe responds, Mary, do
you know the name of_ dthe week?" Mary: "It Cold'out-
side." Caplow is becoming noticeably irritated
and says, "No, that is not it either. I guess I will
have to call on Laura. Laura come up here and stand
by me. Then you can tell the other boys And girls
what special week this is." Laura comes to the front,
Staudt by Mks. Caplow grad faces the class. Mrs. Caplow
has her arm around Laura, Laura lays, "It firs week."
Mks. Caplow responds, Laura that is close:
Actuallyit is Fire ProventiOn Week." (10/5/67)

Within the above interchange among the teschm7and several of the_

students. are specific interactional sequences that bear further analysis.

First, only with Laura did Mrs. Caplaw-give an additional hint as to

the answer that she sought. While the rest of the children were merely

asked what week it wee, Laura was asked what "special" week it was.

\

This'added assistance could not help but continue to insure that Laura

would be one that Mrs. Caplow "could always rely on." SeCondly, the

obvious favoritism of'Mrs. Caplow for Laura would not go unnoticed by

the remainder df the class. Being asked to come to the front of the

room to give the answer indicated that Mrs. Caplow heldLaura in special

,favor. Then also by putting her arm around Laura, the teacher gave the

physical supportive contact that was seldom experienced by any child in

the room. Third, the message in the question posed to the children was,

again, unclear. That is, the teacher's use of the word "week" was

seemingly not understood by the children, and, the children responded

with apparent logical answers to an uncertain question. There may

very well have been a strong element of mystification inherent in the
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question for the children. The teacher had previously discussed with

them the concepts of a "day" and e month,." Likewise the children each

'day discussed the weather. But there'may not have been a similar dis-

cussion of the concept of week. The children responded from the frame

of reference of the type of questions the teacher has asked them pre-

viously. There is absent from the notes for the first six weeks of

school any mention by the teacher of the word "week",prior to this

question.

October 10:

Al one of Mrs. Caplow's lessons to familiarize the children with

their "community helpers," she took the thildrenson a short walk to

a nearby fire station. Ber.instructions to the children,prior to their

leaving the room .were as follows:

'Wow; boys and girls, when we go to the fire station,
let's use oUrvery:bist manners and be polite. Let's.

show the fireman what 'smart people we are and how we'
can. all mind our manners. The firemen are kind men;
They help to save our houses when they startto burn,
,so we should be very nice to them and also'be-polite
to them. Now, don't forget. We will want to use our
very best manners. Does anyone know another name for
the firemen?" None of the children make any response.
She continues, "They are known as fire fighters. That's
a new term that they like to' be called. Say fire fight-

. ere." The childreWripeat the phraie. MrS. Caplow:
"That's good. So when we get there we can say, 'Good
morning, Mr. Firefighter.' Now say 'Good morning, Mr.
Firefighter'." 'The children repeat the sentence. (10/10/67)

On the way to the fire station the children passed a fire alarm box

and Mrs. Caplow explained its function as being a place where one coul4

'come and tell the firemen that there is a fire nearby." With all the

leaves off the trees, many of the children expressed notideable enjoyment
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in being able to shuffle, their feet through the leaves. The children

also nods eoementsion the condition of the trees:

Laura looks up at the trees andcomments, "Oh, look at
the naked trees." The children pear Laura begin to gig-
gle afid Art topMenta. "yea, they-adtsnaked, ain't they."
Frank adds, "They. don't look like no naked trees to me."
Laura-retorts, "Boy, don't you-knowno naked ereo'When
you' see one.11' Mrs. Caplow has overheard this conversa-
tion and sayS to: the children, "BoyS and girls, those
trees are not naked, they srel*re. Those are bare
trees. 411-the leiVes have fallen off .so now the trees
are bare." "(10/11/675

1

October 17:
0

Thii date wws a particularly important day, both for the social.,

organization of-the children in the class and also formy future re-
_

lotion to Several of the children. First, Mrs. Caplow,discontinued,

teaching the class as an entire unit and instead divided it into two

sections. The first section consisted of the children at Table 1 and

the other section was the children from Tables 2 and 3. From this day

forward, reading readiness, arithmetic readiness, phonics and art activ-

ities were most often iaught.separeely to the two groups. As was to

become apparent, very, quickly, the amount of time spent teaching the

Table 1 group was two to three times greater than it was teaching

Table 2 and 3 children. Children from the tact two tables were also

used frequently,as "stand-ins" for the first table. That is, when

--, Mrs. Caplow wished to demonstrate a concept such as addition to the

Table 1 students, she would have children from the lait, two tables

come to the front where she would use them as "numbers" to be added

together. The children in front would be shuffled to create new

addition problems for the children at Table 1 to solved A typical
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problem was: "If I have two children on one side and one child on the

would_l_hav'e if._,LItrought_them_ell _in _front of .me?"_

The children would then be moved through the various parts of the

problem.

Secondly, the children at Table 1 were more frequently directing

belittlement and ridicule at the children from Tables-2 and 3. Though

*Incidents had,been observed in the past,' additional such incidents were

observed during the morning.

'BeVid came to where I wieseated and told me to look at the
*hose that Lilly was wearing to school:. I asked him =why I
should look it the shoes and he responded, "Cause they so
ragged and,dirty." (David sits at Table 1 and Lilly at Table
3.) (10/17/67)

Susan has brought tWo magazines from home.YShe is at her
desk looking through-one of ,them. Mrs. Caplowrcomes to
Susan and asks If she would like to share the magazine she
is not reading With another child. Before Sudan can reply;
Frank comes and takes a magazine from Susan commenting,"She
don't need no magazine." (Frank is from Table 1, Susan from
Table 3.) (10/17/67)

No incident was recorded in whfth a child from either Table 2 or 3

ever initiated a derogat6ry remark towards a child at the first table.

Third, Mrs. Caplow indicated that she had selected, at my request,

two children in the class whom she thought were "doing well" and two

who were "doing poorly." This request had been made of Mrs. Caplow in

order that I could begin more intensive observation of these four child-

ren within the classroom and also learn more about them and their parents

outside the classroom.

Rather than my selecting the children, I asked her to do so, for it

is teacher's perception of who does well and who does poorly in the class

that is most crucial. The two dhildrensselected as doing well, Laura and

4
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Frank, both sat at Table 1. Lilly and Brad, the two Children selected

Als_doin.poorly-,--bOth-sat-at-Table 3. Without -my asking, Mrs. Caplov

also called the families, of three of the children and explained who I

0

wasend that I wished to meet the parents.\ None. of these three parents

whom she contacted asked not be visited. RSther, Laura's mother, especial-

ly, siee quite vocal in.her disappointment during my first visit that I

had postponed coming totheir home until three weeki after Mts. teplow's

phone call.

October 19:

Mrs. Cavan, the speech teacher, taught her fifth leison to the

class. The'children, when they were told to form a semi-circle around

Mrs. Cavan, did so, but at. a good distance away from her and huddled

very close together. Many of the children display a good deal of

anxiety, trying to leave the group for either the bathroom or for a

drink of.water, facing directly away from the group, or not responding

to any'of the questions asked by Mrs'. Cavan. One child from Table I

did try to ask a question of Mrs. Cavan as she described the "gray

goose sound." Joe asked whether the gray goose can drink water, but

the teacher ignored the question. This was the only verbalization

within the context of the lesson that any child In the class initiated

with Mks. Cavan until she was ready to leave the room. Several of

the children, notably, Susan, Art, and Mike, interrupted the teacher

to request permission to leave the group. Susan requested such per-

mission three times.

Until the fifth lesson, there had not been a single recorded instance

in which a child sitting at the periphery of the group had attempted
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within the context of the lesson, to establish contact' with the speech

teacher. 'ibis large group of students from Tables 2 and 3 sat passively

throughout the lessons and would respond, most often, only when called

upon. The first attempt of one of this group of children to establish

interaction with the teacher and attempt to participate in the lesson

was observed as follows:

John, who has sat passively and extremely quietly through-
out the lesson all of a sudden stands up at the rear of
the group and calls to Mrs. Cavan, "Call on me." The

tone of his voice somewhat desperate as be sought to have
the teacher select him.for the question. Mrs. Cavan,'ho0-
ever, ignores John's request and replies, "John, sit down.
I cannot call on anyone who shouts out in class." John
slumps back to the floor and turns so his back is to the
speech teacher. Re does not say a word for the-rest of
the lesson. (10/19/67)

This attempt by John to establish interaction with ?fro. Cavan was

the first attempt during any observation period to date that he had

called out to either of the teachers, Mrs. Caplow or Mts. CAvan. .As

John sat with his back to the teacher, Robert came and joined him. The

two then sat 1n the same manner until Mrs. Cavan had left the room. As

Mrs. Cavan was about-to leave, she went to Mrs. Caplow and spelled

(Alt the question, "I-s R-o-b-e-r-t s-l-o-w?" Mrs. Caplow replied, "oh,

I don't think so. I believe that he is just shy." fte. Calian responded,

I thought maybe he was having-problems." Mrs. Cavan was about to leave,

having said "goodbye" to the children and having had them say a single

"goodbye" to her. Two of the children at Table 1 at the last moment be-

fore she was to le;Ive called out, "Goodbye, Mrs. Cavan." She turned back .

to the children and with a harsh rebuke said, "You have already said good-

bye to me. Now be quiet." She then left the room.
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This hat incident is illustrative of the dilemma in which the

children from.Tablej-found-themselves. With Mrs. Caplow, they had

Seen the "canter of .attraction".and had received both supportive en-

couragement.and a good deal of her teaching time. With"Mrs. Cavan,

however, they were not given any preferential treatment. In Vet, the

more they attempted to participate as they did with Mrs. Caplow, the

more they wore rebuked by Mrs. Cavan. Thus they experienced inaon-

sistency in how the two teachers treated them. In one context,their

behavior was rewarded and encouraged, in another it was rebuked and

repressed. As beCeme increasingly clear with time, the children, at,

Table 1 adopted the same behavioral patterns as did those at Table 2

and 3 when Mrs. Cavan was in the room. They merely sat passively and

did not participate. Thus the entire class became a quiet and'non-

assertive group of children with the speech teacher.

October 24:

On each of the grade levels thrash the elementary school years;

the teachers are provided with a curriculum guide. In 1967, the St.

Louis Social Studies Curriculum Guide stated that the purpose of social

studies within the kindergarten class was as follows: "The aim of the

social studies curriculum to to develop in the individual the attitudes,

values, understanding, and skills necessary for the perpetuation and

improvement of our democratic society and for the promotion of peace-

ful human relations throughout the world." One of the suggestions

within the guide for the teacher as a means to further the child's know-

ledge of "other people and other lands:" is for the teacher to plan
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activities related to the observance ofjinited Nations Day. Such aotiv-

ities are encouraged in order that the child gain "knowledge of the

contributions of ethnic groups and nations. to the world culture." (St.

Louis Curriculum Guide, 1967). Mrs. Capl.lyson the 24th of October

planned an observance of United Nations Day. The main activity of. the

observance was to be the construction by each child of a flag repre-

'tentative of any member nation in the United Nations.

As was the case with the introduction of Fire Prevention Week

,

to the class, Mrs. Caplow again utilised Laura as her "showcase" child

through which the remainder of the children in. the class were humiliated.

"If anyoneknows what special day today is, raise their
hand." Mary raises her hand and Mrs. Caplow calls on here
Mary says, "It cloudy." Mks. Caplow responds, "Well, yes-
it is cloudy today, but that is not what I asked for.
Why is today a special day?" Joe raises his hand and he
is called upon. He say§,"It windy." Mks. caplar responds,
"No, that does not make it a special day." Marcia is
called on next., She says, "It Cloudy." Mrs. Cap low re-
-plilisp-"N6p that 'doesn't realui it ;*,-.1pebitil-day,14. Vtrginia -.

is selected nextand she states that it is a "hot day."
4- Mrs:- CaplaWrepeatehertitAtemiei4 diet:toes:not t A.

make it'a special day. Laura will you came and tell the
Ir..cbildrettrihat special,daY.-Itla.tedayiwComo4nd,etend , .

by.me and tell the childrevbat special day it is to-
--dey.2.",' Come ,ind -§tand by is and -tell the ehildken what day

today is. Ellen, will y64 please be's:inlet' so all the ,

.,class can heat Laura. 'Ultra, Come here and-face theVelast."
Laura stands beside Mrs. Caplow,.faces'the.anss and says.
"Today to United :Nation§ *day." (10/24/67)

Mary was -thin asked7Why the 'claws should icelebtate the United Nations)

Day andabeirsitlied,JutauWtherworicler-peace;" Mrs. Caplow

responded; -"Tes,',,we ilagsttO,celebrateMnited Nations-Day;M--

Shortly-thereafter, while the Chil4rmovirelnvolved in a "number resdi

ness".exercisi, Mrs: Caplow camitowheie,I was -seated and,expleined

that she would likefoethechildien tomakethe napkin order to
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"let them work:with shapes."

During the "number readieOss exercises, Mrs. Caplow also prepared

the materials that the childrenwould use to make their flag. She

then demonstrated howone could cut out varioutehepes for the flag in-

cluding
, 0 -

stripes, stars and rectangles. She also explained how to attach

the handle to the flag and then told them to begin. Though the children

.'at Table 1 began immediately, several of the children at the remaining

two tables were quite hesitant to begin their flag. Two children, John

and Lilly, did not begin until nearly -half orthe remainder of the students

in the class were finished. As the children Luld'fielsh their flag, thei

would go to show it to Hrs. Caplov. They then came and showed their flag

to sio A. ...at And came, I asked what-the name was of his particular

flag.

ow

To indicate that the children at all three tables were uncertain
V7 V

este. what flag they were to make, several of the names given to the

flags by the children are listed by table. Table 1: Our Country Flag;

Star Spangled.Flag: Right Flag; United American Flag; United Nations

Day. Table 2: United Steak in American Flag; Our Flag; Airplane Flag;

United States Flag. Table 3: American Flag; "B" Flag; United Story in

American'Flag; State Spangled Banner Flag; a Girl Flag.; Knighted Nation

Flag; United Station Flag; My Flag. The confusion of the children may,

in part, have been due to the fact that the teacher never stated where

,or what the United Nations was. The only definition of the United

Nations was given by Mary when she indicated that "they work for peace."

The only flag with which the children had had experience was the American

Flag. Thus when they were asked to make a flag of an undefined entity,
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they resorted* for the "moat part, to making flags in theAnotif of the

AMericau flag.

-As ifisto be done on Several other °coati/gni' during the school year

(HalloweeF, "Indian" day, and "spring.; noise day), Mrs. Caplow had the

children parade through several of the other rooms on the first floor.

This'was done ostensibly to allow the older-children to see what the

kindergarten children had made. 'Some of the children, however, were

not able to carry their flags as Mrs. Caplow had passed out two drums,

atambourine, three sets ofeusical stidka and on. set of cymbals.

Mrs. Caplow has the children line up in pairs. Those

with.the musical insasumeets are et the front. After all
the .children are in line, she puts "My Country Tis of *

Thee" od the record player. Frank exclaims that it is

a church song, but Mrs. Caplow correcthim and gives,
him the correct title. Three other children, when
they hear the'soitg,"put down their flags and put their

left hand over their heart. After the playing of 'My

Country Tie of Thee," Mrs. Ceplow then plays the
National Anthem. She has the. children hold their flag
above their head. Mrs. Caplow *aye
to Laura, "Laura, aupposehat you be the leader of
our class to the differentrooms." Frank calls out,
"But I want to be the leader:." Laura responds, "You
not gonna be the leader, boy, I am." (10/24/67)

When the National Anthem ended Mrs. Caploi; put on a long playing

album of military marching conga and had the children march through

three of the rooms on the.first floOr. In each of the rooms that the

clews visited, Laura-gave a short talk explaining why they were visiting

other classes in the school. She stated that "Today is United Nations

Day. It is especial day." As the children returned to the class, the

marching music was still playing. Mrs. Caplow instructed the children

to march by their desks, lay down their flags and then march to the

rest room. She stood by the record player clapping her hands to keep
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time 'with the music.

Though the division in the landergarten class according to tables

was the predominant factor of social organization in the classroom,

there sporadically appeared among the children an organization based

upon sex differences. That is, at times, the rex of the parftcipants

5

overrode the seating arrangement, and in-group versus out-group boundaries

. emerged aeparAting the boys from the girls. During recess.and play time
. ,''

.
. .

4
,within ha'clesstoom, the boys often played together, regardless of /1

1

their seating arrangement, as -:did the girls. During these,periods of

unstructured activity, the boys also oriented their behavior almost

entirely towards other members of the group. The girls, on the other

band, often sought to establish interaction with the teacher, Mra.

Caplow. The boys appearid often to have sought male solidarity among

their pear2 while the girls appeared to have sought solidarity With the,

teacher.

The internal atructure otthe group of girls was not-nearly so

defined, nor did !II the girls participate en mass in single activity

as often as did the boya, -Also, ceitain activities of the class were

'blearly based iii0on sex differentials. Girls as a group always went

first in lines, always went to 'the coat room.first, aid also received'

affectionate names from the teacher (honey, sweetie, dear, etc.) whioh

were not directed towards the boys. For the.boys in the room, there

was no one near to them with whom they could identify on the basis of

sex. The principal was seen only seldomly and no other male came to

the room except the custodian. Neither'of these two men had inter-

action of any significance with the boys. Thus, for the development of
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a masculine. self- image, they sought out one another, as no other male

was available (cf. Jackson, 1968). For the girls, on the other hand,

the presence of the teacher in the room provided an adult female figure

with whom they could associate and from whom was occasionally dispensed

special favors to them because of their being girls. When the criteria

of sex became most salient to the teacher, a girl from Table 3 could

expect more preferential treatment than a boy from Table 1.

In his discussion of the pervasive atmosphere of ferAnism in

the. elementery'school, Jackson (1968) notes that boys respond to this

atmosphere of feminism with increased male solidarity and violation

of the institutional dorms primarily enforced by females. Girls respond

to the atmosphere of the school more positively because of their

occasional preferential treatment and the number of adult females with

whom they can identify and interact. in an 'attempt to operationaiize

Jackson's description of the dissimilar response of boys and 'girls to

the institutimal norms and routines of the class, and to determine if

such a response could be found within the kindergarten classroom after

eight weeks of school, note was made of all rebukes, answers requested

by the teacher and nonsolicited responses to questions of

the teacher. The first criterion was chosen to determine if the teacher

perceived that the boys in class did, in fact, ignore or disobey her

rules of classroom behavior to the degree of requiring a reprimand.

The second criteriatwes selected to determine ii the teacher solicited

answers from the girls more frequently than she did from the boys. The

third was thought to be a measure of the boys' attempts to engage in

interaction with the teacher on a spontaneous basis. This was assumed
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to be an indicator of the degree to which they felt open to seek the

attention of the teacher outside the formal structure of the class routine.

Table 6.2 details ttle tabulations gtom three observational periods, two

during the eighth week of school and one during the ninth.

Though the number of observational periods is quite small and the

total time length is less than four hours, there yet appear to be several

trends that bear mentioning. Jackson's contention that boys received

a significantly higher number of reprimands than do girls is given some

support by this data. The boys were reprimanded at a rate more than

three times as great as were the girls. The ratio during the three periods

varied from twice to ten times greater for the boys than the girls.

Secondly, the teacher asked questions of the girls somewhat more

often than she did of the boys (boys - twelve; girls - eighteen) and

the girls responded correctly in all instances but one. For the boys,

however, one-third of all solicited answers given to the teacher were

-*incorrect. Such a pattern of response would appear to reinforce the

teacher's calling on the girls, for her possibilities were much greater

that a correct answer would be received. If one called on a boy, on

the other hand, the possibility of receiving the correct answer was

not nearly so predictable.

A more striking phenomenon was the rate at which the boys in the

class gave unsolicited answers to the teacher. The boys gave the teacher

eighteen such answers, thirteen of which were correct. The girls gave

fewer than one-third as many unsolicited answers and all were correct

but one. Though any explanation of this lopsided manner in which the

children attempted to offer answers to the teacher would be tenuous at
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best, there do appear to be at least two important cousiderations. The

unsolicited responses of the boys may have,iesulted from their perception

that they were not being given equal chance to pttrticipate within the

framework of the established lesson routine. Thus, in order to demonstrate

that they did know the answers they responded without being called upon.

As a second alternative, the boys may have given the high number of un-

solicited responses as a means to thwart the established routine and

control of a woman. Each time that an answer was giyen without being

asked for, the discretion was removed from the teacher as to whom she

could call on for the answer. If a boy did not wish for the teacher to

give the girls most of the questions (and attention) he could simply

answer them first, thereby causing both a disruption of the class and

the necessity of the teacher directing her attention to the disruptive

boy.

October 26:

On October 26, several days before Halloween, the teacher devoted

a good deal of attention to the activities of Halloween and the child-

ren's visible growing excitement about it. During the morning Mrs.

Cavan also visited the.room and taught her sixth speech lesson to the

children. Through these various activities, there were present several

patterns of interaction between the teacher and the class that had been

evident for many weeks.

As noted previously, Mrs. Caplow often concentrated her teaching

attention almost exclusively on the children at Table 1. Only occasion-

ally did she ask questions of those children at the other two tables.
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During one instance when she did directly ask a question of a-Table 2

student, the interaction still reverted to the teacher and a student at

Table 1.

Mrs. Caplow asks.Mike, qiike you put up the weather sym-
bol this morning. Can you tell us what it means?"(She
is referring to a piece of'gray construction paper cut
in the shape of a cloud which Mike had tacked on the
caiendcr under today's date.) Mike answevs, "It cloudy

outside." Laura then calls out, "It chilly outside too."
Mti. Caplow responds, "Well, it is not really that cold
outside today, Laura." She then has the children count

the number of days in the month. (10/26/67)

In this interchange between Mike, Laura, and Mrs. Caplow, the ibrrect

response given by Mike to a question from the teacher was ignored in

order that the teachei could respond to the unsolicited response of

Laura. The answer that was sought from a atudent at Table 2 was ignored

while that which was basically an interruption from a student at Table 1

was accepted and commented upon by the teacher.

Additional evidence of the dichotomy between the Table 1 students

and the remainder of the class was the continued closeness of the Table

1 group to the teacher during the morning opening exercises. Frank was

noted as having "scooted up so close to Mrs. Caplow that he is prac-

tically sitting in her lap." Laura and Mary were also very close by.

At the other extreme, Fred, Karen, John, Robert, Lilly and Brad (all

Table 3) were noted as being at the very periphery Of the group with

six to eight feet between themselves and the teacher. Later in the

morning when Mrs. Caplow gave each of the children their name tags in

preparation for the arrival of Mrs. Cavan, the children from the first

table began to congregate at the piano. They had received no direction

from its. Caplow to do so and apparently simply moved to the piano on
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their own discretion. There were five children from the first table

at the piano, the remainder had not yet had their name called by the

teacher.

Sandy, from Table 3, is called by Mrs. Caplow to come to
the desk for her name tag. After she has her tag, she
begins to walk towards the'piano to join the fivechild-

, ren already standing there. Mrs. Caplow calls to Sandy

in a very harsh voice, "Sandy, sit down. Sit down,

Sandy. Do not go over there." Sandy then goes back to

her seat and sits down. No comment is made to the five
children at the piano that they also should go to their

seats and sit down. They continued to stand by the

piano. (10/26/67)

In a very literal sense, the teacher was informing a child from'Table

3 that she was not to infringe on the "territory" of the Table 1

children. The reverse, however, was tolerated.

Frank received a reprimand from the teacher for attempting to

put Art in a "head-lock." Mrs. Caplow spoke rather firmly to Frank and

informed him that she did not like him "spoiling the room.". Immediately

upon receiving this reprimand fro% the teacher, Frank moved back to the

edge of the semicircle where Mrs. Caplow had seated the children. He

then sat at the rear of the group with John and Fred during the entire

thirty-five minutes that Mrs. Cavan was in the room. This was the first

documentation of Frank at the periphery of the group in ten weeks of

school. Franks' movement to the periphery suggests that the periphery

location in relation to the rest of the grcup.may not only have served

as the permanent position of several of the Table 2 and 3 students, but

also as the locus of withdrawl from anxiety-prone situations for

Table 1 students. When faced with unanticipated behavior from the teacher

that resulted in a rebuke, the child may have moved to the periphery
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to increase the distance between himself and the teacher,thus decreasing

anZl4ty. (For an extensive discussion of the relation of proximity to

anxiety and surface behavior, see Redl and Wineman, 1952.)

October 27:

The major substantive area that die teacher sought to introduce

to the children after the long unit on the school was that of the

family. The int ductbry lesson in this unit was-not observed, but

hints of what was di ussed were evident during the second lesson on

the topic.

Mrs. Caplow begins, "Now, children, yesterday we began
to talk about the family. Don, can you tell us who we
said were the members of the family?" Don replies,
"My mother and my sisters." Mrs. Caplow responds,
"Yes, the mother, father, brothers, sisters, and
even pets make up our family." (10/27/67)

In this instance, the response of the child is distorted to incorporate

the teacher's desire to inform the children that the family is not

merely the mother and the children (though such is the case for nineteen

of the children), but that it also includes the father, brother and

pets.

Within this same discussion of family size and who were the various

members of the family, there was observed the single instance during the

entire school year in which the children were able tu ask personal ques-

tions of the teacher and receive replies. The probing of the teacher was

done by a boy from Table 1.

Joe asks Mrs. Caplow, "Mrs. Caplow, do you have any
kids?" Mrs. Caplow responds, "No, I don't, Joe."

Joe: "Why not?" Mrs. Caplow: "I just don't." Joe:

"Well, do you love kids?" Mrs. Caplow: "Oh, yes,

I love children." Joe: "Well, do you love us?"
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Mrs. Caplow: "Yes, Joe, I love all of you." Joe:

"Would you like to have some children?" Mrs. Cap-
low, "Yes, I would Joe." Mary calls out, "Take
me, my mother don't want me anyway." Laura also
says, "Take me, too." Joe and Marcia also asked
to be taken to MTS. Caplow's house. She responds

to the children in a pleasant manner: "No, boys

and girls, if I uid that, what would your mothers.
think?" This ends the conversation and Mrs. Cap-
low then introduces the movie. (10/27/67)

Though Mrs. Caplow indicated earlier to the children that the

family consisted of both parents, children and pets, she then showed

them a movie that features only a mother bear and two cubs. The con-

tinual emphasis throughout the movie was on the loving care that the

mother gave the cubs and how it was the duty of the mother to protect

the cubs from the gruff and dangerous father. The last frame of the

movie stated, "The mother bear had done a good job. Now her two cubs

are on their own." The only male in the film was the father who at

one point said that he wanted to eat the children. The mother bear

then had to fight away the father from the cubs.

As one aspect of the discussion of the family, Mrs. Ca ow

discussed with the children the different kinds of foods that a family

eats ("baby food," "children food," and "grown-up food"). The children

were asked to give examples of each of the three types of foods and all

of their responses were of a similar nature. Mentioned repeatedly were

greens, jello, candy, kool-ade, cornbread, beans, grits, and potato

chips. Mrs. Caplow then called attention to new posters that she had

put on the bulletin board for the children to see. There were five

pictures listed under the heading of "rim GOOD BREAKFAST FOODS." All

five pictures showed a white mother and her child. The first picture
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showed the mother feeding the child a large platter of sliced ham and

, fried eggs. The second showed both drinking a tall glass of orange

juice. The third was of the mother serving the child a ham casserole.

The child was eating a bowl of breakfast food that was smothered in

strawberries in the fourth picture, and the last showed both mother and

child drinking milk. What may be termed the "irony of nutrition" is

evident. If the above responses of the children can be taken as even

partly reliable, one would suspect that the posters show foods that

were, seldom if ever tasted by the majority of children in that class.

The image of the ideal established by the teacher appeared far removed
%

from the reality of experience for the children.'

October 31:

On October 31, the class had a Halloween party. _Mrs. Caplow asked

two mothers, both of whose children saratt Table 1, to help assist her

with the party. In the time period before the morning recess, these

two mothers arranged one-half of the room for the party while Mrs. Caplow

taught the children in the other.

During the teaching lesson, there occurred an interactional pattern

between the teacher and several of the children that had not been observ-

ed previously. This involved the teacher issuing contradictory commands

to the children resulting in,confusion of response.

Art walks up to the blackboard to look at the calendar.
Mrs. Caplow says to Art, "Art, you are spoiling our
room. Go and sit down." Re does. She then instructs
Marcia to "stand straight." She turns back to Art and

says, "Art, why are you sitting down, you are supposed
to be standing with the rest of the children. Now get

up." He at first hesitates and then slowly rises out of
the chair. lie does not stand straight. (10/31/67)
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A second form of contradictory response observed during the teschiiag

period prior to recess involved the children giving, en masse, directly

contradictory responses to the teacher. What appeared to occur was blind

and disjointed hand- raising in response to questions that the children

perceived as calling for a unanimous show of hands. Mrs. Caplow had

just.begun to carve a pumpkin into a jack-o-lantern, and she asked the

children if they had ever had pumpkin pie. All the Children raised their

hand indicating that they had had pumpkin pie. She then instructed the

children to put their, hands down and asked that all those children who

had not ever had pumpkin pie to raise their hand. Again all the children

in the class raised their hooaa_ Use Opinw uenmento, "Okay, I guess I

will have r.0, moho it ocactime." She then tells, the children to rns. thx4477

hands back down.

Though Mrs. Caplow had told the children that she would like for

them to come to class on Halloween in a costume, only eleven of the

thirty children did so. Of these eleven costumed children, six sat

at Table 1, three at Table 2 and two at Table 3. Three of the costumes

were store-bought, all worn by children at Table 1. Laura and Mary both

wore Cinderella costumes. Each carried a wand, wore a ballerina-type

dress and had a face mask that was white with golden hair, Frank wore

a costume of superman, but did not have a face mask. Several other of

the children did wear face masks, but no costume. Thus, with the five

children who did, wear a face mask plus the eleven who wore costumes,

there were sixteen of the thirty children with some type of disguise.

After the recess the children were served hot dogs, potato chips, milk,

ice cream and cookies. They then paraded through all the rooms on the
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first floor of the building and three.of the rooms on the second floor.

November 14

Two incidents oc=curred which I believe give strong indication of

the mechanism of control and discipline that Mrs. Caplow most often

utilized within the class. The kindergarten classroom was not 4 place

where the children were subjected to continual physical'punishment.

Mrs. Caplow most often was quite pleasant with the children and raised

her voice only occasionally. The atmosphere of the room did not appear

to be one of continual anxiety on the part of the children due to fear

of teacher punishment or ridicule. The children were allowed periods

of free play when they could roam through the room at will,ekploring*

the book table, the science table and also looking,at the fish and

turtles that Mrs. Caplow kept in the room. She did not appear to be a

harsh and demanding disciplinarian with the children. Rather than re-

sorting to physical punishment in a real or threatened manner, or con-

stantly seeking to dominate the children through restrictive 'class pro-

cedures, she would utilize techniques of subtle class embarrassment

and individual guilt feelings as mechanisms for controlling the child-

ren. Methods of instilling conformity in the children as to what she ex-

pected'from each of them seldom involved other than the spOken word.

The children and Mrs. Caplow begin to sing the "Good
Morning to You" song which is port of the opening ex-
ercise. Mike is singing in a high falsetto apparently
attempting to mimic one of the girls nearby. When the

group has finished, Mrs. Caplow calls on Mike and asks

if he would like to sing the song again for the entire

class by himself. He makes no response and bows his

heed. Mrs. Caplow then has the class sing the song
again and Mike uses his normal voice. (11/1/67)
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first floor of the building and three of the rooms on the second floor.
4:7

November 1:

Two incidents occurred which / believe give strong indication of

the mechanism of control and discipline that Mrs. Caplow most often

utilized within the class. The kindergarten classroom was not a place

where the children were subjected to continual physical punishment.

Mrs. Caplow most often was quite pleasant with the children and raised

her voice only occasionally. The atmosphere of the room did not appear

to be one of continual anxiety on the part of the children due to fear -

of teacher punishment or ridicule. The children were allowed periods

of free play when they could roam through the room at will, exploring

the book table, the science table and also looking at the fish and

turtles that Mrs. Caplow kept in the room. She did not appear to be a

harsh and demanding disciplinarian with the children. Rather than re-

Asorting to physical punishment in a real or threatened manner, or con-

stantly seeking to dominate the children through restrictive class pro-

0

cedczes, she would utilize techniques of subtle class embarrassment

and individual guilt feelings as mechanisms for controlling the child-

ren. Methods of instilling conformity in the children as to what she ex-

pected from each of them seldom involved other than the spoken word.

The children and Mrs. Caplow begin to sing the "Good
Morning to You" song which is part of the opening ex-
ercise. Mike is singing in a high falsetto apparently
attempting to mimic one of the girls nearby. When the
group has finished, Mrs. Caplow calls on Mike and asks
if he would like to sing the song again for the entire
class by himself. He makes no response and bows his
head. Mrs. Caplow then has the class singthe song
again and Mike uses his normal voice. (11/1/67)
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The simple question of asking the child whether -he wished to perform-

solo in front of the group was sufficient to ensure that he would not

do it again. The threat of embarrassment in front of one's peers may

have proved more effective to suppress the undesired behavior than

strong physical punisfibent.

A second mechanism, but highly similar to the first, was the

technique of calling for an answer frOm a child who had pot been paying

attention. The mare silence of not being able.to respond with the

teacher deliberately waiting an additionally long period of time for the

answer, proVed continually successful in ensuring the attention of the

class during teaching periods. The extreme form of this technique was

to call the child to the blackboard and ask for the correct answer. At

this point the child was in full view of the entire class as he stood

unable to comply with the request of the teacher. The teacher appeared

to rely extensively upon "psychologicala-considerations in her attempts

to instill class routines and conformity to expectations of classroom

behavior in the childien.

Her control of the surface behavior of the children within the

class appeared to be based upon a belief that there were alternative

methods to ensure discipline other than physical force. During one

informal discussion, the teacher indicated that she had received a

.44 Master of Arts degree from a large midwestern state university and that
a

she had completed thirty graduate hourOsyond the master's level.

She stated that her major academic interest was early childhood edu-

cation and that she was particularly interested in studying techniques
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one could use to help children to "adjust" to the classroom. She stated

that she attempted to use an "'enlightened" approach in her management of

the classroom, bated upon her study of1Child psychology. From the any

observations of the classroom, it appeared that she did'in fact attempt

to control the class by mechanisms that utilized individual guilt'.

feelings, peer embarrassment, feelings of group,noliderity, threatened

isolation from the rest of the class and withdrawal of her'approval and

affection. There did not appear to be, although strict tabulationyiei

not made, any difference in the amount of physical pCnishment directed

towards children at the three different tables. It occurred too in-

frequently to warrant a continual updating and tabulation over time.

As this chapter has attempted to demonstrate, however, the teacher

did not distribute differential behavior oriented towards reward and

support with the same level of equalization as she did physical punish-

ment. Though her use of force was minimal and non-discriminatory, her

use of rewards and reliance on certain children for responses appeared

quite discriminatory. During the period of "show and tell" after the

morning opening exercises, Mrs. Caplow informed the class that everyone

would have an opportunity to tell of their adventures the previous

Halloween evenin &. In reality, she called upon six children to come

to the front and tell of their activiries; five of the children sat

at Table I and the sixth sat at Table 2. No other children were

given an opportunity to relate to the class what they had done the

previous evening.

November 6:
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As noted, the teacher had begun in the first days of November a

unit on the family and family activities. Further discussion of the

family by the teacher was noted on November 6.

Mrs. Caplow is seated by the flannel board. She has
placed a picture of a young blond white girl washing
fishes on it. She speaks to the claps, "Now, boys
and girls, you see the picture of this little girl.
She is halping her mother by doing the dishes. -I
think that all of us boys and girls should help our
parents by doing chores around the house. All
people in theZamily need to help and work together."
Laura says,,"/ have to clean my own room." Mrs.
Caplow responds, "That's nice Laura." She then goes
on to explain to the class that they have bought two
white mice .to do a study on the effect of food. She

tells the class that one mouse will be fed each day
while the other will be fed only once every third day.
Then the children will be able to watch the two mice
play in their cage and see how the mouse that has no
food does not play as much as does the mouse with food.
She tells the children that "healthy food makes for a
healthy body." (11/6/67)

The lesson also incorporated certain ideals presented by the

teacher that appeared to be outside the life-experiences of the child-

ren. In both short lessons within this discussion of the family, the

children did not respond to questions from the teacher in the manner

that she apparently had hoped. They responded from the2r own perceptions,

but these were not congruent with what the teacher had anticipated.

"Did you boys and girls know that our bodies are a lot
like a car? What does a car need that we need?" Joe

responds, "A motor." Mrs. Caplow: "Yes, we need a

motor, but what makes the motor run?" Laura says, "A

key." Mrs. Caplow repeats the question, "But what makes

the motor run?" The children make no response, and Mrs.
Caplow finally says, "Gasoline." The children say noth-

ing. She then continues, "We-need gas just like the car
needs gas because the car needs gas to make the motor

run. So we need food for ourselves." (11/6/67)

The.second instance within the family lesson where the material
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presented by the teacher was apparently interpreted by the children in

a manner quite different from what I believe she had desired concerned

a black family shown in a picture eating a veal. They were seated at

a large table covered with a table cloth, and were using fine china

and glassware. They had large bowls of salad, vegetables, and potatoes

as well as a large steak before them.

Mrs. Caplow puts the picture on the flannel board. She
states, "Now this family eating a meal. Say class."
The class'repeats, "meal." She continues, "Who do you think
this guy is here in the picture?" One of the boys responds,
"Daddy." She says, "Yes, but we call him father. This is
the father, this is the mother, this is the sister, this is
the older brother and this is the younger brother. Marcia,
what do you believe they are having for dinner?" Marcia
answers, "Syrup, jello and greens." Mrs. Caplow completely
ignores this response of the child and then asks Joe, "What
is this little girl going to do?" (She is lifting a napkin
towards her face.) Joe responds, "She gonna blow her nose."
Mrs. Caplow becomes quite irritated with Joe and says, "No,
Joe, she is going to place the napkin in her lap so that
she does not soil her nice clothes if she happens 4o drop
food in her lap." The children sit completely still and
look quite confused. The room is totally quiet. Mrs.

Caplow then changes the subject.

Concurrent with the unit on the family, Mrs. Caplow introduced the

children to activities and ideas related to Thanksgiving. In place of

\\,the witch beside the piano, she substituted a pilgrim woman made out

of paper mache and painted with a white face and golden blond hair.

This pilgrim was approximately five feet in height. There were several

posters on the boards in the room and there was also a large picture

of a turkey above the blackboard. When Thanksgiving was yet three weeks

away, she would often have very short lessons on it. On one occasion

she drew a picture of a pilgrim face on the blackboard. It was the

face of a small boy,
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Sim asks the class, "Who is thin boy?" Art says, "A
cowboy." She responds, "Well, who wears black hats?"
Frank says, "Cowboys." Another boy, Rich, says, "In-

dians." Joe says, "Old people." Marcia offers, "Farm-
ers." .Mcs. Caplow replies, "No; no, boys and girls,
this boy's name begins with the peter puffer sound."

Frank suggests, "Peter." Mrs. Caplow, "No, they are

pilgrims. Now all of you say pilgrims." The child-

ren do. She then drops the lesson and passes out

crayons to the class.

The element of religion was introduced into the activities of

the class quite frequently by Mrs. Caplow. The morning prayer at the

beginning of the school year, praying before food was served at the

class parties, and many less specific, but nevertheless religiously

oriented remarks by her were all based in her belief in Christianity.

When asked about the role that religion had played in her life and

what influence religion had on the lives of the children in her class

she responded:

I believe that religion played a strong part--a very
fundamental part in our family. My mother is a devout

person. She kept us in Sunday school and church.
Those of us in the city still attend the same church.
Religion has played a big part in our upbringing. It

seems to be lacking in children today. Theft don't seem

to have the same spiritual values anymore. Now they have

more things to take their interest. The church used to

be the center of activities. Now there is a thousand and

one things to do, I guess. (2/23/68)

Religion and religious centered activities often appeared to have a

central role in Mrs. Caplow's discussion oi major school holidays. The

three holidays in particular that were the basis for much religious dis-

cussion in the class were Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter. At each

of these, she spoke quite frankly with the children concerning her

understanding of these events and the initial reason for their celebration.

It appeared that sometimes she introduced religious material into the
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lesson when it may notrhave been necessary.

Mrs. Caplow is seated on the piano bench next to the pil-
grim woman. She asks the class, "Boys and girls, what
does the pilgrim woman, seem to be doing?" Laura says,
"She prayin'." Mrs. Caplow responds, "Yes, she is giv-
ing thanks for all that she has been blessed with. Okay,

now all of you fold your hands and we will pray just like
the pilgrim for all the blessings that we have received."
Mrs. Caplow also folds her hands and then recites, "Thank
you for the food we eat4 thank you for the world so sweet,
thank you for the birds that'sing, thank you Lord, for
everything." After saying this verse, she sings it for
the children. She then asks the children to say each
line after her, which they do. (11/6/67)

November 9:

On this date, Mrs. Caplow introduced what she termed "creative

dramatics" into the class activities. The lesson was to focus on both

the activities of the family members at meal time and also the type of

foods that the family should eat. The lesson began with Mrs. Caplow

again showing the children the picture of the black family seated at

a table with fine china, glasswear and linens.

Mrs. Caplow calls on Marcia to describe what the family
in the picture is doing. Marcia replied, "They eatins."
Mrs. Caplow: "Yes; they are eating. What do you think
they are eating?" Frank: "Breakfast." Mrs. Caplow: "Oh,
do you think so, Frank?" Joe calls out, "Supper," Mrs.

Caplow: "Yes, they are eating dinner. Dinner is the same
as supper. Haw did the food come to the house? Where did
they get their food to eat?" Rich says, "From the ground."
Mrs. Caplow: "Yes, it grows in the ground, but then where
does it go ?" Frank: "To the store." Mrs. Caplow: "Yes,

who usually goes to the store and. buys the food for your
house?" Cathy says, "My mama." Mrs. Caplow" Well who
does the cooking in your house?" Mary says, "My mama."
Frank interrupts, "But my daddy always do the barb-quens."
lIrs. Caplow: "Oh, does he? That is very nice." Mike
calls out, "My daddy works so he can't be no cook." Mrs.

Caplow: "That is a very good point, Mike. Father has to
work so he can bring home the money that the family needs
for food." (11/9/67)
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1n this first part of the lesson, it is evident that Mrs. Caplow

accepts the unit of the family as consisting -of both parents plus child-

ren. This is also accepted by some members of the class who have both

a father and mother in their home. For nineteen of the thirty children,

however, there is no father to bring home money for food.

Mrs. Caplow then brought .a small white table and four small white

chairs into the center of the room. She also brought i piece of red

burlap and laid it still folded on the table. She saked'yho could

"be a good mother?" All of the girls raised their hands in response

to this question, and Mrs. Caplow said, "We will try Laura for the

mother and Don for the father." The boys were not asked who wished to

be the father. Mary asked to be the grandmother, buteMrs. Caplow indi-

cated that this family did nolthave a grandmother,. She did select Mary

to be the daughter and Art ai the son. She asked this group of four

students to come into the center of the room.

She hands Laura the red burlap and asks, "What do we
call this, Laura?" Laura responds, "A table cloth."
Mrs. Caplow: "Yes, we should always use a table cloth
when we eat. Okay, now the rest of you boys and girls
sit and be quiet and watch Laura begin to prepare the
supper." Laura asks, "What am Y sepposed to do?" Mrs.
Caplow: "I want you to do what your mother does at
home. What would the son, daughter and father do while
you were fixing,supper?" Laura: "I don't know." Mrs.
Caplow: "Well, Laura, what are you doing?" Laura:"I
don't know." Mrs. Caplow:, "What does Your mother serve
for supper?" Laura: "Greens and jello." Mrs. Caplow:
"Oh, well, I suppose that's alright." Mrs. Caplow seemed
taken back by this response of Laura. It appeared that
she desired a response more similar to that of the family
pictured eating mashed potatoes, green beans and steak.
(11/9/67)

Mrs. Caplow at this point turned her attention to Don and Art, who
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Mrs. Caplow asks Don,"Don, what should the father do be-
fore he reads the paper?" Don: "He should ask if sup-
per is ready." Mrs. Caplow: *Well ask her." Don does
and Laura responds, "Noe" Mike calls from where he is
seated, "When my daddy come home, from work, he kiss my
mama." Mrs. Caplow: "Yea, Mike. When most fathers do
come home from work,they kiss their wives. Okay, now
Laura, call your family to the dinner table." Laura:
"Pilnner ready." Susan from where,she is seated asks,
"If they gonna eat, ain't they suppose to wash their
hands?" Mrs. Caplow: *Well since we are only pretend-
ing and not really eating, we won't wash our hands."
Mrs. Caplow then instructs the four, seated at the small
white table that they are to "Talk as a family talks, at
the dinner table." Art, who has said very little, is
told by Mrs. Caplow to go back to his seat. "I think
we will have Joe as the new son. Art, you go and sit
down. Joe, you seem to know what a son is supposed to
do. You come and take Axes place." Joe then comes to
the table and immediately says, to Don, "Hey of man,
what you do at work today?" Don says, "I ain't do
nothint." Mrs. Caplow looks in amazement at the two
boys and says, "What are you two talking about? Din-

ner time is the time for the family to enjoy each other
and also enjoy their meal. Now talk in a pleasant man-
ner to each other." While the four in the center of the
room sit silent, Mrs. Caplow turns to the children seat-
ed at their desks and asks, "How many of you eat your
meals with your mother and father?" All the children
raise their ;sand. Susan calls out, "I got no daddy, but
I eat with, him anyway." Mrs. Caplow then instructs all
the children to line up for the restroom. (11/9/67)

During this caper on the family, I believe that Mrs. Caplow demonstrat-

ed such a strong orientation to the concept of a middle class family with

propei manners and " "table talk" that any deviation from this norm simply

was not accepted. With Laura, there very well could have been the

acceptance of her statement of what her family ate for supper by saying

that Laura "Had better hurry and get the greens on the stave because

they will take a while to cook." Instead, there was only a vacant accept-

ance wh.ch appeared to carry a secondary meaning to the child that what
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she ate at home really was not acceptable, but it would do. As a second

example, when Mrs. Caplow replaced Art with Joe, she substituted for a

wolfrc child (who had no rather to tho home with whom he could converse)

a boy from Table 1 who came from a home with both a mother and father.

Art was being penalized not only for not being able to converse in

"table talk" with an imaginary father, but more fundamentally because

he did not have the experience which could have made him acceptable in

the role. The very act of asking Art to sit and converse with Don, an

imaginary father, was an incongruity, for it was requesting behavior

that was not part of his previous experience.

As a final indication of Mrs. Caplow's strong emphasis upon certain

behavioral and verbal mannerisms during the skit, she did not call on

Joe and Don to continue the single apparent creative and realistic ex-

change during the entire time the children were at the table. Both

the question of Joe and the response of Don arose out of their previous

experience and may be assumed to be somewhat similar to what, they have

frequently observed in their own homes. The language was not in stand-

ard American English and did not deal with the facets of an exciting

job,, but withhe boredom of doing nothini." It appears that the

teacher and the majority of the children were speaking and acting from

dissimilar values and experiences as to what constituted the family and

its activities.

November 21:

In chapter 111 on the St. Louis School System, it was noted that

the training of the apprentice teachers from Harris Teachers College
INA

takes place in the public schools. Each of the appi4ntices spend ten

weeks in two different schools. Within each of the schools, five two -

week sessions are to be divided among various grades in the school.
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In the kindergarten class of Mrs. Caplow there was during the last two

weeks of November an apprentice, Miss Phillips. It_so happened that

the next to last day of Miss Phillips' presence in the room was also

to be the last day of the unit on the family. Mrs. Caplow had scheduled

a film as part of the final discussion. She suggested that Miss Phillips

conduct the part of the family lesson dealing with the film and the dis-

cussion afterwards with thg children. The notes pick up where Miss

Phillips begins the introduction of the film.

Miss Phillips comes to the front of the class and speaks
in a very soft and hushed voice. Vow, boys and girls,
you have been talking about your family. You have been
talking. about your parents. Sometimes your parents tell
us things for our own good, even though we don't under-
stand them. Today we are going to have a film about a
mother goat who told her little boys and girls things to
do. They did not obey her so we will watch the film and
see what happens to baby goats when they do not listen to
what their mother tells them to do." Joe calls out, "If
they don't,listen, they get a whuppin'." Miss Phillips
responds, "Yes, that is right. We have to obey our
parents. The name of the film is "The Wolf and the Seven
Kids," Now all of you will have to be quiet or you will
not be able to hear the film. Kids are neatly baby goats
so we could call this film 'The Wolf and Seven Baby Goats'."
Susan at this point leaves the group and goes into the
bathroom. Mrs. Caplow stands at the back of the room by
the projector while Miss Phillips stands near the front
of the group to the right side. (11/21/67)

The film of the "Wolf and the Seven Baby Kids" was taken directly

from the nursery tale. The films (and the tale) concern a mother goat

who told her seven kids to be very careful of a wolf who lurked in the

woods waiting to eat baby goats. The mother, who had to leave the home,

warned the children not to open the door for anyone. The wolf after

trying a number of deceptive disguises, finally is admitted to the home.

The frame of the film that showed the wolf entering the home had a
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caption at the bottom: "The wicked wolf rushed in. Look how ail the

babies ran to hide." SeVeral frames., ater the wolf was shown with a

bloated stomach from having eaten all the baby goats but one. The

mother returns to find only one of her babies left and suggests that

that they go into the woods for a walk to "forget their sadness." in

the woods they find the sleeping wolf. The mother goat then performs a

0
caesarian operation on the wolf and the six baby goats jump out alive,4

The mother and the babies then fill the stomach of the wolf with rocks.

When the wolf wakes, he goes for a drink at the we/1., is pushed in by

the mother goat and drowns. When the film ends, Miss Phillips comas

to the front of the class.

"Now that is all of the story, buys and girls. Do you
see what will happen to you when you don't listen to
what your mother and father tell you?" The children
appear frightened by what Miss Phillips has said and
are very quiet. Mrs. Caplow then informs the class
that they are now finished with their study of the
family and that they can color a picture of their own
family until it is time for recess. (11/21/67)

As I was then about to leave the room, Mrs. Caplow gave me data

on the attendance of the children during the first twelve weeks of school.

There had been five children in the class who had missed six or more

days of school. The group consisted of three boys and two girls, four

of whom were from families on public welfare and three of whom set at

Table 1. No one from Table 1 was absent six or more days during the

first twelve weeks.

11. WINTER

With the coming of the cold and slush, the outdoor activities at

the school are curtailed to a minimum. The children often miss days of
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school due to colds and flu. With Halloween and Thanksgiving past, the

teachers and children begin to turn their attention towards Christmas.

There is the expected change in posters and bulletin board displays, the

children color Christmas trees instead of jack -a- lanterns or turkeys,

and the teachers work towards preparing Christmas programs or.parties

for the students and parents. At Attucks School, the relaxed and

casual atmosphere of the teacher's lounge appeared to have been replaced

by a quiet fatigue. Perhaps the tension and wearinesiof the teachers
\.s

as well as that of the children from weeks of the same echodule was

best portrayed in the penultimate rehearsal of the kindergarten class

of The Christmas Carol for the Parent-Teacher meeting the following

night.

"It's Christmas Time"

As I walked into the kindergarten classroom,several of the child-

ren were trying to sing "God Bless Ye, Merry Gentlemen." When the group

was approximately half-way through the first verse, Mike stood up and

called to the class, "Stop all that noise. Now everyone be quiet." Mrs.

Caplow turned lo:Mike and said,"That was very good, Mike. Be sure that

you say it that way tomorrow night." Art, playing the role of father

Cratchit, comes to Mike, playing Scrooge, and says, "Good morning,

Uncle." Mike replies, "Bah, humbug." These two boys then exchange

several other lines and do so apparently knowing their lines quite well.

The play continues as two of the children, portraying poor persons,

come to Scrooge and ask for money to buy Christmas presents. Scrooge

responds, "I have no money for the poor. There are places for such

people. Be gone with you." As the, two poor persons are to leave, the
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angels of "Christmas Past" are to come into the center of the circle.

The following notes catch some of the activity as the children who

were to be angels assemble- for the entrance.

Mrs. Caplow calls for the angels in a quite brusque and
seemingly irritated voice. She appears'very impatient
with the children. The children, on the other hand,
appear quite confused or else disinterested in the activ-
ity because they move with neither the enthusiasm or ,

energy they are capable of.. They have not lined up
ready to enter, and in fact, several are still at their
seats. After Mrs. Caplow, for the second time, and in
a firm voice calls for the angels, they begin to assem-
ble. (12/12/67)

After the angels had gotten into the circle,and given their short

talk to Scrooge, they merely stood in the cirele.H Mrs. Caplow said

quite quickly to the children that they are to be out of the circle.

She then continued to instruct the forthcoming actors in a similar
4

manner. She appeared quite irritated and seemed to tolerate little

hesitancy on the part of the children. Those children who were not in-

volved, which number twenty of the thirty students in the class, sat'.

at their seats displaying only sporadic attention in the activities of

the rehearsal. Mrs. Caplow sensed the confudion and lack of attention

in to room and suggested that the class "line up for a drink of water."

This the class did, the boys in one line and the girls in another. After

all had a chance for a drink, Mrs. Caplow asked them to come back to

their seats. During the time that the children were at the drinking

fountain, Mrs. Caplow brought into the center of the circle a small

white table and six small white chairs.

When the children returned to their seats, Laura was told to go

4111
to the table, as was Frank. ri is the mother of the Cratchit family
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and Frank is the oldest son.) Mary was also told to go to the table

as she played the part of the daughter. As she instructed these child-

ren to take their place in the circle, Brad, Joe, and Tom come from the

boys' restroom. They were the last to come to their seats. As they

neared their seats, Mrs. Caplow in a firm voice told them to sit down.

She also put her hand on the shoulder of Brad and Tom and pushed them

into the chairs. She then returned to the activities of the children

in the center of the circle. When Scrooge comes to the Cratchit home

to eat Christmas dinner with the family, he enters and says, "Here I

-am, Mr. Scrooge." When Mike said this, Mrs. Caplow came and turned

him around and instructed him to say his lines so that he was facing

the "audience." The activities in the play continued as the family and

Scrooge are seated and ready to eat. At this moment, Mrs. Caplow called

to the remainder of the class, "Okay, now let's everyone be quiet. Here

is the line. Brad, what do you say now as Tiny Tim?" Brad responded,

"God, bless us, everyone." Mrs. Caplow responded, "Yes, Brad, but say

it louder tomorrow night. We will want everyone to hear you.

Later in the morning as the children were resting, Mrs. Caplow

and I were able to chat informally for a fews'moments. She asked if I

would be able to attend the program the following evening and I indi-

cated that I would. She commented that she hoped the children would be

able to "do much better by then." (For the past eight school days, she

indicated, the class had been practicing this program fo,. at least one

hour per day.) She also asked when I planfied to make 45ther visit to

the home of Lilly. I indicated that I would be going later the same

afternoon. She asked if I would be able to find out why it is that
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Lilly comes to school. so often with a smell of urine. She said, "If

there's any way that you can approach the subject with the mother, see

if you can find out why it is that Lilly smells so strongly from urine,.

I wonder if she has to sleep in it or,whether or not her bed is changed."

Mrs. Caplow indicated that she was seriously thinking of asking the school

social worker to make a home visit to determine the conditions and what

might be done for the 'children., (In a later conversation with the

school social worker, it was indicated to me that such a request from

the kindergarten teacher had not been made.) Mrs. Caplow's final comment

as she went back to check on the work of the children was concerning

Lilly. She commented, "It in just pitiful that,the child has to come

to school literally stinking." (It should be noted that I did not

follow through on Mrs. Caplow's request.)

Laura and Frank., Lilly and Brad.

When the teacher was red to select "two children doing well and

two doing poorly," she chose Laura and Frank as doing well and Lilly

and Brad as doing poorly. It was deliberately decided that the selec-

tion of the four children should be by the teacher for her perceptions of

success and failure were more crucial to the classroom experience of

the &elected children than would be that of the observer. Beginning

with the return of the children from Christmas vacation, observation

within the classroom focused specifically on the behavior and activities

of these four children; Rather than the teacher being the locus of

observation as had been the case previously, the four children assumed

411 priority. Thus observation of the activities of -the children would con-

tinue even when not in.interaction with the teacher. In this manner, for

2 87
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example, more attention 4ould focus on the interaction of the children

with their peers even when they ignored the activities of the teacher.

From the time in the previous fall when the teacher had selected

the .four children, I began to visit periodically in the homes of the

four children. The major concern of these visits was to understand

more of the milieu of the home as one of'thecrucial learning canters

for the child. An assumption guiding this portion of the study was

that learning for the child occurred not only in the classroom but also

in the home and among peers. Thus through observation in an alternative

learning milieux that of the school, an attempt could be'made to more

clearly state the inter!-relationship of the school and home as they

influence the learninegituation of the child. As a backdrop to the

analysis of the education experience of the four children, a brief

descriptive profile of the respective homes and families is offered.

Laura

Laura is an only child in a home where both the mother and father

are employed. Both parents are high school graduates and the mother has

--some-college experience. They live in a four-room apartment that is

somewhat small but always very clean. The furnishings in the apartment

are new and covered with plastic covers. The parents speak continually

of their desire to move away from their inner city neighborhood to a

suburban home. The pastieon the furniture is explained as necessary

to keep the furniture "looking new for the new house." During the

nearly three years of the study, they do not move.

Laura has her bed in the bedroom of her parents. Above her bed
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is a bulletin board reserved for her school papers. In the living room
,1

is a small desk where there is asupply of papei, pencils and several

boxes of crayons specifically for her use. She 'has been bought a

number of educational toys and materials including a-globe, a seniill

typewriter, several alphabet books, and a variety of children's gene61

reading books.

Frank

Frank is also an only child in a home where-both the mother and

father are:employed. Both parents are high 'school graduates and the

mother.alsahas a-college degree. Frank's grandmother who, like her

daughter, is a,cssoilegegraduate, also lives with the family: They live

in a seven--room home that is extremely well-furnished with wall;to-wall

carpeting and expensive.-appearing furniture. The home is' lways very

neat and orderly. Theigrandmother is apparently in charge of keeping

the house since both parents are working. Like Laura's family, Frank's

parents speak of moving to the suburbs away from the neighborhood

where the grandmother has lived since childhood. Frank and his family

do move to a spacious suburban home at the end of the kindergarten

school year.

.2 -

In their city home, Ffank has a room of his own that is cluttered
ir

with model planes, trucks, a portable television, a record player,

numerous booics, an encyclopedia set, and a large chest of various toys.

On the walls are posted many of his papers from school as well as

pictures of racing cars, jet airplanes and a large bus. Be has a small

shelf that is well supplied with pencils, paper, crayong, felt-tip

L
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pens and colored construction paper.

p

Lilly

One of eleven children, Lilly and her family are supported by

public welfare funds. The mother is not employed and has completed

four grades of school in the rural South. At the age of eight, she quit

school and went tolwork &the cotton fieldswhich she did not leave

until she movdd north ten years later. The home consists of both
ac

apartments in A duplex# The home is in extremely poor repair and is

quite dirty. During the winter there is nc.).heat ethdr than from a gas

stovetin the living idbmnd another in the kitchen. The home in

which Lilly and her family live is owned by.aetate public welfare
6

worker who is also the family case worker. From the mother's Monthly

welfare payment of $330, $150 is payed.baek to the Welfare worker for

rent.

Lilly sleeps upstairs in a converted kitchen in a single bed

with three of her sisters. Her clothes *re piled in one.eorner of the

room on the flaor as-there are no cheats or closets for any of the

children. None of the school work of Lilly or any of her seven other,

brothers and siefters in school is. evident in the home. The'only visible

reading material is the T.V. Guide.. The children do act have a single

boole4or. toy among them. The absence of material for the children is

.

ts
ireflected p the remainder of the apartment which is spaisely furnished

with old, dilapidated furniture that is extremely dirty. In many /

places on the walls there are large gaping holes where the plaster has

fallen. The window of the front door'is broken and covered with plastic.

and plywood.
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Brad

lake Lilly, Brad acmes f?oi a home!supported by public welfare

funds. There are six children in the family with the bab'born Shortly'

,before Christmas. Brad's pother completed eighth grade in the city

school system and then:quit to work to help support her family. She
.

e
was married when she was nineteen. Thejfamily lives in a five-room

.
. A

apartment. Brad sleeps withhis Inly brother ip a bedroom they have to
&

themselves. The mother and baby sleep in another while the three girls

share the third-bedroom.. The home is always neat and well-heated. The

furnishings are in good repair though not new. Brad's uncle livis nearby

and appears to serve as a substitute father to the children, taking them

riding in his car, taking them fishing and providing the mother with

money to supplement her welfare payment of $2O5 per month.'.

In the bedrooM shored by Brad and his older brother are a number

of pictures of baseball players'and cars. Several othis school papers

_lie in one corner. There are three fishing reels in another corner.

The room is clean though sparsely furnished. There is only a bed and

one chest. Brad has several toy trucka.as well as a fishing reel which

he appears to value quite highly. Be once related that the reel was

given-to him by his grandfather. There are a few children's reading books

in the home and the family subscribes tq the city Black newspaper.

The Classroom Experience of Four Children

One of the routines that Mrs. Caplow repeated daily with the'

childrengwao the opening exercise. Once the prayer had been deleted,

the bLic activities were the Pledge of Allegiance and the singing of
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, -

a

"My Country Tis of Thee." After. these were odmpleted; the children were

" 1

.
given time-to come to the froneof the class and "show and tell."' They

could bring of item fro-home; tell cif an experienc or describe sopa.-

thingthat they had made. The show and te11 per od quickly became an

activity reserved only for those from Table '1. On the first day back.

to school from the Christmas vacation, a
n
umber jchildren from all

4

three table.s had brought Christmas toys toschool for the show and tell.

HOOlever, only those children rivn Table 1 partiCitsied in show and tell,
. -

O .

save.one girl from Table 3 who brought a loretty dark-akinned doll for

the class to

A description of the activities of the-children during thid period

of ahlw and tell follows:
.

The second child called to the front is taiirs. Mrs.

dOplow says to Laura, "Laura, what do you have to tell
theboys and girls today?" Laura comes to the front
of the group and says, "Naito made me this dress."
Mrs. Caplow commented that the .dress wasyery beabti-
ful and suggested to Laura that she take off her .

sweater so that the Children could see the complete
dress. The-dress is a shift made from green corduroy.'
Mrs. Cap low asks Lourahow her mother made the dress
and Laura responds that she went to the home of a
friend where she sewed it. Mrs. Capicreagain praisei .

Laura's dress. -"That's a very pretty dress; Laura.
Now you may sit down:" (1/4/68)

The fifth child asked to dome to the front is Fra*.
MiS. Caplow says to him, "Frank,,you tome to the front
of the room and tell the boys and girls something.
What did youbring to show them today?" Frank comes

to the front and sayi, "I brought two race horses, see.
He then reaches in his pocket and takes out two small
plastic faesimilies of horses. Mrs. Caplow asks Frank
if he plays with theSe two horse's by himself and Frank
replies, "No, Crlenda come over a my house and we all
play torgothcr4" Ors. Caplow asks the color of the two
-howees and Frank responds correctly that one is white
and one.is black. She then asks, "Frank, what is on
the side of the horses?" Frank says, 'Wumbers;"

4

6

4
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1: 'Mrs. Capiaw 'contb ,aues, 'rank, do you know what' those

-, .

-''''

'stitiMerals are?" Frank /responds "FOur and five." Mrs:
',Caplow concludes with Frank by'saying, "That's right

6
. .

.

Fran. Nd(Jathank you. You may go and sit down."
.

Fte does return to his seat. A1/4/651)
P't '.'

,/-

Lilly and Brad both
-

hip at their desk. Lilly appears
quite tired and ,has her head on her desk. Brad alielcs

brief/rwifh,Fred but otherwise has been'verfiquiet.
Neither:child brought anything for the show and tell.
(1/4/68) , ... . ' V

.

. ,

The interchange of Frank and the teadher,is indicative of the manner in A Ilk'
,

,
..-

o-

.

which Mrs: .Capiciw dften sought to utilize' verbal exchanges with the
1- .1 1

t.
1 ."

iahle'l skudents' not only bo encourage the students to spedk to the,
,,.

claps, but to also press them far responses to questi,bnsrted to

acadenic performanbe. 'Thus Fr4nk not on/y discusses,who bLsides himself
.

plays with the4orses, btit is then asked to gibe both colokrecOgnition

..
...

, /'and number recognition.
.

.

s A ...X,

!I
Later in4the morning when the- peech lesson had ended and Mr's.

Cavan had left the'roOm, Mrs. Cdplow asked the cpss, to listen to her'
1 0

directions.
7

"Now, boysAnd'girls,"-but before' she continues, she
notes that Lilly vas,attempting to remove het
phaat-name tag from 4round her neck. Mrs. Caplow r

says to Lilly in a firm voice, do not both**-
.

er fhaE name tag. I will ,tike it from you later.
No wondet that our name tags-do nbt last very long
when you children try to tear them off yourselves,
instead of letting me take them/off of your" 1

1.i11y drops her hadds and Mrs..Caplow returns her
attention to the class with the instruction!to the
4Childrth that theft are to "pretend that we are all
asleep." (1/4/68) I-

6

I

\ After the short rest period, Mrs..Cfplow asked the children to
1

.-
4/

,

F watch her 'at the
.

front blackboard. f
, .. .-.

She speaks to the( class, "Okay, now bo9s and girls,

,.
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look here. YOU know tat now.Christmosmis.passed,
and wa have has to' take down all the Christmas
decorations. We' have taken down our:dais ..s , ,,

tree,,our Septa Claus, and nowite need to leel . .
new decoratilons.for46uiroam.vSa today 1we are
all gbing,totry;fndjmake a' snowman that we can
use to decorate'our }mom. (1/4/68)'

.., ..

. /

.
. ,

As the children were actively engaged in their construction of a

1'

it
.smowmgn,.I was able to walk among the`gro observing the performance'

. of the fotir children. / y,

'
r 4 ,1

.Frank works on his snowman..in ayery rapid manner, but

his ,.work is rather good: The circles for the head and
body were,not-clear circles,, but with the head and
facia). features there was no difficultY'in distingliah- ,

The triangles are nearly perfect ald'the red'hat is
ing it as a snowman;' The featureslhe cut very neatly.

, /the "stove pipe",iYpi. %
.

.' 4 .

i - Laura is working simultaneokly on two snamen..She
.

has asked the teacher that since one had to stay In 4
the room toolecorate the walls, could she make anoth-,

. , er to tale to her mother. Mrs. Caplow consented.
Laura's cork was very neat And quite precise. She,'

handles the scissors quite well. ,
.fi -

.
.;

Lilly is having a great. deal of difficulty making
her snowman. Her major troubleappeared- tb be in
her use of scissors.. The largif circle that Was to
be the body of the snpwman was crmmpled.and quite

. jagged on the edges. It was very difficult to dis-
. tingbiah that it was to be a circle. She. dropped I

. her scissorfuite often and appeared to be growing
_angry with hereelf for inability to control were I

ehe wished to cut. -
`s a

/4?*

Iliad did not appear to be Wing'difficul6\ with the
scissors, but his'figure'was quite distorted and
crumpled. He held the paper in.such,a way that as

'he cut, he also bent, the paper oup of shape. (1/4/68)

I stood and watched as Lilly and Bred completed the body.t.for thesnow-
-\

swan. At this point'Lilly asked if I would cut the hat for her snowman.

Before doing so, I asked-the teacher if elle thought it a wise idea that

I help)the childrenat Table 3 an she indicated that I should "feel'
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o

free by all weans 'since they need so much fielp'anyway." I then cut ia
' _ 44---,. 4.

hat for Lilly an for Barad, ,Fred., and' Sandy who has asked- me to'do
'

1... ..
. \'

,

thqits also. When the bell rang for the morning 'recess, bothirrankSrA,e,
1, - --

r

Laura lied completed their-snowman. Brad also ilas-finished, but Lilly

, 1. .

we's not.,.S#e was 'having great difficulty making the.featureakfor the .,

S

s

eies and buttons. She soon ,finished and brought it to shositothe

teacher. Mrs. Caplow commented on Lilly's work: "Oh, Lilly, this is
.

such allice anat./Moth, you dicta very good?job." This was the second

, % time during the sbga year that Lilly W4oigerved bringing her

,_,p,
. --p. ',

matte to the teacher. OA the first occasion she hadbeen rebuffed.'
..

i
p .

When Li y received the compliment, she smiled and went back to 6r

deik to cleafr it of "scraps and- paste. , :

7
p-----)

.
1. II° .

Durihg this same observational PQriod the teacher asked .if I
,

was learning to flovany of the parents of the children I was visiting

in the homes.- I Indicated that I was. She then stated what, appeared

1.

4 4 i
44 ,

. to be her hypothesis as,to the deter
.

minant of educat4onat spccess or
...-

.
.

failure for any individual child. She noted that "it really is the

home that holds the key'to wheta or not the child learns." She

,

. .
.

%::

continued 'that she and:the otherieacheri in the buVding,havelown 4

for "many years" th)It'''nO matter hapreus in the clesstoom, the
, -

home is what really.affects whether the child learns. Ybufean have

'the-best teacher in the world, but if the home life is miserable, the
,-/ '

child is not going to learnanything." This statement appears to

serve as additional suppint for a major contention of this study tated

in the previous chapter that the perception sif the teacher as to the

academic .otential of the child was base on non-academic criteria.

1>

.Q

I
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-s. In this instance, the'teacher is indicating that poverty and diso
D 7

4 ., 0 . ..
homes are the souree of educational failure. The child comes to tue

,
' : .

.

school aara failure before the first day of instraetion for his
-

home

nixed

has made,him such. Thus there is really very, little a teacher can do
s .*

.-1
other than put children from these enviionmen

1 Table 3 and leaVd then4 there where they= "have

taf eircumaltaads'at

no,idea of what AS

.
.44 4

going on."

A

January 26: 3 7.

Whenever the children'fdim;d a semi-;circ e around the, teacher,

there appeared to have developed a rather clear pattern of the Table 1 f

AI
/

children being quite close to the teacher while the children at Tables
, - c

2 and 3 wLre some'distance from, her. This pattern, though, appeared to

depend upon the children able to spontaneously form their own

,

" seating rrangement. Whenrthe teacher either directed, the children

0
individually to a seat in the.group or called the class, table by

table, the pattern changed. Such was the occasion on the 26th'of
ti .- 0

January when the teacher fiiSt called4Table 3 to the piano Qnch, then

. .. .

of the children who on other ocastons participated quite frequently in
..

the class discussion. When, however, they came last. to the group from.

-
.

, o

.their desks andhad,to tit at the rear, their level of participation

.Table 2 and last, Table' 1. Thus at the very rear of,ihe group were many

dropped perceptibly. They no longer offered\nawers and spoke to the

teacher only when direct1S called upoift The41/1dren from Table 1

appeared to assume pattetns of behavior highly similar to those the f

Table 3 children: when they were at .tha periphery of the group, Table 3

children, on theinther hand, b'egen to verbally interacttmith the teacher
r.

is

4

f
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more frequently than preiliat ly:

behavior
\,. *. -

'4 The striking aimilarity of eaal patterns -of the two different

.
4 groups. of children when'nlaced at the 1)ertphery of.tbe semi-circle may

' is i
,be itidi cetive of the impact that extreme- distance from the teacher hhe -

c, ...., .

. ,

. participation c
upain the ;lass participation of the student. When at a dietanbe,.the ,

.

,

. 10 nil' a

participation level decreases; regardless of pievious levels of Class

partietiation. Given .that, the Table '3 -children most often sat at

the\ear of the group, the very formation of the sedicirc1e itself nAy

have hinderethe possibility participation in the

class dfscussiqg. Thus location inPtEa semi-circle may be mtorcrucial
. . .

to teacher-student intaractioa than assigned table seat. if-suchis
.-

.
a 4

,.

3. the case, the poipsibility/of the Table 3 students beginning extended ----

.-
a

,
. k '

. interaction with the teacher would lie
.

in ber reformation.of t4e semi- \ .

. . .
.

. .. . .)
1

circles. So long as the chi/Urea areable to' spontaneously create their

owe intelnal order for the seating arrangement, the Table 3 students
v

O. - . .
. e

could be expected to remain on the periphery. The Table 1 students cop-

tinualiy crowded close to the'teacherepeffictiveli blocking Tibles 2 or

- 3 students from moving int9,a1Ose proximity. ,

.
.. .

, -
. .

.

The teacherts reason for calling.thechil4ren to the piano benelY.
f 1 .

./
.

.

on thel6th was to'demonstrate how they.could make a paper sculpture

.111

S.

.._
.

-. .

by taking, strips of paper, putting glue on botivends and then ,bending`,t4 .'
the ,strip before it was glued 4o the sheet. Thus_ one could form an * ,,

. . .

- , 0 "p . #

-arcli5like figure with the two glues! ends of.-the .strip serving td=holdo
. . ,

it ifi place. Hrs. Caplow repeatedly told the Children as she debionstneLe

. .

how to make the scu1pture,from a series of strips that thi Children were
. i 4 %

-N.;free to make any figure they wished. Sher noted expicitly that they slid 'II

\\. .
... ...
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r

..
,, 1.

not have to coley her design anti they were free/to create their own. As

. . ./

.

)
.

the children began warkishe related to ihe'that she hoped the children'

,...

.
. 2 . .

would follow "the prAdciple of creation" as they made,t4oir sculpture.

411.

She'did not elaborate on that statement. .. A

i . e r . .

Lilly/was one of the
filatt two persons td have a strip glued to'

1

. the abPet.
She wal gluing orange strips ont o a gray base. Laura also

o .

was gluing Prange strips onto a gray base. Frank glued fink strips on

gray and Brad glued brown strips on grhy base.,11,aura's sculpture was

,.a nearly identical replica to the demonstration sculpture done by Mrs.

.:eplow at the piano bench. Brad's work was a series of five strips >')(

.

glded parallel to one another from one end of the base sheet to the

other. they resembled a series of parallel arches. The work was very.
N

neat and appeared Laura's:work,waa also very neat phOugh it

.
. , .

- ,

Aid ndt have the number of strips lia Wid Brad's.
. 1 . .

. .
..,,,

on her sculpture.' Her work was somewhat untidy'as

with*the glue and had'mnall patche,,nf glue on.both the strips and the

'Wise; She also.d&net-eut her strips in straight liner; they were

somewhat jagged. Frank .did not create a aeries of loops or arches
,,

se

hid stcipiOut g16:1:them in different arrangements flpt on the page;

Lilly used three strips

she, had difficulty

/
Th.e effect 11.018.4 woven mat type creqetorZ: When went to show his

1,

work to Mrs. Caplow, she did -not appear Pleased:

/ . ./' ,er piece, of papef for you to start over. You are _to

n , go back to your seat and do:What I told you 'to do in
4

he cirst'place. Now do it right:this tfe:" She
hands the new pieces of'paper tp Frank and he sdes

,tos!his,seat.

-. '

Frank holds up hts sheet for Mrs., Caplow to see. She

said =to hiin every firm voice, "Frank that was not
4

.What you were abpposed to do. I will give yetranoth-
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Frank's second sculpture was, as with 1.*:ara. AU almost-identical repli-

cation of the demonetretion modal done by Hrs. Caplow. ,When he finished'

the second, he showed it also to the teacher. She smiled and commented,

"That's very nice Frank."

February 2:

The class wee to take a field trip to a local dairy. Mrs. Caplow

had asked the mothers of four children at Table 1 to accompany the group.

The mothers of Laura, Mary,',1be and Earl werethoie whom Mts. Caplow

had asked. Since the bus held forty-nine ptengers and the number of

students plus parents, teacher end myself equaled thirty -six, Mrs. Caplow

.4(

had invited twel;re students fray the other k4sdergarten section to

4
accompany the group on the tour. I asked theeriteria by which ihe chose

. msk

.those twelve 'Andante and she responde4/"I wanted to get some children

that are somewhat verbal so they dantomelback and tell the resof

their nisei about the trip. Oi the bus ride to an us dairy,

Laura sat with her mother, Lilly sat with Sandy, -Brad sat vith Fred,'-4

and Franki;lt ails Mike.

During the'time'that the children were to be in i line, either. as
. ,

they.y
4

ere to leave'the room, board the bus, walk through the dairy,Nor
i c

return to the room, Frank was to "supervise" this group and make sure

....'
-__

hat everyone stayed in line." As part of the unit on citizenship,*

2s. Caplow related\tha she appointed Frank-as the sheriff for the

trip. She stated that'the children Had,to learn to respect the law

4.--N
s

and that a sheriff would symbolize the law to them. Thui, it was

Frank's ditty to enforee Mrs. Caplow's "order" that "the line was to be

2

tc

9

k
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e

straight:At all times." The notes give indication of Ptqnkli.actiaitioa
A,

se he attempted to keep the lines "siraight.4
. .

,. r

Before the class is to board the bus,'Mrs. Caplow pa4ses
., .

and waits until 1/Mink has straightened the-line. Frank
r-,

walks the length of the line repeating, "Boy, get where v
..., ayou suppose to." He often pushes the children as he'

speaks to them. Several times he also tells thilftm .,

frdk Table 3 that the teacher had-made him he shitiff .

and displayed the badge that Mrs. Caplow had given him
to Hear. His. Caplow smiles as Frankcomes to the
front of the line and Indicates that everyone is ready.

. (2/2/68) ,
.

,
,

February 5:-
1 _ .

As indicated earlietrrin the chapter, Mrs. Caplow began in November

to teach the classcin two groups, one being the Table 1 students and the

other being the Table 2 and 3 stuOlnts. All lessons were not done in'

-,
this manner (note the lesson "creative sculpture" Febtuary 2)0 but

those involving readipg and arithmetic readiness exercises stets taught
. %

isparatt0Y-to the tworoups. The two groups did not 'complete the.
. .

.
;'

readiness materisfat the sloe pite.eirs. Caplow spent betweep twod.....--..., I,

ecpnd three times the amount of teaching time with the Table 1 aiddents.
, F . .

4
as with the Table 2 and 3 students. Thus;those at Table 1.proceedee

.

niuph more rapidly through the material. By the first week in February,

.4the children at Table 2 and 3 were aPproximaielythreo.weeks behind the

Table,students in thecomplition of readiness material.

Dua to this -gap in the-tapletion of raterial between the Table.1

:----4---students and those at the other two tables, here appeared to be at
ti

least two ilsOyaptiolis for the pattern of claasrOom interaction. The

1

first watiAthgrowing solidification of the teacher's pattern of question.:
, .3,"

ing only'those. seildants from Table 1. This appeared to occur in part

* $

er

A.

L-
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due to the. fact that her questions were most often on material recently

dealt with in the Table 1 readiness lessons. Mrs. Caplow's teaching '

strategy appeared tro be one itt which she taught and discussed with the

/ /".

entire class mate

'cussions in cla s foctised on material necessarily completed by-the

Table 1 group bdt.not necessarily by, the Table 2:and 3 students. It is

assumed she 4)id not call on the Table 2 and 3 students because she be-

lieved that they' could not know the Shiver, not having` been taught

the material. She continually called on the .Table 1 students where

she was most likely to receive a response. Mrs. Caplow's diiision of

al-pertinent to'the Table 1 group. That is, dies-

the class into two readiness groups and the Subsequent disproportional

allotment of teaching time appeared to create a situation that effective-
.

ly blocked the Table 2 and 3 etudente from extensive interaction in

classroom discussions. With the questions continually direOted towards

the Table 1.students on recently coliered material, the Table 2 and 3

students were not given the opportuniii% to respond.

The sedond pattern of interaction that appeared to emerge from

this fundamental division A the class wan the adaptive means by vhich

the Table 2 and 3 students learned material Specifically directed to-

wardwthoscat Table 1. 'Though the Table 2 and 3 students were-often

given ether assignments while the teacher taught the Table 1 students,

they developed mechanisms among themselves whereby they discussed and

sppoeved to learn the material designated for. the Table 1 group. They

appeared to learn the material in a mariner distinctly different from
O

tie way in which it was first taught to the liable 1 students. They
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did not gain the information through direct interaction with the reacher,

but by a secondarymeans whereby they'Overheard and then discussed

among thariCtselves what vele being said. This "secondary learning" involved

the mediation of the peer group at Tibia 2 and 3,aethe source of the

commonly hared infdimation:. The-children did not appear to learn the

material individually by each,ignoring the others at the two tables and.

't

witch merely listening to,the teacher, but'rather by discussion and ex-

changechange of information within the group. .

The strongest evidence that can be presented, I believe in defense

of this contention that the:ehildren at Tables 2 and 3 employed,

Sechaniems`of secondary learning to gain the information taught to

,'those at Table 1, is that during home visits to children fcom Table 3,

they related material teught.in the class only to Table 1 students.
k

Their discussion of the material did not appear to be superficial,-but

`indicated that they ,had some grasp of what the classroom lesson had

attempted to relate-to the Table 14ttudents. It is not at though the

children umwere was being to t in the

clasi, hut rather that the patterns of classroom interaction established

by the teacher inhibited the Table 2 and 3 students from verbalizing

what knowlefte they had accumulated.)The teacher's expectation appeared
4e .

to be that if the material had not been forMally discussed with the

group, they'could,not he' expected to know it and thus respond, in class,

Her expectations of who had and who had not learned the lesson thwarted

the opportunity of the Table 2 and 3 students to verbalize that they,

in.fact,:had learned what was being taught to the Table 1 group.
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It cannot be assumed that those, at Table 2 and .3 learned all that

was taught toothe Table l'students, but enough appeared to have been

understood that it was not justified to completely ignore them in class-

room discussion:on the'basis that they knew nothing of what was "going

on" Lathe classroom. On February 5, one such situation was observed

in which the Table 2 and 3 students discuased among themselves what

was beingktaught by Mrs. Caplow to the Table 1 students. Subseqtient

home visits to the two special Table 3 students (Lilly an&Brad)'con-

:

firmed that they had grasped some of the meterial'presented in the

classroom lesson.

February 15:

Mrs. Caplow related that as her"new idea" for tie class today,

she was going to have a lesson in "sequential logical thitking.', She

Biked the children to go io.the piano bench and form a semi-circle. On.

the periphery of this circle, with other children from Table 2 and 3,

were Lilly and Brad. Brad was seated so far to the rear of the group

that Mrs. Caplow asked him to move.im closer so that he could "hear

what, was going on." Brad then moved close to Art.

When Brad moves near Art, he takes out hii billfold and
shows it to Art. Mrs. Caplow notes that the two boys

14
are talking among themselves and says, "Brad, what is
that in your hand?" Brad makei no verbal response to
the questioriubut holds up the billfold so that she can
'see it. She responds, "Alright, now let's put it away."
Brad does.

The lesson on sequential logical thinking then been with Mrs.

Caplow showing to the clastfour small pictures. Each oethese pic-

tures represented an episode in a sequential activity. The first that
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the ohowed..to tho else* involved the following four pictures: a chicken,

an'egg, an egg in a frying pen and an egg on a plate. The pictures were

not shown to the class in this sequence, but in a random fashipn; and the

children were then to correctly establish the progression of the activity.

second set of pictures involved blowing snow, a boy rolling a snowball,

a summon and a snowmanwith a'hat on. Finishing this second lesson,

Mrs. Caplow interrupted the class and noted that she forgot to call the

roll. She went to her desk and came back to the piano bench with the

attendance record.

Atthe complqtron of-'the roll, Mrs. Caplow asked Mike to stand and

'she asked! him, "Mike, can you tell Mr. Rift why you are wearing the

. ,

star?" Mike responded, "Cause I the sheriff," Mrs. Caplow continued,

"Can you tell him how you got to be the sheriff?" Mike: "Ay ban, a

good citizen." Mrs. Caplow: "Mike, Wet do good citizens do?" Mike:

"They check up on others." Mrs. Caplan "Well, .that's not all they do.

Brad, what else do/good citizens do?" Brad made no' erbal response to

the teacher's question and Mrs. Caplow repeated the question for Joe.

Joe stood and said, "Good citizens obey all the rules." Mrs. Caplow

responded, "Yes, that is right, JOe. Good citizens obey the rules, nb

matter what they are."

Mrs. aplow then returned, to her lesson on sequential logical think-

ing and put four pictures on the flannel board. She asked the class,

"Wbjt is this story about?" Laura was the only one to respond and said

"That Miss Muffett." Mrs. Caplow then said the nursery rhyme and asked

the class to repeat it, line by line. When the class had said the rhyme,

she then asked them to put the pictures in proper order. The following
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1
four cards were pictures of the story 'df unumpty Dumpty." Lilly was

.called upon'to select what she thought was the correct card far the

second position. She did not respond and Laura called out,, "I know."
.a

Mrs. Caplow responded, "I know that you know, Laura. But'we should

give others a chance, also." Frank was called upon and he correctly

selected, the card for the second position,LillY began tq tieing her

arms with Sandy at the rear of the group. Mrs..' Caplow asked Lilly to

' come and sit by her chair., As"Li1Xy rose, Sandy stopped waving her

I

The children were each %iven a-work sheet' by ,the teacher with

eight small piCtures on it, tour-on:the story of Little Miss Muffett

and four on HumOty Dumpty. The children were to cut out Ihe.,eight pic-

tures and to paste them in the correct sequalte on a piece of colored

construction paper. Both Laura and Frank worked very quickly and,

efficiently on this project, and were the first children in the class

to finish the lesson. Both seemed to know the two.nursery rhymes quite

well. Lilly and Brad,on the other hand, had i' great deal of difficulty.

They cut the eight small pictures from the'sheet, but did not appear to

know the order in which to paste them on the construction paper. Mrs.
I

Caplow began to walk towards the children at Table 3and Lilly asked

for assistance: Before Mrs. Caplow came to the table she paused to

reprimand Marcia for speaking too loud at Table 2. When Mrs. Caplow

came to Table 3: she began'to.help Sandy and Ellen.' Lilly sat and
o

watched Mts. Caplow help the other two children. Brad also watched Mrs.

Caplow. Mis.:Caplaw then came help Lilly and asked Lilly to tell her
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the story for the Little Miss Muffett pictures Lilly indicated that

she did not know it. Mrs. Caplow 14ked for ths liumpty Dumpty story

and Lilly indicated that she does not know that story, either. Mrs.

Caplow quickly pasted the eight pictures on the sheet for Lilly without
4 i

explaining the reason for the orIer in which she placed the pictures.'

Brad watched Mrs. CaploOaste the pictures on Liily's paper and then

did his. caimi/ar manner.
,

After Mrs. Caplow left Table 3, she commented to ine thil both Brad

and Lilly appeared to be'displaying more "groupnesa." She stated that,

.

botleof.the children had begun to participate more fielUently in the

class, but their_ecademic performance had not correippndingly improved.

'February 20:

For the first time sine the eighthLaay.of school Mrs. Caplow

,

made a modification in the seating arrangement dctI7'class.The modi-
r 4.

fixation occurred at Table 3. The table was aivided into two smaller

,tables wia the four boys at one table and theisix,girls t the other.

The four boys are the farthest distance away from the blackboard where

Mrs. Caplow gives most.of the class instruction. The 'distance and

angle of the table at which the four boys were seated was such that to

Clearly see the teacher at the blackboard, they would have to push their

chairs out and away from the table. On one occasion when the boys did

.so in order to .see the instructions on the board of how to draw a circle,

they were reprimanded, and told to sit with their legs under the table.

This, of course, precluded their seeing writing on the blackboard. When

the exercise sheet was passed out on which the childr.en were to practice

vx0
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making a circle, the four boys at Table 3-B performed very poorly.'

February 27:

In February of 1967, the icbool board announced that they would

seek voter approval of a bond /proposal for the construction of several

new schools and the extensive remodeling of Others. Signs appeared in

the windows of classrooms,throughout,the city urging a "Yes" vote on

iw
the propoial. At Attu4ks School, the principal also called for

special emphasison the bond proposal at the April Parent-Teacher meet-
.

ing. He6incottre.ged the teeders to have their classes either present

someentertainment at the meeting or else to provide literature and

decorateltheindividuel rooms in a manner urging suppiOilor the bond

, issue, The principal indicated in his memorandum to, all the teachers

that he vilified the April meeting to be especially eventful far the

parents in order that they would become "motivated" t6 vote for the

bond issue.

In the kindergarten class, Mrs. Caplow decided to have theichild-

ran perform a "playlet" for the parer e at the'Aprii meeting. The

theme of theshort play was to be Litt'e Red Riding Hood. The class

began practicing far the performance eight weeks in advance of the April

meeting. February 27th wasto be the third practice session of the

'The table of the four boys was now referred to by the teacher as
3-B; The girls' table was called 3-G. When both groups were spoken
to as a unit, the teacher continued to refer to them as Table 3.

ei
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Little Red Riding Hood play. The children were seated in their chairs

in a large semi-circle in the middle of the room. 4s the children were

. to begin, Frank called to Mrs..Caplow that

Hrs. Caplow responded to Frank that it was

-open so long as he ,does not talk loudly."

.-

Mike "keeps his mouth open."

"Okay if Mike keeps his month

Laura had come to where I

1

Was seated and said, "I have the best part." Mrs.Caplow overheard
A ,

Laura's remark and 41,iled. Laura had been chosen to play Little Red
4 6

Riding Hood. Frank was chosen to gay the woodsmen yho saves Little Red

Riding Hood film the wolf at the end of the play. Brad'wis to be Among

1 the grouvq6f woodsmen at the beginning of the play who warn (in chorus)

.

Little Red Riding lioodnot.to take the path through thewoods to Grand-

mother's house. Lilly was given the girt of one of the children playing
%,

at the edge of the woods who'Litiie Red Riding Hood meets as the is

about to go into the woods.

The class practices the play for forty-fi e All the

children were given some part, though eleven had individuatynes.

When the play rehearsal was completed, Mrs. Caplow losked the class to

return to their desks and "puetheir.h down" for the next tip

minutes: This the children then did, though all'did not rest. Several
,10

liwere coloring and three were looking at books from the library table.

Lilly and Brad boih had their heads down while Frank was coloring and

Laura was looking at a book.

For the next several minutes, Mrs. Caplow and I discussed the play

and the performance of the children. She indicated that she was

pleased with the rehearsal and believed that the class could be ready

by the middle of April. I asked Mrs. Caplew if she )(apt papers that

6.
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the children completed in order.to moesuve`igir progreas over time.
,

!

, .

She indicated that she did not keep the papers ofthe children; but ;

marks andreturns them in order that the mothers may continually be

ewarey what activities the children are doing in the class: She

also noted that she does not keep a grade record book, but that-she

pekes evaluatim of, the Aildien "in her head:" She noted that when '

00

report card are issues, she relies on what she can remembor.about the

performan = f the - children in the past weeks.,

cells bell then rang and Mts. Caplow instructed the children

to get it' coats and line up at the door to the playground: When Ile.

chic n are in line with the girls first (and Leura as the first-of

the girl dismissed them to. go on to the playground. She

then picked up the discussion that we had been having and asked if I had

noticed lything "different" inthe home of either Lilly or grad. I

indicated'that there appeared to be noilbing out of the ordinary othei

than both homes recently had new babies.. Brads mothei recently had a

son and Lilly's sixteen year-old sister also had a eon three weeks pre-'.

vidusly. She stated that her reason for asking was that shebelieved

both children were coming to school much more shabbily dressed and dirty

than generally had been the case since Christmas. She noted that Lilly
%

O

had a strong odor of urine for the past several days and her hair had

not been combed "in days." She noted that she "really did not have any

idea of what went on in the homes of most of the children in the class"
ry

and that she had visited in the home of only one child who sits at Table 1.

As I left the classroom while the children were yet outside for

309
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facaaa. I va oariad by Nick, the brother of filly: Hick is in the

first grade. Nick walked to me and pointed to his first grade room.

Laidad if he liked first gra4 and he said"it okay." 'At titryme

a number of other boys began to gather around us. One of them asked.
Its

Ate "What was I talkie' to Nick for. .He a dUmb-dumbi" I indicated to

the boy who asked thp question that Nick was- -my friend and that I had

visited Nick in his home. Thpbey asked againeWell how cirie:you IL
.

him? Be so dumb. He do all thestupid,ihings in the room." Nick I

, 4' 4

blurted, "I don't." 'I responded that I didinotknow what Nick did in
,

his classroom, but that was my friend and that I liked teNvisit him .

in his home. " I leftvthe group and Nick-Wayed:the length of the hall

4.4

with me,to themain entrance of the school. He asked,when Ives again.

going to visit their home and I t114 him that lwould be coming intwo

days.

SPRING
O

%
Spring in St. Louis comes t stages.. The warm days begin to

intermingle with he- chilly and soon the forsythia have a tinge of yellow.
. .. ,

and green about,them. The weather will vary, considerable and one is never
;

sure that he has drbssed appropriately for that whiCh is elusive and

unpredictable.

In the classroom, Mrs. Caplow began her,spring *cavities with

the children by flying a kite on the playground. There was also to be

the planting of the seeds in a sandbox in the roam to watch "how plants
7

grow." The bulletin boards were filled with pictures of tulips and a

variety of other flowers. One picture of a white boy and girl in their

Vo
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new Baster outfits .s =tided) "Baster is Coming." .Thir-thildren.were

all asked to Sake

paper and these

I

e llower.out of several different colors of.construction

vt
were then taped around the room above the blackboards.

The clasrwaawell established fa its'routine of activities and the pattern
,-/-

-

of,social organization created in the fall had retained their cohesion.
,

-\

Though the class had notihad any vacation for several months, there was
,

not the sense of fatigue that appeared,to characterize the room prior to

Christmas vacation.

March 8:
0

After the.opening exercises, the teacher asked the group to come

,
to the pian\bench and form a semi-circle to discuss the new garden that

they will plant in the sandbox., 4s the children formed their semi - circle,'

Laura and Frank dame t6 the Ceery'front nearty touching the.fiede. Lilly
*

was near the center of the group holding panda with San4., and Brad was
-1

on the, periphery of the group seated next to John. Frank had with him.

a large sheet of paper approximately three by four feet on which is

drawn a lion. The notes catch some of the anticipation of Frank to come

to the front and tell of his lion.

Frank stands and says to Mrs. Caplow that he has a lion
that he want. to show the claim. Mrs. Caplow responds,
to Frank, "Not now, Frank." Mrs. Caplow then explains
that the children are wing to be able to watch a tali-
yision program shortly on /tow seeds grow into plants.
Frank stands impatiently on the side of the grodp. He

has moved to the edge and stood up. several times he
calls out, "I got samothine toohow everybody." Mrs.
Caplow makes no lesponse to thestratatements of Frank.
After several moreoutbursts, Mrs. Caplow stops and
says, "All right, Ikank come to the front and sho.t.JAs
your lion." Frank wAlks to the front of the group smiling
and says, qtrs. Caplow made a lion for me and I color it."

,(\
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Mrs. Cap low responds, 41011, 'that's good Franke Where .

the ing' of the jungle:" Mrs. Caplowadds,"Li s kqdo lions 1Sve ?" -Joe calls out, "in the jungle." fiery

trk
\then asks, "Haw is tW weather in the jungle?" Joe

responds, "It hot." Mrs. Caplow says, "Yes, It is
very warm in the jungle." Mrs. Caplow then explains
to the class why draw the outline of the lion for
Frank. She rake ea that .Frank had asked, for a picture

of a lion, but t she could-Mt -find one. Thus she
drew-lie outl and let Frank taki, it home to color."

As Frank was about4 tit down, Laura stood and said that she also

bad something to show the class. Mrs. Caplow asked &tura to cape to

the frontand show de class what it,was that-she had brought. Laura

came to the front and said,"I have a gook." Fire: Caplow asked Laura,

To,you know what kind of book it is?" Laura respcondeds,"Itta Bible."

Mrs. Caplow continued, "Yes that's right. ,Do any of you 'know what' these

red.and green ribbons inside,the book are for? What are'these

these .red'and green ribbons?" There is no response from the claim.

0

ilSome.

people use cardboard, kit whatever they use they are called bookmarkers,"

She gave the boole=b4ekto Lauraand thanked12erfor-tringingf-her Bible to

class. During the time. that Frenand.'latira wera..in,the fropt of the
A ....

room, tillraat'quietly-itith(;Sandy holdiniphertendi;, Bred,t the rear

a also sit qdietly listening to the' activities at the front.of.the group.

When Laure,:was, seated, ,Mrs.._Caplow: asked the-class-to- Stand end

form a circle, The children-except for Lilly, Sandy and Page stood to

--letta the circle. 'These.three girls. remained-seated and the class began

to create the circle around them. They..did.not move and when Mrs. Caplow

was..ready%ta'beginfshiv sari these; three 'still seated in the middle on
ti-

the group .on the floor. 'She-went to them. and softly asked if they

uLd'go and/Int a place in the circle, She WO very pleasant with

312,
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them and lead them to a place inf6te circle. When Mrs. Caplow took her

place in'thl-circle'she sto61betwecn Frank and Mary. Frank took hold

/1
\

.

of her hand, and the children began to play "Parmei in the Dell" with

Mike as the farmer. 114chose Laura as his "wife" who in turn chose

Mary as the daughter. By tCe end of theesong and selection of people.

to come into the circle, all are girla except for Mike. 'No boy was

chosen for any of the parts
;

.

r \'

At the,eWd of Farmer in the Dell, Mrs. Caplow asks, Brad
to come into the circle.and lead tine class in the next
game dallel"tVerybody do this." This is a game where
all the children on the circle imitate the actions of
the person in the center. As the class begins to sing
the " everybody do this" song, Brad-begins to swing his
arms.' All the studenis and.Mrs. Caplowtdo the same.
W400"Brad finishes, be choosesDoulas,the next, person
for the center. Don then chooses Art who in turn wants °
to 'choose Laura. 'Mts. Caplow says that Art Should choose
Womeeni else since Laura hadTartidipatad in the last game.
Art choosei Joe who then cheeses Frank. When Frank is

Daplow.indicates that it is time to watch
"N. the television progrempn the growing of seeds. She

instructs the children to gather around thS television
set: Lilly immediately grabs the hand of Sandy anthey
sit,together at the rear of the group. Brad does not

sit down but foes to turd'out the classroOM lights. This

task has usually been done by one of the Students at Table 14
When the program is finished, Brad again, jumped up quickly
and turned on the lights. During the program the children
displayed little.interest. Brad went to the rear of the

grOup and began talking with John. Lillywasspeakidg
with Sandy, and Laura was locigng at the new shoes of
Mary. 'Frank was-tracing the outline of his lion. Mrs.

Caplow at one point asked Lilly to be quiet. When:the

1, program is over; the children line up to go to the rest-

. rooms.

During this slightly more than one hour of classroom activity, a

significant occurrence was the activity of Brad. Having been cabled to

the center of the group to lead the class in the game, he appeared to

enjoy himself immensely. Be smiled acid laughed as he swung his arms.
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His eagerness, to participate carries' over into his spontaneously going

to the light switch. He was the first child observed since Christmas

to work the light switch who had not sat at, Table 1. Likewise, his

leading the group in the game was the first observed instance of him

as the center of attention-during a class activity for the entire

school year.

After the children had left the class for,the playground, Mrs.

Caplow made several comments related to Lilly and Brad. -She related

that Brad appeared to "be doingbetter in class.. triestries hatd and

deems to like the other 'Children. Sometimes his workis up to par,

but there are Other times when he simply sits Confused or-uncertein a

to what he is to do. this is when he will watch,the other children do
."--

their work and he does not do his own." Mrs. Caplow commented that she

,believed Lilly is "sliding backwards." She noted that Lilli, appeared to

:be dolmg much better during the winter, but that she was not doiti well

presently. When asked what criteria she used to determine that Lily

Wag not doing as well as previously, Mrs. Caplow responded that her
J

clothes were much Tore dirty, her hair was uncombed and that she had a

strong body pdor.of urine. She added that the classroom assignmehts

of Lilly were not as well done as previously and that Lilly was not

participating in class to the extent that she had done before.

March 28n

Mrs. Caplow was preparing to show the class a movie on the various

types of busses., As she prepared the projector, Laura came to where

I was seated'and said, "Mr. Rist, I have to go to the doctor after school.
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I have enlarged tonsils." Before I could make a response to Laura, Art

interrupted and showed me his open mouth where he had lost a tooth.

Laura left as Art began to talk. I then asked Art if he had his tooth

and he pulled it from his pockets As Art showed me the tooth, Frank

pushed Art aside and said that his dog had "bigger teeth" than does Art.

He also said that he believes-his dog cad bite "harder than Art can."

As the movie was about to end, en eighth grade boy came into the

room with a message for Mrs. Capldw from.the school nurse containimf a

list of nine children that she wanted to see in her office. Mrs. Caplow

explained to me as she went to her desk for the medical records of the

I, .

children that the nurse was giving each of..the children an examination.

She stated that this wasthe second group of nine student that the
4

nurse had willed to her office. Laura, Frank and Brad were among the

nine children. Mrs. Caplow gave Laura the medical records and told her

to give them to the nurse. She also instructed Frank toilead'the group

to the nurse's office. The children left the room with Frank way in

front of the remainder of the group. I followed walking with Brad.

The examination of the children consisted of Ate nurse asking the

dchildren their` age, their home address, taking theit weight and testing

their eyes. Both Frank and Laura could give the nurse their home sddress,

but Brad could not. All three could give their correct age. As the

children waited to be called on by the nurse they sat on two benChes.

Frankleft his bench and came to me% He indicated that I sheuld lower

my head so he could whisper into myear,' I did so and he said, "Mr.

t
Rist,iyou doins fine." I replied that I thought e was doing fine also.

.

He smiled and went back to his seat. Mike at about the same time left
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his seat and went to where Brad was sestet. He pushed Brad out of his

seat and sat down. Brad made mo codment and meat to another seat. Joe

began to cry, apparently from fear of receiving a shot. Prank began to

tease him about being scared of a shot and called him a "baby." Joe

replied that he was not a "baby." The nurse came to Joe and told him

not to worry becaule there would not be any.shots today. When the

nurse had given the short examination to each of the nine children she

dismissed them and told'them to return to their room.

April 16:

It was a balmy and wet spring day and the children were coming in-

to the room la\te for class. Several.werg quite wet, apparently having

come to school without an umbrella or raincoat. Twenty minutes after

the class bell rang Mrs. Caplow began the opening exercises. When these

were completed, she asked the,children to sit down. Frank did not sit

downAtihiWalked to where Mike, was ,seated. Mts. Caplow asked Frank to

take his seat and he did. Mrs. Caplow began another familiar routine
-

with the children - -the weather calendar. Bach day the children put on

the calendar the correct date, the name of the day find a symbol' for the

type of weather outside.

Mrs. Caplow asks who, knows the name ofthe day. ,Art

replies that it is Tuesday and Mrs. Caplow indicates that
he is correct. She then asks him to come to the front
and pin the card with the word "Tuesday" on the calendar.
This Art does. Mrs: Caplow then pins onto the calendar
a card with the number 16 on it. Shd'then asks, "Who

knows what number this is?" -Laura calls out "16° and
Mrs. Caplov acknowledges that Laura is correct, but
says that she will not take an answer from anyone who
had not raised his hand. Thus she then calls.= Fred
from Table 3 to give her the name of the number on
the calendar. Fred makes no verbal response, but
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come to the fvost and *tends by Mrs. Caplow. Frank
begins to call out that "He don't know; He peered."
Mary adds, "It sixteen, stupid," Frank then tells
MOryto be quiet. Fred then says "sixteen" and goes
,baCk to his seat. Mts. Caplow then points to the
weathee symbol that had been put on-the calendar from
the-morning section which-was a cloud. She asks Frank,
"What does the weather symbol say?" Fronk responds,
"It rainin' outside." Mrs. Caplow says, -"Frank, you
do not listen. Now be quiet." Frank gets up out of
his seat and goes to the window. ,e looks out and
says, "It is too rainire.g,'Mta. Caplow responds,
"Frank, come-back and,sit.down. 'Nov listen to me."
Mrs. Caplow then calla on.Joe and he correctly res-

, -

ponde:tafts. C_aplowlt question indicating that the
weather symbol meens'it is cloudy.' She then asks
joe,whot symbol-they need on the calendar -for the
afterhoon, and he correctly responds that.thecal-

'wicker needs an umbrella. FrOk comes out of his
seat to speak to Mts.,Caplov,,but before he can
say anything,'he is tdld to go bock to his seat. He
goes back to his seat and calls out loudly, "kris.
Caplow, Mike says we.goin' outside for recess." Mti,
Caplowignores Frank's comment..

Mrs. Caplow, upcm completion of the opening exercises, introduced

the. class to Miss Brush, an apprentice teacher from Harris Teacher's

College.-Mrs. Caplow then gave Miss Brush the name tags,of the child-

ren and suggested that -she call each of the children to come to the

front for a name tog. Mrs. Caplow indi,ad to me that she was going

to let Miss Brush "take over the clais" for the entire afternoon. She

,had planned ifith her to simply read stories and let the children color.

Mrs. Caplow stated that she wanted to be free of teaching, for the

afternoon in Vet to straighten the OOM for the Parent-Teacher Open

Meuse meeting $orbe hild the same evening; Mrs. Chplow also noted that

she had a number,of forms concerning the bond proposal to.be voted on

in two days to prepare to-pass out to eack of the parents.who would come

to the room.
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MISS Brush asked thIctildren to forma semi- circle on ttie floor

by the flannel board. Laura and Frank came to the very front while

Lilly and Brad sat far to the rear. During the reading ory about

an Easter Bunny, the amount of whispering and talking among the child-

ren began to grow. Miss Brush asked the class to be quiet, buc most of'

the children continued to talk. The noise continued to grow and Mrs.

.,Caplow filially came to the flannpl bard and told the chilsiren to return

NI. to their seats. Miss Brush appeared somewhat upset and Mrs. Caplow told

her that she shot1ld not worry because the class "doesn't always do what

they are told to do."

Mrs. Caplow then took over direction of the'class and,had Frank

pass out a sheet-of lined paper to each of the students. She informed

the class that they would work on the title for the "Book of Sounds" _

that they will be making. She stated that she,had kept all the papers

that the children had done for the different tounds, Now they Will

begin to put them all together fora book of sounds. Mrs. Caplow began

to write the heading for phe title of the-lbook on the blackboard. As

was the case on many other occasions with blackboard work, the children

at Table 3 could not see what had been written hy the teacher.

4

Lilly standOup Out of her seat. Mrs. Caplow asks Lilly
what it is that she wants. Lilly makes no verbal response
to the question.' Mrs. Caplow then says rather firmly to
Lilly, "Sit dawn." Lilly does. However, Lilly sits side-
ways in her chair in order to see the writing on he black-
board. Mrs. CaploO instructs Lilly to "turnNsroinad and
put your feet under the table." This Lilly does. Now
she is facing directly away from the teacher and the
blackboard where the teacher is demonstrating how to
make the letter"0" as &Part of the heading. There is

so way that she can now see what the teacher is writing.
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April 22;

-Since the beginning of January'when the focus of the observationa-
l*

shifted from the interactional pattern of the entire clime and their

locus with Mrs. Caplow to the observation,of four children, an attempt

was made to note as nearly as Possible the simultaneous activities of

all four children. An alternative observational approach was attempted

on the 22nd of April when the focus of attention centered on an indi-

vidual student .for a period of fifteen to twenty, minutes. All other

studentsand the teacher were ignored except as they interacted with

the single student under intensive observation. The-two classroom

activities during the observational period were "Show and tell" and

also a rehearsal of the little Red Riding Hood play to be presented at

the closing exercise of the school in June: Mrs.. Caplow explained that

she did not believe that the children had learned their parts well enough

to perform it the "open-house" the week before and that 'the performance

was going to be postponed until, the school clo ing program. As the

first, observation begins the children are in a i-circle at the piano

.bench where they are about to blgin,a "show and 11"wperiod.

A

Brad:

1:08

Brad is sitting quietly at the rear of the semi-circle
with his hands under his chin and his legs crossed. He
is intently watching Robert tie his shoestring. Brad
begins to try and 'Ile.the other Of Robert's shoestrings.

He completes, the tying and Robert makes a comment 'to him
in a very soft voice. Brad nods in agreement. He then
looks out into the hallway and seestwo boys at the
water fountain. .v He taps Robert and points to the hall.
Robert looks also. Brad then points to Akers tennis
shoes and tells Art that he also is wearing a pair of
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tennis shoes. .Robert tells Brad that he is wearing
a red undershirt. Be pulls- up his Shirt and shows
it to Brad. Brad -smiles.- \Brad then pals don 'the
neek.oftis owh sweater an shows that he also-is
wearing a tee-shirt. (During this time four child-
ren have been to the front for show and tell.> At
ond'point,'Mrs. Caplow has the children repeat
"Department Store." Brad makes no response. When
Sandy begins to tell of her trip to the zoo, he
listens very closely. When ahe'is-finished, he
yawn,* and stretches. When Mrs'..daplawasks the
class if & polar bear has a. tail, he makes no res-
pone. As a number Ofbeys crowd to the front to
see.the'siall red truck that Joe has brought,Brad .

remains seated at the rear of the group: He clicks
the toes. of his shoes together. 4iank,,whois seat-
ed in front .of Brad,' .loses a smell rid ball that he
had -beenhocincing on-the floor. It roils back to
Brad. Brad'picki lt up and returns it to Frank.Be
thekwatches as Frank-again-begins to-boiince the
ball in front of him. While lira. Caplow begins
asking,the.class Abut various animslzin the zoo,
Brad -takes off hia-shoeend then puts it back on.
Thiele repeats twice.. May begins 6 tell
of her recent trip to th zoo, Brad again listens
intently. He appears t enjpy May's description
of several of the animals.
1:19 p.m.

Frank:

1:20. p.m.

Frank is seated in the,Middle of the semi- circle
'between- Joe and Tom. He ii propped on his knees
Playing with what he earlier told me was a knife,
but "not a real knife." He listens very closely

'when Mary comes to the,frout of the class and tells
how she aaw the funeral.of Dr. King on the tele-
vision. When Mary finishes, he stands up and goes
to the front of the class, taps Mrs. Caplow on the
shoulder and says; "Dr:, Martin-Luther Ring was our
leader." Mrs. Caplow makes no response to Frank
and he returns to his -seat. As Frank is about to
sit,,Mrs. Caplow tells him to "sib down and face
therfront." Frank sits propped on his knees. Mrs..
Caplow then instructs the class to stand and form
a circle. Frank returns.to Mis..Caplow, taps her
on the shoulder and again says, "Dr. Martin LUthet
Xing was our leader." Mrs. Caplow makes no response
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and. he goes and stands between. Ronald and Rich. Asthe class sings, "The Farmer- in the De 1:14"- Frank -Aces not participate, but does do the band motions'.
-When ,Hts. -Caplo0- is going to 114144 a new cat,- Frank
raises his hand: Mrs. COI* tells him to put

his' ;hand as be is called on ao often-. Be doesput down hie ,handand
begins to pick his nose as

the rest of the class 'plays "cat and mouse." When
the Claps ;plays "Farmer in the Dell" again, Frank
begins to sing along. When the mother is about to
take a .cat, 'he- hesitantly raises his ,hand but is
not called' upon. When this 'game ends, Mrs. Caplowsays the class:wil pIay one _more, "Rie Willie
Winking." She asks Frank to be Wee Willie. Franktaps. Mike and then beati him in running around thecircle. When -he ,gets safely into Mike' efOrmer
place he tells-Nike that he can run the ,faster. Be
if now stending next to Joe. ,140, tells Joeto holdlands., At the of the _game he goes to Mrs. _Cap-
low and shows 'her, a smell-burn on his right hand/
Mrs. Caplow asks ,Frank how he received' the burn nd
Frank repligs thatshe touched a hot plate at hate.
Mrs. Ciplo0 then tells the class that they Are
going to, rehearse "Little Red- Riding Hood." Prank

imediately: to Mts. Caplow and asks if he
can be the wolf. She treys; "No:" Frank then cosies
to me and shows pictures of two station wagons. He
asks. if they are like mine and I indicate that they
are very similar. Ha then wants to shake m0; 'tend
but wants to use his left hand. Sensing what he
wanted me to ask him, I ask why he had to use his
loft hand. He then explains his burn. Mts.. Cap-
low tells the cliss to bring their chairs and forma large semi-circle.

Frank goat -for his chair andas he r urns,
indicates that he :cut: out a picture

of Santa' reindeer and paatedit on his wall athome. then tells; Joe and Mary to quit talking
or he will come and hit them. Frank sits and picks
his nose as the class .begins the rehearsal. When
the- entire class is to respond, he does not do so.
He begins to draw figures in the air. Then he looks
out the wnndowa. Mti. Caplow instructs the 'class
to say the word "cape."

Frank repeats the word,
but whenlits. Caplow tells the class to say it again,

-s he does not. Soon Rich, who is seated next to Frank,
is asked 'by. Mrs. Caplow to correctly say the word
"grandmother." Rich mispronounces the word. Frank,corrects him softly and .mays it correctly. Rich
tries to say it again, this time somewhat more cor-,

rectly. When Mrs. Caplow asks the entire class to
say the word "grandmother,"

Frank does not respond.
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FrAk then tells Rich his shoestang is unti6d and
meiles.aitich begins to tie' it.

-l:36

1:37

Lilly, issetanding in the center of the large circle
with her1,100 on the hips-of Sandy. Lilly, Sandy,.

Susan and 4ngelig are tobefOur bunnies who do the
"bonny ,hop" and then are chased off stage by the-
wolf. Vien the girls are -back in their seats rand
the wolf comments that bewisbed thatle-had been
able: 'to catch-a"bunny So thatjbe,ctguld,eat it for

supper, Sandy and Lilly'loOk at one oother.and
sMile. iillY,watches intently the interaction
betiften the Wolf and` Little RedRiding,HOodl She
pulls up her socks and -then moves her chair in
closer in order that-her view. is itot bloOed.*
Sandy. -Eilenmotions to -Lilly that'Part 6f jhet.
hair is standing-straight on her. bead: This is.

actually a small pigtail that was braided on. the
very top center of her head. Ellen begins to
laugh and Lilly pushes down the'hair. She puts
her band ontheshoulder of Sandy and both witch
the interaction oftbe wolf -and Little Red Rid-
ing Hood. Lilly bites het lap as the wolf chases
away the,grandmOther. Mrs. Caplow give instruc-
tions on dialogue-to both the wolf and Little Red
Riding Hood: Lilly'repeats eadh.vord after the
teacher softly tcyherself. When Sandy ind ates
that she would like-to play "paddy cake" Lil
sayskeoftly "no." When Mrs. CAPlow tells the
class to knock their knuckles on their chairs
if it were the wolf knocking, Lilly does so. Lil-
ly laughs as Mike .(the wolf) uses a high falsetto
voice to imitate the grandmother in enticing
Little Red Riding Hood into the house. She smiles
as Mike puts on the apron worn by the grandmother.
She moves to the side ofter chair and holds her
fist in such a way to be ready to again knock on
her chair when Little Red Riding Hood calls. How-
ever, this is not to be for several minutes and

-Lilly sitsprepare minutes before'anyone else.
When-Mrs. Caplow gives further dialogue instruc-
tions to Laura (Little Red Riding Hood), Lilly
repeats each of the words to herself. When
Laura then says the words, prompted by Mrs.
Caplow, Lilly repeats them also. -Lilly at this
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At thie point turneher head ewe)*.Erem thew
play and looktat ohjects- on the flannel' board.
Sandy turns around -also and they begin to laugh
emonethemselves at thevatiouspictires of zoo
animals- on,the board. They turn back to watch
the play; Whin the woiftries-to.eatLittle Red
Riding ,Hood and'eays,the line "The liettereto eat .

yem-witWMy-dear,"- Lilly repeats the entire
Thrase softly. She puts.her-arm around Sandy as
they stand and watch thevoodsmenkill the wolf.
1:49

. 1:50

Aa- Mrs. Caplow tells-the class to return to their
chairs, having stood to watch the wolf being kil-
led, Laura sits on one of the chairs in' the cen-
ter of the circle. Also sitting with-Laura is
Marcia. _They'begin to repeat the lines of the wolf
and Little Red Riding Hood with Marciataking the
part of thevolf. When they getto-the linei, ilhe
better to eat you with," they laugh and Marcia be-
gins to chase Laura. 'Laura then begins-to sing
eoftly to herself and snap'her fingers., She stands
by her chair when Mts.*Caplow.tells the class to
stand and be prepared to. take the chairs back to
their" desks. . .Mrs. Caplow calls for the, rable 1
students to take their chairs first. Laura picks
up her -chair and carries it to her desk.' She does
not sit down, in her chair, but walks to the supply
table where ahe picks up a piece of white drawing

dpaper. She comes back to' her seatond begins to
fold it into smaller squares. She mentions to
Mrs. Caplow that none of the children were able to
order their milk. _Mts.,Caplow.makes no response
to Laura' and instructs all the girls to line up for
the baihropm. Laura then goes with the rest of the
girls.from Table 1 to the entrance of the restroom.
She has her.piece of Paper in her hand'which she
continues to fold smaller and smaller. Mrs. cap-
la* instructs the girls' to line up at the door,
to the playground when they come from the rest-
room. Lauta.takes Virginia's handand they are
the fourth pat; from the front of the line. Laura
does not speak to Virginia, and stands examining
her piece of paper:. She drops her hand from Vir-
ginia and again-begins work on her paper. She now
unfolds it and begins to fold it in a different
manner. She lookaup from her paper and tells
Ellen that her hair looks like"it is "melted"

0.
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.,,H1len responds, "Girl, you crazy. My hair's not
melted."' Laura sari, ii look that way." Laura
then turns her attention back to the piece of
paper and betineto,fold it in the shape of A
paper airplade. Mrs. Caplow then diemisses,the
class.
1:59 p.m.

From an examination of the aCtivitiea an( interactions of thaso.four

,children during the above and two other class sessions (April 29, and

May 6) there appear to be at least some tentative conclualonslkhat may
A

be offered as to the adaptation of each of the children tb the classroom

milieu. There also appear to be some general patterns of behavior displayed

by Brad and Lilly from Table 3. This situation also is the case in the1

reverse. .

For Laura and Frank, the classroom does itot appear to be a place

that they fear. Rat er, the classroom is a place where they are allowed

a great deal of physical, mobility; receive ,a disproportional amount of

the teacher's attention and teaching, aresed as.models.by the teacher

that the remainder. of the class would do well to emulatesand experience

a positive relationship with an adult. 1ndividually, Frank is given

an amount of mobility through the classroom not experienced by any
. .

other student. Be has a continual high degree of interaction with the

.adilts ip the room, whether it be the teacher, student teacher, di my-

self. He displays occasional hostility and ridicule towards those of

the other two es and appears to have learned how to, in a sense,

"handle" the teacher. He often openly disregards her directives, states
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his pecsonsl,wfshes which are frequently granted. sustains interaction

with other children during periods when there is to be individual work

done silently, and banters with the teacher over the degree tor whichhe

has to comply wi tated class assignments. Laura maintiins a con-
.

tinuons high degree of verbal interaction with the teacher and is often

quiteillose to her in proximity.' She also as a high degree, of unrestrict-

ed ility through the 'mom and is the obje-Ot of most of the affection

displayed by the teacher. She is given a great deal of permissive free»

dom in, the room and aLlowed7to work on material .not assigned to the

class and also is able to occasionally ignore *lass assignments. She

appeari 'to have highly internalized the pattern of the class routine

deOired by the teacher. Like Frank, Laura also appears to have a

degree of control over her own actions within the -classroom. She doe8

*
not continually comply with thit wishes of the teacher and will banter

as to the degree to which she need comply.

For Lilly and Brad; the situation appears to be quite different.

Neither has any degree of mobility through the class; neither has

high degree of interaction with the teacher or is in close proximity

with her; neither receives much of her teaching time; er is singled
4

out by the teacher for apecial.praise and treatments a are Frank and

Laura. Both appear to be tharacterized by a continual presence on the

periphery of the activities and seating arrangements in the class; a

low level of interaction with any adult in the room; and a strong

solidarity with other students at the same table. Both respond indirectly
4 -

to the questions and statements of the teacher (that is,'softly to

themselvek.or to another student); seem to learn a significant part of
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at the table become important in both discussion and sharing of informa-

tion; and are the subject of.ridieule'and derision from other-students

in the class,'primarily from those at Tablt:i. There is^nciway of

t
,

knowing, of course,. precisely how the classroom experience is interpret-

ed by these-two children. They both display mainfestations of with=

drawing from the teacher, seeking closeness with fellow Table 3 stu-

dents and only being marginally involved in class activities. In their'

homes, both children haVe expressed peir like for school idand the

teacher. They both have ppoken with visible excitementsand pleasure of

some of.the activities of the class (especially the field trips)' and

also of their Class friends.'

April 24:

"Progress Reports" are given to the Children at the end of each

of the four ten-week Cessions during the.school year. On the front of

the foilr-page yellow and is a letter addressed to the parents from

the Superintendent Schools. The letter is as follows:

(r child to school life and help .him learn
To Paren s: a kindergarten provides activities which

introduce y
to work and play well with others. .Rinderiarttn ex-

periences help him to grow in manY ways and to develop

important skills. All childre4, however, do not grew

and,learn At the same rate. You are urged, therefore,

to study this progress report carefully so that you
will know -in which areas your child needs more time

4
to grow or more encouragement' and help. If there are-

questions concerning the report, you may wish to call
the school and arrange-to talk with the teacher. The

best progress is made by the child when home and school

work together.

N,v
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4 S.

On page two and tbilee of tha reportste listed-the fifteen areeirtn

'... Which tho ojead.iCeyaluatedo With etch of the criteria is drawn a
.

;

picture illustrating children engaged in the specific activity. Thus
.

the first of, the fifteep criteria is listed as "I work add play well

Oith others" and showstwo children working together building with play

blocks. The remaining 'fOurteen areas of evaluation are listed as ,they

appear.on the card.

1) I try to control, my feelings.

2) Y obey school rules.

3) I take care of, my own materials and wraps.

4) I am a good

.4 I follow directions.

6)' I void( without disturbing' others.

7) I finish my work.

8) I use crayons, scissors, paints and paste properly.

9) I take part in singing and rhythmic activities.

10) I show interestin books, stories And poetry. .

11) I show improvement. in the way.I tell experiences and stories.

12) I speak so t!at others can hear and understand me.

13) I am making satisfactory progtess in reading readiness activi-
ties.

14) I take part in counting and other number activities.

On each of the fifteen criteria, the teacher is to mark one of

three grades, 11," "S," "N." The "Y" is to represent yes, the "S" is

to represent sometimes and the "N" is to represent no. There is space

on the card at the bottom of page three for the attendance'recordof
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'the child including days present, days absent and days tardy. The

teacher is titan to sign her name at the bottom of the third page. On

for the teacher to,make "observations"the fourth page at the top is room

about the performance of the child in the class. Since the card is

returned by the parents to the school at the end of the first quarter

of each semester, there is provided room for the teacher to take ob-

servations for both the first and second ten-week grading period in

each semester. The parents return the card at the end of the first
4

half of the semester, but at. the en&of the semester they may keep it.

At the bottom of the card is room for corents of the parents do the

,

grading of the first ten-week period..

On the 24th day of April, the children returned the'progress reports

to Mrs.Caplow with thei'r parent's comments on the evaluation report of

the teacher regarding the first-ten-week session of the second4semeeter.

Frank:

Fronk had been given the Mark of "It" on all fifteen criteria. He

had been marked absent-onnine of the forty-nine days. The teacher's

comments on the back of the card read,."Frank has become an excellent

pupil. He is alert and interested. Biswork is above average and his
*

eonduct.is good. He works very well independently.'! Because of the

fifteen "2" marks, Franleoras,given a gold star on his card. !Alen the

card was returned, Frank's mother had made the following remarks, "I

am very pleased with Frank's progress at this time. I hope it continues.

I am elated over his conduct! Let me know the minute it goes off, please."
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Laura:

Laura was given the evaluation of the "Y" on all fifteen criteria.

She also was present all fort-nine days. She was given two stars, one

gold for her performance and one blue for her attendance. The teacher

comments on,Laura: "Laura is outstanding. She is unusually creative.

it is a pleasure to have her ie the class. She works very well indepen-

dently." Laura's mother made no comment onhe card.

Brad:

Brad was evaluated at "Y!' on eleven of the items and "S" on the

remaining four. These four criteria 'which were marked as "S" were "I

.finish my work; I followrdirections; I take part in counting and other

number activities; I am progressing. in reading readiness activities."

Bred was marked as present on forty-one of the forty-nine for the quarter.

The teacher's comments-were as follows: "Brad'S work is fair. He tries

hard but does not always seem to understand. Please help him and encour-

age him as mueh as possible." Brad's mother made no comment.

Lilly:

Lilly received twelve "Y" and three "5" markings. The three areas

in which she was evaluated,as "S":were as follows, "I show improvement

in the way I tell experiences and stories; I am making satisfactory

progress in reading readiness activities; I take part in counting and

other number activities;" Lilly was marked as present forty-eight of

the forty-nine days.in the marking period. The comments of Mrs. Caplow

were: "Lilly has iminoved greatly. Please continue to encourage her."

The mother made no comment.
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May 29:,

The teacher rid not in the classroom when I entered on the 29th of

Nay. The children were involved in_a-nipber of activities. Some were

coloring, others were in the playhouse, oibera were at the blackboard and

four or five girli were playing with the +loll house. Lilly was at her

seat coloring. I asked her what she was drawing and she commented in

a low barely audible voice that she was drawing a "ship bow." 'Ellen;

sitting next to Lilly immediately becime excited and said, "Lilly sayin'

a naughty word, Mr. Rist." Lilly responded, in a rather belligerent manner,

"I ain't. I say ship bow." Ellen said, "You did not. You sajahit how."

Lilly once more responded that she did riot and then refused to talk any

further with Ellen. She bowed her beadand continued to color.

Mrs. Caplow shortly retur;ed to the room and informed the clasp
. .

that they would begin practicing the Little Red Riding Hood play. She

asked the children to take their chairs and form a large circle in the

mild? of the room. When the children were in a circle, she passed out

A number of musical instruments that certain children were to use to

Accompany the class as they sang several songs during the play. Most

of the children who were given musical instruments sit at Table 2. As

the instruments were distributed, Mike came to me and asked that I look

at Lilly's shoes. I asked why and he commented "Because they so ragged

and dirty." Lilly did not hull. Mike's comments.

During the reheariull, a girl from the eighth glade brought a three

year old child iao the room. Mrs. Caplow asked what sheds to do with

the child and the eighth,grader commented that this was her.teacher's

4

child and that she wanted Mrs. Caplow to take care of her until the end
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of the school day. In a very disgusted voice.,Mrs. Caplow said, "All.

right, and took the child by theaand. She led tlie child to one of

the tablis and gave her a piece of paper and a box of crayons. Mrs.

Caplow then commented to me this happens periodically throughout the .

.school year that she is expected to baby sit for other teachers in the
9

building. She stated that apparently other teacherAelieve that the

kindergarten is a "dumping ground" where they can all leave their babies.

She appeared quite annoyed by this incident and when she returned to the,

children in the circle, she was less friendly and patient with them.

June 6:

During the firstainutes,after the children come in off the play-

ground Mrs. Caplow allows the children "free time." She indicated that

oshe does this because "in spring the children cannot settle down very

-well and with the freetime, they begin to calm down before the lesson

starts." During the time that the children were involved in a number

of activities throughout the room Mrs. Caplow painted a red and 'White play

house that was to be the grandmother's house in the forthcoming play.

As I'greeted Mrs. Caplow after first arriving in the room, she res..;

ponded in a pleasant manner, but she appeared deeply disturbed. As

I watched Brad and Frank at the toy chest, Mrs. Caplow came and began\
discussing the assassination of Robert Rennedy the previous night. She

appeared to become increasingly upset as she talked and severalpimes

appeared to be on the verge of tears. Shq,commented that she could not

understand why the Arab "had done what he done." She stated, "What

3

would happen if all the Negroes who didn't like whites began shooting,
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Or vice versa. That man probably had more opportunity in this codatry

than'any of my own folk." She broke off the conversation and went to

the children. ShortIr she returned and again began-to ak of the

assassination. She spoke of the "general breakdown Jh the society,

the lack of respect for the elders, the lack of respect for\one another'

and the lack of respect for property." She continuedf "You know, I can

even see it here in my own classroom. I try and have the children .pick

up after themselves and also help one another, bUt they constantly come

back with the question,, 'Why should I?'" She noted that this was not

the case when she was young and that everyone "pitched in" to help one

another. "The children now are much more for themselves than they are

for the group," she said. "If rid can imagine how much stress this

places in one little classroom, think of the entire nation. *Why there

are two hundred million people and they won't work together."
ti

I walked through the room as the children were busy in a number

of activities and saw Lilly coloring. I askyd Lilly what it was that

she was drawing and she replied; "A parachute." Frank interrupted and

commented that "Lilly can't draw nothin'." Mrs. Caplow then had the

class come to the center of the room for another practice session of

the Little Red Riding Hood play. As the children took tieir seats,

Mrs. Caplow spoke her only words of the hour to Lilly. She said, "Lilly

sit up straight." The rehearsal then began with a welcoming song that

was composd of the following words: Miller and parents too, we

welcome ypu to our program. It is the end of our kindergarten year

and we will always hold our memorl.es dear." There then was to be the

pledge of allegiance an Mrs. Caplow told the children to place their
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right hand over their, hearts. Seven of the children put their left
.1 .

hand over their heart. Frank was told twice to put his hand over his

heart but he did not. He stood with both Windt at hi's side. After

the pledge,. the children began singing the "Little Red Riding Hood"

song. During the seeped, stanza the recess bell rang. At the end of

the verse, Mrs. Caplow dismissed the class.

une 13:

/ On Thursday, June.13, there was no school. The children were

excused'for the day in order that the to chars could prepare the final

report cards and submit'all necessary forms to the office. On Fri*,

the 14th, the children Would only be present for half a day to receive

their cards, turn in their books, and collect their belongings, papers,

and projects. The children also went to their new classroom on Friday

where they \met their, teacher for the coming year.

On.Thursday, I met with Hrs. Caplow for nearly an hour to discuss

aspects of the' just completed schoolw.yaar. She noted that of the twenty-.

eight children in the class, twelve were scheduled to remain in the

central building while the others would be assigned either to a new

school being completed or to one of the branch schools built to accomodate

the overflor)of,students. She stated that Laura, Frank and Lilly would

remain in the main building while Brad'would be assigned to one of the

branch schools.

Caplow also had the results of the I.Q.Ctest that'she had
ff

given the children earlier in the week. She gave the scores of the

four children selected for special observation as follows: Frank, 120;



Laura, 111; Lilly, 82; and Brad, 78.3 Mn. k Caplaw then read the remainder

of the scores of the children in the class. When the list was4inished,

I afted, "Mrs. Caplow from what I am able, to remember (4 the scores you

have just read, it appears that &large dumber of them are low average

or else below average. Why.do you think this is so?" Mir dresponse'was

as,followa:

Well, most of these children are not above average. Some
of them are even below average. I guess the best way. is to
say it is that very few ()tithe children in my Class-are ex-
ceptional: I goes you were able to Notice this from- the
way the children were seated this last year. Those children
at Table I gave consistently the most responses throughout.
the year 'end seemed most interested in what was going- on in
the classloom. The chit ten at Tabli72 and most all of them

3
The variations in I.Q. score a he four,students.necessitates

further comment. There appear to-be lea t three alternative explana-
tions for the differences in scores. First, the scores- represent the
results of differential treatment in the classroom by Mrs. Caplet., thus
contributing tothe validation of the self-sulfilling piophecy. That is,,
the teacher by her predominance of teaching time 'spent with the Table I
students, better prepared those students to do well on the examination than
was the case for those students who received less teaching time. Secondly,
the tests themselves may have reflected strong biases towardsthe know-
ledge and experiences of middle-class background: Thus, students from
such backgrounds could be expected-to. perfoim at a higher level than
those studenti from law-income families. The test resulted not in a
"value free" measure of cognitive capacity, but in an index of family 4

background. ,Third, Mrs. Caplow's seemingly intuitive judgethents as to
which children in the class'Were "fist learners" and which were "slog
learners" may have, been based on criteria unicnown to met Her selections
in this crate may not have been subjective, but objective in the sense of
being based on nineteen years of teaching experience. The third of
therm alternative explanations for the variations in I.Q. appears least
'able tobe substantiated. The teacher had made seating selections
after eight days of school, and the scores were not available until the
last week of school. Likewise, not all those students ip the Table 1
group did score higher than those at Tables 2 and 3. There was not a
clear sliding scale in scores,from the highest to lowast correspondent
to table assignment. 4
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at Table 3, at tial.a.saa=cd to have no idea of what.
'was -going. on: in the class .and were in another -world
often by themselves. It just appears that .same -can
do it andeomecannpi. don't think it it the teach.,
ingthat affects. thoisi that'csnnot do it,ybut some
Are just basically, ',./AltalYs to eapit, lewichieVers.
You knots, for some children; it tikes time to learn
What ia eXpected'ef them in the school. A lot of
them Stallevele:t caught on at phi, end of tne.Year
of kindergarten. Some-of these 44 scores-I just .can't
understand beeause We :Spent a Latottimethis-year
working arithmetic, Comparisons., similarities, larger
than and smaller than: This- is just about all the /:Q.
,isiomde up of, too. Also I don't understand why the
non - language scores' were'betterthan the languate _scores.

in reiPonse to Mrs. Captow's last statement, the question was posed,

Vhy, do-yoU think it is the case that the children scored somewhat better

on non- language tests than on the languagetests?"

'.,

Her reply:
4,

.
.

Wall,' I really don't know. It appears, though, that'
the children don't have ideas-and also they.have poor
vocabularies. There Is-a set vocabulary to use for the
test and whenever you give the inatrgctions. you have to
use specific Words'or else the test is invalid. It might
be that some of the. children didn't understand the:words.

'This goes back to the environment because the, children
haven't heard the words before. You know, they're not
very verbal at hours,, They get their needs fulfilled in
ways other than talking. It is just the opposite with
the ohildin who scored very-well on the test. They
almost do too mach talking and I have to spend my
time trying. to keep-thein quiet. Jaura, for example,
has great determination and 1 ts of drive, but she

would be better for a child t , be overly aggressivei
is in some ways overly aggres ive. But I guess it

than passive and withdrawn. I would rather have a
child try too hard than not try at all. It just seems

4,
that some children do not try. Laura, Frank and Mike
tried hard all year, but others do not seem insipired.
I guess it is that the parents do not pay any atten-
tion to the children and take no pride in the work that
the children bring home from school. The-children just ,
do not get encouraged. Did you notice at the play
yesterday how so many oethe children came so nicely a
dressed and clean and their hair combed. And
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did you see how Lilly came? ywas dressed in a dirt
dress, dirty Socks,, and her --hair wasn't even combed. But
I am glad that she did come even though she did not 4:eook

very' iiice. It !Suit be that some parents just have a,

different set Sf values, The child can-be no better
than his association with his parents. Maybe some of
the children will change. when they get older, but moat
of them. will be in a rutilfor their whole life.

The list question asked of Mrs. Capiow concerned the four children

that she selected- -two doing well and two doing poorly; "Mrs. Caplow

would you care to diicuss the four children that you selected forme and

that I hav'Pbeen obser4ing during this school year?" Her response was

as follows:

Frank, I think, is in some, ways better than when he started.
If kindergarten has helped him at all, it has been his social
development. I think this will be' a- big help to him in the
other ,grades, learning how to get along with other children.

You know -that Frank kneir most of the material that -we tried
to teach /his year In' kindergarten so that I think the impor-
tant thing for him Was probably.hisosocial development. I
think Laura gained new,learning in the kindergarten. NoW
she has' learhed to modify her actions somewhat to fit into
the group. I like Laura very much for she has a great drive

to do well. I sure hope that :she keeps, that drive to do

welt. .Laura touches something very deep in-me for she is
such a creative child. There have been many times, when

she has done things on her own that show a. high degree of
creativity and ingenuity which I lciki to see very much in
a child. As for Lilly, well,. when she first came she was
rather ,shy and,withdrawn and didn't say too much. The

early indications were that she Ns not going to 'do too

well at all and that she was,going do need .special atten-

tion. levies possibly with your home visits that I began
to notice that she began to blossom out and smile more
herein the classroom. Lilly .doesn't deem to be an un-

happy child. It is so sad that some children are so
miserable. They never smile. I think Lilly has changed
some. She'S differeht now in that she is more verbal and
She talks to the other childeen in the classroom more than

she did last fall. Well, for Brad,-hrt as some good manners.
I don't have to get after him to sit down or be quiet the
way I do with Frank and Laura. You know, I have to speak
less to- Tilly and Brad than I do to Frank.and Laura. Brad
and-Lilly aren't the kind that like to take over the way
that 'Frank and Laura do. Brad is very quiet. He doesn't
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okftoo-pnch but seems, to enjoy school. But he has been
cut, of school. so,mna this year" because of bid asthma. I
holle,thet.doesitt'continne in the next years for he could
141, behipA, that way.

P

As Mrs : Caplowes f anal eommunicat on of the school year with the

hdme of the children, She would give each child the progress4report for

the semester which, thefaiily was to keeps Besides her comments at the

end 4: the school year to each of the parents, there was Also on the

report her Lastvevaluation of the_performAnce of the child. The following

is 'the, evaluation of Mrs.'CaploWlor eiCh-of the four children discussed

4

at. some length in this chapter.

4 .

Brad: .

,Brad'receive4 eight "7" markings on hiacard and seven "3" markings;

The seven 1,,q7 markings were in the following ar: I obey school rules;

I am a good lfsten I follow directions; I finish my work; I speak so

that others caI hear and understand me; I am making satisfactory progress

in readiness a t vitics; and I take part in counting and other number

activities. Mts. plow's comments to Brad's mother on the rear of the

card, read, "Brad will need more work on the readindss level. Please con-
,

tine to help.him whenever possible."

Lilly:

Lilly received twelve "7" and three "8" markings. The three "S"

evaluations were for: I show improvement in the way I tell experiences

and stories; I am making satisfactory progress in reading readiness acti-

vities; and I take part in counting and other number activities. The

comments to the mother read, "Lilly has continued to improve. Please
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encourage her whenever' possible."

Frank:

Frank received =fifteen "I" markingepand also s gold 'epic. Mrs.

Caplow's comments to Frank's parents read, "Frank has satisfactorily

completed the kindergarten program. It has been a pleasure, to have

biai in the

Laura:

Fifteen "Y" markings were onIaures report as was a gold star.

Mrs. Caplow's comments; "Laura's determination: is indeed-an asset and

shoidltalwayskeepler near the top. ,She,is wonderful little .girl."

It has been the major-objective of this chapter to detail over

the course ofthe academic year in antssentially.ethnographic manner,

the impact. of social:organization and the processes .of socialikatima

on the educational, experience of a group of kindergarten children at

.Attucks Sdhool. In addition to the presentation of direct acc ounts

of the classroom milieU, including activity, interaction, and attitude

characteristics, a series of interpretive asides were intersperecd

in the chapter. These asides sought to clarify concerns of pedagogy

as walles.those related to mechanisms of svcializsittm and social

organization. Two different levels of analysis viere, employed in the .

4
chapter, both that of the classroom in toto and also the micro-analysis

of the classroom experiepce of four children. The four children inten-

sively observed were *elected by the teacher, with two designated as

"doing. Weil" and two "doing poorly." It was noted that the classroom'
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experiencexes significantly diffeient for the two groups of children

based in.laige measure upon the impact of differential expectations

andtreatment of the teacher.

ap9
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,CHAyTEW.VII

THE FIRST GRADE: THeiATTERN REMAINS

Though Mn. i Caplow had anticipated that twelve of the children from

the' kindergarten class would attend the first grade in Attucks Schoois

eighteen of the children were assigned during the summer to the first

grade classroom in the main building. The remaining ten children were

., . ut. 0

either assigned to a new school a few blocks north of Attucks School,

to a branch school to handle the overflow from the main building, or

had moved/limit': I had known Mrs. Logan, the teacher in the first grade

classroom from the previous year. She had more than twenty years of ex-

perience in the St. Louis public school system, and all .the schools at

which,she had tai'ht in the city were more than 90 percentarck. During

the 1968-1969 school year, four informal visits were made.to the first

grade classroom in Attucks School. .1 ..No visits were,made.to either the

branch school .or to the new school nearby to visit with children from the

.kindergarten class who had left their original school. During my visits

to the first grade room, the teacher was always vary pleasant: Whenever

I visited, she would Immediately turn her'attention to having the children

I had known from the previous year show me their school papers and projects.

I kept only brief votes of the short conversations that I had with Hrs.

Logan and did not conduct formal observations. on" ectivities,of the

1
I

Ddring the 1968-1969 school year, I was unable tp conduct formal
observations in the first grade classroom due to a teaching appointment
out, of the city.
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children in tha &lass.

During the first grade echo' year there were thirty-three children;

in the elassroom., In additriO,Wthe eighteen from the lkIclergarten

claps, there were nine children repeating the first grade and also six

new children who had at.previously-attended the school. Of the eighteen

children who came from the kindergarten clash to the first grade in the

sin wilding, seven were from thepit*us year's Table 1, at Ervin
/ .

-
Table 2 and five from Table 3.. Both LiNra,and Lilly were among diem./

In the first grade, classroom, Mrs..Logan.had also divided the child-
.

ren into three groupiv.* Those' children whom she placed at 'Table A' had

all been Table 1 students in kindergattelh.- No student who in kindgigarten

had sat at TAble 2 or 3 ims placedat Table A in the first grade. In-

.stead, all the students' from Table I and 3--w1th and exception were placed

together at Table B. 'At the third table which:Mrs:Logan called Table C,

she placed the nine children repeating the grade plus Susan who had sat

at Table 3.in the kindergarten class. Of the si new students, Mrs..

Logan placed two at Table A and four at Table C. Thus the totals for the

individual tables were nine students at Table at Table B and'four-.

teen #t Table C. Figur417.1 depicts the classroom arrangement for the

first grade of Mrs. Logan.

The seating arrangement that began in the kindergarten as a result

of the teacher's definition df which children possesasd:Or lacked the

necessary characteristics for success in the putp.ic school system

emerged in the first grade as a caste phenomenon in which there was ab-

solutely no mobility upward. That ia, of those children whom Mrs. Caplow

iad perceived as potential "failures" and thus seated at either Table 2
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or 3 in kindergarten,. not one in the first grade was assigned to the

table of "fast learners." The initial label given to the children by

the kindergarten teacher had been rein corced in he interaction with

those students throughout the school year: Mien thehildren were ready

to pass into the firs; grade,their ascribed labels from the teacher as

either a success or failure assumed objective dimensions. The first

grade teacher no longer had to rely on merely the presence or absence

of certain behavioral and attitudinal characteristics to ascertain who

`would do well and who would do poorly in the class. Objective records

of the "readiness" material completed by the children during the kinder-

garten year were available to her. Thus, upon the basis of what material

the various tables in kindergarten had completed, Mrs. Logan could form

her Mt.:: grade tables for reading and arithmetic.

The kindergarten teacher's disproportionate allocation of her teach-

ing time resulted in the Table 1 students having completed more material

at the end of the school year than the remainder of the class. As a

result, the Table 1 groups from kindergarten remained intact, in the

first grade, as they were the o students prepared for the first grade

reading and arithmetic material. Those children from Tables 2 and 3 had

not yet completed all the material i7m kindergarten and had to spend the

first weeks of school finishing kindergarten level lessons. The criteria

established by the school system as to what constituted the successful

-completion -of the necessary readiness materials to begin first grade lessons

ensured that the Table 2 and 3 students could not be placed at Table A

in the first grade. The only children from the kind garten who had

completed the necessary material were those from Table 1 who had been

0
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defined by the teacher as "successful" students and then taught most often

. because the remainder of the-class "had no idea'of what was goirig on."

It would be _somewhat misleading, however, to indicate that there

was absoltuely no mobility for any of the students between the seating

assignments in kindergarten and again in the first grade. Nine of the

fourteen students at Table C in the first grade were students repeating

the grade with the same teacher they had had in the previous year and

who had evaluated them as unprepared for second gracle Material. As a

tentative explanation of Mrs. Logan's rationale for the development of

. the Ta),le C seating assignments, she may have assumed that within-her

class there existed one group of students who possesaedso very little

of the necessary behavioral patterns and attitudes necessary for sudcess

that they had to be kept separate from the rest of the-class. (Note on

the seating chart that this group 1.8 on the oppdsite side of the room

from the other two groups of students.) The Table C students were spoken

of by the first grade teacher in a manner reminiscent ok the way in which

MrS. Caplow spoke of the Table 3 students the previous fear.

Students who were placed at Table A appearedto be perceived by

Mrs. Logan as students who not only possessed the criteria necessary for

future success, both in the public school system and in the larger society,

but who also had proved themselves capable in academic work. These students

appeared to possess the characteristics considered most essential for

"middle class" success by the teacher. Though those students at Table

B lacked many of the "qualities" and characteristics of the Table A stu-

dents, they were not perceived as licking them to the degree of those

placed at Table C.
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A basia eat in explaining the rationale of Ws, Logan's seating

Agangemerit is, of.course, Oat she shared a similar reference group and

set of values as to whet constituted "success" as did Mrs. Caplow in

the kindergarten class. Both women were well-educated, were employed in

a professional,occupation, lived.in middle income neighborhoods, were

, active in a numberof charitable and civil rtghto organizations, and ex-

pressed strong religiouis convictions and 'moral standards. Both were

ed.icatein the city tycherlsollelge and had also attained graduate

degrees. Neither e cnb two women had children. Their backgrounds as

well as the manner in which they described the various groups of students

in their classes would indicate that thdyshaved a similar reference

group and set of expectations as to what constituted the indices of

. the "successful" student.
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CHAPTER-VIII

SECONDMADIE: THE LABELS ARE ADDED

I. INTRODUCTION

With the passing of each year, the number of children from Mgrs.

CaplOw's.kindergarten class who remained in school and made satisfactory

progress through the grades dOiadled., Of the thirty children who were.

in the kindergarten, and the eighteen.inMrs. Logan's first grade class,

only ten came to Mrs. Benton's second grade class st.the-beginnimig of

the. 1969-70 school year.-0f the eight who did not come to the cliss,,

three were held back in Mrs. Logan's class to/repeat the firitgrade and

the remaining five moVed-ftaM the school district. Both Laura and Lilly'

were in Mrs. Benson's class.

For Mrs: Denson, the second grade teacher, this is only her second,

year teaching. During the previods school year she taught third grade

at Attucks School. Thulk 1969-70 marks her first time teaching second

grade. She graduated 'from the city teachers' college in,June of1967.

She ismarried and has no children. She is living,at the home of her

parents while her husband, a member of the armed forces, is overseas.

On several occasions she expressed her pleasure at being able to teach

at Attucks Scheol;as opposed to one of the older schools in the city.

Since the new graduate from the city teacher's college has no choice

in determining her first teaching assignment, Mrs. Benson coMmented that

she "lives right" when I asked how she came to Attucks School. One of

her very close/riends.from college is also' a teacher at the same school.
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/I TEER,FIRST DAYS

Patambetik ..fie First Day of School

On the first day of school, the children no longetlipme to the

classroom with their mothers to register. Registration. is done prior to

the beginning of the school year, or if a child, comes Ito school after the

year has begun, registration takes place( it the school office. Thus,

when the second grade students come to the classroom for the first time

on the morning of September 4, they were without their parents. Figure

.8.1 provides a diagram of-the floorplan of the classroom which WS ex-

tablished before the children camas to the school and remained permanent

at least through the first semester.
1

On the bulletin boards in the class-

room when the children, entered were a variety of materials. On the left

rear board was red schoolhouse constructed from construction paper. The

door to the school was to serve as the monthly calendar for the class

and thus was .divided into five rows, Of seven squares apiece. Above

the school house were the words "School house." On the right rear board

was a large caterpillar made from construction paper, and below it was

a long poem taken from a magazine and entitled, "The Caterpillar." The

front left board was 'regierved for "Reminders." This.board was essentially

forthe use of the teacher, and tacked on it were several pieces of paper

listing the teacher's playground supervision dates, the dates that the

audio-visual material is available to the class, the dates that ON

nurse is present at the school and the first week's lunchroom menu. The

, final board on the front right contained "Fall Surprises." Below these"

(

1
Contact with the school and the individual cities has not been sus-

tained past the end of the first se ter, January, 1970.
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two words were tacked on the 1;oard five leaves of various colors.

Mrs. Benson entered the room at 8:23 and soon after her came five

boys. They did not speak but went to sit at one of the desks. Mrs.

Benson Sid, "Good morning," but the boys di net respond. She repeated

her greeting, but this time in a.firievoi Several of the boys then

responded with a "Good morning." Laura entered shortly with Mary, wear-

pi; what appeared to be,a new bright yellow raincoat with an umbrella

of the same-color. She went immediately to the coatroom to hand her

raincoat. The five boys and Mary then fIllwed Laura into the coatroom.

When the bell rang at 8:30 a.m., there were fifteen children present in

the room. To ame in shortly and one of the five boys called'out,

"Look'that of fool. Be go got a haircut." Torn reap ceded that he did

get a haircut and now his head is wet. Another teacher, unknown to me,

came into the room and began speaking with Mrs. Benson. She pointed out

one of the girls seated near Laura, and mentioned to Mrs. Benson that

' she taught this girl during the last school year. Mrs. Benson wo.:ioned

for the child to come tothe front and the unknown teacher patted the

child several times on the head. The child then went back and sat down.

At 8:40 a.m., there were twenty children in the room. Eleven ,girls

were sitting on the right side of the room, seven boys and one girl on

the left and one boy in the rear. Among the girls on the right aide of

the room, the seats closest to the teacher were occupied by Laura, Mary,

Marcia and Virginia. Mrs.,Benson began calling the name of each child, who

had been pre-registered for the class, and as each neme was called, that

child came to her desk for a name tag. As the tags were passed out to

the children, the sex differentiation in.the seating arrangement became
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complete. Carol who had been seated on the left with the boys went to

right side with the girl ir after receiving her tag. Earl who had been

seated in the rear by himself went to the left side whpn he received

his tag. Thus, ow.the left side of the room were seated all eight boys,

and on the right were all twelve girls. Of the eight boys, four were

familiar. Earl, Tom, and Joe had been in Mrs. Caplow's kindergarten class,

While the fourth was Nick, the brother of Lilly. Among the girls,

six were recognized: Mary, Laura, Marcia, Virginia, Carol, and Anne.

The seventh girl who bad been in Mrs. Caplow's class, but who was absent
1,9

the first day is Lilly. Thus, ten students from Mrs. Caplow's class

came to Mrs. Benson's class two years later: seven girls and three boys.

Baying passed out the tags to the children, Mrs. Benson introduced

herself tolthe class:

She says softly, "My name is Mrs. Benson. What is my
name?" The children repeat her name. She continues,
"I guess I will write that en the board." She then
writes M-r-s. and says, "That's an abbreviation for
Mrs." She writes her lait name and turns back to the
_class. "How many children are glad to be back in school?"
All the children raise their hands. She asks,"ow many
children had a good summer?" All the children except
for Nick raise their hands. She continues, 'How many
chil,dren had a very good vacation?" Few of the children
raise their hands. "I am going to give all of you an
opportunity to tell of your exciting summer vacations."

Mrs. Benson asked Tom to come to the front of the class to tell of his

summer vacation. Before Tom could begin, Mrs. Benson told him to return

to his seat because she forgot to collect money from the children for

lunch and for siending at the noon hour. Tom sat down and fifteen minutes

later when she returned to the vacations of the children, she began with

Joe. Tom was never called back to the front. Joe began to tell of his

experience flying on an airplane and the teacher asked him to speak louder.
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The SOool public addreas system had been on since B:15 a.m. 'laying'

popular musieinto each of the rooms. Robert Goulet was presently sing»

ing the theme song from Camelot.

When jet finished, Mrs. Benson called on John who came to the front

of the room and described his trip to Memphis where he went to a fair and

rode a "black widow." Mrs. BAUM sew,Curt speaking with Nick. Looking

at Curt, she said in a firm voice, "Cart, What was it that John rode at

the fair?" Curt did not respond and,bowed his bead. She continued,

"John.tell Curt what it was that yqq rode at tbejaii." John repeated

A

that he rode a black:widow. After several other boys were called to the

front, Mrs. Benson stated that she helical a girl "should have/ chance."

She ,called on Mary who 'related how She made $25.00 modeling one evening

for a television fashion'show held at one of thin-large shopping plates

in the city.. She also told of a large birthday party that she bad. Mrs.

Benson asked if she invited Laura to the party and Wiry replied "No."

Laura was asked to the front where** told of having taken swimming

lessons during the summer at the Y.LC.A. mts, Benson asked if any

other child took awimming lessons and the whole elate raised the*hands.

Mrs.%Benson asked haw many were at the "Y" with Laura and no one raised

his hand. ,

The first incident of what was to be a fandliar pattern of behavior

in the room occurred when one of the bOys at the front of the room spoke

to Mrs. Benson instead of towards the class. Mrs. Benson responded by

using a very strong inflection of Black American English as she sought

to have the child turn and face the class. The only time in which Black

American English was to be utilized by the teacher throughout the semester
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um* when he wts,disciprining or attempting to control the behavior of

the children. When Mrs. Benson either rewarded or merely gave information

or directions tothe class, she always utilized Standard American English.

But clearly associated with her exercise of control and discipline over

the children was her use of Black American English.

Lou is asked to come to the from of the class. He begins

speakingto the teacher. His back is nearly completely to

the class. Mts., Betison says, with heavy inflection,

who you-talkin' to? Look at the rest that class when you
talk, not at me." Lou then turns and begins to tell of a
trip to Mississippi.

Mrs. Benson's first encou with Nick, who was to play an increasing-

ly clearly defined role in the class, occurred after most everyone else had,

had a chance to come to the front and relate their summer experience.

Mrs. Benson says, "Nick what did you do this summer ?" Nick
makes no response, but grins. Mrs. Benson'aaks again, but
directed to the class, "What did Nick do this summer?" One

girl comments that Nick came to her house. A boy comments

that they played ball together. Mts. Benson turns back to

Nick and says, "Well, Nick, tell us about your playing ball."
Nick is the only child to date who has not been asked to come
to the front of the room to tell of his experiencei. He is

seated at his desk. Nick responds to the question of the
teacher in a.vflry soft voice, "I play ball wit' my brother."
Mrs. Benson salts who else Nick played ball with during the

summer and Nick responds, "Nuthin."

The first apparent sign of interest by the majority of the children

in any classroom occurrence during the morning occurred when one girl had

commented that she did nothing during the summer. Mrs: Benson asked if

she even watched television and the girl commented that she did. Mrs.

Benson then asked her what significant event had occurred during July and

another girl in the class called out, "Go to the moon." Mrs. Benson res-

ponded, "Yes, who went to the moon?" A boy responds, "Astronauts." At

This point a number of boys on the left side of the room began to talk among
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themselves about the events of the moon landing. Though I could not

hear all that was said, I did hear the words "rockets," "radar," "moon

. landing," ft rockeisbip," and "dust." The boys were quite enthusiastic over

.

the event and had generated good deal of discussion among themselves.

Mrs. Benson raised her voice and said, "Carolyn, what did yOn do this.

Bummer?" The talk among the boys over the moon landing immediately. ceased.

A second interactional pattern that was present in the kindergarten

class and appeared again in the first hour of the second grade school year

was the teacher's failure to correct an incorrect response. On latir

occasions, the incorrect response was simply left. as is while at other

times, it was rewarded by the teacher as correct.

Mrs. Benson'tells the class that they are to draw.something
that they did during the summer. She asks Joe what it is

*he is going to draw and he responds, "Summero" She.then

asks Mary, who responds, "I gonna draw wheel did thls sum-
mer." She then passes out a box of crayons to each member
of the class with the admonition to handle them carefully
for they will have to last the entire school year.

September 5

.
On the second day of school, there were sixteen girls and nine'boys

present. All the boys again sat as a group on the right side of the room,

while the girls again grouped on the left.. All the girls, that is, exotpt

\

for Lilly, who sat In the rear of the room by herself. ,Shortly another.

girl pined Lilly, but Mrs. Benson soon took her across the hall to

the first grade room instead of the second grade. Lilly remained by her-

Self throughout the morning period, After the children had all taken a

seat, Mrs. Benson asked the class, "Does everyone know the Pledge of

Allegiance to the flag?" All but five of the children raised their.hands..

She then asked, "Does anyone not know the Pledge?" No one raises a hand.

t.
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She continued, "If you know the Pledge, hold up your right hand." Lilly

along with six other children held up their Left hands. Mrs. Benson

then asked, "What do we do to get ready to say the Pledge?" Laura res-

ponded, "We stand." Mrs. Benson said, "Yes. Let's everyone stand."

She told the children to.put.their right hands over their hearts, and

she walked through the room to see if the children had their correct hands

over their hearts. She passed Lilly who had her left hand over her heart

and said, "O.K., that's good.". I

After collecting milk and lunch money, Mrs. Benson asked Laura to

take it to the main office. During the time thathe money was being col-

lected, Lilly had her had on her desk and appeared quite tired. Mrs.

Benson began to call the names of each of the children to come to the

front of the room for their name tag. Lilly did not go unnoticed as she

walked to the front for her tag.

W Mrs. Besnon calls Lilly's name. Lilly begins to walk
towards the front of the room. Several of the bops see
that she has no buttons on the back of her dress and that
she is wearing a dirty white teeshirt. The boys begin to_
laugh. Lilly looks at them, stares, and says nothing. At
the teacher's desk, she picks up the wrong name tag and the
teacher says to her in a firm voice, "Lilly, is that your
name tag?" Lilly makes no response and her brother Nick
comes to the front of the room, takes the name tag out of
het hand. He then picks up the correct tag and gives it
to her. The teacher then'takes the tag out of her hand
and pins it on her dress. She is the only child for whom
the teacher pins on the tag.

Mrs. Besnon, having ossad out all the tags, left the room momentarily.

When she returned she noticed a leaf on her desk. She said, "Who brought

me the leaf?" Mary responded, "Me." Mrs. Benson replied, "Who's me?"

Mary said, "I'm me." The teacher responded, "you're not Me, you are Mary."

Mary made no response. Mrs. Benson then turned to the class and said,
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"This morning, I want to see how many of you can count to 100." Many of

the children raised their hands and cried'Odt, "Mt, Me!" Mrs. Benson said,,

I don't hear.anyone who says 'meow.' I dly.hear silent hands." Laura
e".

was then coiled upon to begin counting to 100. While the children were

counting*. Lilly again hid her head on her desk:. 'She appeared asleep, .

e

though I believethat she was not. She raised her head when her brother

Nick...was called upon to count from 90 to 100. Nick said, "Ninety," and

then grinned. He'said no mote and Lilly put down her head.

Mrs. Benson then says, right, now I'm going to see

who can write their numbers from.1 to 100. Who in the

room cap write their numbers ?" Lilly raises her head

and her hand. Mrs. Benson Calls on Lilly to coma to the,
front and begin writing on the blackboard from 1 to 10.
Lilly walks veryleiitantly to the front staring at the
boys on the left sidcof the. room who had laughed at her
previously. They began laughing at her again. The,

teacher, inflecting her voiCein B. .B., says, "Go on,
girl." .Lilly begins to write the oie very high on the

blackboard. The teacher erases it and telly her to

write lower. Lilly then writes* the numeral 1 lower on

the board. She steps hack:forthe teacherpo see it
and the boys begin talaugh.. She steps back to the board
and begins the 2: She makes the top half of the 2 and

pauses. She does not draw the line from left to right.
The teacher asks if she would like to go and look and
returns to the board. She picks. up the chalk but, does

not complete the number. Nick begins to laugh. Mrs.

Benson turns to Nick andsays in'a firm voice, "Boy,
be quiet. That you sister, Whojn the class can help
Lilly finish the number?" 'Several of the-children say,
"Me, me." Mrs. Benson replies,."I can't see anyone who
says 'me'.". The children are quiet and Mrs. Benson calls

Mary to help Lilly. -Mary completes the 2 and both girls

sit down.

When the first eight njmbers had been written on the board,' Mrs.

Benson asked the class if any of the numbers were wrong. Nick held up

his hand, but when Mrs. Benson called on him to tell her the incorrect

number, he made no verbal response and only grinned. After each number,

355
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Mra..Benson placed a comma. She asked the class what the,name of the

mark
/
was that she had made behind each of the nymbers. One'child said,

"get marks." Mrs..Benson replied that'they are not set marks and asks for

other suggiations. Other children callled out in unison, "Check marks."

V
Mrs. Benson replied, "bV, they are called commas, but we will talk more,

about that later." She then asked Carol to come to the front and continue

writing numhers.

'After the - children had written io 100 on the blackboard, she ihhtmed
,

them that she wanted each of them individually to write the numberd between

1 and 100 on a sheet ofpSer at their desks.

Mrs. Benson goesto the supply closet and brings out the
individual boxes of ;rayons that the Ven had been /

given the previous day. 'She calls the of each of

the children who had been present on tire first day and
they come to her for their box'of. crayons. She only pas-

,

sea outlrayons to the children who were present on the
first'day. Whenfinished, she says, "Now, you can print
your numbers in red or black. Print your numbers in red

or black. Class, what colors can you print your numbers
with?" The children respond, '`Red or black." She asks.

again, "Class, what colors can you print your namberswith?"
The class responds as before. Again She asks, "With what

two colors can you print your numbers?" They respond,
"Red or Meta." She replied, "Use only red or black,"
Two of the girls begin to talk softly'about the assign-
ment. One girl asks Virginia, "Did she tell us to draw
picture?" Virginia replies, "No, you girl, you dumb.
She say .to draw somethin' else." The children begin work
on printing their numbers and only aftgr Mrs. Behson be-
gins walking among the students to determine their per -
forthance does she realize that five students are without

crayons. She then gives crayons to.thia group, which in-

cludes Lilly.

The method utilized by Mrs. Besnon to give instructions to the class was

to become a familiar pact of the class routine. The repetition of the

instructions three, four, or five times accompanied nearly every set of

directions related to classroom academic activities. When the children

1
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had spent twenty minutes writing their numbers, Mrs. Benson passed to the

class an exercise sheet in which numbers were to be written in smaller

groupings. The paper had three lines through it. The first section was

for the name, the second for the printing of the numbers 1 through 10,

and the third to draw.the number of "sticks" equal to each of the numbers

in the second settioia. After telling the children several times that

their name was to be placed in the top "box," she then began the instruc-

tions for the numbers.

"Now I want you to write numbers from 1 to 10 in the
second box. Class, in which box do you write the numbers
from 1 to 10?" The children respond, "Second." She asks,

"In which box will you write your numbers from 1 to 10?"
The class repeats its first answer. She says, "You are
going to write the numbersfrom 1 to 10 in which box?"
The class responds, "Second." I note chat three girls
have already begun to write the numbers in the first box.

111. THE EMERGENCE OF CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION

September 3.

On the third day of school, Mrs. Benson established the permanent

seating assignements for the class. The class was divided into three groups.

In the second grade class, all except two of those who had sat at Table A

in the first grade were placed together on the left side of the room. At

the rear of the room was the second group of students. These were students

who had sat at Tables B and C during the first grade. Two students, how-

ever, who had sat at Table B in the first grade were not placed among

those in the rear group. Rather, they were among the third group on the

right side of the room which consisted of six students repeating the

second grade plus two others who had been returned from the third grade.
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I asked Mrs. Benson why the two children (Earl and Carol) who haS

sat at Table A in the first grade were placed in the middle group in the

second grade. She responded that she had placed them there in Order that

someone in the group "would be able to give the correct answer." She

stated that she had very little confidence in-the remainder of.>the students

in the middle group and that she did not "want to waste time teaching them

when no one would respond." Thus two children who should have been among

those at the first table are placed at the middle table to fulfill the

teacher's need for satisfaction as she teaches. The same question was

posed to her as to why the two children (Nick and Marcia) who had sat

at Tables B and C were placed among the third group. She commented that

she had been "warned" about Nick by the first grade teacher and had decided

that the "safest place for him was somewhere he could not bother those

wanting to learn." The second child placed in the third group was Marcia.

I asked about Marcia and the teacher responded with essentially the same

rationale as was used for Carol and Earl She stated that she knew teach-

ing those in the third group would mostly be a "waste of time" and that she

wanted "at least one student in the bunch who could give a correct answer."

Nine students were assigned to the first group by the window on the left

side of the room, eight assigned to the group in the rear of the room,

and ten assigned to the group along the right wall of the classroom. Of

the ten children remaining from the original kindergarten class, six were

in the first group, three in the middle group, and one in the last.

By the time the children came to the second grade classroom, their

seating arrangement appeared no longer to be based upon expectations of

the teacher as to how the individual student would perform. Rather the
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assignment of the seats appeared to be red on past performance of the

Child. Available to the teacher when ahe formulated the seating arrangement

were grade sheets from both kindergarten and first grade, T.Q. scores, a

listing of the opcupation of the parents who were emplowed, reading scores

on a series of diagnostic tests, evaluations from the speech teacher and

also the informal evaluations from the kindergarten and first grade teachers;

'When asked as to what was the single most crucial source of informa-

tion that the teacher utilized at she,formulated the various groups she

replied that it was the reading scores indicating the level of performance

of the students at the end of the first grade. She ipdicated'that she

attempted to divide the class according to "natural divisions" in the read-

ing scores. The group by the windbows on the left side of the room were

designated its the "highest" reading group in the class, the group to the

rear of the.romn designated as the "Middle" reading group and those on

the, right side of the cfass were labeled as the "lowest" reading group.

The highest and middle reading groups were assigned to begin reading second

grade material while those repeating the, grade or else returned from the

third grade to the second were designated to begin with material that the

teacher indicated was on vilirst grade level.

Except for those students who were placed in a reading group for the

sake of the teacher's desire to have "someone able to give the correct

answers," the basic divisions of thei class from the previous year rewaluoci

essentially intact. That is, there was no mobility from Tables B and C

if .

to the highest reading group. This Ls highly similar to the pattern which

developed between the kindergarten and first grade. The greatest amount

of mobility appears each year to occur for those students who sit at the
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lowest t*ble. They ere, with vary few exception', always moved in the

following grade to a common group status with the middle group from the

previous year. Thus, from kindergarten to first grade, Tables 2 and 3

become Table B. Prom the frist grade to the second, Tables B and,C become

the middle group at the rear of the room. Each year there appears to be

a new group designated by the teacher as least capable and having the

less potential "eperformancel, thus forming the lowest group. In the

first grade, a new group of students unknown to those from the kindergarten

becoMe the Table C students. Likewise, in the second grade, the lowest

reading group is comprised of those repeating the glade or deeMed Unper-

pared for the third grade and returned. Throughout the three grades in

which the children have 'been, the most stable grouping appears to be among

those seated at Table 1, Table A, or highest reading group. The configura-

tion of those who comprise this group has changed very little in three years.

Likewise, no one designated for this group by the kindergarten teacher

has bee4 transferred out of it in three. years except for Carol and Earl.

The strongest barrier against mobility during the three grades has been

movement into the highest reading group.

As the children entered in the room on September 8th, Mrs. Benson-

asked them to put their wraps in the coatroom. When she saw Laura enter,

she asked if the brown bag that she was carrying contained her lunch. Laura

responded, "No, this is for you:" Laura handed Mrs. Benson the bag, and

after looking inside,the teacher replied, "Oh, you brought us some leaves.

How very nice of you." Mks:Benson took the leaves and placed them on her

desk. (Note the contrast in the way the teacher' received the leakres from

Laura and those Mary brought to class on September 5.) When the children
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were all seated, Mrs. Benson asked them to rise for the Pledge of Allegiance.

She noted that three childten including Nick had their left hands over their

hearts. She helped thim switch to their right Lands. But by the end of

4

the pledge, four other children had switched bands and had their left

hands over their hearts. When the children were again seated, Lilly put

her head crown on-the desk. Within six minutes after the 8:30 a.m. opening,

Mrs. Besnon began a penmanship lesson with the children. This was to be

the quickest observed movement into academic material of the class during

the entire semester. The average length of time spent by the tea&r and

class in the morning orgnaizational chores was slightly more than twenty

minutes.

When Mrs. Benson had passed the paper for the lesson to the children,

she instructed them to write their first name at the top of the page.

Amy says to Mrs. Benson, "Girl,should I write my last
name?" Mrs. Benson raises her voice quite noticeably and
says, "Amy, do I call you girl or do I call you Amy?"
Amy replies, "Amy." Mrs. Benson says, "All right, then
you call me by my name. What is my name?" Amy says,
"Mrs. Bention." Mks. Benson responds, "O.K., now what
is it you want?"

One of the standard directions that ,Vts. Benson gave to the class for each

paper they wrote was to place a "heading" at the top of the page. The

heading was to include the name of the child, the name of the school, and

the date. On the front blackboard, Mrs. Benson had written in one corner

the word "heading" and below that she printed the word "Name." On the

third line is the name of the school and on the fourth the present date.

Laura had been placed in charge by Mrs. Benson of correcting the date on the

board each morna.ag. As Mrs. Bison continued to give instructions to the

class on what to write, the principal began giving school announcements over
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the public address: system. During the time that he spoke, several of

the children in the class continued to write on their papers. When the

principal finished Mrs. Benson spoke in a harshly inflected voice to

Marcia, "Marcia, I didn't tell you to write that yet." Alice calls out,

"What she write?" Mrs. Benson replies,'"Alice none of your business.

But, Marcia, since you have already written it, don't erase it." (I

later asked Mrs. Benson what it was that Marcia had witted and she re-

plied that it was the word "September.") Lauri' Chcu fLuifshoA hoc hcmgclicts

and showed it to the teacher. Mrs. Benson made a reply to Laura, touched

her on the shoulder and Laura returned to her seat.

As the children continued to work on their papers, a new girl was

brought into the class by the office secretary. Mts. Denson interrupted'

the class to introduce the now student.

"All right now class, may I have your attention? We
finvc a new girl in our class this morning. Her name*

is Shirley. Say "Shirley." The children repeat the
name.- Mrs. Benson continues, "Her name is Shirley.
Her name is not "new girl"; her name is not "hey,
that new girl." She has a name just like the rest of us.

US. Her name is Shirley and she will sit by Carol.
Carol, will you show Shirley what we are doing here
in the class now?" Mrs. Benson gives Carol a piece
of paper and a new pencil for Shirley. Carol immed-
iately begins to show Shirley what the assignment is
that the class is presently doing.

During the time that the remainder of the class has been involved

in the printing lesson, Nick was coloring on his piece of paper. He had

begun to write the heading, but stopped. He took out his crayons and

colored for thirty minutes. walked past his desk and saw that he had

been coloring. Apparently, Mrs. Benson had els; been aware of his color-

ing, for when I passed Nick's desk, she asked me to come to her desk at

the front of the room. She took from her desk a large blue notebook in
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which was kept the class regiStration materials of the children. She

opened it to the section containing the materials related to Nick. She

pointed to his I.Q. score of 40 and then to both his mental age and his

chronological age which were stated at 4.8 and 7.9 years, respectively.

She stated in a soft voice that she was going to attempt to have Nick

placed in a special education class as soon as possible. She noted

that there were several others who she also wanted to place in special

eddcation. She called to Curt who was seated in the rear of the room

and asked his age. He responded that he is nine. She commented, "He

is another one that will have to go." (Note should be made that at

this point all of Curt's material from his previous school had not been

'forwarded to Mrs. Benson. She did not know the results of any of the

intelligence or academic tests given to the child. Two weeks the

material was sent from the main office and his I.Q. was listed at 121.)

As I stood at the desk with Mrs. Benson, an older girl brought in a

sheet for Mrs. Benson to read. When she was finished, she initialed

it and asked Laura to take it to the first grade teacher. Laura did

so. Mrs. Benson then began to discuss fuither material that she would

like for the children to write on their papers.

September 11.

There continued to be the movement of children in and out of the

class. The total number of students in the class now equalled thirty-

one. There were twelve students in the highest reading group, ten in

the middle group, and nine in the lower group. One child from the lowest

411 group had moved away and the number was thus one less than on Monday,
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September 8. As the children entered the room after the noon recess,

Mrs. Benson stood by the door and continually repeated to the children, (-

"Take your seat." When all the children were seated, she turned out the

lights and said, "Yourcheads are down." She then called the groups one.

at a time to hang up their wraps.

As the children sat with their heads down, Mrs. Benson began to

collect money from those students who wished her to keep it until the end

of the school day. As she counted the change brought to the front by

Virginia, she heard Mary speaking with Tom. Mrs. Benson looked at Mary

and said in a loud voice, "Mary, you are disturbin' someone in the clasa

who is trying to rest." Tom smiled and put down his head. Mary frowned

and also put her head down.

Shortly, there occurred an interactional pattern between the teacher

and a student that was to increase in frequency throughout the semester.

As Mrs. Benson counted the change of another child, she called out,

"Who's talkie' there in the back of the room?" Curt held up his hand

and pointed at Stephen. Mrs. Benson said to Curt in a very firm voice,

"Are you takin' care of him or are you takin' care of yourself?" The

teacher began more and more during the semester to ask general questions

to the class concerning the behavior of another student. Questions such

as "Who's doing all that talking?" "Who's making all that noise?" "Who

can't keep his head down?" were frequently asked of the class. The direct

interpretation of her questions would imply that she desired an answer.

Thus the children would continually point out one of their classmates

.whom they believed fit the description requested by Mrs.. Benson. How-

ever, her response to the children informing on one if their peers was
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not uniform. On some occasions, as the ona noted above, she turned on

the very child who gave the response. On others, she accepted the "squeal"

on the part of the child and then reprimanded the child pointed out by

the classmate. As a 'third alternative, she ignored the response of a

child, singling out another in the class. 'There were occasions when

she would ask such a question concerning the behavior of one of the

students, and the class would not respond. She would then repeat the

question until one child offered a suggestion as to whom was involved.

With the end of the afternoon, organizational activities, Mrs. Ben-

' son turned on the lights and told those students in the high and middle

reading group to continue on the arithmetic lesson that they began be-

fore the noon recess. She.then instructed the children in the lowest

reading group to take out their spelling books for a lesson entitled

"Spelling readiness." The lesson consisted of presenting a series of

pictures of two objects. The children are to establish whether the two

objects within the same picture begin with the same letter.

The first picture was of a blond boy, shown from the
shoulders up-and also a baseball bat. Mrs. Benson
calls on Alice for the, answer and Alice responds,
"Face and bat. No." Her answer indicated that'she
did not believe that face and hat began with the same
letter. Mrs. Benson looks at Alice and says, "Alice,
that is not a face." Alice pauses, looks at the picture
and says, "head and bat, no." Mrs. Benson replies, "No
Alice, that is not ahead and a bat." Another child in
the group calls out "Boy." Mrs. Benson said, "Yes. Now
what is the correct answer, Alice?" Alice responds,
"Boy and bat." "Yes, Alice. That is a boy. That is

not a head and it is not a face. It is a boy.

After the sixth series of pictures, Mrs. Benson asks
the reading group if they agree with the answer given
by one of the girls. Nick indicates that he does not.
Mrs. Benson asks Nick why he does not agree and he only
smiles. He makes no verbal response to the teacher's
question.
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Afbas; th.a. LooppropylatA response by Nick, the children on the seventh,

eighth, and,ninth series of questions begin to call out the answers be-

fore Mrs. Benson could select a particular child for the answer. She

became quite irritated and said to the group, "Your mouth stays closed

unless I call on you." The children remained silent for the following

four questions and then began to again call out the answers.

At the end of this lesson, Mrs. Benson asked the entire class to

take out a pencil. She then passed to each of them a sheet of lined

writing paper. She told the children that she wanted them to write the

correct heading for the day at the top of the page. As one child in the

low reading group began to print his name, he crushed his paper socewhat.

Mrs. Benson observed that the paper was crushed and said in a loud voice

to the entire class, "You knOw, this boy will not get his paper up on

the board when we are finished because he's wrinkled it. I am not

going to put any wrinkled paper up on this board." As Mrs. Benson turned

her attention back to passing out paper to the class, she heard someone

talking on the left side of the classroom. She asked, "Who is that?"

Mary pointed at Joe and Mrs. Benson then said, "Joe, are you disturbing

that row?" Joe frowned and shook his head. He looked back at Mary who

was smiling.

Within the class, Mrs. Benson had the policy of not allowing the

children to share or borrow from one another. She did not indicate why

this was the policy, but an incident during the lesson as the child'en

were beginning to write their heading may give some indication.

As Mrs. Benson walked back to the blackboard, she noted
that Virginia had not begun to write. She says, "Vir-
ginia, what are you waiting for?" Virginia replies that
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she had broken her pencil. Mrs. Benson asks the class,
"Is there anyone in the class who will loan Virginia a
pencil?" Tom raises his hend.and indicates that he will

loan Virginias pencil. Hrs.'Benson gives him permission!
to leave his seat and go to the desk of Virginia. On his

return to his desk, Hrs. Benson looks directly at Tom and

sayi, "Tom, you make sure you get it back."

There appears to be in her last admonition to Tom the implication that

if he does not seek out Virginia for his pencil at the end of the lesson,

r4

he will not have it back. There is an element of mistrust implied by Mrs.

Benson in this statement in that the children cannot rely on their class-

mates to return what they have borrowed. Thus the basis for the rule of

"no borrowing" may be based on the assupption that the children do not

have the integrity to return what they have been loaned. Thus, to avoid

the anticipated claims of stolen materials, the materials are simply

not exchanged.

Mrs. Benson then continued with the instructions for the children

on hmi to write the heading for their papers,

After Mrs. Benson finishes writing all the letters of the
heading on the board, she begins to walk around the room
examining the papers of the children. On several of the
papers she erased the incorrect printing of the children
and helped them to begin over With others she simply

told them to erase and begin again. As she walked through

the room, she continually repeated, "You children must
listen." Likewise there were several occurrences of
the repetition of instructions. "Now, class, on what

line did I say to write the name of the school?" Sever-

al of the children respond as before. She asks the ques-

tion for a third time and more children respond With the
same answer. She walks to where I am seated and says with
a sigh of resignaticft, "You know, it takes all day just to

got these kids to write their name on the paper. They're

so slow." She then turns and again walks among the rows
of desks of the children on the left side of the room.

September 12.
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On this date was first observed an attempt by the teacher to teach

the class as a whole. That is, she did not teach the material according

to one group level, but rather to the class as a whole. The following is

an account of that episode. It is presented in some detail for it is be-

lieved thaeit brings into clear focus a number of patterns of interaction

between the teacher and the students, that had been noted previously both

in the kindergarten class and also in the second-grade class. The patterns

of interaction appear to center on both the discussion of the curriculum

material and also on the reality of the "track" system established by the

teacher in the classroom.

Mrs. Benson stands by her desk and asks the class to open
their books to Page 8. "Now, class, what do you see?" A
number of the children respond, I believe, "horns" (which
would be the correct response, though the words sounded more
like "homes"). Nis. Benson continues, "All right, now let's
look at the set of horns at the top which are colored red
and which have seven horns in it. Laura, which set of horns

has seven horns in it?" Laura responds, "The first horns."

Mrs. noonrepeats her question to Laura and Laura responds,
"The se even horns." Mrs. Benson: "Who can help Laura
here? Tom, ca ou?" Tom stands and says, "The hornd at
the top have sev n horns." "Tom, the set of seven horns are
where?" asks . Benson. "At the top," is the reply of
Tom. Mrs. B son:, "Well, Tom, there are two sets of horns
at the top--one on the left side and one on the right side
of the page. Which of these two :lets has seven horns?" Tom
responds, "The first set above the 7 contains Pven red horns."
Mrs. Benson says, "Let's label the four sets of red horns:
one, two, three, and. four." (She holds up her book and points
to each of the four sections as she counts.) Tom then says,

"Numbed one has seven red horns." Mrs. Benson tells Tom

that she wants his answer in a complete sentence. Tom says,

"The first set has seven red horns." Mrs. Benson replies,

"very good. Now let's look at numeral eight. Which set of

horns contains eight red horns?" Rose is asked and she res-
ponds, "The first row right up under the name contains a set

of eight horns." Mrs. Benson: "Class, does it have eight

horns?" No response from the class. Mrs. Benson says,

"Count them." Jim responds, "It has ten." Mrs.-Benson:
"Yes. Where is the set with eight horns?" Rose says, "The
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first set in the seconarrow, right up und the right
contains eight horns." Mrs. Benson, 'Yes. Lou, can
you tell me in a complete sentence where is the set
with nine red horns?" Lou responds, "In the fourt
raw." Mrs. Benson, "Which set is in,the fourth row
class?" Several of the Children respond that there '

are blue horn-s in thq fourth row. Mrs. Benson says,
"Yes, we are working with:the red horns, in the first
and second row. Lou, where ft a set of nine horns?"
Lou makes no.resisonse a d Liza Calla out, "The-'second,
wait . ..." Ma. 1%hson ays,'"Can anyone help Liza?"
Laura responds that she an and Mrs. Benson then calls
on her for the Answer. Laurassys,-"The second set in
the second row has n ne red horns." Ws: Benson does
not respond to this correct response as such, but says,
"You know, I have shotin you another way to say .your
answer.": The first circle is the'iirst set; the
second,cirtle is the second set; the third circle is
the third set; and the fourth circle Is the fourth
set. Now, who can tell me, which set contains the
nine red horns? Cutt?" Curt responds-with the cor-
rect answer. Mrs. Benson: "Yes, the fourth set con-

tains the nine red horns. Now, -who sees the set with

the :ten red horns?" There is no,-response from the
class. Mrs. Benson: "There's .only one set left.
Where is it, Diane?" Diane: '.!The nine horns." Mrs.,.

Benson (impatiently): "e,are.not even on the nine
horns. Carol?" Carorrisponds, "The first raw."
Mrs. B.-.Inson,'"Not.tows, sets. Who can help Carol?

Orlando? Orlandb says, "The red that'up at the top
has nine red horns." Mtg. Benson: "We are not even

on nine, we are on ten. Now which set contains ten
red horns."-:\Mrs. Benson instructs the class to count
the number of\horns in the first set.-. She asks if

rnthere are tenlhos in the set and Laura responds that
/

.

there are only seven. Mrs. Benson says, "See, there
are only seven, Tom." Tom says, as if he were guessing,
"Oh, I mean the second set." Mrs. Benson says, "O.K."
She appears extremely anxious to complete the lesson.
She instructs the class to took atethe four sets of
blue horns on the lower half of the page. She asks

who knows where is the set-of-seven blue horns. Di-

ane responds, "The first set of red blue hoins con-
tains 'seven red blue horns." Mrs. Benson responds,
"Yes, the first set contains seven blue horns. All
right now, what number do we want after seven? Look
at the four words at the bottom of the page. The first

says seven. What is the word next to it? What does it

say? Cart?" Curt responds, "Nine." Mrs. Benson replies,
"Doe nine come after seven?" Seven in the class say,
"No,' Mts. Bensoi: "So.what do we want, Laura?" Laura
re,Oondy, "We want the set of eight blue horns." Mrs.

--
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Benson asks Laura if she knows which set contains the
eight blue horns and oho respondstorrectly that it
is the fourth set." Mrs. Benson then asks Nick if he.
knows the number that beg is with an "n" and comes
after the number eight. Nick makes no response. Mrs.
Benson then asks Virginia who correctly identifies the
nine and where the set of nine horns are located. Joyce
does the same for the set'of ten horns and the lesson
ends abruptly.

The intent in presenting this lesson number sets, taught by Mrs.

Benson is to illustrate within the context of one lesson many of the patterns

of interaction discussed to date. The following patterns of interaction

appear to be present in this lesson: The teacher's reliance on children at

the first table for answers when others fail,; the teacher's failing to re-

ward a correct response; the teacher's rewarding an incorrect °response;

the teacher's designating a correct response as incorrect (the complete

sentence is asked to be repeated as a complete sentence); the children at

the table of highest reading level verbalizing their awareness of being

"smart"; and the teacher's placing an emphasis on immediate response,

not allOwing a student to pause before giving a response.

September 15.

As the observational period began, Mrs. Benson was teaching.reading
#

to the group on the left side of the room. The remainder of the class

was to be doing arithmetic, though the assignments for the two groups in-

volved.,in the arithmetic were not similar. The group on the right was

working from a first grade book while those in the rear were working in

a second .grade book. Mrs. Benson was having the group with the highest

reading level read from the text Cote Along. During the course of this

reading lesson, what may be interpreted as secondary learning occurred

with those supposedly involved in the arithemtic lesson. Mrs. Benson
/1
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sat with her back to the two groups assigned the arithmetic lessons. She

was seated in such a way that she looked directly towards the windows.

The group in the rear was to her left and to her rear while the group

on the right side of the room was directly behind her. As the lesson

from Come Along progressed, Mrs. Benson would occasionally stop and aek

the group questions over the material that they hid just completed. (They

would read one or two pages and than stop for questions.) As Mrs. Benson

asked questions of those in the highest reading group, an uverage of five

or six children from the other two groups would consistently raise their

hands, even though Mrs. Benson could not see them. I heard them on several

occasions call out the correct answer, though they did not have the book

in front of them. They had listened to the Children and the teacher read

the various short stories in the book and then retained what they had heard.

Their learning and retention of the material occurred without the benefit

of teacher-student interaction and without the benefit of the visual stimu-

lus of being able to read from the book. Many of tha children would stop

periodically in their arithmetic assignment to listen to the teacher and

the group reading from the book. One girl, Shirley, lade no pretense of

doing arithmetic. She closed her book, put it away, and sat with a

cleared desk listening to Mrs. Benson and the reading group. The reading

lesson was interrupted as the nurse entered and explained that she would

like to check the scalps of the children for possible ringworm infection.

A second interruption occurred within the classroom a few minutes

after the departure of the nurse. The office secretary entered the room

with a new student for the class. She brought a aeries of papers with her,

several of which she left and others which Mrs. Benson signed and the
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secretary took with her as she left. The students imaedietely began to

whisper in a low voice among themselves about the new student. All the

children had ceased their work and were looking at the new student; all

that is except Lilly who had her head down and appeared extremely tired.

Mrs. Bona= looked at the class and said, "You got work to do. Get to

it." One girl in the highest reading group, Virginia, is heard commenting

to Rose, another girl in the same group, "He a big boy, ain't he?" Rose

responds, "Sure enough, he is." Having read through the papers brought

by the secretary, Mrs. Benson came and stood with the new student in front

of her desk. "Class, we have a new boy in our class today. His name is

Hal. What is his name?" The class responded, "Hal." Mrs. Benson asked

the question again and the class again responded with his first naine.

She continued:

Boys and girls, what was the name of our other 1...w student
today? The students make no response. Mrs. Benson: "Aud-

rey, what is the name of the new girl who came today? She
is fitting right behind youl" Audrey makes no response.
Mrs. Benson replies, "Well, her name is Trish. Say Trish."
The class repeats the name. "What is the name of the new
girl who came to our class today, Class?" asks Mrs. Ben-
son again. The class repeats the name. Mrs. Benson then
asks for the name of the new boy just introduced and the
class responds correctly. Mrs. Benson then takes Hal to
the rear of the room, shows him his seat and introduces
him to the four students seated nearest to him. She asks
Curt to sharpen a pencil for Hal and to sbow him what
lesson the class is presently uoing. She then goes back
to the highest reading group, sits down, and says in a
resigned voice, "O.K., let's try to do it again."

At the end of the reading lesson, Mrs. Benson had the childreh go

to the coatroom for their coats to prepare for recess. The girls were

called first to get their coats and theta to line up two by two at the

doorway. They were called upon group by group beginning with the highest

reading group on the left. After the girls were all in line she called 372
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rho boy* 014 pass. Cho did not specify for them to come by group.

When the boys reach the line, she calls to them rather
harshly, "Boys, you better atop runnin' your mouths/ind
get off that wall. Quit Jeanie on that wall and stand
up straight." Mary then calls out, "Tom is a girt 'cause
he didn't get up when the rest of the boys did." Laura
joins in and says,"Curt a girl too, he so slow that he
not get up with the boys. Mrs: Benson, did you know Cert
a girl? He wanna come stand with us." Neither of the
boys' nor the teacher make any comment. The teacher-
then dismisses the class for recess.

When the children had all left the room, I asked Mrs. Benson what

options there were for the teacher during the recess periods. She com-

mented that if the teacher does not have duty on the playground during
Io

the recess period, she may either stay in her room Jr go to the teacher's

lounge for coffee or hot chocolate. She suggested we go to the lounge.

Oh the way to the lounge she brought up the subject of Nick. I commented

that he appears to be having difficulty in conceptualizing the directions

given to him. Mrs. Benson replied, "Well, don't worry about Nick he's

on his way up." I asked what she meant, and she indicated that Nick was

going to be transferred to the special education class on the second

floor. She stated that she wanted to send Curt also. She commented

that Nick "would be an all day teaching job" and that if she/spent time

teaching him, there would be no time left for the remainder of the class.

She indicated that she had simply decided to let Nick do what he wanted

to do so long as he kept out of trouble.

On the way to the lounge, I was introduced by Mrs. Benson to one

of the special education teachers from the second floor. This teacher,

Mrs. Warner, commented that she would like to go back and teach kinder-

garten. She said, "They are such cute little dolls. They do anything

you want." Mrs. Benson then commented that she doesn't like teaching the
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second grade because "you have to spend too much time with them individ-

ually." She turned directly to me and continued, "Like the other morn-

ing when we had to spend a half an hour just getting the kids to write

their headings on the paper. Laeryear, when I taught third grade, we

never had those kinds of troubles. I would tell the children to put

their heading on the paper and they did it. Now I have to spend so

much time on things that are not important. But the one thing that makes

me keep going is that they are all so loveable. They will come up and

hug me and love me and want to kiss me. You know, I am afraid to shout

at them because they're so small and so cute that I'm afraid that I will

make one of them cry." Both teachers then commented that they would not

like to teach older children due to the fact that "they would just as

soon hit you as look at you." Eta. Benson commented that she would

never teach above third grade because once they are past the third grade,

"they so tough and hArd that you can not do anything with them anymore."

September 16.

After the morning recess, Mrs. Benson began a reading lesson with

the group on the right side of the room. She assigned arithmetic to the

remainder of the students. As soon as she finished the'assigament, Lilly

put her head down in her arms. At one point she stood as if she was going

to go to the reading tabll,as Mrs. Benson gdve permission to those who

had finished, but she sat back down and again put her head in her arms.

A few minutes later she took out her box of crayons and began coloring

on a sheet of paper. She worked at this only momentarily and then put

the crayons and paper away. Again she put her head down. Mrs. Benson,
374
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children at the reading table and said, "Someone is reading with his mouth

and not with his eyes." The"children at the reeling table became silent.

Eighteen minutes later Lilly still had her head in her arms. ',Soong the

remainder.of the children who had finished arithmetic assignments there .

was a good deal of talking being done in a very quiet tone. One of the

girls-in the group on the left side of the room showed the othel.s in

the group three new ,pencils that she brought to school. One of the

boys asked for one and the girl refused. The boy then called her "Stupid."

A teacher came into theclasi to borro4 scotch tape. While she was -in

the room, she related that one of her students ate the cookies that she

had brought for her lunch. She commented that she will "fix him, don't

worry." As the teacher left, A eighth grade boy came in who takes

orders from the teachers for their noon lunch. He then goes to a nearby

smell restaurant and purchases the food for the teachers. As he left,

Mrs. Benson informed the class that they were"going to make their first

visit to the library.

When Mrs. Benson mentions that the class is going to

go tothe library, several of the children clap their

hands with anticipation. Several comment, %11, boy."
Mrs. Benson says, "Now we don't have to go to the li-

brary. Some people can cause us to not to go. Nick,

what did I say to do?" Nick 'makes no verbal response
and shrugs his shoulders. Alice whispers to him that,

he should take his books offllis desk. Nick then doekt,

so. Mrs. Benson asks the girls to "quietly line up."
When the girls are in line, several begin to lean
against the wall. Mrs. Benson saps to those girls

in a harsh, inflected voice, "Girls, get off that
wall." She then asks the boys to come into the line

behind the girls. As the boys move to the front of
the room she says-to them, "Get a partner and keep

your mouth shut." Mts..Benson then leads the class

to the library. As they leave the room, she checks
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the students to make sure that they are carrying no
pencils, paper books, crayon or candy. When the
group reaches the library, the librarian informs
Mrs. Benson that she is a week early. The library

periods for the school are not to begin until the
following Monday, However, the librarian consents
to have the children come into the library. She in-

structs the girls to sit on a large rug in one cor-
ner of ,the room. The boys are to stand behind the
girls. Mrs. Spring, the librarian, notes that Joe
has apiece of gum in his mouth. She asks him if

he needs to go to the waste basket. 'He replies that

he does not. She then asks what he had in his mouth
and he states that he has gum. Mrs. Spring: "Well,

don't you need to use the watttebaeket?" Joe still

does not realize the implication of her question and
again says "No." Mrs. Spring, now irritated and in
a heavily inflected voice says to Joe, "Boy, go spit

that gum out." He does. Mrs. Spring then informs
tho group that when they come to the library they
are not to bring gum, candy, or seeds. Mrs. Spring,

then explains to the class that they will hegin com-
ing the following week to take books from the library.
All the books that they will be able to choose from
are in the section marked with a large green "E."
Above the paper with the letter "E" is another sign
that reads "Easy Books." On the walls and on top of
of the book cases are displays of the book covers of
books in the library. Among the more than fifty
covers on display is not any with the picture of a
black man. Many are of white children and white
adults. Mrs. Spring then begins to list the meter-
ials.that are available in the library. She lists

books, records, puppets, pictures, and miniature
replicas of a number of animals. She then asks the

class what they can find in the library. The class

responds correctly with the first four listed above.
They also say "animals." Mrs. Spring says, "No, we
don't have any animals-in the library." At thl,s point

she picks up-the replicas of the animals and puts them
in a storage cabinet. Mrs. Spring then comments that
she forgot one other thing that is in the library and

that is filmstrips. Mrs. Spring asks the class 'to

repeat the words "Filmstrips" and the class does. She

then asks the class if anyone knows what a filmstrip
is and there is no response from the class. She says,

"A filmstrip is a head full in a hand full. Now re-

peat that." Several of the children say, appearing
quite confused, "headin a hand." The'librarian then

has the girls come to the door and form a line. The

bbys cone after the girls and Mrs. Benson then leads 376
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the group back to the second grade elaaaroom. On the

way back, Lilly walks at thevbry rear of the group

by herself. She has walked very slowly and the rest

of the children walk past her.

When the children reached their room, Mrs. Benson told them that

they were to go to their seats and "be quiet." The noise level in the

class remained quite high. The children were actively talking among

themselves. Mrs. Benson said in a loud harsh voice, "Someone did not

hear what I said. I said to phut up." The noise level in the class dimin-

ished only momentarily and then returned to a rather high level.

tuber 22.

A phenomena which was present in the kindergarten, but much more

apparent in the second grade was the continuous interruption of the

teacher and the class by persons walking into the room for any variety

of reasons. During the first twenty minutes.of observation on September

22, six interruptions were noted:

(1) 8:47 a.m.--A boy comes into the room with a pencil
sharpener that Mrs. Benson had requested from the supply room.

(2) 8:58 a.m.--A boy comes into the room with three sheets
of paper which he gives to Mrs. Benson.

(3) 9:02 a.m.--The office secretary brings a new student

to the class.

(4) 9:04 a.m.--The assistant principal comes into the room.
He whispers something to Mrs. Benson and leaves.

(5) 9:05 a.m.--The father of one of the, children in the class

enters to'give lunch money to the student.

(6) 9:07 a.m.--The third grade teacher enters to borrow twelve

sheets of green construction paper.

Mrs. Benson had begun to work with the class on the heading for a printing

assignment at 8:42 a.m. Given the series of interruptions, the first
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discussion of the lesson itself began thirty-three minutes later. The

children worked through the interruptions to complete the heading. The

number of interruptions listed above is not atypical for any of the

class mo gs. What was not present during the twenty-minute period

that very frequently occurs at 8:50 a.m. are the morning announcements

from the principal. They were given at 9:25 e.ui. which may be considered

as the seventh interruption in thirty-eight minutes - -an interruption

approximately once every five minutes.

When the children came into the classroom from the playground be-

fore the beginning of school, Mrs. Benson asked them to go to their seats.

There were no morning opening exercises, but instead she asked Tom to

begin to sharpen the pencils of the students. This had become a part

of the morning ritual. Everyday a boy was designated to sharpen the

pencils of all students. Pencil sharpening was done at no other time

during the-day. If a lead was broken, the student had to borrow from

a classmate. As Tom began to sharpen the pencils, Mrs. Benson indicated

tharshe had to leave the room.

they were to be quiet or stay in

"I'll be right back." While the

She gave no order to the class that

their seats, but she merely said,

teacher was out of the room, the noise

(
level among the students increased only very slightly if at all. When /

Mrs. Benson returned several minutes liter, she asked why Laura was stilt

standing at the pencil sharpener where she had been when the teacher left

the room. Laura explained that she had three new pencils to sharpen and

that the lead broke in the sharpener on one of them so they had to do it

again. Mrs. Benson made no further comment to Laura whoirstayed at the

sharpener with Tam. Mary had finished her heading and showed it to the

q78
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teacher who commented, "That's nice." Mrs. Benson began to work on

papers at her desk. The children were to continue work on their heading.

The noise level rose somewhat and she looked up from her work and said,

in an inflected voice, "It doesn't take talkie' to put a ,heidini on the

paper." The class is noticeably quieter. Mary looked around at the

papers of students sitting near her and said to Mrs. Benson, "Some of

the children have used three spaces for the headin' instead of two."

Mrs. Benson replied, "That's because some children can't listen."

Both LaUra and Lilly had written'their heading correctly, though the

lines on Lilly's paper.were not printed as darkly nor as straight as

those of Laura's paper.

When the assignment had been given to the class and they were be-

ginning work, I asked the teacher if the glass was going to go to the

library tomorrow. She indicated that the librarian had changed the

schedule and the children were now to go on Thursday instead of Tues-

day. She asked me. if I would like to look at the revised schedule

of library visits. I indicated that I would and she indicated that.it

was posted on the front bulletin board under the listing of "Reminders."

As I copied the schedule, she came to the board also and looked at the

lunch menu. I noted that the speech teacher, Mrs. Cavan,'was scheduled

for the class and Mrs. Benson responded that she had come on one day to

check the entire class. She found that both Nick and Carol needed help

on certain forms of Oonunciation. Thus she was not going to teach the
sz

entire class, but rather work with these two children alone. Also on

the bulletin board was the listing of the times that the gym was available

to the different rooms for indoor recess and physical education. I asked
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Mra. Benson if the second grade class wee able to use the gym and she

replied that they were not. She explained that the only physical edu-

cation the second grade received was if she took them-outside for "some

small exercises." She was never observed to do this.) The listing of

the times that children from the different rooms were to be excused for

school band practice was also among the items on the board. I questioned

Mrs. Benson as to whether the second grade children were allowed to play

in the band and she indicated that they were not. Band tesaons begin

with children who are in the'fourth grade.

September 23

A pattern that was clearly beginning to emerge in the classroom vas_

the not infrequent practice of Mrs. Benson teaching the highest reading

group and the middle reading group together, while the slowest group

was taught alone. This is somewhat a modification of the manner in which

)

the kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Caplow, had organized her teaching of the

class. Mrs. Caplow appeared to perceive the major ability gap as lying

between the children at Table 1 and those at Table 2, that is; those

at Tables 2 and 3 were perTived to be more similar in potential than

were those at Tables 1 and 2. The pattern, however, for the second grade

teacher indicates that she perceived the major ability differentiation as

lying between those at Tables 2 and 3. That is, those students at Tables

1 and 2 were perceived as sharing a more similar potential than were

those at Tables 2 and 3.

Twice during the morning lesson on language that was being taught

410
the slowest group, Mrs. Benson has asked a question of the group without
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receiving a correct answer. This was even after she had asked Marcia

(the child especially kept back from the middle reading group to insure

that there would be one student in the group who could provide the correct

answer when the remainder of the group could not). When confronted with

the fact that no student in the group could provide the correct answer,

Mrs. Benson turned to students in the other two groups. These students

were involved in a completely different lesson when Mrs. Benson inter-

rupted them and asked for the answer to the question unanswered by the

slowest group. One of the two incidents in which Mrs. Benson went to

another group for the answer is as follows:

Mrs. Benson has written the word "fish" on the board. She

asks the group if they know the word and several respond
correctly that the word is "fish." She then erases the

"sh" and replaces the two letters with a "b." She then

asks how the new word is pronounced. Jim replies, "fit."

Alice says, "fish." Lou offers, "bit." Mrs. Benson
replies, "No, look at the word, f-i-b. This the same

thing,as telling a story. Instead of them telling a

story-, they tell a (pause). Marcia, do you know?"

Marcia responds, "Somebody tells a story." Jim adds,

"No, somebody tellin' a fob." Mrs: Benson asks, 'A.

fob?" Jim responds, "yea." Mrs. Benson then turns
away from the group on the right to the remainder of
the class who are all doing arithmetic lessons and asks,
"Anybody out there know what this word is? Liza, do you

know what it is?" Liza responds, "fib." Mrs. Benson
replies, "Yes, hasn't anyone ever told you a fib?" Nick

responds "Not me," (Liza is in the highest reading group.)

On the second of the two occasions, the children in the sldOest group were

to define a word that appeared to be totally absent from their experience

and background.

Mrs. Benson writes the word "colt" on the board. She

says, "Now who can tell me what a colt is?" Jim offers,

"Somethin' yi: put over your shoulders." Mrs. Benson
replies, "No, that is a coat, c-o-a-t. I am talkin' about

a colt, c-o-l-t." Alice says, "A colt is a slow." Mrs.
Benson ads, "A slowl" Alide says, "yea." Mrs. Benson then
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begins to draw a picture on the blackboard. She asks

the group, "What is this I'm trying to draw?" Jim says,
"A horse." Mrs. Benson replies, "So what is a colt?" t

Tim says, "A pig." Alice offers4,-"A cow." Marcia says
it is a "chicken." At this point Mrs. Benson turns to
the children in the other two groups in the class and
says, "Does anyone out there know what a colt is?"
Hal has raised his hand and is called upon by Mrs.
Benson. He says, "A baby horse." Mrs. Benson says,
"Yes." Mrs. Benson then turns back to the group on
the right and tells them that is the end of the les-
son.

While the slow group was working on this vocabulary lesson, the

remaining children in the class were involved in arithmetic assignments.

1

Thdre had not been enough books for all the children, so six pairs of

children shared books.' All those who had to share books were in the

middle reading group. When Mrs. Benson finished the lesson with the

slow group, she went'to begin work with the fastest group. The students

in the middle group were left to finish the arithmetic lesson. When

the fast group had gathered aTound her, Mrs. Benson began the lesson.

She repeated to the children several times that they should be aware of

the twenty words on the page in their spelling book since they had

first looked at them yesterday. She then had the children read through

the list of the twenty wor0s, and they did so very quickly. Mrs. Benson

did not have the children repett each word after her, as she did later

when the words were reviewed by the middle reading group. Instead, she

indicated that she expected them to know the wards and that there is

no reason why she need repeat them. She noted that the class period is

nearly over and told the group to leave their books open to begin new

activities`with the words after the recess period.

With1 the second grade classroom, Mrs. Benson sought to routinize

the behavior of the studen0 in regard to movement in and out of the

N
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room. That is, she sought to establish 4h invariant pattern which the

children were to follow each time that they moved en mass either to or

from the class. The pattern that she sought to establish in regard to

leaving the room was as follows: first the girls from the fast read-

ing group, then the girls from the reading group and finally,

the girls from the slow group. The same pattern was then repeated with

...the boys. Thus the first group to be called-were the girls from the

highest reading group and the last were the boys from the lowest

reading group. The degree to whith she'sought to follow this pattern

was illustrated at the end of,the class session.

Mrs. Benson tells the girls from the left side that they
may go and litx .'p to go to the restroom. She then

cates the girls.from the rear may also line up. She does

' not mention that the arlsfrom the right are to follow,

but they do take their place behind the girls from the
middle group. Mrs. Benson thensoes and stands at the

doorway. None of the boys have been called to the front.
Several begin to walk towards the line. Others follow

and'soon all the boys are in'line or very nearly so.
Mrs. Benson looks at the boys and says, "Boys, I never
called any of your names. Now.get back and sit down."

As'soon as the boys reach their seats, she begins to
call the three groups of boys back to the front. The

bell rings and the children are dismissed.

September 26.

The intettuption of the classroom activities by those from outside

the class was an intermittent yet continual phenomenon. Thought patterns

were broken, lessons interrupted, attention lost, and only short periods

of concentration were allowed as a result of the interruptions. On the

26th, an attempt was made to note during a thirty-five minute observa-

tional period all outside interruptions of the class. Thus the dropping

of a book, the talking of the children which disturbs others, or a coughing
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spell were not counted, though they also are factors that create inter-

ruptions in the flow of activity in the room. Such internal factors

that contribute to disruption are, I believe, an inherent part of-placing

more than thirty persona in one room for many hours each day. The inter-

ruptions, from outside the room, however, do not rejult from internal

activity, but from the activities of other's not a part of the class it-

self. The teacher has little authority or power to control the number

of interruptions that impinge upon her class., The most effective man-

ner would be to have the door locked, but fire regulations prohibit

locked classrooms within the school.' The following observational account

is markedby time to give indication of the fluxuating length of uninter-

rupted activity that the class experiences;

12:45 p. m. Bell rings indicating end of noon recess period.

12:51p.m. Children come into the room. Some go and sit while others

talk with me or look at books.

12:53 p.m. Mrs. Benson enters the room, turns off the lights and says,

"Everyone get in their seat." Dick comes to Mts. Ikason.

and says that Alice put her hand in front of his face.
Mrs. Benson turns to Alice and says, "If Alice had her head

down, she couldn't possibly have a hand in yourace. Isn't

that right, Alice?" Alice makes no verbal response and

puts her headdown.

12:56 p.m. First. interruption -- Teacher from third grade comes and
asks Mrs. Benson if she has a master key to the doors.
Teacher indicates thst she has locked herself out of her

room. Mrs. Benson suggests,that instead of going to
office and asking principal for a key, she send a boy

outside to climb through the window. Teacher says that

she thought of that, but all windows are locked. Mrs.

Benson suggests that she go speak with Mrs. Logan, the

first grade teacher. Third grade teacher leaves the room,

Orlando enters the roam add is called to the teacher's Aesk

Mrs. Benson then speaks with him for three minutes asking

why he is late to class. Child has to go and get sister

from fourth grade to substantiate his excuse for being

late to class.
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12-)59 p.m. Second interruption---OrIendo comes back to room with sis-
ter who relates a teacher reason for child being late
for class. Teacher tells sieter'to "make sure" that her
brother teat school on time "from now on."

1:01 p.m. 'Mary comes to Mrs. Besnon and asks if she would like some
hard rock candy. Mrs. Ranson indicates that she would not.
She says, "No, it is hard lor my teeth." Mary responds,
IWell, it not hard for my teeth." Mrs. Benson says,
"your teeth may be different from mine. It's, hard for

my teeth.". Mary replies, "But yoll "lady." Mrs.. Benson
makes no response to the comment and asks Mary ts return

to her seat.

1:03 p.m. Third interruption -- Principal turns sa public address ays-

tem and gives scores of tha noon volley, ball games in the

eig4h grade. Also tells children.that they can'begin to
bring their money to the.school to buy the tickets to the

three concej,ts by the St. Louis Symphony especially for

children.

1:06 p.m. Fourth interruption --Girl who does errands for the office
brings slips to room for Mrs. Benson to sign. She then

leives. .

-1:08 p.m. Fifth. interruption -- Second grade teacher, Mrs. Wrong,

comes into the'room complaining that another teacher ie
her sandwich at lunch. She sounds quite angry towards

the other teacher who apparently ate the sandwich believ-

ing that it had-been bought for her instead of one she

had ordered. She states that the only way she had lunch
wai to eat the sandwich of one of her students who was not

hungry. She also leaves'a three-page memo with Mrs. Benson

that she Is to read and then pass on to another teacher.

The teacher leaves'and Mary asks if she can take the memo

to the next room. Mrs. 'Benson responds that she had not

yet read it. and Mary-says, "Yea, but-I like to go around

the school."

A

1:10 p.m. Twenty-five minutes after the bell rang, Mrs. Bensorrin-
structa olassto.take out the workbooks in which they a
working'and.finish their exercises. Mrs. Benson asks Bose

from the high reading group to'take the thrde-page memo
a to.all the teachers on both the first and second floor:

She instructsRose to wait 'until the teacher has read it

and then pass it on to the next teacher.

Sixth interruption--Three patrol boys come into the room

asking the teacher if she has one of the school, volley

balls. She indicates that she does not and they leave.

1:13 p.m. Seventh interruption--Fourth grade teacher comes,into the

room with money from two children who have brought_ it, to

purchase their symphony tickets. (Mrs. Benson and Mrs.

Caplow ark in charge-of ticket sales on the first floor.)

1
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Jets. lenttietr-telle. towhee, ttrkeepall. the money until the

first of next week when principal passes the tickets out
to her._ Teacher leaves and Laura come, to front with her
book. 'She 'shows it to the teacher and is told to go ahead
and finish the entire page of exercises. Mary comes to .

show her book and Mts.. Benson responds, "Go back and sit
down; I don't want to be disturbed." 6ortly Laura comes
back to the teacher'desk and asks a question. Mrs..
Beeson replies, "That's rightifhOney. 'Nov go beck and.
finish the rest of the page." Laura goes back tolleg .

seat. Alice comes to- the desk of. the tacher and' - begins

to ask a question. Mrs. Benson says, "Alice,.that is
irrelevant. -1ipmLgo%and sit down." Mrs. Benson then tikes'
her chair to the.t.ear pf the room where she sits and begins
work with the middle group on their-notebooks. 'The lesson
pertains to deciding between two alternatives that are
giV'en for each statement: The children are then .to.under-

lifie the correct response., There are four statements that
the children are to have completed, and Mrs. Benson is
now going to work with the childrento mark their pages. -,

All four of the statements relate to whatone does if
another personapeaks;a lie. 'Statement, one relates to

whether a father would. believe the son and the second sug-

gests that hevould'not. The children are to haVe noticed

the latter alternative. The same procedUre is repeated
with the nothertthe sister, and the good friends til1y
selected correctly on three of the fOur questions.

,

gighth interruption--A child from the fourth grade comes
to Acs: BensoWvith money to purchase symphony tickets.
Mrs. Benson explains that the child should take the money
back to his teacher add wait until theneft week to 'buy
the tickets. 'Mrs. Benson then begins to check another page
of exercises completed by th4reading group. There are fif-

teen statements related to cows and elephants. The child-.

reii are:to make an "X" for an incorrect statement ("Ele-
phants are smaller than cows") and an:"0" for correct,state-
ment ("Elephants at hay"). When the papers are graded,

Lilly had eleven of the fifteen correct, When Trish comes
to the front to have her paper graded, Mrs :Benson makes
a special note of telling the class that Trish has failed
the exercise because she did not follow'directions. She

had written "yeiwand "no" instead:of the "rand "".
Trish had a perfect paper, but was given a failure mark.
Mrs. Benson then checks the papers of Curt and Hal. On
the first set of exercises, idlal had a perfect paper and

Curt missed three. On the second setof papers, both
boys had perfect papers. Mrs. Benson asks Curt if he copied.

from Hal. Cdrt Says thathe did not. airs. Benson con-
tinued to ask if he cheated saying, "Are you sure,.are
you real sure?" Curt responds that he did not cheat.

3S6
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She cowantp that it LA atracEse foi- Hal to get two perfect
papers And CurC to do pootly.on one and get a perfect on

-'-the other.'Cutt again claims 'his 'innocence andMO. Benson .,
- 4 %reolies, "0. R., but from now on I am goingto by watching

yod. You kpow. I don't like cheaters." The teacher then
takes her chair back to her desk at the front pf.the toom.
Rosireturii from her'errand.

f

IV. TEACHER PERCEPTION AND CLASSROOM DICHQTOMY

September 29

As the observational period began, Mrs. Bensoewas teaching to the
. . . .

groupgroup while the othei two have been told to "look at your library

books *Mil we go to the libra0e" Nick is seated at a'desk by himself

away from hii reading group. His desk is now rery close to that of Mrso

neon. The' time is 11:10.,

Mts. Benson writes two sentenceson the blackboard. -The
first ti "Jack knows, Kathy" and the second is "JaCk
knows Kathy." She asks the,class to look at two
tentencei and tell her what is, different about them.
(Mary states that one.has a "mark." Mrs. Benson replies,

qiofJthat is not what it is. Youshould know beciOse
I have told you before.. Liza says, "It a Comet."
Mrs. Benson .asks.ber to repeat what' she has said and
she again'qndicates that it is a "coat." Mrs. Ben-

son says that tt is not a comet and asks Rose! .Bose
says it is a "combo." Mrs. Benson says, it. is not a
combo and.asks Joyce, who, says it is a comma. Mrs.
Benson then askS the class to say 'comma" and when they
do, they are asked ,tt, repeat it again. Mrs. Benson
then asks what a.comma is for in a sentence and Mary
says, "To stop a minute." Mrs. Benson replies,'"Yes,

. when you co$)e .to a comma, you pause." Mrs. Benson
then indicates that there is no more tima'for the4

/ lesson as she has to pass out the libraty cards. ¢,

,During the course of the semester Ln which the children were observ-
t

4

ed in second grade, eleven observations w e made of their half-hour
/.

library periods, The first of those per ods was noted in the discussion

of Septembet 16 olass activities. To avoid description of each of the
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'periods which very quickly assumed.% character that was evident through-

Out all observational p'eriods, the observation of:the library visit on

4
the 29th of September is presented in some detail as repr6sentative of

events which occurred Out4ing all of the library periods. Tfilis in dis-
,

cussion of future activities otthe.class, only brief mentirn will be

made of activities related to the library, not due to the lack of informa.:

if .

tion, but for the sakeof avoiding long series of nearly repetitious notes.
.

. .

It is hoped that, the following will suffice to proiide the reader lith an

understanding of what were the common and predominant experiendes of the

children in their weekly visit to the libraty.

s/

Mrs. Benson states that she is going to pass out the li-
brary cards. Alice asks if she is going to receive one
.also, and Mrd. Benson replies, in a harsh voice, "I'm not
talkin' to you yet;,girl,et quiet.'. Alice'bows her head.
Mis.'Benson begins to call the names of the children and .

thdy come to the front to receive their library cards.
Carol comes when hit name is tolled and says that'she has
forgotten her book. Mrs., Benson in a loud and harsh voice
begins shouting at Caiol that she had better remember to
bring her book and thai the librarian, will not like her
for having forgotten her book. She states that, in fact,
the librarian may never allow her to return to the libraty
again. Carol goes back to her seae..and bows her head. _ Lou
calls out, o Mrs. Benson that Nick hbs forgotten his book
also. _Mrs. 'Benson turns to Lou and in a hatill voice, ''Lou,

who you takin' care of, boy?" Lou. responds, "Lou.' '= Mrs,

Benson says, "Ok, boy, yotkbetter kde0t that way." When
all the children have their cards,'Laur3Iwalks to the front
and asks the teacher Pt she reads her book tonight, can
she have another one tomorr. Mrs. nson replies in a

soft and pleasant voice to Lefts thaaeloPshe is.sorry, but that
Laura will have to wait a whole week with the rest of the

-88.
'4 --

4
..« ., --..

Mrs. Benson then saysi "Ok, .girls from the Tigers, come line
'up." The nup. same instruction 1, repeated for the group 'of girls

in the rear, referring to them as "Cardinals." The last group
of girli from the right are'also called and they are referred
to as "Clowns." I must have appeared somewhat puzzled\at Mrs.
Benson calling the groups by name, for she came to me and4

1
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3. .

explained that she hzl"iotten" tired. of not having any
name jprthe groups sd she has 'given" each of the three
feeding groups a new name, The boys are aisoasked to
line `up begifining with-tiger boyliand'z.nding with the
crewn-Thoys. Nick its the last child to .leave the room.
Hedoes not hive a partuer. Mrs. Benson instructs him
to turn off the lights as he leaves.

V

F

4

As the children enter tile .library the librgrian stands .
the 'door saying repeatedly, "Watch ,your She

also. instructs the'boys to "pick up your feet. This
is not:a parade." She the instructs the children

-where to sit with the boys seated on.the left and 'the
*girls on the right side- or the room. Mrs. Spring then
asks whether' there /lie any children in the class who
did not eceill a, library card die previous week.- One
boy Mil not receive one-. -- Another boy. then. holds up_
his hand and is asked by Mrs. Spring,-7"Arelyou new?"
The boy replies "uh huh." Mrs. Spring relies, "Oh

-' no, we can't have 'talk like that in my ibrary.' What`
is 'it you are suppose -to oak. Alin you are tn the'lf-
braryl" The boy replies, "Yes ma'am." Mrs), Spring
says, No, that is not good enough. "Say, Yes Mrs.

. .

N' Sprit's." The,..hoy. repeats sd instructed..

s Mrs. Spring then-asks who has forgotten to bring theif
,library bOok. Nick indiiates that h%forgot, and Mrs..
Spring saysl""Qh no, we can't have that. You better. .

bring that'book bank at unch Or will put, your name
oh the list of those whrforger today i's Monday. thu

'better bring that book, hear me; boy?" 11

.
. 4

Risf then calls out to Mrs. Sjring, -"Carol forgot her
book?." Itrt. Spring 'turns to Rose and inf,a; loud, and .
harsh voice says, "Oh no,Aittle lady The next time

,--- youyou open your mouth X am going to lose my temper. I
am,able to speak for myself.. Now you keep sittin'

;- there and keep your mouth shut if ,you want to stay in
' my iibrary."..,MrS. Spr2tng then goes and asks Audrey

"'where her bock is and Audrey replies that it is at. a hoMd. The librarian then. begins to literOly shout
t and scream-ft the children' saying', "What's wrong with%

you? Can't-you remember anything? What's 'Wrong with
your mother? Can't she remember anything, too? `Why
didn't you bring your book? What.are you tryin t'o

. t do, lose.ali:Of my library books? Are you tryir.go to
embarrass 'the whore' roomn Audrey replies, "No ma'am."
Mrs. Spring retorts, "Never mind, you are embarrassing
the whoreroom. -I em dioappOinte'd in you." She then .

turns away and Audrey,, appearing quit distressed, puts
her head in ,her arms.

4
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Mrs: Spring then tells the girld'at the first table to
. begin checking in theii due books and sotto the shelves

to look foranew one.' The librarian has told the child-

. ren of the "routine. that she wishes them to folim. They
are to tdrn'initheir old book before they go to look for
a new. When they 6k1 a book from the shelf they are
also to insert a plebe of cardboardto mark the:place ..7

on the shelf from where 'the book wa4 taken. Virginia
has taken,a book from the shelf. Mrs. Spring says,.

, "Little person, you'ke Oft that wrong. You always
put the cardboard in first before you takeout the
b k."), She grabs the book from her hands ,and placel
i ck in Sh-6.-,-then-takag-the car&mwrid-----

...
places it on the shelf next toithe.book,and takis the

.
.

`book.back,from the shelf. She says; as the girl is.4
hesitant to take it from her hands, "Well take it. It

'is the 'one thatlyoq wanted,"
,,,,

. .,.. $. .

.. When the children have checked out their new bocrks,k
,

.

they e to retninto their Seats., begin# td
show/heenew book to Shirley., Itrs.'14zon, who is

mtseated
'in the rear of room, calls Oat:V6Ailly,

-"Lilly, shut your mouth." Mrs. Spring then Oe6i,
two boys, Tom 'and Joe, showing one another picturei'
from their two books. She says, as she claps her
'hands three times, "Hey, you two, turn,around and use
your books." The two boys separate and then close
their books." I make note that-of the'fifty book
cove:s ovidisplay in the library) only one has on
it the picture of a black persdh. The name of the

single book is JiMBeckenwoetb; Negro Mountain Man.
. ... .. ,,

The.timallow ed for the children to select a new book
,.is'quite small. The last four children do not have

time and Mrs.-Spring simplytgivea,,them a book to check

oUt. She then tells the class to line up to leave with '
all the girls before'the boys.) She hears Rose talking

to Laura. She comes up behind Rose and claps her hands
four times and says, "Oh no,/ ohno. You are going to
close ydur mouth,little lady,or you and I are going to

shave a falling out, right here. I have taken all from
you that I am going to take today. If I hear one more
word from you, it is going to be all over. The:librarian
then tells the children,."All right now ,'little people,
you can go back to your rbom." am the last' person

out of the library from the'class,and as I pass the
librarian, she says,' "Maybe I ought to give you one

of thew liple kiddie books, too.:' I simply smile
and leave.

1116111111A1=mmo
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/

.- groups.' Referring to her highest reading group as "Tigers" (tlx.ey won
/

._
6 ,

the last World Series in St. Louis), the midge reading group as the 1

"Cardinals" and lowest group as the d'Clowns" appears t
IY
o sum in a

.

.
0

ti

An event that. cannot affOrd to ,be lost in the msteriaiLon,the library
MOM a

visit is the:referende to the-teacher giving names to her three reading's

.
. A N

very.feW words the perceptions of MrsOrBarison,towards the various iibups
.

. .

in her class. Mrs. Benson did not use' code as she labeled her three.

0
tables. To'be called "Table 1" with Mrs. Capl or "Table A in Mrs.

. V
. N

.
)

Logan's class indicated that one was in the select group, buttit did
\ '1-7-

not portrara fundaelental dichotomy of perception by th e teachers to /
.

.refer to their lowbit groups as ."Table 3" of "Table C." That is, though

.
. t ,J

.. .

there was a ranking, the ranking 0 done wAn the same conceptual

set. But with the use 'of "Tigers, Cardinals, and Clowns," theLre
.

ucturs
_.., .

a elear split in the conceptual groupd implied by the first two names
) .

,A

,and that oethe third.
1

)10'i/tense is made oil implying that the groups
.

.

are, viewed.as different, gradations on one plane of performance, but

that rather there are profound differences of Oerceived ability and

potential, that- inherently separate the studenti inEdtwo ma-Or groupst
, . .

;hough it le only'anassumption, I would contend that to call o group

of students "clowns" (or buzzards) implies more than merely an evaluation

of their academic performance. It is a statement of their perceived

2
.

., A similarexample of the split in conceptual categories utilized
by a teachei to differentiate reading, groups is known by the author in

# Florida Fade school CIassroam where the highe.st.reading group are

termed "butterflies," the middle group labeled "blue-jays" and the

lowest group "buzzards."

or!
or
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wprtllt as individuals. They are viewed as halongtag to an entire separ- . 1

Ix
1,..

ate category of liorscrite...-those who, to paraphrase Ma tta (1961), are
/

.1.

contiOred as "disreputable" studints. They are perceived as disreptu-

able; for they have
.

alpfundamental'stigmats that sets them apait from
,-'' . .

. .

,

4 the,remainder of the class--they have certain undesired behavioral and
l

attitudinal characteristics and theyvare repeating the grade.
*. .

., i

The variable qf rePeatipg ihe*grade only becomes relevant, with
. .

-] e, .

, ..

the fir# grade, and beyond..-In kindezgarteft there are no students who ,
. _. .

. . (..
.

. .

repeat the 'grade. The kindergarten teacher, Mts.. Caplow, appeared to .
, .-, e

utilize a number of socio-economic factors'in addition to'behavioralf

.

attitudinal characteri stics to ascertainsher expectations of who

would succeed_ and who.wodld fail. For Mrs. L gan, there was available

to her as she formulpted her evaluations, not only the material o all

\
the -children free. their kindergarten year,Tt for. one grou414p, their

presence for
. . .

a second time in her classroom. (This was also the group

placed alone on one side of the room,. far apart from the rest of the
*

students.) Likewise for Mrs. Benson, there were the data Available,

to her of the petformance of the children From the previous year in

first grade, and alsoithe knowledge that there were those who were
4.

aggin repeating the grade. (Here again, the children repeating the grade

are all placed together in one group aid given a label'substantiallP

different Nom thbse given id theremainder of the students in the

clag,) I tk 0

Octob 0

Vfien the bell rings to allow the children in from the playgrOund

4
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A -

.at.8410 a.m., Lilly c s in and'immedififely takes out'a Meet Ot paper.

A
, i

...)
. ....--

She selectsa red crayon and begins to draw. At 8:35 a.m., Mrs. 'Un-

/' soriOrites five. rithmetic problems on the board. She had mentionmentioned
. .

' ,

on -a previoui visitthat'she now does this each morning as soon as

-377-

the children come,AntO the room to "kee itel busy" while she. fills
.

.-- . out the necessary attendance reports for the map. office. Marcia and
,4r f -: .

Rose are asked to come to'the^front and take paper to pass out to the .

.4 ,., .

students. When,Lilly and.ptura releive.their papers, they begin .
.

,

1 .

_, .

immediately,to write theirhe'ding. (This is a standard procedure that

Mrs.lenson expects on all papers turned in 8y tne
.A
students. She will

4.
,..-. .

accept no Ter
/

to he gradedAthat does not have a-complete headin0
_

.

-When liothigirls finish, they.each begin
.

drawing on notebook paper. . .

t -4

Lilly shows Trish'what-she hardrawn. Triih makes no'comment but does

then gives Trish a piece of her paper, Triih again smiles

$and.both girls begin'to color.. Laura has.been drawing a picture of a

'house. She Ippears.yery intent on doing, her 'drawing and does not

show her pi'Rer to anyonetnor doie she converse with any other student.
1./

Curt bias become Interested in whin Lilly and Trish Are'drawkng. He

. rises up, out of his seatAnd,looks over the, shoulder of Trish. Mrs.

Benson sets Curt partiallyt standing and says, "There is.n9ttitng on her

. -

paper to interest you,, boy. Sitaack, boy." Art dos'so:

Mrs. Benson then asks thel-blass to "pass forward, all papers right

now." Several of the children are talking softly among themselves.

Mrs. Benson says,- "I did not. say for anyone to open their mouth. I
,

said you should pass yodr papers forward," When she has collected all

Pipers eteinstructs the children.to open their arithmetic bookend

4
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!

"take everything else off your desk." She instructs Alice and-Amy to

Pbecareful with the books 'case I know you don't want tb have to pay
,

fOr them ''cause you ore out a page. They are not yours, .so take care,'

hear?" 4 % 6,
"3 )

..-
A further incident of the teacher asking for the class t8'tell

. .-- i

t her someone
'

who had performed incorrectly occurred as the children
.

-began-reciting--problems-froth the-arithmetic book: `firs. Benson had

giiren reach of the.studetits ih the class "ten strips of-grey paper to

I use as " counters" ih place offtheirfingers. One arithmetic problem.

was givingseveral of the students difficulty as they attempted to
r

1 .
. .

'answer her question. 'Thus she had told the,ehtire class to take out

6
.

.

..

their counters andtwork with,them to achieve the correct answer.
, t .

, I, .

S.
. ,

, Mrs; Beason then asks how many counters. would have to, be
taken away from fife to bave two remaining. Most of the
children In the claii respond, "threes." Mrs. Benson said,
"Who was that I:heard say twqr Jim points to Amy and
Amy points back at Jim. Mrs. Besnon calls on Jim to '

give the answer. 'Elesincorrvtly says "two." Amy sit-
ting_beside_Jim_in_the.next_roWas_snickering. Jim
tqrnas to Amy and says, "Girl, I di 't.st, nothin'."
Amy respondett"Boy, you did too. "'' Jim appears quite

y.. \angry an4 turns _away '.

4

A

'04

t he teacherlIk5sking in the getpegajay for who it was that had given

, .

the incorrect reaponhe appearalto have triggered a good deal of inter-.
r

nal hostility.getweentwo members of the (class. ,Such questions, though,
sA J I.

art asked in such's manner'thst any student who answers is placed in
h
. ... , . 4

. .

the position ofAhsving reported on a fellow student. As- noted earlier,

this may result in the teacher turning on the very stGent who supplied

,
..

- thehe &formation, or in this case, turning on the
.

student singled out

as havisig.kncorrectly responded.

. A
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October 3
. .

Along with schedules of bated practice and lunchroom menus on

Mrs. Benson':i bulletin board wes also the listing of 'the times when

the school nurse was,availt;ble. be nurse w4s not present continu-

ally at theschool; but serve five schools and rotated her services'

among them. On the thiid of October, the nurse was not be present
1

-"in Attucks School during any part of the day. Ai I entered the second

, -

grade classroom, Alice was the onlyhtudent in the room.' The remainder
,

of the crass was outside on the playitobnd for the afternodn recess.
, ,

Mrs. Benson explained that Alice had a severe toothache, but ,that \ ,
4 \ f ,

. .

there was no nurp satifthe scifobl.who could treat it. Thus Alice had,

to remain in the room. Mrs. SentTn-indicated'that she hid the 4Uthor-
.

.ity neither to give the child AiSpil:in to, relieve the pain nor to .
. .

authorize her leaving school early to'go home.
,

Mrs. Benson fine/ spoke' during the recess period, an eighth

.grade y brought in's number of supplies. There were ribber bands,

writing and construction paper, pencils, sdetSh tape, markinrpens,

hole:punch,and a box of small erasers. I. asked how often each class

received suppliet and she indicated, hat supplies were distributed to

. each class once s,month. I posed the question to . Benson, "Given

unlimited resources, what additional materials Would you like for your

classroom that are not available?" She responded:

I would like an electric pencil iharpefier. Youknow,
when I was working with the third graders last year,
I don't know whether they havebetter.,cooidination or
what it is, but they &Nap had theirs sharpened and
ready to go at 8:30. Witik-these little people, it is
often 9:00 befole they tIp ready to begin. Something
else,that I would like to have are enough small 4

39'5
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lc individual Jars of pasteso'each student could have their
own. I would want' he liquid type so when it gets on the
desk and dries,. it won't show.

s. Benton also commented that other than these two items, there was

nothing else that she thought necessary for the class.

When the bells rang to signal the end of the recess, the children

soon came into the romps Three of the children were not present..
o

Mrs. Benson lays to the class, "Where's Edith?" Marcia
calla` out,` "She on the wall. Mrs. Benson. responds, "Oh:"
Shortly,Edith, Hal and Doug come into the room. -They
attempt to'walk past the desk of Mrs. Benson and go to
their seats. Mrs. Benson sayslWait a,minute. Comehere,,
boys and Edith. Where have you been?" The childrenspeak
very softly to the teacher Indicating that they ,have been
"on the wall" because tHey were eating "on the line." Mrs.
Beason asks the three, ?You know that you are embarrassing'
u41" and they respond, "Yes, ma'am.2 The two boys then go
to their seats, but Edith remains at the desk. Mrs: Benson
asks Edith what she was eating and Edith shows her a small
bag of, hard candy. Hrs. Benson then tells Edith that she
should leave her candy inside during recess. As Edith

a, begins to walk to her desk, Mrs. Benson calls out, "Edith,;

don't embarrass our room again, hear." -g

The children's reference to standing "on the line" indicates their

o-t .

having to stand by claps id liatsion the playground before they are

allowed into the building. Each 'class of Students then 'Walks by,partner
, . ,

into the school. The reqrence to standing "on the wall" isa pudishr

gent technique utilized.by,the eighth gride patrol boys and the teachers

4
. te

. on yardoduty against children Who have incurred disciplinary actio.

The childred. are forced to -stand a distance .bsik from the wall and
/ .

.1

.

.then lean forward with their arms bracing them from falling into the
/

-...

wall. 'they oust keep their feet apart and are at such' an angle to the

., 4
.,, .

Wall ;hat should they relax their arms,//they would fall head first into

the,brick. This.was the punishment of the three children for havIng

k

*k.

*

*- A
'or
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been taught eating candy "on the line."

-PQr the first twenty minutes after recood), thn tnachur wft.

in a numbei of "organizational actitities" with the children. Such

p;obleMs(s theIchildren,on the wall, broken pencil leads; and disputes

.

betwee'
/
students that began on the playground cdnsumed most of the

twenty` minutes. Pcr the following thirty minutes, the teacher was in-

volv d in a lesson with ali:plembers of the class demonstrating howto

print the capital "I". The lesaolaiis cut short at 3:00 p.m. in order'

that the children can !!clea'n up allthe trash" around their seats b4iT:we

they leave. She tells the class thdt no one will be able to leave nen-
, ,

til all the trash is picked up and-pOt in the trash cgda." She also noted,

"All papers Are,to go hoar: to your mothers:" When the children finish.

cleaningithe floor,, they allgo to their seats and sit very'quietly with .

their hands folded and looking straight ahead. Mrs. Benson then selects

rows to leave,,indiCatinithat the firstFtCw chosen had "the 9eatest

floor." All the rows in thetiger group were chosen before the remainder

of the class.
,

Octobei 6 L
A, twice-weekly routine of the teacher was to hame the children take

4.4 kr

home all papers that they had done. As noted on Priail, October 3,kixs.

Benson:instructed the children to "make sure all papers are to go home

' to your.mo&rs." As was to de' elop (hiring a les'sdn on Monday, -theses

instructions created a good deal of confusion among the children and one

group was denied a-reading,letson bt:cause they had 'explicitly fol.lowed

-her diroctiond.
C
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Mks. Benson comes to the Clowns and says, "Clowns, take
eutyour duplicating sheets. We are going to grade them

2new.': 'Lou responds, "I took mine home." Mrs. 'Benson
"Loutcyoumere not supposed to do that. You are

never to take home any papers that are not graded." Lou
contjnues, "But Friday yousaid to take home all papers."
'Mrs:Benson replies, "Well, IMeant that yoU were to only
take home those papers that had been'graded." ,pou makes
no response., Laura then interrupts Mrs. Benson and shows
her the paper that .she has finished. Mrs. Benson then
goes to her dealt for ,a ditto whichshe asks Mary to take
to the office to have duplicates.

Mrs. Bensbn then leaves her desk having given Mary the ditto
and britigi 'her chair to the Clowns group. When'she is seat-
ed, she notes that only two of the nine students present have
their sheets on their desk. She'thei asks the2redeining
seven children where their sheets are and they resPaiiirthit
they toOk.them home. One boy indicated that he lost his
sheet oethe way home. Mrs. Benson becomes very irritated

'with the group and says, "Well, you are not ready. None of
you are ready. You all better get those papers tonight and
bring them back tomorrowso we can grade them. We can't

,read today because you ate'not reedy. I am going togo
' and work with them." She then.picks up her chair and.goes

to the Tiger group: She gives no'further directions to
the CloOns and they merely sit for, the next twenty -five
rgitnuteseither watching Mti. BensOndteach the Tigers or
else having their heads dawn in their arms. Later in the
period, several, of the children begin to color in a color-

ing book, that Lou has brought from home. He tears out,

pages aneshares,with others in the Clown group.

At:25 a.m., Mrs. Benson ends the reading lesson with the Tigers and

has the class begin to prepare for a visit to the library.

October 9

As I entered the room after noon recess, I immediately noticed that

Ats. Benton had taped on the backblackboard.feces drawn by the children.

Every face was, as explained by Mrs. Benson, to,be a aelf-portrait. There

were.thirty pictures taped on the board. Every face was drawn with brawn'
,

crayon ,except for thi_face of Trish which was dose with green and purple

flop, crayon. Mrs. Benson' made' a special note of the fact that all the faces'

A

were doge with brown'crayon except for the face f Trish. Likewise, all

t ,

4
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the children drew their haiF black, althOugh;the shades of brown and

.blgck varied from very dark to quite light. .With the eyes, however,

4 .

F
a variety of colors were used. Saftra l of the children drew blue eyes,

others red,eyes, and two had yellow eyes. The remainder of the class

drew their eyes either black or brawn. All faces were drawn with a

nose and mouth, but seven did not have earn..

A'12:50 p.m. the thildren began to enter the room. They went

directly to their Seats and Mrs. Benson repeated severictimes, "All

I 4

heads are supposed to be down." A-number of the children puedowntheir
,

heads but others did. not. The noise liVel dropped quite low though

there was not absolute silence. Mrs. Benson then said, "Somebody isu't-

testing." Only two of the eight with their head's not dawn, then put

.them 80.

Alice comes from her seat tows s the teacher. Mrs. Benson
gays, "Sit down, Alice." Alice keps coming towards the
"desk. Mrs. Benson repeats herself, but Alice walks directly

to her desk. She softly speaks -to Mrs. Benson and explains
that she lost her eraser on the playground and Could she go
outside to find it. She also asks if she can take someone
from the class with her to loci for the eraser. Mrs. Benson

replies, "Ok, girl, but / doubt that you find it," Many of
the children haVe been listeriing to Alice and Mrs. Benson.

When Mrs. Benson gives permission for Alice to go outside,

a number of them hold up their hands indicating that they
would like to go along with Alice to look for the eraser.

39
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.

All the-girls in the Clown group, hold-up their hand as do
all but tOo'of those in the cardinal group. No girls in
the Tiger group indicates that the wants to go with
Alice to the playground. Alice; however, ignores the.
requests of all the girls with their hands raised and
calls on. Virginia from the Tiger group to accompany
her. Virginia rises when Alice asks her to go and
they leave the room.

As the 'two left the room and opened the door, a breeze blew'ithrough the

room. A paper fell from the desk of Rose and blew across under the

.desk of Lou. ,Lou picked up the paper and hold it fot Rose. Bose
..r

.

came to Lou, grabbed the paper from himrand said, 4Gimmee that paper,

boy." She walked-bacictO'her seat:

She principal then gave five minutes of.announiements over the

public address systeM. When he finished, Mrs. Benson instructed Nick

to go and turn on the lights.

She then says to the class, "All right, now everyone take
out their spelling notebooks and their spelling books.
AlsoAtake out a piece of crayon. Fut all pencils and erasers
away." Lou and Amy both ask Mrs. Benson what color crayon
to use for the checking of the workbooks, but.she makes no
response. Hal, who sits in the cardinal group., comes to
Mrs. Benson's desk and ekplains that he has not been able
to finish the lesson. Mrs. Benson replies, "There is nor
a thing I can'do for you; There is just not a thing I
can do; Just go back and sit down. Every question that
you have not finished you will have to mark wrong." Mrs.
Benson then beginsto check the books of the Tigers and
Cardinals, calling on Slipley 'for the fourth answer.
Shirley responds, "I don t know where you at." Mts.'Ben-
ton responds; 'Veil, wheat am I supposed to do for you;
girl ?. Find out where we are." Mts..Benson then calls
on Laura for the answer, who responds correctly.

.
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V

When the teacher and the.two groups had checked the first ten

exerciscs onoile page, Mrs. Benson asked all the class to close their

books and put them away. Thus none of the work done.by the Clowns was

checked. Mrs. Benson explalned that ice it was"Fire Prevention
s

.

Week," they were going to,go to the'iymnasium to hear a fireman talk

to them. As the girls lined up and-then the boys to go to the gym,

Lilly was, left without a partner. She walked,by herself as the

girl before the boys. (The same was also to'be the case as-the clads

returned to the room at the end.of the talk.)

The gym was filled with children. `.I learned from therincipal

1 .

that all the udents in the building except for the kindergarten were

7
preient. this would be approximately 850 students. The Students all .

sat on benches in long rows the length of the gym. The teachers did

not sit on the benches, but on individual folding chairs along the two

walls near their children. The fireman,

4G1
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who was white, gave a lengthy talk on'the causes an( prevention of
4

fires. Much of what he said appears to.be much too complicated' for

the students, at least those in the earlier grades. He spoke df .

"electrical conduction," "electric circuit breakers," and "asbestos

material," for example. .The clildten began to talk among themselves
I 1

. 4

and pay little attention. Among, some of the older children) I noted

girls looking in one anther's purses, boys
Nik
attempting to squeeze one

another's hands and others seeminito be asleep. A4 the fireman

ended his talk, he asked if there were any questions. There were none.,

He said "Thank you" and left the stage. The Chdren were ben dismissed

. by grades with the firit grades being the first to leave the gym.

V. FROM A DIFFERENT-PERSPECT THE STUDENTS

During two weeks in the middle of October, alV observational

activity was suspended and,interviews of an hour'and one-half were con-
,

duotea with each of the students in the class. An interview schedule

was developed utilizing 36 questions in six substantive areas. A num-
,

(I
bar of the questions_were drawn from the questionnaire devised by Leacock

404
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(1969). The complete interview schedule for lie second grade students

is found in Appendix A., Also found in Appendix A is a detailed dis-
db.

4

cussion of the answers of the children=to each of the 36 .questions.
11-

/
In addition to theAuestions, the children were also askedAto draw a

. picture of themselves. Mrs. Benabn was extremely cooperative and allowed

the coatroom to/be used-for the interviews. I was able to interview .

throughout the day andtwould only have to call the name of the child

and he or she was excused from class activity. The interviewing was

done over a period of nine class days. The following is a summary and

di4cussibri of the data collected from the interviews detailing both

the major substantive areas of questioning and

three reading groups' separately,.

Any interpretation of the finding's of this short interview to

the responses, of the

,

the students must be viewed within the co ext that the answers. of

the children may.have been influencefl,by th it desire to '"say the
,

right thing." This may be especially true, given that the inter-

viewer had spent time with the children 'at least periodically since

their first day of kindergarten for some and since the first day of

second grade for others. 'Nevertheless, this drawback of the children

responding with what they considered to

ponse to one perceived

very important bonus.

been the true feelings

the correct and proper res-

by them es affiliated with the school has one

That la, though the responses may pot haye

of the children; they responded in terms of

what they perceived to be the expectations of the school and the

teachers for them. Thus by responding with what they believed to be

proper, they were in a sense very clearly afting and definthg how

I 40-3
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they undo'retood the formal expectations of the school to be constructed,

Many of the questions within the interview were deliberately

) vague and open- ended. Thit was done to allow the children the ippor-

tunfiy to interpret and respond tthem freely. -In such a manner 1:tt

was hoped that the children, given the openness Qf the questions, would

verbalize the degree to which -they perceived the.goals of the school

and the teacher an either behavior-centdred or learning-centered. P

Likewise, such open-ended questions were utilized to allow the chile
4

to verbalizb how they perceed the learning environment.of the school

0

and class, and the degree to which the school became a place of "putr

. ,
in time"or a place where they were engaged in the experiehce of

-learning and developing nee understandings aboutothemeelvis and their

world. .

4
Very little appears necessary to notein relation to the first

b
area of questioning in the interview. The largefeaajority of students

in all-three reading groups knew and' could relate the relevant infor-
,,,

mat concerning themselves and where they lived. in the second sub-

sta ive area (seeking to determind the students' attitudes and per-

teptions of the activities of the school), with schopl,heing a

permanent aspect of the life experience of the child for the majority

f of the early year's of their life, they responded that they would con-

tinue to come to school, even if they were told they did not have'to

lb so. The children appeared to accept the experience of school as

Th. to be some variation, however, in the value the

children perceived in the experienc4 itself. The majority of the

Tigers and Cardinals responded that they felt they would miss some-

thing if they did not come, while only four-of the eight'Clowns believed

a
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they were going to miss anything. For the last group, though they

said they Would come, only half appeared to believe that the experience
.>

was profitable and wporthWhile. When asked what the school taught

them about themselves, few children in the class responded in terms

,

other than. how to perform in class. When asked what "school)aught

them about getting along with other children, the majority in all

three groups replied that the_scilool emphasiird the undasirabilityof

..violence and that they as children should not seek to use violence fOr

their own ends. Few children responded in theqffirmative that the

school taught them to seek friendship,and help one another. .

Seeking to determine the sociometric preferences and dislikes

of the childreein the class constituted the third major area of the

1

interview. In general, first choice as to the person each child

9esired it next to varied Among the three gimps. The Tigers were

ejit quite self-contained group with preference given to a fellow member
.

of the highest reading group.. Among. members. of the Cardinals, prefer-
.

ence was expressed for both members of the Tigers and the Clowns. The

Clowns were also highly self-contail4ed "th only three choices ,

outside their own group, and these all Cardinals. An interesting

result of theques ion on preference indicates that the. children .have

not chosen thOse whom they want to sit in relation to the attitudes

and behavior of t e pacher. It'iould have been anticipated, with her

continual praising and rewarding of the Tigers, that the majority of

`4111,

students ikthe remaining two groups would want to sit by a Tiger,

had they internalized the teacher's attitudes as to who were the

successful students. ,but the evaluations of the children as to who

they wanted'to sit by did not miAor the teacher's evaluation.

405
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,Her evaluations, however, were clearly mirrored in the seleCti on

of the most popular student. Nineteen of the thIty-one children who

4 ,

answered the-question indicated that a member' of thcliger grodp was

ti16. most popular child kin the.class. Combining the children's res-
.

pones on these two items.... one may conclude that though children May

recognize another student as.:Very pbpular,%that does not.indicai td .

they wish to Eat* him. Friends4 pit5erns did-not coiniide-With

,
.

.

popularity patterns, for any but.those within,the Tiger" ,group. There,
4

0

popularity and friendship choices were among one and the same group.
. ,

The peepalliince of the Tigers cmmbined both friendship and "popularity

while for' the Clowns, who alsO4had a strong peer alliance; the presence

of friendship occurred without popularity. The role,of the teacher .

appeared to be most fluentialt in her original establishment of seat-

ing-,assignements for the developMent of friendship. The resultant

interaction which occurie hrough close proximity appeared to create

the situption in which frieldship patterns then emerged (cf. Homans,

1950, for, an extended discussion on the interrelation of proximity,

Interaction and sentiments).

'A somewhat different pic ture emerges in the choices of the child-
(

*.4 ren that they did not wish to sit near. Here the attitude's and behav>\

. .

4

t .

for of the teacher appeared to be of significant influence. Twentyc

seven cf the 64 names mentioned as undesirable to sit near were those

of Clowns. Of these twenty-seven, Nidk was named twelve times, or

nearly half of the total,for the group. The Clowns also had the

highest index of rejection of fellow members of the reading group.

Of the fifteen names mentioned try Clowns, nine were Clowns.

406.
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.

Ilipterestingly, not is single Clowd expressed an unwillingness' to sit

- .
.

nektsto a Tiger. The stou`thes most belittled and,ridiculed by

. the teacher was the same group that rejected meMbers of its own gioup

, r
.

most frequent).y., but at the 'same time hskthe strongest internal
=

It

'friendship alliance. Such appears to be A result Osolation from
% '

, the.rest of the class. Neither friendship patterns- nor aversion pat-
.

ternr have developed to any degree outside the group; both-positive

and negative feelings are turned' back'in upon themselves. (The only ,

0

other child in the distill who was singled out to any degree for rejection

was,Curt,,$)memher of the Cardinals. Ha, like Nick, though, was often

the object Of directsand personalized ridicule from the teacher. Not

only to myself, bdt to members of, the class, Hrs. Benson commented that

both of them "would have to go :r')

A

asked to identify situations or experiences that brought them happiness

In the fouith substantive area ofoquestiotiing, the children were

. .
,

and thOse that broght them unhappiness. The questions sought to
.

.(7('V A

determine the degree to which the child's awarenessof the influences

. , -h.

upon his emotional. state included the school situltion; that is the
........

degree to which schbol became involved in the emotional experiences

of the child. Only oneschild in the entire class responded that-

happiness was directly related to the experience of school. She res-
.

iponded.that she was happy when she did her "work." Others responded/

that playing With friends, traveling, and receiving gifts brought

happiness. In s.eimilar fashion, unhappidels Was described over-
.

whelmingly in terms of-interpersonal realtions in which the child

tA
experienced a sense of)rejection.. .0ftly a very few childreti(two)

407
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mentioned doing poorly ioa'school as causing them unhappiness. The

''.-N,clescription of event'd and circumstances of happiness and its opposite

were such that they could not be distinguished by reading group.

Children in all ree groups.LEdicatedthat the crucial.importance of

fagdrittip and (the fear.of rejection were paramount in it experiAnc-
,

.ing of happy unhappy situations and emotions.

An often repeated statemthtof Mrs. Benson

in her crass spent extensive amounts.of time in

was that the children'

"day-dreaming." . As

one.check on this belief held'by.theiteacher,the children were themi-

selves asked if they did think- "about other tilings" during class.

elkr . e
There' is some basis, from the'response of the children that they did

think about other, things during class
%

Whether their, thinking' eon-
. .

stituted what Mrs. Benson referred to as day-dreaming is not known..
Seven of the Tigefs acknowledged that they have thovghts on other

things ddripg class.ms did seven of the Cardinals.. Five of the Clowns

also indicated so. Few of the children id the class'stated that.any

of the feelings, experienced during class pre kept from others. Those

41

who did say that they experienced ench feelings inkcated that it was

primarily embarrassment or shame wer'poor grades thae they sought to

'deep from their classmates.

Within the set of questions concerned with the child's perception

ok desired adult roles and evaluation of present performance, there

appeared clear dAfferences among the three reading groups. The child-

ren within the Tiger group expressed clear preference for middle

clati occupational role's. This was especially evident among the girls

nursingursing and teaching were the only two answers given. The
. sx . .
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(Z.

addition of working class occUpational.roles was ad&) in both the Chrdi-
.

nals and Clowns where mention was made, beaides Cursing and teaching,

of bahysitting and also being a mother. Likewise, girls in botiOthe.

Cardinal and Clown groups didnot knqw what they desired to become as

they grew. older, while all girls in the, Tiger group stated some
%
occu-

pational goal. There did not appear to be.quite the clear inclusion

of workitig class roles'with the boys of

groups as was the case with the girls.

and lawyer were interspersed among roles of house painter and truck ----

the middle andldlr reading,

Professional roles of,doctor

'driver. The majority of children in .all three groups iirdicSted that

0

they believed school would help them to, sprepare for their futuie occu-
A

pational roles. 1A

It would, of course, be a mistake to take the statements of the

children' literally in relation to their projectiotiof future adu'l't-

occupationai roles and also the influence Of the school in helping to

achieve them. They are still too distant from'the adult world for

their answers .to have been tempered with experience and age. Never-

theIess, there were variations in stated occupational` roles and also

in the-value placed on the contribU4on of the school. Those in the

highest reading group among the girls all accepted a middle-claps
A

occupational role as their future goal while such was not the case for

the remainder of the girls in the class. At the second grade level

there appeared among some children a generalized picture of the hier-

archy of status involved in the choice of a. profession and their posi-

tion in relation to such a)selection. For others,'there apAikred to

be unrealistic aspirations for futute occupational positions. This

409
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phenomenon of the low income black child selecting high status posi-

t

time such as doctor or lawyer h s been documented in a number'of

studies. Lott and Lott (1967) him explored the results of many Of

the studies on this tora and note the need for consideration of rural

to urban migration and.also movement froth south to north as signifi-

4,
pant in explaining, the aspirations of the, children. (For a summary of

studies detailing the influence of the parents on such aspirations for
4

thezhildren4:see Saostack and Comberg, 1964.)

When a child encounters difficulty in completing an arithmetic

or reading assignment, the location in one of the three reading groups

appears of significance in what measures the child will.take.._ While,

3 ,
a majority ofthe Tigers will seek help from the teacher, only half of

the Cardinals would do so and only a fourth of the Clowns would go to

the teacher. the Clowns. also internalized an apparent negative self

image when they could.not Complete work. Several commented tit they

thoUght they were "dumb" or else simply that, they "get wrongs" on their'

44peri., Also, going from the Tigers to the Clowns, a fewer number of

children thought they were doing Well in their studies and an increas-

ing number thought that others were doing better work than were thdy.

An_acceptable self-evaluation decreased and evaluation of others as

"doing better" increased.

The sixth and last major area covered in the interview concerned

how the children perceived the expectations of the teacher in relation

to their behavior and performance in class. Basically, the children

were asked what the teacher liked and disliked and "what she did about

it." For the Tigers, the Paige majority (67 percent) of students

4i0
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indicated that soed, behavior was the mosttmportant manner in which

to make the teacher happy. There could not be determined bythe

responses of the Tigers Any single dominant manner in.Which they per-

cetved how the teacher responded to their behavioi which had made her

"happy." One-fourth of the group indicated that they did not kno0 how

the teacher responded in any wayito beinehapw The remaining responses

were quite diversified. For the Cardinals, the behavior of the stu-

dents was not the majority response (14 percent), but such situations

an bringing the teacher candy or drawing a funny face were as prone

to make her happy. Again, there was a diversity of responses in

describing how the teacher responded. Answers of giving candy or a

party as well as smiling /pre given. It is only with the Clowns that .

thisre iscthe first mention of academic performance of the students in

the class as being a manner in which the students could make the

teacher happy. One-half of the group indicated.that.this was.tht ceee.

Pot the remaining half, bring candy, playing records or not talking

were seen as sources of making the teacher happy. The response of

Mrs. Benson to the behavior of the students was again described in

a

a variety of ways indicating no clear pattern.-
:

, When the children were asked what made the teacher unhappy and
,

what she did.in response, the children were nearly unanimous in both

the description of their own behavior and the expected response from

the teacher. In all three groups, students talking out loud, being

on the flooi and not listening to the teacher were seen as causing
,

her ynhappiness. As to how she respond d, d, there was )ttle if any

variance in the descriptions of all th children in' the class. One

411,
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word repeated by the children was "OhopPinf. The teacher was continually

a I

described as responding with physical violence to the misbehavior of the

students. Academic performance was not teen as a significedicause of

unhappiness for the teacher.'

It is maintained by progressive educationalists and a number

educational ideologies that discipline should be a part of the class-

room experience only so fer as it is necessary to aid the learnirtex-

perience. It is not to be an end in itself. HoweVer, from the responses

of the children in'the second grade clasiroom, it is indicated that the

very area of discipline itself is most salient to the teacher's expres-
.

a,

aim of approval or disapproval. The emphasis of the teacher on the

forms of routinized patterns of "proper" behavior appears to place the

child in the position ofreceiving reward or punishment for other than

Performance related to the learning experience. A number.of writers,

hove commented on the fact that the organization of, the school and the

heavy-emphasis on discipline and routinized behavior gives rise to a

custodial approach to the treatment. of the children. This is, they
4 J .41

claim, opposed to.the stated objectives that the school is to serve

as an educational institution. Silberman (1967), for example, writes:

. . .it is overphelmingly clear that one of the principal
reasons children doliot learn is that the schools are
organized to facilitate administration rather than learn-
.ing--to mike it easier- for teachers .and principals to main-
tain order rather than to make it easier for children to

learn. Indeed, to a degree that we'are just beginning to
appreciate as a result of. the writings of such critics as
Edgar Z. Friedenberg, John. Holt, and Bev Kaufsmn, schools
-and classrooms are.organized so at to prevent learning or

teaching from taking place.

412
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Though such an indictment of the organization of education may be

disputed, the 'description of ,the second grade students as to what yokes

Mrs. Benson unhappy and vhat they can expect from her when she ist.indi-

cates that the preience of discipline within the class may have functions

o beyond merely the establishment of a milieu to foster learning and creetiv,
A4

ity. To know very well the consequences of failuie in adhering to be-

havioral norms within Mrs. Benson's class may instill more than only

compliance'aid conformity in the children. The threat of physical violence

may pr'odu'ce the conformity the teacher desires, but at the expense of

destroying any pretense of learning.

4.

VI. 'FROiS A DIFiERENT 1ERSPECTIVE: THE TEACHER

AA a supplement to the observational method in determining the

basis within the classroom for the socialization of the children and

U
the development of social organization, those who are-directly. involved

in the activity may be asked to describe their undetstanding of the

classroom situation.' In the previous section, discussion focused on

the perceptions of the children as one group pf participants within

the claisroom milieu. Other'than the childten, the single crucial par-

ticipant in the class is, of course, the teacher. For the person who

assumes the role of teacher vis -a -vis the students, there is granted

through the organization of the institntion a high degree of power and

authority. It is shf who may grant or withhold privileges, pass or fail,

reward or punish, encourage or rebuke the chilAren.within her class.

In an attempt to learn more about the teacher and heilperceptions

of the classroon, the students and her role as teacher, a series of

four interviews were conducted during two weeks in October of 1969. A

41.3
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4044100iviet concerns wet* discussed intes, interviews, For example,
I '/

What was her satisfaction with her position and students, her'perception

of what is involved in the teaching and learning processes, values and

attitudes that aheirtsught into the classroom situation, and whether

she held differential expectations for the various groups of students

in the class. The following are believed to be pertinent aspects of

the interviews related Ito the concerns noted above.

Mrs. Benlon, Do, you like teaching? "Oh yes, very much. i
really enjoy working with children. I'd like for tbe child-
ren to be a' little older. I would like telteach third, or

fourth gtade. They seem to catch on quicker and you don't
have to spend so nvch time getting them ready to do some-
thing. I sure do like teaching. But you know, I sure did

not like Barris Teachers College That place didn't do no-
.

thing for me. I was so glad to getout of-there. When I
look back now, I can't think of single thing that leerded

.there that I ?lave

0-
used since I stirted teaching. When

lefeHarrie, I really thought I wes.not going to like teach-
ing, but now that /am into it, I really love it."

Mrs. Benson, do believe that'it.is wily to get through) .

to second, graders? "It's not easy, no, because second grbders
have an attention span that is so short. They day-di:tam a

lot. They just stare cut of the window for long periods of

time. But by th*,third grade they are more settled dawn."

Mrs. Benson, nowadays, one hears a lot about the term.21Tul-

tural deprivatibn." Do you believe that this'terarapplie),,,

to any of your.seconkgrade students? "Yea, definitely.

A lot of them had never seen thadowntown, before we took
our bus ride. I think that most of these children get their
cultural experiences through the school. They really wouldn't

have any cultural education if it uas not for the school be-
cause most of these children are in families that don't have
the time, money or interest in their children to take them
places and do things with them. But I know that is not true

for all my students--especially for my Tigers."

Mrs. Benson, do you have any,perception that you and the child-
ren may come from different backgrounds? "Yes, I notice that
when I went to school kids were not as ragged as they are now.
Nov they are down right dirty. They come to school and they
are absolutely filthy. I can never remember so ragged kids

414



as naW. Some of these kids even come to,scheol without
underwear. I guess times must be harder nowthan they
used to be."

r.Mre. Beneon, I suppose that people came to a profession
alike teaching with certain ideals. Would you say that
it was true for you? "I 'am sure I did,/ but I .can't

remember them. I just thought teaching was a :Ver noble
profession."

6

Mrs. Benson, in What wekslas- teaching come to your ideals:
"Oh, I still think teaching is noble, though-it is not as
Stay as Ithought it would be. -1 thOught it would be an
easy way,toget_in education. and an 'easy job. But it 4ure
'hasn't- turned out thrit way:"

Mrs. lenson, what is the biggest thing that keeps you going
to continue teaching? "I juttlave children and I,-like to
teach., I enjoy-what I am doing. Ihere:is never a dull

,,monent in this room. Children are constantly changing. I
guess-it is the children themeelves that keep me going."

Mts. Benson, Idlest Would you put down onthe negative side?
"Oh, I guess it Is all the paperwork after school.. There
is really a lot of time that I haveto spend,grading papers.
It gets so boring_and tiring."

Mks. Artisan, what do you find the most difficult thing to
,put, up with? "Discipline.is'pretty hprd to stand around
here sonetinei. Some of these kids just go wild." .

1.'n addition to asking questions of the teacher related to hr general

value orientation towards teaching and what she considered to be the plusses

andvninuses of her role as a teacher, specific questions wereposed re-

garding the three reading groups in the class. Also her perception of

the future of the children was inquired. Her responses were reminiscent

of those. of the kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Caplow, two years earlier.

Mr's. Benson, how would you describe the Tigers in. terms of
their 'learning ability and academic performance? "Well,

they are my fastest group. They are very smart."

Mrs. Benson, how would you describe the Tigers in terms of
diaCipline mattere "The Tigers are very talkative. Laura,

Mary And Virginia, they are always rennin' their mouths con-
stantly, but they get their work done first. I don't have

&A.
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Much trouble-with them."

Mrs. Benson, what file do you think the Tigers hold for an-

educatien? "They all feel- an education is important end most-
erihem,h06 villain life 51 to whit they want to hP. They

'mostly-want to go to college." 1
u-

The same 'questions were asked of the teaching concerning the

Cardinals:

Itra.'Benson, how would you describe the Cardinals in terms of
learning ahilityand academic performance? "They areelowto
liniah their work. .but' they do get finiehed. You knew; a

lot of theatheugh, don'teare to cci.....L.te-smehirett too much.

Bat, Audrey and Edith are absent quite e hit. the Tigers are

never absent."
,f?

Mrs. -Benson,, whet-value do you Oink the Cardinals hold for

an eduCatioa? I (feet think they hive as much interest
in:education-as dp the Tigers, but you-know-itis hard to say.
Most will like to come to-school, but 'the perentokwill keep.
them from- coming. They either-have to habysit or the clothes

ate dirty. These are Some Of the eiteuses that the parents

often-give. Bot T guess-most of the Cardinals want -to go on
and finish and go on to- college. A lot of them have ambitions
when they 000 up. It's',moatiy the parents' fault that they

are not at school more often." .

'As indicated in an earlier section of this chapar Mrs. Benson

appeared to perceive the major gap in aeademic'perfoimance and potential

as lying between those in the Cardinal group and those in the Clown group.

Thus she appeared to 'pee the, Tigers and. the Cardinals as much closer

fu performance and potential than the Cardinals ud the Clowns. Her

responses to the questions concerning the Clowns appear to lend further

,credence to'this'interOretatios

Mrs. Benson, Ikmrwotild.you describe the Clowns in terms of

learning ability and academic performance? 'Well, they

are really show. You know most of them are still doing

first grade work." .

,

Hrs. Benson, how would you describe the Clrwns in terms of
discipline matters? "They are very playful. They like.to

talk a 10e. They are not very neat. They like to talk a
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lot. and play a lot. When I read to them, boy, do they
have &good time. You know, the Tigers and the Cardinals
will sit quietly and listen when I read to them, but the '
'Clowns, they are always so restless. They Alwaye want,to
standop., When we read,' it is ready something else. You
Immo, Alice endAMy'especially like to stand up. All these
children, too, are very aggressive."

Mrs. Benson,whot'value do'you think the Clowns hold for an
-: edUdation? "I don't think very'much: I don't think-educe-

tion,means much toithewat this stage. I know it doeset .

mean anything to Lou and Nick. Tomost of the kids,,/ don't
.er think it.reolly.matters at this, stage.

Two additional questions were asked of the teacher concerning the children,

though they not phrased in as direct terms-as were the previdus in-

quies on the Tigers, Cardinals and Clown,. ..

.,.

)

Mrs. Benson, what do ydu belie e will come --of these children
in life? "I think they want t ,b4 better than their parents
since their parent* had so man kids. They will try to make

, a better life for theniseives.than their parents had. Most .

will want to gO to college and' finish their education., But
you know few are-not going to Make 'it. They arenot going
anyWhere. Butmost of them are. good kids. There is"such a
stroO&Ampheais on education to get the good jobs that they
will want to go on and finiih, especially-the"Tigers. I know
post -of them will want to go to college.

Mrs. Benson,-you mentioned that a few of the children -are --
"not going to. go anywhere.". Can yoti tell .me more about that?
"For example, take Nick. Be is not going'to do anything.
Lotialight straighten up. He likeso do his work, but it is
alwaysfWrOng. Cdrt won't amount to very muchood neither
will Orlando. My tries, but she juit hasn't got it. Lilly
is the type that will drop out and go. to work. She doesn't
have the kind. of clothes-she wants and she is very self-
conscious abouc-thc.biuLuce 04.0 .u,

*class are always making fun of the clothes she wears now.

Lilly will probably drop but and go get the clothes she e'

wants. But that is the worst thing she could do. 'Get-.

ting an education ii so much more iMpOrtant. .This is the

way it goes for a.lbt of the students in the` ciao* They

just are not; going to go anywhere. '7:0,

.At the end of.th4: fourth interview, Mrs. Benson was asked-if she

would be willing to complete a short evaluative form on each of the 41.7
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childrenwithin the 4ass. SheAdllingly agreed. Two dayelater she

was given one form for %soh child in the class. The single page form

consisted of listing eight variables for each of which there was a

scale from one to nine.' The teacher was to mark on the scale the degree

to which she, believed the variable described the child in ques o . A

low score ind.tated that the teacher perceived that the child possessed

few of the traits necessary to be classified as strongly displaying

.that particular.variable. Figure 8.2 is a sample of the evaluation forx.!

given to the teacher:

Since the data were collected by means of an ordinal scale, tests

such as the "F test" which require the presence of interval data amid

not be used. (Bad the ranking assumed the characteristics of interval

data, the "F test" would appear to have been the most appropriate.)

necessity of viewing the data as being on an ordinal Scale resulted from

the facts that the sample size was often quite small and the evaluations

of the teacher'produced a numberof ties. The test utilized to determine,

the presence or absence of statistical significance in the teacher

evaluations was the Mann-Whitney or Wilcoxon Test, designed for two,

sample non-parametric data (Blalock, 1960).



Niime of Student

bear Teacher4.

Wouldlyou please rate the above namtAchil4,on each of the eight
Variables listed below.? Please place an "X", at any point along
the line where you-believe it will best describe the child in re-
liionto the particular Characteristic-4

1) Cutiosity

1 3 5 7' .'11.!. 9

(Very-Low) (Very High)

2) Interest in School

1 3. 5 7 9

(VIM Law) (Very High)

3) Future Success
1 3 5 7
(Very Low). (Very. High)

4) Adjusted (Psiehologically)
1 3 '5 7. 9
(Very Low) (Very High)

5) .Sappy'
1 3

(Very Seldom)

6) Affectionate.
t 1 3 . 5 7 9

:'(Very Seldom) - -(Very Often)

7) Hostile
1 3, 5 7 9

5 7 9,,

(Very Often)

(Very Seldom) (Very Often)

8) Needs Approval'
1 3 5 7 9

(Very &IMO (Very Often)

Figure 8.2. Sample of Evaluatiois. Form Given to Teacher (Mrs. 419
Benson) in the, Second Grade, 1969 -1970.
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Very few significant differences between the various groups were

observed. Analysis was conducted on.each of the three groups in their

entirety and also-by sex for each of the eight variables. Thus there

mere. 72 possible relationships that could have displayed statistical

significance. Of this total, eight did so: The choice was made -to present

statistically significant correlations only at the .05 and the .01 levels.

Comparison of the following groups yielded scores of significant correlation.

Probability of the null hypothesis being rejected (that is, the probability

that the apparent relationship occurred fortuitously) is enclosed in

parenthesis for each of the eight significant correlations:

Variable 1 none.

Variable 2--none.

Variable 3--Tigers-Cardinals (.05).
Tigers-Clowns (.01).
Tigers-Cardinals (Female), (.05).
Tigers-Clowns (Female), (.01),4,,,,'

Variable 4--none.

Variable 5--none.
8

Variable 6--Tigers-Clowns (Female), (.05).
Cardinals-Clowns (Female), (.05).

Variable 7--none.

Variable 8--Tigers ,Clowns'(Female), (.05).
Cardinals-Clowns (Female), (.05).

Om results of the analysis present only a tentative basis for

any interpretive statements. In regard to Variable 3 (Future Success),

4,

the results indicate that the teacher perceived that theie were signifi-

cantlfferences in the future success opportunities for those in the 420
Tiger group am opposed tothose within the two remaining reading grOups.
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The scores given Sy the teacher on this particular variable plate/Ate

that she perceived s much higher. possibility of success for thyigers

than for either of the other two groups. Likewise;. the Tiger females

were perceived as having a higher likelihood of future success than were

either the females in the Cardinal or Clown'groups. No significant

differences were observed for her evaluation of the potential of future

success for the males in any of the three groups:.

The findings of significance for the females on both Variable 6
i

(Affection) and Variable 8 (Needs Approval) mar' interpreted that the

ZTiger and Cardinal females were perceived asle ffectionate and also

in leas neeeof approval., The 'description of the Clowns females as

highest on both variables may Indicate that the teacher perceived this

.petsicular groUp assomewhatinfantile, displaying behavioral patterns
0

not associated with the more mature slA self-sufficient females in 'both

the Tiger and Cardinalgroups. This interpretation appears to coincide

with both the teacher's description oflhe threes gruups during the inter-

11
view and also her descriptions of the performance of the children on the

progress reports. The Clowni are described as "playful," talkative,"

and "aggressive," all adjectives ascribed to neither the Tigers or Car-

dinals as a group.

MITI. IN THE CLASSROLM: THROUGH STMAS

During the two weeks of interviewswith the children, I was

continually. in the classroom; but not visible to either the students

or to the teacher. From the coatroom, I was able to hear most of the

,verbal interchanges that occurred between the teacher and the students.

4
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Likewiie, I was able to hear muc4f the conversations of jhose child-

ken in the Clown.greup who'sat near to the'entrance to the coatroom.
0

in the two-week. period, several events occurred which did not occur

prior tomy beginning the interviews and did not occur again after

they were completed and I was back-in the clasiroom proper. At-the

end of several day!' of interviews, notes were made from memory on my

impressions of the day'in the classroom which I heard but did not 4

-,4 observe. The falowing is a summary of those impressions made during

the two-week interview peried.

Myieneral impresslon iethat the. classroom has been the
scene of more harsh language more ridikle of the child-.

ren, and more phylical punishment of the children than I
had Obseived to date. I heatd the teacher hit three child-

. ten, with a rdlar, Likewise, I heard.the first overt com-
ments to the,epas by the teacher to. the effect that the
Clowns were such poor readers and much more noisy than the,
'remainder of the students. I was &ble to hear a good deal
more inter-group conflict among the Clowns than I had noted

praviouslf. The children in the group appeared to be con-
stantly bickering with one-another and there were constant
threatof "telling the teacher" or "takin' care of ,you
after school." The Tigers also directed.a considerable
...at of ridicule toward, the Clowns. I heard Mary say
on at least two occasions, "What else can you expect?
They are only Clowns." Mrs. Bensenyas also heard on
three occasions to threaten the Clown group that she
would not teach them again for the remainder of the
school year if they did not "shut-up" because'she did
not like teaching "noisy. people."

V.

October:31.; Halloween Party

Though: I know of no stated policy by the Board of Education that

Halloween is to be celebrated within the city schools with parties and

.parides, it appears that custom has prevailed and that a yearly event

is the school parade and class parties. In the second grade classroom,
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Mts. Bensonhas asked the children to come in costuble. Of the sit

children is the class who wore complete outfits, fivevwera among those

who sat in:the Tiger group. The sixth was Lou, a Clow As I entered
, .

the room, Mts. Benson was pointing a:stick at a group of boys from the

Tiger and Cardinal groups who were°piaying with one another on the floor.

Mts.,Benson told them to "get.off the floor and quit actin' like Clowns."

She also comMented, "Joe, I am surprised at you. You.are actin' just

like one of those Clowns."

The only.mother who attended the party was the mother of Mary,

cyho is a Tiger., She had brought a punch bowl cad a half` dozen cans

of Hawaiian. punch. She altydonated four paCkages of Oreo cookies.

She was engaged for .the first twenty minutes of the*glvities serving

/

4 punch and cookies to the children. After the children had all been

'served, Mrs. Bensonjold them to sit until everyone was finished.

During the time that the children were eating, Mary's mother,. Mrs,

Benson, and I sat in. the froneof.the room by the teacher's desk.-

The mother began to quit Mrs. Benson concerning MAry. The first question

directed to Ire teacher was whether she believed that "Mary was.a

sloppy child." Mrs. Benson indicated that Mary was, at times, 'but
S.

1,1\that it was due to her-working so rapidly. ,Secondiy, the mother

inquired whether Mrs. Benson had"difficulty with Mary since she was

An only child. Mrs. Benson indicated that she had not and that Mary

was one of her best students. Mary's mother then went on to comment

that Mary expresses, a strong sense of competition with Laura on class.

activities. The mother related that Mary will come home with a paper- 423

that has only one trror and cry because Laura has a paper with no errors.
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Theivothdr commented, "I think one 'of the best things that has happened
.,

l

for Mary is the competition with Laura. 'Now Ihe works so had to keep
. .

. .
.

up with:her. You knew, it woad be good if everyoni had a Laura in
, .

, . . .

their life, because then they would work do much harder." MA. PeAscn

noted hat'Latra is also an only child.'

At this time Mary came to the front and introduced Alice to her

r mother. She told her.mother that Alice was one of her best friends.

Mrs. Benson responded, apparently quite surprised, "Why, Mary, I.

didn't know Alice was one of you beat friends." MaryN mother says,

"Oh, Mary has all types of friends." Neither Misr, nor Alice made any
,

response and both went back to their seats. Mks: Benison stated that

she wished she could think of some games to play with the children. I

suggested musical chairs since there was a record player in the room.

She'immdeiately agreed and began to organize the class. Several of

. the girls sat on the floor. She commented, "You are all acting like

Clowns. Get up off that floor.".

At the end of several games of musical chairs (in which the only

children who did not participate due to the lack of chairs were six of

the Clowns), Mrs. Benson paused to the children small bags of Halloween

.`candy. She told them to all go to their seats to eat the candy. The

children complied.- Ars. Benson then returned to her dolt and again

began talking with Mrs. Gordon, Mary's mother. Mr's. Benson began

pointing out children in the root making short comments to the mother

about each child. Her comments were generally non-descript except for

several of the. Tigers whom'she commented were very good students. She

't

.0
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also noted that far Nick and Curt "there was no hope." She related

that she had applied to send both the boys to special educatiOn classes.

The mother then asked the teacher if she had to often "Whip" the

,children. Mts. Benson 'responded, "not too often" because most of the

time "you can get them to do what you want just by talking to them."

Mrs. Gordon responded that she has tried that with Mary, but that

sometimes there seemed to be'nothing to do but whip her. WS. Benson

agreed thatsometimes a whipping "was the best thing for them." The

mother asked the teacher if she had any special technique that she

used and the teacher responded that she preferred a-ruler. The mother

, commented that she liked for Mary to "bend over" and then use her hand.

Mrs. Benson noted that the ruler dido'not force her ta hit the child

"directly." The ceacher then told the class that they could dance to

records thatMary and Joyce had brought for theparty. The teacher

and Mrs. Gordon remained sitting at the front talking until ten

minutes before the dismissal bell, when they began to straighten the

room and dispose of the paper. The two women began to refer to one

another as "girl," dropping the formal address that was used in the

early part of their conversation.

November 3

As noted oreviouslYkin this chapter, Mrs. Benson spent the m ority

of her teaching tine with either the Tiger or Cardinal reading group.

On this day occurred another exampld of the manner in which an academic

assignment was given to the Cardinals and a non-academic assignment to

the Clowns.

425
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Mrs. Benson instructs the Cardinals to take out their note-
books for a spelltng lesson., . Just prior to her leaving her
desk to go back to the Cardinsl group, she calls Alice to
her. She gives Alice one sheet ci paper foreach of the
students in the Clam group and instructs the group-that
they are to drairriicture. for the next 25 minutes of a .

"Thanksgiving dinner."'Nick responds, "Huh?" Mrs. Benson
turns to him and says, "Boy, i didn't say for you to talk,'
hear?" She then takes her chair and goes to the rear of
the room where she begini the lesson with the Cardinals.
The Tigers are involved ift a three-page arithmetic assign-
rant.

During the lesson with the Cardinals, the performance of'Ebrl and

Carols the two children held 1:54 by the teacher, was consistently good.

They answered questions when others in the group not. Mrs.

Benson continually went to these two students for the answers after

asking several others in the Cardinals Who gave incorrect responses.
P

For example, when Mrs. Benson ahoWed the class the Table of Contents in

the, book, she received the following responses from other students be-

fore calling on Earl he correct response. When asked what the

listing of the stories and lessons in the front of the book was called,

Robert said, "magazine," and Doug said "stories" before Earl was called

upon to resAnd, which be then did correctly. Likewise, when asking

the group which page to turn to for the lesson, several incorrect pages

were - suggested before Carol gave the correct page number.

During the lesson with the Cardinals ithe rear of the room,

Mrs. Benson continued her routine of not calling on any child who did

not first raise his hand. 'Cln two occasions, correct answers were ignored

because the child had failed to raise his hand. To be called upon to

respond required the absolute silence of the child prior to his being

selected. For the other two groups in the room, Mrs. Benson also
4
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maintained silence among the children. If a chid was heard talking,

'she would comment, "You are disturbing our racer.' She also asked the

elites on one occasion who Was talking. When the child was pointed out

by classmates, she told the child that if there was any further talking,

he would not be allowed to go to the library. The children informing

the teacher on the behavior of one another did not always take
#
e stimulus

question from the teacher. They occasionally offered to inform on another

.,

child without being asked to fe so.1
.

Lou,calls out to bits, Benson in a rather lodd voice, "Mrs.
Benton, Amy distuiToint me." Amy replies; "Mts.. Benson, I.
ain't disturbin' him. They keep on rneddlin' with me," Mrs.
Benson.turns to Amy and with a very harsh voice says, "Girl,
shut your up."' Amy bows her head and Lou smiles. .

What must continually be kept in mind with such SU incident is that the

'And who informs on another student is not guaranteed that the teacher

will believe him and direct control-oriented remarks at the accused. The

situation where the teacher ignores,the one accused and turns her remarkv

back to the very child making the accusations occurred with equal frequency.

Yet the children who make accusations are apparently willing to take the

risk of the teacher turning her control ad them.. What may have been

developing within the class was a process of selective reinforcetent

where the.teacher's periodic acceptance of their accusations was sufficient

to continue wpattern of classroom behavior.and intera'ation. (Cf.' Browo,

1965; Iestinger, 1957; Romans, 1961; and Sears, 1951 for extended"discussion

of selective reinforcement and its relationahig to the dvelopment of

behavioral patterns.)
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November 4
vs

On this's date Mrs. Benson bad scheduled the single field trip of

the school year for the class. They were to be accompanied on the trip

by the first grade. The itinerary of the tnip, as planned by Mrs. Benson,

was to drive first through the downtown section ofIthe city and along the

levee of the Mississippi River. The second-half of the trip was then

to be a tour through the large city park on the-west edge of the city

where the childremwere ,to see the part of the zoo, a large bird cage,

ponds with ducks and numerous buildings that were Only mentioned by name.

The bus was quite crowded, in fact, seven over the maximum capacity

listed on a sign above the driver.

After driving through the. city and alongthe river front, the two

classes stopped at the Old Courthouse in the heart Of the downtown area."

Here the children were allowed thirty minutes to go through the building.

They were accompanied by -the teachers and walked in a long column, two

by two. At'no point were either of the teachers heard to 'explain to

any students the significance of the building and, what place it has in

American history. No mention was made, for example, of the Drell. Scott

decision handed down in the courthouse. In one of,the chambers, the

teacher asked who sat in the large chair. No one its the clean replied.

Mts. Henson said, "That is where the judge sits. Now say judge." About

half the clais repeated the word. The greatest excitement of the children

during the first part of the tour appeared to be their short cyan].

along the levee., They were extremely excited about the boats and made

numerous comments about their-siee. They appeared little impressed with

the Arch and the teachers continually told theurfo turn from looking at
:\
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the boats and look at the Arch. Very few did so for any period of time.

Thelescinatienwas the river and the boats.

wiring the second part of the tour through the park and parts of.

the zoo, the children appeared to enjoy themselves immensely. They

were continually pointing out things to one another, especially When

they first-observed ducks on one of:the.ponds in the parka There was a
- -

continual stream of talking throughout the entire period'thaahe class

was in the park. The teachers several times asked for quiet in the bus,

but to little'avail. The children also appeared to express pleasure over

their walk through .the large bird cage and continued' to point out to

one another features of the birds that appealed to them. Liter, as ).

the bus driver jokingly asked the class if they wished to spend all day

on the bui and not go home until mine o'clock, all the children cheered

their agreement. The children appeared to genuinely enjoy themselves

on -the Mut'. This was the case even in spite of what I believed to

be excessive demands by both teachers for orderliness and quietness

among the children. The two most striking incidents in which the teachers

sought to maintain control over the children occurred in the courthouse

and in the bird cage. In the courthouse when the children were on the

second floor, Mrs. Benson threatened to throw any child over the side

who did not cease talking and wove down the stairs near the wall. In

the bird cage, the children were also threatened to be thrown over the

sides,,but this time among the birds "Oho 11 eat you up." The children

e were throughout the trip arranged in a long column whenever they left

the bus. When on the bus the teachers continually asked for silence,

and often found themselves in Competition, not only with the excitement
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of-the childrep'hut with the bus.driver who carrild on conversations

'with many children as could, hear him.

November 14

.Within the .St. Louis Public Schoorsystemi prOgress reports are

tent to the paietts it thg1end of each of the lour ten -week sessions

,.during--the school year.' MrsOenson sent home the cards on the eleventh

of November and:allwere.retOrned by the fourteenth. Note was made of

each report, along with:grades, attendance recordsteacher's comments

to-the parents and the respOnse4_ if any, from the parent. The follow-

ing is a-summery of the report sent by the teacher to each parent and

the comments on the card-when returned by'the child three days later.

For the Tigers, gold stars given in recognition of academicper-

formance were on the reportsofIeuravAnne, Diane, Liza, Joyce, Joe,

Mary and Rose. Blue stars ,o- recognize perfect attendance- during

the quarter were giVen,to Martha, Tom, Virginia, 'Mary, LaUta, Anne,

and Diane. lire. Benson commented on'e ht of the reports in an identi-

cal manner. Her statement was ii,follows: "(Name) is progressing

very. nicely. Please continue to encourage him/her:" For four child-

renren in the Tiger reeding grew, Mrs. Benson made additional comments.

For Tom, she'wrote, "Tom is progressing very nicely, but works a little

too slowly. Please continue to encourage him. Your help is greatly

appreciated." On the report of Martha, Mrs% Benson commented, "Martha

, -

needs much encouragement to-Speed up her work. With greater speed in

fi shing her'work, her grades could possibly be higher." To the ,

parents of Rose was noted, "Rose is doing very Oft/31y in her work, but

needs more encouragement to be less talkative." Finally, for Anne
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Hrs. Benson wrote, "Anne is progressing very nicely but woeas a little

too slowly. Please continue to encourage het to do her best." In

-response to the teacher, fiVe mothers ofchildren in the Tiger
. -

wrote short notes. Laura's mother said, "I was very pleased with

Laura's report card.!' Prom the mother of Nary, "Well do our best in

encouraging Mary." Virginia's' mother stated, "I am very pleased about

Virginia's-report card. We'll encourage,hermOrer /ail as well as

help her." Stephen's mOtHer-risiponded,_ "I am happy to,kno0 that

Steph#6 is clang well in school end I hope he will continue." Finally,

Rose's mother wrote, "Mrs. Benson, Rose is very talkative here at home

and I wish that you could help me keep her quiet. You may punish' her

whenever it is needed and I will try to time on my part.".

Within the group of Cardinals; only blo students received gold

stars for-academic performance. They were given to Earl and Carol,

the two children especially placed in the group by Mrs. Benson.

Blue,stars for perfect attendance were given to Curt, Lilly, and Doug.
al

For seven of the Cardinals,, the same comment was made to the parentd

as was the case with the Tigers( "(Name) is progressing very nicely.

pLoadpo Cutlitiftwf. Lk, Unauw.61... ULUVIIICL. WUU12l nit; uvq.c..at .a.

follows. To the Parents of Roy, "Roy is doing fine in hicworkebut

. he works a little too slowly. Please encourage him to speed up his

work. This might help pull Up his grades." For the parents of Lena,

, .

'"Lena is pregressing very nicely, but'is absent a little too much'.

With better attendance there could be improvement in her grades.
P

Pleasepcontinue to encourage her in her work," On Both Curt's and

Dan's report, "Dan (Curt) is progressing nicely but is too talkative
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and,playful. Please encourage him to play less and work more -Your

help is) greatly aPpreeisted." ToTrish' parents, "Trish has trouble

£olloo.fng directions. and in reading. She needs much more help in her

studies. Please do all you can to encourage her to do better work."

To the parents of Earl, "Earl is doing. fine in his works but he works

a littletoo slowly. Pleast continue to encourage him to do his best

and speed up his work:" Finally, on the report of Lilly, "Lilly is

progressing very nicely, but talks a little too much. Please encour

-age her-to talk lest and work more. Your help is greatly appreciated."

Comments were made op the reports by the parents of four children.

On Leni's card, "I hope Lena apprpvss /4j in her attendance, I'm

very proud of her grades although she can db-batter.".From:the mother

of Den, "I am gois to do, my best to make Den study moor /4107

and quit play's /sic/ ,and Lail ." Carol's mother wrote, "I

am very glad that Carol is doing well. We will continue to work with

her on this end and hope you will do likewise." The last comment was

from the mother of Doug. "Dear teacher, I hope, Doug willcontinuiLto

progress thank you."

Within the Clown reading group, no student was given a gold

star. Three students, Nick, Lou and Amy, did raceive a blue star for
.

perfect attendance. Only one child, Jim, received the standard comment

from Mrs. Benson to his parents. On the report of each of the remain-

ing eight students in the group, Mrs. Benson made individual comments.

For Nick, Hrs. Benson commented, "Nick daydreams a let, and therefore

very inetentive /sic/. Be doesn't follow directions and never

finishes a paper. please encourage him to pay closer attention to

directions and work harder." To the parents of Lou, "Lou is very.

playful and inatentivegiC7. Please. encourage him to be less playful

and to work harder." For Amy's report, "Amy works nicely but can't
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Seem to follow directions. Therefore her work is usually wrong.

Please encourage her to be more attentive and work harder. She also

talks a little too much." On the report of Paul, "Works nicely, but

a little too slow." Please encourage.him to speed up his work." To

Orlando's parents, "Orlando finishes his work very hurriedly and
. 4

. .

sloppily. He uses the rest of his age for talk and play. Please

encourage him to work more and play less." For Rema's parents, Mrs.

Benson wrote, "items is doing much bettet in her work. Please encourage

her to do her best. She needs much help in arithemtic."- For Audrey's

parents, "Audrey takes very

needs much encouragement to

parenti of Alice, "Alice

4,nd talkative at times.

little in terest inlet school work.) She

better in her lessons." Finally, to the

'-
does nice work but tends to be very playful

Please encourage her to take her work more

seriously." In response to the comm ents of the teacher four parents

of students in the Clawn,reading group wrote short notes to Mrs. Benson.

From the mother of Lou, "Dear teacher, all I can say is whip him good

about that playing and work." From the mother of Amy, "Amy can do

better and no 1ac7 I am going to tighten down on her." Paul's mother

wrote, "He did ok, but could have did /sic/ better." Finally, fromi)

'Orlando's mother was the following, "Will you please whip Orlando when

he is playing and talking. I will see that hestudy /sic/ more at home."

Other than the rather perfuncto.ry remarks that Mrs. Benson made

to parents of more than half of the class, all her comments appeared

to center on the behavioral aspects of the students' performance in

the class. The three areas most often mentioned were talking, playing

and working too slowly on assignments. To ask the parents to encourage
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their on or daughter to work fester, play less or talk less implies

that thiparent has some influence-on the processes of interaction

and performance operant ithe classroom. The qqbation remains. un-

answered as to what impact such encouragement from the parent would

actually have on the child and his interactional patterns with bothc:11,

the teacher and his peeri. It may also be noted that given*the con-

tinual statements of Mrs. Benson that she receives very little support
4

andfrom the parents of her students
/
ana that they appear not to have inter-

est in the class, the type of support and interest that she requested

from nearly every parent related to the behavioral aspects of the

classroom experience, not to the learning aspects. What it appears

that Mrs. Benson most desired from the parents was their support in

making their children quiet and passives° that they would_not be

"talkative and playful." Such behavior noted in a previous section of
J

the chapter is a desired means to create a more efficient organize-

tion, not necessarily to foster more learning. The parents were

asked, it appears, to participate in the behavioral modification of

their children, but not in the learning development.

November 26

" During the month of October, a professional photographer came to

the schoS1 and took color pictures of each of the students. The

parents were then able to, buy a set of these pictures of their son

or daughter for,approximately two dollars per set. Of this amount,

fifty cents is donated to the school and the remaining $1.50'is the

remibursement to the photographer. The photographer returned the

proofs to the school just prior to the Thanksgiving "vacation. The
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children were not allowed to take the pictures home to show their,

parents in order that they may see them, before they buy. It was a

decision of the principal not to allow the pictures out of the build-

ing'because,he claimed that a large n'mber of the proofs were never

returned. Each teacher was sgiven the proofs for her class. The chiid-

ren were able to see them one time.

On the '26th, Mrs. Benign-spent the first thirty-five minutes

after noon recess individually showing the children'the proofs of

their pictures. She explained that she wall showing the pictures to

the children "the slow way" because she indicated. that she had "a. hard

morning and didn't feel like` teaching any more today. Today just

isn't the day tedo any teaching."''Duringthe time that she showed

each child his picture, the light wet off it the room. She also had

the children practice the-songs "Come Ye Thankful People, Come,"
F

"My Country'Tis of Thee," and "America, America" for the Thanksgiving

assembly that was to begin at 1:45 p.m. The program was being span-
,

sored by the primary grades (K throdgh 3) and wad to be, related to

1

the celebration of Thaltksgiving. ,,Turing the practice of the songs,

Mrs. Benson told several of the children that if th_y sang "that way

on'the stage, I come gra'b..you right off there."

,After the children had hung through each of the songd twice, Rose

came to Mrs. Benson and asked if she and several of the other girls in

the class could come to the front and sing for the class. Mrs. Benson

medicated that it was permissible. Rose, then Selected Mary, Anne

and Virginia to come andstand with her in the front-of the room.

They began to sing "Come Ye Thankful People, Come," but completed only
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half of the song when Rose turned to Mrs. Benson andenid chat they

were going to stop because no one, in the class would listen to them.

Mrs. Benson then spoke to the class in a loud and harsh voice, tell-

ing the class to "shut up and listen to the girls." When they finished

there was only scattered and very little applause for the four girls.

When the iiils finished, Mrs. Benson organized the class to leave the

room. Laura, MaryandAyce were excused from the clasi'as they were

the only second graders with speaking parts in the skit presented

by the third grade students. The remainder of the second and all of

the first grade students were to stand Oh the stage ea a large chorus.

The kihdergarten class was going to perform'an Indian dance as a

prayer for corn.

In the gymnasium were approximately three hired student's, bat,

from Attucks school and also one of the branbh schools nearby. The

assistant principal greeted Mrs. Benson at the ckor to the gym with

the i4ords, "You are a little late, aren't you?" Mrs. Benson replied

that they were hot late because the program was not,to begin until 1:45,

p.m. The assistant principal indicated that he thought the program

was to begin at 1:30 p.m. In addition to the teacher, students and

school ddministration present for the performance, there were also,a

number Of others at the rear of the gym. From the second grade class

were the mothers of May and Tom. The program lasted for forty minutes.

It both opened and closed with a prayer. I

December 5

The presence of materials in the classroom that related to the
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seasonal activity of the year was a part of the second grade classroom

as well as it hedrbeen in the kindeigarten. During the Christmas sea-,
.

son, Mrs. Benson had extensiway.deOratedthe room in the Christmas,

motif. Thereewere"three different pictures of the Nativity, twd epic-

tures of Santa Claus, and one of snow-povere&fields. There was also

/ a small'artificial poinsetta on her desk. There only two displays

le
in the classroom that were not relAed,to Christmas.. The

;t
Tit vió

4 1 1

the "Reminders bulletin board which-Mrs. Benson used forer notes

and memos from the office. The second board that was no in the '

Christmas motif, was in the rear to the right. On this beard was

the phrase in red letters on a yellow background, "We Try Harder."

Below the wording were tacked six arithmipic'papers, all graded with

agold star and a "100." The six. Papers all were done by children who

sat in the Tiger reading group.

On the schedule printed by the.Board of Education indicating the

amount of time that the teacher should allocate to each activity through

. - . .

the day, ten uteeis set aside for-Wvgauization" when the children
---,

come in from the nom recess. rn the`,sacond grade roomcof Mrs. Benson,
,

the "organization" of the class after the noon period averaged between

eighteen and'twenty-five minutes. The following account of the period

immediately after the noon recess is presented to give some indication

of how the time was spent'after the children came into the room from

the playground. The notes from this day are not believed to be atypi-

cal from those of other early afternoon observatio41 periods.

The bell rings at 12145 p.m. The children do not arrive in

the room until 12:52 p.m. When the children enter, Mrs.
Benson is-not present. They go to their seats, but not all
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-sit. They are talking softlfamong.themselves, Nick is
told by Joe. to stand pear the door and Watch for Mre.
Benson. He goes to the doorway and-almost immediately cotes
beck followed tyMrs. "Benson Who entersAhe.rdom at 12:55
p.m. Alice gait to Mts.,ention'and shave her a can"of sod*
that she is drinking.. Mrs. `Benson tells her to go back to
her seat and try to-finish it. Nose comes to the desk and.
asks Mts. Benson if she may leave the -room to look for:her
pursel-Mts. Benson nods that she may. Mrs. Benson then asks

Tiger Girls to hang up their wraps. The remainder of .

the class she says are to be meting. The noise level does .

not diminish. She Olen 'lays in a loud voice, "Somebody did
not hear what I Said, Lou." -immediately, A* says, ;dick,"
"but -Mrs. Beasow*ekei no response to either Aniy or Nick.

The Tigei boys,, Cardinal girls xnAlthen the Cardinalhoys
ire asked to hang up their *rape.. Cart does not leave his
.seat as quickly as do'thetemainder ofthetardinal,boys.
Lod,calls out, "Mrs.-Bensop, Curt won't hang up hit coat."
Curt.. then rises and walks by the seat of Lou toward,tha.
coattoom." As-he passes Lau, he says;'"Forget you," boy."
Hal theft calls from the ,coatroom that Curt has turned off

. tha light.. Mti.'Benson says; "I bat" t am gonna :make a lot
ofipeoge.absent if they don't hurry out,ofthere.°. Rose ,

returns with her purse. Mary and several, of the other girls

in the Tiger group tell Mrs. Benson that the teas= that..
Rose always loses-her purse is because the "Is alwaysahasin'
boys." Mrs. Benson turns to the groi:p.of girls And'saye, "I
'would say that is none of your business." The Clowns ax .a
group are told to hang up their wraps. Jim ieasked why he.' A

does not have a re-entry slip since he was absent during the
morning session. Jim explains that he was going to be late
for schdal and was afraid to see the principal so he:Went
back home, Mrs. Benson tells him that he should come anyway
and go after this to see the assistant principal., Alice shows
Mrs. Benson that she hli finished the soda: Mrs. Benson tells
her,to put ia the wastebasket 'which Alice,doel At 1 :05

p.m. Mrs. BensonasksNick to turn on the lights in the room.
Mks. Benson then asks Al why he was' bsent yesterday and whitre'

his re-entry slip is. Al explains that he dodi not have a
slip. Mrs. Benson says that they will have to take care of
the slip during the afternoon recess: Money is then collected -
fror the children who with Mrs. Benson to keep,it'until the.
afternoon dismissal. At 1:13 p.m. Mrs. Bensoninsttucts the
class to take out their spelling books to study spelling- words..

.

a.

December 10 0

At the beginning of the'observatiolal period, the Tigers were

involved in:completing an arithmetic assigpment g -in earlier by Mil.
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Benson. The Cardinals were presently reading from a short play with

Mrs. Benson and the Clowns were making Christmas cards from construc-

tion paper, writing verses and coloring scenes. 'In the Cardinal

group, Hal, Lena and Carol were standing end reading their respective

parts from a short story about a family going to the store to buy

food. While the children stood reading their parts, Lilly sat tying

her shoestrings. She had been sharing her book for Weeks with Lena

and when Lena needed the book for her part in the play, Lilly was

left with no book in which she could follow the reading. The remain-

der of the children is the Cardinal group were able to follow the

reading.

When the three children finished, Mrs. Benson ended tke lesson

and walke,: to her desk. At this time a student from the seventh grade

came into the room and asked if her teacher could borrow Mrs. Benson's

book of classroom decorating ideas. Mrs. Benson gave the book to the'

child who then left. As Mrs. Benson left the Cardinal group, Lilly

immediately took out her reading workbook, Come Along, and began using

a red crayon to answer questions on one of the pages. The only other

student in the Cardinal group who began to work of his own initiative

was Earl who also ws working in his workbook. Shortly, Dan took out

his arithmetic book and began work. Lilly put away her reading and

took out her arithmetic book also. Lilly and Dan began to talk softly

between themselves about the assignment., There was nodding and also

._shaking of heads as they spoke to one another. Both were actively

engaged in doing arithmetic.. Lilly looked up from her work as Mrs.

Benson said to Lou in a loud voice, "Somebody sure wants to be an
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example, donit-'they? Nvw phut up and get to work."

to hdr book. Mrs. Benson shortly told the class to

of all papers and pencils. Lilly did not clear her

Lilly turned back

clear their desks

desk until she

first finished the problem that she was completing. hatt asked Lilly

if she was finished and she nodded that she was. When Mrs. Benson

told the class to open their spelling workbook to page fifty, Lilly.

repeated softly to herself, "fifty." As Mrs. Benson read the assign-

ment on the page, Lilly reed them along,withler only moving her lips.
I/

During this observational period, Laura was absent and the decision

was made while in the classroom to concentrate intensively on Lilly

for the remainder of the period. Thetgollowing are notes from the

Observation that directly related to Lilly and her activities until

the bell for noon recess.

Mrs. Benson instructs the class to repeat with her each of
the twenty words that will be on the 'spelling test shortly
to come. Lilly speake the words along with the remainder of
the children.

IP

For those children who believe that ey knew the words, Mrs.
Benson gives instructions on a new r ading assignment that
they can begin' if they Wish. As she reads the instructions,
Lilly reads along silently moving her lips. .Mrs. Benson asks
for an example of each of, the three parts of the new assign-

,

ment. Lilly does not raise her hand for either number two
or for number three. On part'four, she again does not raise

her hand. Mrs. Benson then gives the class a further assign-
ment on the top of the following page. In this section are
four sentences in which the children are to select the best
word for the blank. On the first three questions, Lilly does
not raise her hand as Mrs. Benson asks the class for the
answer. On the fourth sentence, she does raise her hand,
but was not called upon by the teacher. Intermittently
she'chews on the end of her eraser.

As the final set of additional exercises that the children
can do if they wish, Mrs. Benson begins, to discuss the four
pictures at the bottom of the page. The lesson is to
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indicate whether the-picture next to each,of the four
numibert is to, be described in the singular or in the
-plural. Picture'-one was of one rat, two of two beds,
three of one apple, and four of two hats. Mrs. Ben-
son ask, the class what is the name of the animal in
the first picture. Lilly becomes quite excited and
raises her hand very high. She is standing part way
out of her seat. Mrs; Bens6 'sees Lilly and asks her
for an answer. Lilly smiles and says, "That a rat."
Mrs. Benson responds, "Yes, it is. Now Who-can tell
me about pictureztwo?"

Lilly hooks at her spelling words for a short while and
then takes a piece of_paper to begin the new assignment
discussed by Mrs. 'Benson. She worki intently and only'
looks up 0-.4 ettr.,re are interruptions or disrutpions
in the class. ((ne girl comes into the room to borrow
a stapler Ind on another °cf.:Salon Mrs. Benson hits Lou
with her four-foot stick and says to him, "Boy, you shut
up while I am reading.7).

Mrs. Benson begini a short reading lesson with the Clowns.'
Lilly continues her own work until her brother Nick is
called upon by Mrs. Benson to read. She 'stops her work and
watches her brother. Nick does not know the word "farm"
and Mrs. 'Benson asks Rama to help Nick with the word. When
Rena pronounces the word, Nick repeats it to the teacher nd
Lilly also says it very softly to herself. Mks., Benson ks
the entire Clown group to say the Word "farm" and as -the
do;' Lilly repeats the word also. She -goes back to her work,
and places the book upright on her desk so shels hidden
from view. The book remains in this position'for the next
five minutes until Mrs. Benson tails all the students in
the class to put away their books and pencils.

It is believed evident frqm the above that Lilly yet employed

C
Mechanisms of secondary'learning in the second grade classroom. There

was evident on several occasions the silent moving of lips, softly

repeating of words spoken by the teacher or another student, and

listening as others in the class read. However, it did not appear to

be the sole manner in which she sought to gain knowledge 'in the class.

There were the periods of individual, reading, as well as one instance

of direct interaction with the teacher. The single instance of direct
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isterseilooAdth that teacher. The single insteeee of direct

action arose when Lilly was able to respond to a question from her

'previous experience with rats. (On several visits to I

had observed them in rooms on the first floor.) The desire of the

child to indicate that
t
she knew the correct anewe was obvioui. She

stood half-way out of her chait: laving her hand, hoping to be called

upon. When the question was within her sphere of ueVious experience,

she was more than eager to participate.

VIII. FURTHER.NOTES ON THE SECCND GRADE: REWARD AND PUNISIVINT

Throughout the length of the studv,in.Attucks School,, it was

exceedlingli clear that both the kindergarten and second grade teachers

were teaching the groups within. the classes in a .dissimilar manner.

That is, differential behavior'on the part of the teacher was directed

to

towards those children in the various reading groups. Variations were

'evident, for example, in the amount of time the teacher spent teaching--

)
the different' groups, in the manner in which certain groups were granted

privileges which were denied to others, and her continued proximity

to the different groups. Two additional considerations of the dif-

ferentiai treatment of the reading groups was in the teacher's use

of reward and punishment. Though these variations are evident from

observations in the kindergarten, a systematic evaluation was not

attempted of the degree to which such differential behavior was a

significant aspect of the classroom interactional patterns. When

the observations were being conducted in the second grade, it appeared

that there was on the part of Mrs. Benson a differentiation of reward
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A.

and puaishmeet, Though these variations are evident from the observe-
.

tions in the kindergarten, a systematic evaluation was not attempted

of the degree to which such differential behavior, was.* significa

aspect of the classrooeinteractional patterns. When the observe i ns

were being conducted in the second grade, idrappeared -that there was

*firths part of Mts. Benson a differentiation of reward and punishment

similar to that displayed by Mr Splay. Da order to examine more
J

closely the degree to which these variations were present over time,

three observatiional periods were totally devoted to the tabulation

of eanhof the individual behavioral units directed by the teacher

towards the children. Each observations], period Was three and one-

half hours in length, lasting from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. The dates

of the observations were the Fridays at the end of eight, twelve, and

sixteen weeks of school--October 24, November 21, and December 19,

respectively. -

As a mechanism of evaluating the varieties of teacher behavior,

a nine-fold scheme of alternative ways in which the teacher may 'direct

behavior at the students was developed. Behavior on the part of the

teacher was tabulated as a "behavioral unit'" when there was clearly

directed towards an individual child, some manner of communication,

whether it be verbal, non-verbal or physical contact. When, within

the interaction of the teacher and the student, there occurred more

than one type of behavior, i.e., the teacher both spoke to the child

and also touched hin, a count was made of both variations. The follow-

ing is a list of the nine variations in teacher behavior that were

tabulated within the second grade classroom. Several examples are
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also included with each, of the aiternalwee displyod by the twitcher

Within the curses.

l), IlerbetSuivortive--"That's a very good job." "You are such
, levels gitl." 'lily', but yoni-mbrk is so neat."

2) Verbal:Neuital"Laura end-Tem, let's open our bodice to page
3kt"'";04yi your-penal is on the floor." "Hal, do you

.haVe monty tate",

3) . Verbal Conttel-"Lodi Sit dated its. that chair -and shut up."

"Curts get up off that flooi." "son, and 'Laura, "quit

Our' 04444.4

4) Nottverkal Supportive- Teacher nods her head-it Rosé. Teacher
smilerat- Liza., TeiCher clips wheorLaUOCcompletes her
problem at the boird.'

5) Novi - verbal Neutral-- Teacher`- ndicates With arm. that she yenta

Lilly and Shirley to move- :farther *part in the circle-.
Teacher Motions-to Joe- and Tom-that they should try to

.
snap, their fingers to stay in beat with the-music.

6) Non - verbal Control--Teacher frowns at Lena. Teacher shakes

finger at AMy to quit, tapping her pencil. Teacher nations

with. hand for Reif: net to come.td her desk.

A
physical. Contact ferSupport--Teacher hugs Laura. Teacher places

her arm around Mary** she talks to her Teacher.holdi
Trish's hand when she has a splinter in it.

Physical Contact is Neutral--Teacher touches head of Nick es

she walks past. Teacher touches'head of each student whom

she wishes to go to the blackboard. Teacher leads Rena

to new place on the circle.

9) Physics/ ContaCt for Control -- Teacher strikes Lou with stick.

Teacher pushes Curt down in hiss chair. Teacher pushes

Hal and Doug to floor to makethem sit.

Table 8.3 which follows is presented with all forms,of control,

supportive and neutral behavior grouped together within each of the

three observational periods. As a' methodological piecaution, since

the categorization of the various types of behavior was decided as

the interaction occurred and there were no cross-validation checks

to

C
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by another observer, all behavior was placed in the neutral category

which could not be clearly distinguished as belonging to one of the

established nine categories. This:may in part be an explanation for

the large percentage of neutral behavior tabulated in each of the

three observational periods,'

The pictute of the second grade teacher, Mrs. Benson, that emerges

from analysis of these data is of one who distributes rewards quite

sparingly and also equally, but who utilizes somewhere between two

and five times as much control-ohented behavior with the Clowns as

. . .

with the Tigers. Alternatively, whereas with the Tigers the combination

of neutral and supportive behavior never drop ed below 93 percent of

the'total behavior directed towards them by tte teacher, the lowest

figure for the Cardinals was 86 percent and for the Clowns was 73 per-

cent. It may be assumed that the presence of neutral and suppottive

behavior would be conducive to learning while the presence of punish-

ment or control-oriented behavior would not. Thus for the Tigers,

the learning situation Baas one with oiity infrequent units of control,

while for the Clowns, control behavior constituted one-fourth of all

behavior directed towards them on at least one occasion.

Research related to leadership Atructure and task performance

in voluntary organizations has given strong indication that within an

authoritarian setting there,tccurs a signifiCant decrease in both

learning retention'and,performance on assigned tasks that does not

occur with those in a non-authoritative setting (Kelly and Thibaut,

1954; Lewin Leppitt, and White, 1939). Further investigations have

generally confirmed these findings.

445
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TABLE 8.3

VARIATIONS IN TEA5HER-DIRECTEL` SEHAVIOR -FOR TEEE SECOND GRADE
READING GROUPS WRING THREE OBSERVATIONAL PERIODS WITHIN

A SINGLE CLASSROOM

10111

Variations in Teacher-Directed Behavior
Item

Control 1 rtive Neutral

Observational Period #1*

Tigers 5%--(6)** 7%--(8) 877.--(95)

Cardinals" 10%--(7) 8%--(5) 82%--(58)
clowns 27%--(27) 6%--(6) 67%--(69)

Observational Period #2

4 Tigers 7%--(14) 87.--(16) 85%--(170)
.

Cardinals 77--(13) 8%--(16) 85%--(157)

Clowns 14%--(44) 6%=-(15) -80%--(180)

Observational Period #3

Tigers 7%--(15) . 67--(13) 167.--(171);

Cardinals 14%--(20) 102.--(14) 75%--(104
Clowns '15%--(36). 71,4,-(16) 78%--(188)

www
*Forty-sight (48) minutes of unequal teacher access (due to one

group of children being out of the room) was eliminated from the

analysis.

**Value within the parentheses indicates total number of units
of behavior within that category.
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Of particular interest within the classroom are the findingsTof

Adams (1945), Anderson (1946), Anderson at al. (1946), Preston and

Heintz (1949), and Robbins (195/). Their findings may be generalized

to state that children without an authoristarian classroom display a

decrease in both learning retention and performance while those within

the democratic classroom do not. In extrilpolating these finding. to

the second grade classroom of Mrs. Benson, one cannot say that she

was continually "authoritarian" as opposed to "democratic" with her

students, but that with one group of students there occurred a pre-

ponderance of control-Oriented behavior. The group which was the

recipient of thts control-oriented behavior was that group which she

had defined as "stow and disinterested." On at least one .occasion

Benson utilized nearly five times the amount of control- oriented

behavior with the Clowns as with her perceived high-interest and high-

ability group, the Tigers. For the Clowns who were"most isolated from

the teacher and received the least amount of.her teaching time, the

results noted above would indicate that the substantial control-oriented

behavior directed towards them would compound their difflOulty in ex-

periencing significant learning and cognitive' growth.`

Here discuasion of the self-fulfilling prophecy is relevant: given

the extent to which the teacher utili4d,pontrol-oriented behavior

with the Clowns, data from the leadership and performance studies

would indicate that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for .

that group to.experience a positive learning situation. The question

remains unanswered, though, as to whether the behavior Of uninterested

students necessitated the teacher's resorting to extensive use of
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control-oriented behavior, or mbether that to the extent to which

the teacher utilized control- oriented behavior, the atudents,responded

with uninterest. If the prior experience of the Clowns was in,any

way similar to that of the students in 'eindergarten.at Table 3 and

Table C in the first grade, T am inclined to opt for the latter proposi-
4

tion.

A.very'aerious and, / believe, Justifiable Consequence of this

assumption of student uninterest related to the frequincy of the

teacher's control-oriented bdhavior is that the telcheis themselves

contribute significantly to the creation of the "slow learners" within

their classrooms. That, over time, an increasing number of students

are brought into the teacher's'sphere of high control-oriented behav-

ior, mayhelp'to account for a phenomenon noted in the Coleman Report

(1966). This report indicated that there existed an increasing gap

between the academic performance of the urban Black student and the

national norms the longer the Black student remained in the school

, ,system. During one of the three and one-half observational periods

Bin the second grade, the percentage of control-oriented behavior

oriented toward the entire class was about 8 percent. Of all behavior

directed toward the Clowns, however, 26 percent was control-oriented

behavior directed to the class as a whole. Deutsch (1968), in a

random sampling of New York City Public School classrooms of the

fifth through eighth grades noted that the teacher utilized between

50 and 80 percent'of class time in discipline and organization.
r

Unfortunately, he fails to specify the two individual percentages and

thus it is unknown whether the classrooms were dominated by either
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discipline or organization as opposed to their combination. If it is

the case, and,Deutsch's fit4ngs appear to lend indirect support,

that the higher the grade levelsgthe greater the disciplineanil control-

oriented behavior by the teacher, iieny of the unexplained aspects of

the "regrells phenomenon" of*Black studenti in rban schoolt=Ay be
A

unlocked.

On another level of analysis, the. teacher's use of control-oriented

behavior is directly related to the eXpectations of the ability,ind

willingness of "slow learners" to learn the material she teaches; That

is, if the student is uninterested in what goes on in the classroom,
.

he is more apt to engage in activities that the teacher perceives as
*a.

disruptive. Activities such as talking out loudscoloring when the
4

teacher has not said it to be permissible, attempting %o leave the
.

room, calling other students' attention to activities occurring on the

'street, making commeas to the.teacher not pertinent to the lesson,.

"dropping books, falling out of the chair, and commenting'on how the

a
student cannot wait for recess, all prompt the teacher to employ con:

trol-oriented behavior toward that student. The interactional,pattern

between the uninterested student and the teache r literally becomes a

"vicious Circle" in which,control-oriented behavior is followed by

further manifestations'of uninterest, followed by further control

behavior and so on. The stronger the reciprocity of this pattern of

interaction, the greater one, may anticipate the strengthening of the -

teacher's expectation of the "slow learner" as being either urnble or

unwilling to 1,earn.
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IX: THE CASTE SYSTEM FALTERS

A major objective of 'this study has been to document the manner

in which there emerges. within the early grades at Attucks School a

stratification system, based both on teacher expectations related to

behavioral and attitudinal characteristics of the child and also a

variety of socio-economic factors, related to the backgrOund of the

child. As noted, when the child begins to move through the grades, the

variable of past performance becomes a crucial index of the position

of the child within the class. The formulation of the system og strati-

fication of the children into various reading groups'appears to gain

a caste -like character over time in that there was no observed move-

ment into the highest reading group once it had been initially-estab-

lishea at the beginning of the school'year. Likewise, there hrd not

been observed any movement out ofthe highest reading group. There

was described the movement between the second and third reading group,

primarily that of those at the lowest reading table one year are com-

bined with the middle group for the following year, due to the pros-
.

ence of a group of students repeating. the grade.

Though formal visits with the second grade class of Mrs. Benson

ended with the Christmas vacation, periodic informal visits to the

class have continued through the.remainder of the school year. The

organization of the class has remained stable throughout the winter

months save for one notable exception. For the first time during

oLservations in either the kindergarten or the second grade, there had

been a reassignment of two students from the highest reading group to

the middle reading group. Virginia and Joe were moved by Mrs. Benson

during the third week in January from the Tiger reading group to the
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Cardinal group. Lena and Den were moved from the Cardinal group to

the Tiger group to replace those two-Who moved out. I asked Mts.

oe Benson the reason for the move and she explained that neither Virginia

nor Joe "could keep a clean desk." Likewise, she noted that

these two students constantly had paper and crayons on the floor beside

their desks. She stated that the Tigers "are a very clean grouP1 and

that the two could not remain because they were not neat. Lena and
I

,Dan were described as "extremely *neat with:their desk and floor."f

When moved to the Cardinal group, Virginia and Joewere placed in

.the joack seats of Rows Two and Three, respectively.

t
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4 CHAPTER /X

. BLACK CHILDREN IN A PUBLIC 'SCHOOL

I. INTRODUCTION

'The-writings of a number of progressive educatots have stated
-

' that the experience of learning, which is the main goal of the school

system, must be related to and. also bE an integral part of the prior

it

experiences an4.understanding of the,children involved. Likewise the

educational experience for the child must be built on a fou0dation.of

.genuine respect for-the rights of the child as an individual. hos

intrusted.Jvith guiding the children as they seek to learn of themsel
1

and their world mist be willing to build the organization of the scho

experience around the methods and techniques that foster learning, not
,

bureaucratic routinizatiod. The particular method that one seeks to.

,

utilize in the teaching of children; whether it be the traditional

approach of rote learning or more recent attempts at "non-directive"

learning and "Discovery Centers," would appear to be less crucial, to

the experience of successful learning then the orientation of the teacher.

to the children. Respect for the child and his potential to learn, both

through teaching and also.through his personal explorations, must be

accompanied with strong expectations that in fact'the child does and

will learn continually. As noted in Chaptet V, the expectations of the

teacher as to potential and performahce for any individual child appear

to be of profound significance for the resultant school experiences of

that child.
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In addition to the educational experience of the child, the organize-

Lion of the class may be interpreted as having consequences beyond the

boundaries of the school Aself. Based on the assumption that formal

education within American society presents the major if not sole path

for the achievement of desired occunatiOnal roles, the class organiza-

tion appeared to perpetuate the existing stratification patterns of the
* *

larger society. That is, the manner in which the childre.i were organized

within the class may have served the function of ensurIng that they

remained on a similar if not'identical occupational status level as

their parents. The expectations of the teachers, based in part: on

stereotypic evaluations of how those children with certain socio-economic

backgrounds, attitudes, and bOavioral patterns would perform on academic

tasks resulted in a social organization where the children appeared to

clearly understand the differentiations and, the significance of those

differences. Those in the highest reading groups, displaying valued

behavior ane. attitudes of the middle socio-economic strata, appeared to

well understand their position vis-a-vis those of the lower socio-economic

levels who as the poorest reading group in the second grade were termed

"Clauns."

II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter III sought to provide a backdrop from which to analyze

the activities of an individual classroom with the city public school

system. St. Louis as a city is almost completPdy racially segregated,

and the schools reflect this division quite clearly. Likewise, the

response of those with authority in the school system to both the

presence of a "new majority" of black students within the schools and
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their nearly absolute segregation from the white children of the city

has been less than direct and forceful in approaching the problems. The

concepts and Methodologies of teaching utilized at Harris Teachers

College, the city college that provides a large number of new teachers

each year to the city system, appear oriented towards the teacher ap-

proaching her role within the class as one who is in the position of

haviLg to enforce control over the students or face certain chaos. The

consequences for the teaching situation within the classroom appear

to be that the teachers, lacking any clear pedagogical training by whtch

to guide their approach to the dynamics of the teaching-learning situ

ation, resort to techniques of management and control in,order to ensure

a smooth and efficient classroom, often at the loss of their stated

objective--that is, aiding children to learn.

Chapter IV dealt with Attucks School as the milieu that directly

affects the child through the orientation of the staff and administration

as to how children and classrooms are to be managed, how children are

to be viewed vis-a-vis adults, what essential attitudes and behavioral

patterns are believed necessary for learning to occur, and the fashion

in which the school and the home communicate on the activity of the

child within the class. The teachers appeared to accept as one of the

major socialization goals of the schools the transmission of values

and norms, as well as behavioral patterns that appear to some educators

to be nearly the opposite of what would produce a creative and exciting

learning experience for children. Docility, passivity, quietness, lack

of spontaneity, conformity, and unquestioning acceptance of what is said

by the teacher were held as desirable traits that the, children should
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seek to internalize. When the pr rest/rase reports were sent home, the

parents were encouraged to aid t is process in order to ensure that the

teacher could operate a smoother and more efficient classroom. Such

behavior as talking and playing was not tolerated, for the emphasis was

upon the socialization of the children into a single group where individ-
\

ualized autonomy and behavioral patterns were not accepted.

The school appeared to be oriented towards an acceptance of the

status quo so far as it related to the children and the community.

Any movement towards innovation within the school appeared to be

directed towards the development of new techniques to instill "motiva-

tion" in the children and their parents. The results of such programs

were to be evident in increased academic performance. It was within

this context that Mr. Miller (the principal) spoke of the programs to

increase the motivation of the children "rubbing ofC on the parents.

The majority of both parents and children were perceived as unmotivated

and disinterested in-school and benefits of education. The home is

ultimately defined as the source of the unmotivated student and it

then is the duty of the school to increase the motivational aspiration

of the home if the child is to succeed in the school. The reverse

contention that the school is unmotivated to accommodate itself to the

needs of the students is not considered. It has been a goal of this

study to present evidence that this contention deserves serious examina-

tion. As Clark (1969) has noted:

Educational officials and teachers taw been persuaded- -
and particularly have persuaded themselves--that the causes
of the educational retardation of Negro children are not to
be found in the quality of teaching or of school supervision.
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They have explained this chronic problem in terms of the
children's alleged personal deficiencieshostility and
.aggressivness.toward authority,low attention span, lack
of educational experiences prior to entering school, and
low motivation for academic work. The parents are to
blame, so the teachers say, because they have "no-books-
in-the-home," becaUse they lack interest.in their child-
rents school achievement. Some educators seriously of-
fered as an explanation of student retardation the facti
that that these parents "do not attend PTA meetings."
They assert that the community is to blame because it
suffers all the pathologies of ghettoelit has dirty
'streets, overcrowded and deteriorated homes, and provides
no model of academic excellence and reward for children.

It appeared that principals and teachers alike defined the role

as one to "pull up from the depths "those Oho Were worthy and to main-

tain a safety-screen around those of middle class origins in order that .

they were not "lost" to unhealthy influences of the street and "street

children." The techniques of the school for the large scale management

of children and the treatment of parents appeared to arise from a response

to the prese socio-economic structure of the society whereby the values

and expectations of those of higher status and class become the dominant

ethos in interaction with those of lower status and class. The implica-

tions of these assumptions as to how certain categories of persons

should be treated within the classroom appears to directly contradict
0,

the approach and values necessary for education to serve as a prime

mechanism of social and economic mobility.

Chapters V, VI, VII, and VIII have sought to demonstrate the impact

of teacher expectations, initially based on a series of subjectively

interpreted social criteria, for both theanticips.:ed academic potential

and subsequent differential treatment accorded to those students per-

ceived as having dissimilar social status. For Mrs. Caplow, the
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kindergatemteacher, expectations as to what type of child may be

anticipated as e"fast learner" appeared to be grounded in her reference -1

group of a mixe/white- black educated middle class. That is, students

within her classroom who displayed those attributes perceived as highly

desired and necessary in childreit for future success were selected by

her as possessing the potential to be a fast learner. On the other

hand, thOse children who did not possess the desired qualities were

defined by the teacher as "slow learners." None of the criteria upon

which the kindergarten teacher appeared to base her initial evaluation

of the children were directly related to measurable aspects of academic

potential. Since the I.Q. test was administered to the children at the

very end of,their,kindergarten year, it could have been of no benefit

to the teacher as she established patterns of organization within the

. class. The I.Q. scores may have been significant factors for the first

and second grade teacher, but I assume that consideration of past per-
.

formance was the major determinant for seating arrangement. (For

theoretical discussions on the relationship between social class position

and differential value systems, cf., A. Davis (1951; M. Erickson* 1947;

E. F. Frazier, 1957;R. Hyman, 1966; A. Kornhauser, 1939; R. Merton, 1957;

and A. Wilson, 1959).

For the first grade teacher, Mrs. Logan, and the second grade

teacher, MrsBenson, the process of dividing the class into various

reading groups, done on the basis of some differential ix academic

potential and also accomplishment in past performance,. maintained the

original patterns of differential treatment and expectations established

in the kindergarten class. To those who were initiallyrdefined as
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"fast," the establishment of the reading groups in subsequent years con-

tinued to insure their presence in that same group regardless of the

label given to it

It was evident throughout the length of the study that the teachers

made clear the distinctions they perceived between the children who were

defined as fast learners and those defined as slow learners. It would

not appear incorrect to state that within the classroom, there was

established tythe various-teachers.a clear system of segregation be-

tween the two established groups of children. In the one group were

all the children who appeared clean, interested, sought interaction with

adults, displayed leadership within the class, and came from homes which

displayed various status criteria valued in the middle class. In the

other were children who were dirty, smelled of urine, did not actively

participate in class, did not display leadership behavior, and came

from poor homes often supported by public welfare.

I would contend that within the system of segregation established

by the teachers, the group perceived as slow learners were ascribed

a caste position that sought to keep them apart from the other students.

They appeared to be placed in a pariah caste perceived by the teacher

as "unclean" that had to be kept separate from the group defined as fast

learners. De Vos (1966) notes, based on broad cross-cultural evidence,

that ineddition to the segregation of lower class persons to utilize

them for economic exploitation, there is also a second form of segrega-

tion of the poor that he terms "expressive segre+Ation."

Expressive segregation, although universal in one form or
another, is most visibly institutionalized in societies that
are rigidly segregated by birth into occupational groupings.
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Inherent is a biological and/or a religious concept of un-
alterable inferiority which distinguishes one group of men
from another. . a society, it justefies maintaining
a fixed social order of dominance and subordination from
birth to death. . . The relative presence of institutionaliz-
ed forms of expressive exploitation in social hierarchy is
what distinguishes caste from class. . .It is the persistence
of socially debase groups in spite of a change in the politi-.
.cal and economic structure of a society that brings out the
essential difference between a class and caste structure.
The irrational-expressive exploitation involved in caste
differs radically from the utilitarian usage of subordinate
individuals in a class structure or in slaveryas an insti-
tution.

The-placement-of-ihe-thIldren within the various classrooms into

different reading groups was ostensibly done on the promise of future

performance in the kindergarten and in later grades on differentials

"of past performance; however, the placement may rather have been done,

from purely irrational reasons that had nothing in common with academic

performance. The utilization of academic criteria may have served

as the rationalization for a more fundamental process occurring within

the class whereby the teacher served as the agent of the larger society

to ensure that proper "distance" wgemaintained between the various

strata of the society as represented by the children.

Within the context of this analysis there appear to be at least

two interactional processes that may be identified as having occurred

simultaneously within the kindergarten classroom. The first was the

relation of the teacher to the student placed at Table 1. The process

appeared to occur in at leasefour stages. The initial stage involved

the kindergarten teacher developing expectations regarding certain

"students as possessing a series of characteristics that she considered

essential for future academic "success." Second, the teachpr reinforced
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through her mechanisms of "positive" differential behavior those char-

seteVistics of the children she considered important and-desirable.

Third, the child -espondeci with more of the behavior that initially

gained him the attention and support of the teacher. Perceiving that,

verbalization, for example, was a quality that the teacher appeared

to admire, the Table 1 child increased his level of verbalizaiion.

Fourth, the cycle was complete as the teacher focused even more

specifically on the children at Table 1 who continued to manifest the

behavior she desires. A positive interactional scheme arose whereby

initial behavioral patterns of the student were reinforced into apparent

permanent behavioral patterns, once he had received support and

differential treatment from the teacher.

Within.this framework, the actual academic potential of the stu-

dent was not objectively measured prior to the kindergarten teacher's

evaluation of expected performance. The student within this group may

be assumed to have had mixed potential with some inherently able to

perform at a higher level than others; however, the common positive

treatment accorded to all within the group by the teacher may have

served as the necessary catalyst for the self-fulfilling prophecy

whereby those expected to do well did so.

A concurrent behavioral process appeared to occur between the

teacher and those students placed at Tables 2 and 3. The student came

into the class possessing a series of behavioral and attitudinal

characteristics that within the frame of reference of the teacher were

perceived as indicative of "failure." Second, through mechanisms of
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tics that led to the initial labeling as an educational failure.

As with those perceived as having high probability of future

-445-

reinforcement of her initial expectations as to the future performance

of the student, it was mado evident that he was not perceived as simi-

lar nor equal to those at the table of fast learners. In the third

stages, the child yesponded accordingly to both the definition and

actual treatment given to him by the teacher which emphasized his char-

acteristics of being an educational "failure." Given the high degree'

of control-oriented behavior toward the "slower" learner, the lock of

verbal interaction and encouragement, the disproportionately small

amount of teaching time given to him, and the ridicule and hostility,

the child withdrew from classroom participation. The fourth stage

was the cyclical repetition of behavioral and attitudinal characteris-

;4P

success, the academic potential of the failure group was not objectively

determined prior to evaluation by the kindergarten teacher

also may be assumed to have come into the class with mixed

Some within the group may have had the capacity to perform

tasks quite well, while'others perhaps could not. Yet the

by the teacher of the characterilitics in the children that

. This group

potential.

Academic

reinforcement

she had per-

ceived as leading to academic failure may, in fact, have created the

very condition of student failure. With the "negative" differential

treatment accorded to the perceived' failure group, the teacher's defi-

nition of the situation may have ensured its emergence. The stigmata

which the teacher perceived in the children may have served as the

catalyst for a series of interactions, with the result that the child

came to act out within the class the very expectations defined of him
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f
Eby the teacher.

As an alternative explanation , however, the teacher may have

developed the system of caste segregation within the classroom, not

c
because the groups of children were so dissimilar they

\
had to be hand-,

led in an entirely different manner, but they were segregated because

they were, in fact, so very close to one another. That is, the teacher

may have believed quite strongly that the ghetto community inhibited

the divelopmentof success models within the middle class frame of ref-

erence. Thus, it was her duty to "save" at least one group of Child-

rei from the "streets." Those "unclean" children had to be kept sep-

arate who could have had a "bad" influence on the children who appeared

to have a chance to "make it" in the middle class of the larger society.

To insure that a few "bad apples" did not spoil the entire class,,she

kept the bad apples separate. Within this framework, the teacher's

actions may be understood not only as an attempt to keep the slow "m-

elee'? learners away from those fast "clean" learners, but to ensure

that the fast learners would not be so influenced that they themselves

became enticed with "the streets" and lose their apparent opportunity

for future middle class status.

In addition to the formal separation of the groups within the

classroom, there was also the persistence of mechanisms utilized by

the teacher to socialize the children in the high reading group with

feelings of aversion, revulsion, and rejection towards those of the

lower reading groups. Through ridicule, belittlement, physical punish-

lment, and merely ingoring them, the teacher was continually giving4plues
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to those in the high reading groups. Through ridicule, belittlement,

physical yunishment, and merely ignoring them, the teacher was con-
,.

tinually giving clues t4 those in the high reading group as. to how

one with high status and a high probability of future success treats

those of low status and low probability of future success. To main.-

taro within the larger society the caste aspects of the position of

the poor to the remainder of the society, there has to occur the trans-

mission frob one generation to another the attitudinal characteristics

that could create difficulties within the school, but rather that

these difficulties are utilized as a rationalization for the systematic

exclusion of this group from a large share of participation in the

;'c assroom.

00.
Given the extreme intercomplexity of the organizational structure

of this society, the institutions that both create and sustain social

*.
o anization can neither be held singly responsible for perpetuating

the in qualities nor for eradicating theM. The school system, I be-

lieve, is justifiably responsible for contributing to the present struc-

ture of the society, but the responsibility is not its alone. Neverthe-

less one cannot at the same time deny the crucial importance of the

system as an instrument of social change and innovation. The

picture that emerges frog the study of Attucks School is that the

school strongly shares in the complicity of maintaining the organize-
At

tional perpetuation of poverty and unequal opportunity. This, of course,

is in contrast to the formal doctrine of education in this country to

ameliorate rather than aggravate the conditions of the poor.

From the data presented within this study, it is evident that the
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teacher in the individual.clagarcom acted out a paradoxical role. On

the one hand; she continued the patterns of differential behavior

towards the various groups within her class, thus apparently:contribut-

ing to the maintenance of the present structure of the society.- Yet,

on the Othet hand, her role was defined as one who is to teach and aid

children in learning of themselves and the world. The strong orienta-

tion towards control and management, however, appeared to strongly neg-

ate the desires of the teacher to effectively teach her children. Thus

she found herself in the position of utilizing a pattern of social in-
.

teraction and social organization within the class thqX precluded the

possibility oc education itself. Given the position of the teacher 4

within the formal bureaucracy of both the individual school and the

entire school system of the city, it does not follow that though the

teachers engage in anti-educational activities, they could do other-

wise as individuals if they wished to do so. As Leacock notes ,(196§):

Teachers cannot simply interact with the children in their
classrooms, according'to their desires and personal style.
Instead, their behavior often takes on characteristics be-
yond their immediate aims or intents. They must adapt
their style, not only to the children, but to the institu-
tion, to the principals, requirements, to the other teachers'
attitudes and to the standards according tOmhich they will
be evaluated. . .There is little allowance in teacher sched-
ules for the reading, discussion, and intellectual develop-
ment as essential for effecti.Ve performance at lower levels
of schooling as at the university level. Furthermore, the
teachers' constant paper work intrudes on their teaching
time; the requirements of control in the classroom is
often beyond what is desirable for a good learning situa-
tion, and conformism to the institution, rather than
creative teaching, is the key to success.

It may also be noted that though a teacher may be friendly to the

students and give occasional rewards to members of the class, this
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does not prevent her from being basically non- supportive of the children

in the lowAr reading groups. the second grade teacher, for example,

gave nearly an equal amount of verbal reward to the Clowns as to the

Tigers. Yet the pervasiveness'of the contror-Oriented behavior by the

teacher towards those of the Clown group would appear to have under-

mined any possibility of-an effective learning situation for those

children. The children in era lower reading groups were participating

in a process whereby the teacher was contributing to the formation of

their lower class roles which they willcin ell probability assume in

later years. Likewise, they were subject to the teacher's socially'.

ticin patterns in the room whereby those of higher status were learning

how to respond to those of lower status. Those of lower status Were

also learning mechanisms of how to cope among themselves as a stigmatized

group receiving ridicule and belittlement from the teacher and some,

peers. The adaptive strategy of the students also carried over into

their very proceys of learning whereby they gained much of what they

apparently learned in the class through a process of "secondary learning"

as opposed to direct interaction with the teacher.

The seemingly inevitability of the formulation of differential

roles within the class appeared to arise in part from the teacher

viewing such differentiation as a "natural" phenomena of the human

species. 4s Mrs. Caplow said, "It'just appears that some can do it

and some cannot." Yet the very process of the children in the lower

reading groups attempting to gain knowledge and to coherently structure

their social world attests to the fact that the teachers' rationalization
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that the children were without motivation when they cane to the school

_

cannot be substantiated. The processes utilized by the IoWer reading

groups within the classroom, given the differential teaching. time,

control- oriented behavior, and amount of ridicule and belittlement

they received, were functional within their context. The mechanisms

of secondary learning, including not initiating interaction with the

teacher, not answering questions, and discussion of material among

themselves, were all, from the position of John Dewey, aspects of a

de
valid learning situation. That is, the process ofsecondary learning

was most congruent for that particular group of children with the

experiences of learning in their homes.

These very strategies of adaptation to the classrdom situation,

however, were perceived as dysfunctional by the teacher. The failure

to communicate in direct interactional patterns, the failure to initiate

interaction, the talking among the group, and the high number of "no

response" answers from the group, all indicated to the, teacher that the

children in the slower reading groups were "not yet ready" to handle

the material being taught to the fast reading group. Thus, the mechanism

for the creation of the self-fulfilling prophecy gained further support.

The teacher's reliance on the,presence of a mixed black-white

educated class for their normative reference group appeared to contain

a assumptions of superiority over those of lower status and class position.

For her and those members of her reference group, comfortdble affluence

education, community participation, and possession of professional

status may have afforded a rather stable view of the social order. Thq

treatment of those from lower socio-economic backgrounds within the
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classrooms may also have contained the element Df belief by the teachers

that the values highly esteemed by them were not open to members of

the lower reading groups. Thus the lower groups were in numerous ways

informed of their lower status and were seemingly socialized for a

role of lessened self expectations and also for respect and deference

towards those of higher status. The social distance between the groups

within the class was manifested in its extreme form by the maintenance

of patterns of caste segregation whereby those of lower position were

not allowed to become a part of the peer group at the highest level.

The value system of the teachers and of the school in general created

a value assumption that forced a certain group to be ostracized due

to "unworthiness" or inherent stigmata. The very beliefs which

necessitated exclusion were maintained among those of the higher social

group which then ensured the continuation of the pattern of social

organization itself.

It has not been a contention of this study that the teachers

observed in Attucks School could not or would not teach their students.

They did, at least those observed, teach quite well. But the high

quality teaching was not made equally accessible to all students in the

class. For the students of high socio-economic background who were per-

ceived by the teachers as possessing desirable behavioral and attitu-

dinal characteristics, the classroom experience was one where the teachers

displayed interest in them, spent a large proportion of teaching time

with them, directed little control-oriented behavior towards them, held

them as models the rest of the class was to emulate, and continually

reinforced her statements that they were "special" students. Hypothetically
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if the classrooms obeerved in ALtucks School had contained Only those

students perceived by the teachers as having a desirable social status

and a high possibility of future success outside the confines of the

ghetto community, the teachers probably would have continued to teach

well, and in these circumstances, to the entire class.

The above statementa do not preclude, however, the fact that

there are many wise and dedicated teachers who have deeply internalized

the expectations that all children are capable of creativity and learn-

ing and that they communicate their expectations to those students with

whom they are in contact, whether they be very poor or not. As Leacock

(1969) notes:

For every Jonathan Kozol or Herbert Kohl who have written of
their experiences in ghetto schools, there must be hundreds
of anonymous teachers who have found ways to reach poor child-

ren. More common, however, is the person who starts his teach-
ing career with the assumption that all childre, can learn as
something of a question or a wish, and who is disillusioned
when his attempts to teach in a poor neighborhood are beset
with so many difficulties. Not fully comprehending the web
in which he is caught, he does not turn the responsibility
back on himself or (at least in any open way) on the school
system. It is easier to place the responsibility where he
is told at every turn it lies--with the children. In a

middle-income neighborhood he would be held responsible by
parents and principal for a large percentage of failures;
in a low-income classroom he generally would not be held

responsible.

Thus, the system of public education perpetuates in reality what it is

ideologically committed to eradicate--class bias which results in in-

equality in the social and economic life of the citizenry.

III. CONSIDERATIONS FOR INNOVATION: POLICY AND PROGRAMS

The date from this study would suggest that a variety of innova-

tions, some which have been discussed elbewhere and others that have
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not, are needed in the urban public school...system. ;Three areas in need

of innovation apparent in this study and also noted previously are as

follows. First, the necessity of developing new methods of increasing

proficiency in the concepts and content of the material presented to

the children appears crucial to any significant change in the manner

in which they seek intellectual exploration within the classroom (cf.

Anderson, 1967; Beane, 1966; Olson and Larson, 1965; Trout, 1967). The

manner in which material is presented in fragmentary form for only

short time periods appears to prevent the children from having the

opportunity for intensive and in-depth probing.

Second, there appears a necessity for the development of new

ways by which the children can _be brought into a more active role in

the learning situation (cf. Ausubel, 1963; Clark, 1963; Daugherty,

1965; Pressman, 1967; Ross, 1965; Webster, 1966). The school experience

appears to devote the majority of time to passively listening to the

teacher without personally becoming a participant in the learning

situation.

Third, there is the immediate necessity of developing new methods

of teacher training which equips the teacher both with techniques of

classroom management without extreme reliance on discipline and also

with techniques of curriculum presentation that account for the realities

of the life that the children experience outside the boundaries of

the classroom walls (cf. Amidon and Hunter, 1967; Carew and Fleming,

1967; Lotan and Omens, 1966; Stephens, 1967). It appears that many

teachers are unaware of mechanisms whereby they may foster the develop-

ment of informal controls within the classrooms. Such controls would
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establish an internal order and logic based on the values and assumptions

of the children themselves. If the children enjoy Ad desire to continue

learning, one may expect that they will form the necessary social organiza-

tion to enable it to continue without threat of internal disruption.

Likewise, the heavy reliance on curriculum material that is strongly

oriented towards middle class values and norms fails to consider the

life experiences of many children in the class who have not shared in

much of what the teachers'deem important.

Considerations such as those listed above are usually considered

"strictly educational," The present study has attempted to poiut out,

however, that they are actually highly interdependent with the social

organization of the institution of publicseducation as it reflects and

mirrors the larger society. That is, in examining the classroom ex-

perience of children in Attucks School, any analysis that ends at the

cladsroom door fails to acknowledge the manner in which the activities

of that classroom are intricately interwoven with the fabric of the

entire society. For example, it appears that the inappropriate and

inadequate teaching that is present in the school is a result of at

least two institutional orientations: the training of the teachers

at the city teachers college and the formalized structure of the indi-

vidual school. From t nationwide viewpoint, it is interesting to note

that one of the major concerns of community organizations, parents, and

teachers, in changing the public school system has,been the restructur-

ing of the system. Restructuring of the system has been sought in at

least three areas. First, there is the demand for equalizat onAIL

facilities, standards of performance, and financial expenditures; thus
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eliminating the "dual track" system of "good schools" and "bad schools."

Second, reorganization domande have included the establishment of formal

and relevant roles for parents and community leaders in the guidance

of the school. This has been of rrime concern in minority and low-

income areas. In comparison, this has not been an issue in many sub-

urban school districts where those of wealth and influence already

have a voice in decisions related to the educatioin of their children.

In those areas, authority and influence possessed by the parents are

realities. Finally, reorganization of the school system often includes

providing an increase in the jrofessionalizati of the teaching staff.

Such considerations as available time for oursa preparation, greater

flexibllitv for curriculum development, and choice of course presenta-

tions are sugeested as mechanisms of enhancing the status of the

teacher.

From the data presented in the present study, the establishment

of formal roles with responsibility and authority for the parents and

community leaders would appear to be the single most effective way

to eliminate the low expectations of the teacher for children from poor

backgrounds for the following reasons. As noted, expectations are

apparently based on a series of non-academic criteria which are sig-

nificantly influenced by the teacher's perceptions of the parents and

the home-life of the child. When parents are seen as disinterested

and incompetent, the children from those families are often considered

"unteachable." This problem.may be confronted by parents actively en-

gaged and interested in the welfare of their children within the school

itself. Shared responsibility for the education of the child by both
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teacher and parents presents a context for cooperation and the establish-
,

meat of consensus rather than conflict and antagonism.

Another area of the school experience ofthe child that is in des-

perate need of reform is the content of the curriculum. The pervasive

presence 'of whites in all textbooks, library books, and posters; the

lack otdiscussion and presentation ofhe history of the black man;

and the failure to deal with the urban environment of the children in

the class, all contribute to the irrelevancy of What the children must

study. The books are oriented to the blonde Dicks and Janes in semi-rural

or suburban surroundings who adhere to an image of middle classcomven-

tionality and behavior. The materials presented to the children in

Attucks School fail to acknowledge the diversity of the ways in which

men have sought to organize their lives. Instead the children are given

both direct and indirect messages that the white middle class orienta-

tion to values and behavior constitute the most desirable and possibly

'the only valid mannerr in which to live. Given the realities of the

urban pUblic school system and the lack of funds to purchase a variety

of textbooks and materials suitable to acquaint a child with his hetero-

geneous society; the best one may be able to hope for is that teachers

not enthusiastically Andante the books they are forced to use, finding

instead alternative methods of introducing the children to an under-

standing of social and cultural plurality. Thus, the children may be

taught that their ownilives steed not be measured as successes or as a

failure if they do not parallel that of the idealized white middle class

famil7 portrayed in the books.

Closely tied to reform in the curriculum of the public schools in
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urban black neAgia.....A..mo. 40 somteth0 w0.0:2 to 9i,oify the position of

Black American English within the school. As previously footnoted, the

tereBlack American English" is not used within the context of this

study to refer to only those linguistic patterns found among loW-income

blacks, but also to those patterns shared by a number of other poor and

rural groups in is society. As further comments are made relating

to low-income blacks, it should be kept in mind that similar such modf-

fications in the instruction of low-income whites with linguistic pat-

terns other than that of Standard American English should also be con-

sidered., It is outside the scope of this study, however, to detail the

changes necessary for the teaching of low-income whites. The major

thrust of the teachers observed within this study was to negate and

depreciate the use of Black Americo. English within the class and em-

phasize the "correctness" and propriety of speaking in Standard Ameri-

can English. There was no recognition that the language of the children,

particularly those from low - income and low status backgrounds, was in a

any manna aCceptable within the class. The single exception, of course,

was when the teacher herself utilized Black American English in situa-

tions where she ,sought to exercise control over the children.

Because-the teachers would not allow the use of.Black American

English within the classroom, low-status children who couIdot speak

Standard American English were under a substantial handicap compared

with high status children. Those of poor backgrounds came to the school

speaking only in Black American English. Those from middle income homes,

however, came to the school as bilinguals, being able to speak both Black

American English and also Standard American English within the
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classroom, the michlte income children were able to communicate with

her in an acceptable manner while those of low-income backgrounds could

not. The middle income child was able to "code switch" between Black

American English and Standard American English as necessary: On the

playground the middle income children often spoke with their low income

peers in Black American English while in the classroom they did not.

The findings of this study would indicite that as a major reform

in the utilization of English within the classroom of an all black

school where there are a number of poor black children, all students

in their first years of school be taught in Black American English.

As the children progress through the grades, Standard American English

would be taught as a "second language" so that by the time the children

are in approximately fifth grade, they all are able to speak adequately

with Standard American, English. FroM the fifth grade only Standard

American English should be taught in order to prepare the children to

compete adequately in the economic, technological and bureaucratic

structures of American society. Black American English appears as a

"restricted" code which has not developed to incorporate the concepts

of a highly industrialized and bureaucratized society (cf. Bernstein,

1962; Lawton, 1968, for further discussion of variations in linguistic

codes). Durbiq (1970) has noted that Black American English has

developed within a segregated and isolated community which has been

denied entrance to many of the economic and corporate structures of

the larger society. Low7income black children need to be taught Standard

American English in order to utilize the "expanded" code dominant in

the larger society.
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This proposal is not madg with any senseof depreAating the

usage of Black American English, but merely in recognition of the exist-

ing code lacking many of the technological and bureaucratic concepts

found in Standard American English and utilized in post-industrialized

American society. It is not the case that Black American English is

incapable of handling these concepts, but rather that*it was bypassed

due to the segregation of its users. The concepts thus emerged within

the expanded code of the larger society. The code of Black American

English could be expanded to include the concepts noted above, but such

is unlikely due to the absence of low-income blacks in such structures.

The realities of the American economic system also suggest that it would

be more feasible to teach Standard American English to low-income black

children in order to prepare them to adequately cope with the expanded

code than have large corporate structures modify their communication

patterns to incorporate Black American English.

Likewise, the proposal does not seek to imply that the linguistic

code of the low-income black ip a causal factor in the present condi-

tions of poverty among this group. The plight of the poor black can-

not be attributed to the reality orpossessing a restricted linguistic

code. The reverse appears to be nearer the truth; the restricted code

arose from the realities of segregation and discrimination, not vice

versa. Nevelteless, beyond the debate of causality of poverty and

presence of linguistic codes is the fact that the thrust of the

American occupational structure is towards increased professionalization

and skilled technological expertise. This, in turn, demands use of
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Standard American English. If the low-income child is to be able to

adequately compete and function within what is essentially the dominant

code of the middle and upper classes, the ability to deal adequately

with the language is a prerequisite. Language is not a vehicle to change

the stratified occupational !.-cheme in this society, nor will merely knowing

Standard American English ensure adequate employment for a low-income

black child, in his adult years. It will, however, wove one roadblock

*
to such employment.

If one were to begin teaching children in black urban schools-in

the very early years of the priiary grades in only Black.Anerican English,

the argument could be raised that such a scheme would penalize the

middle-income black children who are capable of utilizing Standard Ameri-

can English. I do not believe that this would be the case, however, be-

cause the middle-income children displyed that they also knew Black

American English and could adequately communicate in that particular code.

Thus, a major criteria'for the differentiation of children within the

classes observed would be removed because both Middle-income and low -in-

come children would be utilizing the same linguistic code and there could

bs no'basis for stratifying the children on this variable. The use of

Standard American English would be introduced within the class in stages

in order that the low- income children could by the end of the elementary

grades be :E/>le to speak comparably to those of middle-income backgrounds.

A second(Lbjection to this method of teaching English within the

the elementary schools may be raised where low-income black children are

in school with white children who do trot know Black American English.

It would be as incorrect to teach the white children in Black American
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Ensliah as to teach than Lou-income black children in Standard AkeriOn

English, because both groups of children are essentially monolingual as

they enter the school. Recognizing the restricted code of the .low-income

black, it would again appear necessary to teach the low-income black

ilkhildren Standard American English, but within a different framework

from the case with the pretence of middle-income black children. It

appears necessary that there be some separation of the two groups of

. children during the teaching of substantive material. It may be possible

that all the children could remain in the same room, with the development

of reading groups based on linguistic usage. Alternatively, if this

arrangement of attempting to teach in both Standard and Black American

English within the same room is not feasible, there would appear to be

little choice othei than separating the two groups of children during

such lessons. The separation of the two groups would not have to be

complete for the entire school day for they could participate in a number

of activities and certain types of lessons together, tor example, library

period, art lessons, physical education, recess, and lessons centered on

audio-visual material Likewise, as the skills of Standard American

English are acquired by the low.Aavogom &Iona.% cht/drtiu, the amount of

ola/as timetime Lb.* tions.groupS spend together should increase.
I

1

A significantly different situation arises when there is present
within the classroom both low-income black and low-income white child-
ren. It is unknown to what degree they share )1 similar linguistic pat-
tern. There may be enough similarity between the patterns of the two
groups to warrant teaching them together. If not, some adjustments as
'noted with the presence of middle - income white and low-income black
children together would have td be made within the classroom.

4
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It is also acknowledged tLat such a proposal could become the basis

for accusations within the black community (or for that matter among

liberals from the white community) against the author as either a racist

or as one attempting to co-opt blacks into the "degenerate" structures

.of white society. These contradictory accusations may be anticipated

as arising from significantly different segments of the black community.

On the one hand, the pro-integrationist would argue that the proposal

to teach Black American English is a mechanism tot continue to insure

the separateness of blacks from the whites. Emphasizing the differences

of the two groups could only, they may argue, perpetuate the existing

gaps between the blacks, and whites in American society. On the other

hand, those who may be black separatists could argue that the teaching

of Black American English in the early grades with the gradual introduction

of Standard American English to the children is no more than amehanism

to insure the co-optation of the blacks into the white Liety and the

necessity to deny their own "blackness." Ultimately, the question of the

teaching of Black American English as well as the broader/concerns of

public school education'for black chitren will have to be resolved by

the black community itself. The educational efficacy of such proposals

as those included within this study may prove, to be lees the basis for

debate than the ideological grounds upon which they are instigated.

The periodic separation of the children in the classroom for sub-

stantive lessons to be taught in different ways would appear to follow

similar divisions in the class structure of the larger society. The data

would suggest that only by first recognizing that there are children with-

in the same classr00%)who do possess significantly different linguistic
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patterns can there be the possibility'of effeiiively teaching the various

groups of children. The myth of the "melting pot"has within the public

schools created a situation where the low-inaWme black children are

perceived As possessing linguistic patterns similar to those of other

socio-economic levels, while in reality they do. not. Low-income black

children will continue to be taught ineffectively so long as they are

forced to compete and participate in clasaei whe-fb the teaching patterns

are geared from those children from the middle class. It should be made

explicitly clear to the teachers that neither of the two linguistic codes,

or*

Standard American English or Black American English, is "better" or more

"desirable" than tie other. Rather, it must be noted that not all child-

ren utilize the same linguistic patterns.

The admitted'recognition of class differences in linguistic patterns

is not to be taken as the basis for the establishment of schools solely

based on class criteria. Nothing remotely similar to the British system

of educatie,n,..,ith clear divisions of 'class is suggested. Rather, the

Utilization of Black American English in the curriculum during the early

grades with the teaching of'Standard American English introduced as a

second language,is viewed as a means to aid the movement towards the

blurring of increased rigid clasp tines in American society. Such a

program of education is offered as an alternative model to the present

system as a means to increase social and economic mobility rather than

hinder it.

If one desires to most effectively teach children, it must be done

in a way as to have the closest congruence with the cognitive and linguistic
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patterns which the children bring into the classroom situation. Thus,

there may also be the basis for the separation of low-income whit child-

ren initially from either middle income black or white children. The

criteria for the establishment of a classroom should be based on the

patterns of learning that the children bring to the school. The formation
, .

of the classrooms would appear to.hinge on at least two variables, class,

and race, for both appear to influeme the context withinwhich learning

occurs (cf. Deutsch et. al., 1968). Presumably, the following groups of

children could be taught together utilizing a similar linguistic pattern;

both low-income and middle - income.. black children taught initially in

Black American English' both middle-income black children andimiddle-

income white children taught initially in Standard American English.

A further implication of this position is that the school system would

need skilled and qualified teachers in as many different linguistic

patterns as there are present among the children in the schools.

Likewise, the teacher's concentration could focus on the substantive

content of what the child contributes to the class rather than constantly.

haVing tocorrect the child's linguistic style. Accepting that the

language the children come to school speaking is the lanugage by which

they explain and interpret their world, the teacher is not forced into

the position of having to negate the child,"but rather accepts it as that

child's valid manner ofexpressing himself. This approach also does not

negate the importance of the teacher instructing the children in Standard

American English realizing it to be a prerequisite for achievement and

mobility in the larger American society.
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Concurrent with 4 suggestiOnof-change in the pattern of lingas-
,

tic communication now present in Attueks School, there also appears to

be need for change in the pattern of classroom instruction, particulaily
.4

for the low- income black children; Obtervation of both the kindergarten,

and second grade teachers indicated that they utilized a method of direct

interaction between. themselves and the students when teachifrg substantive

material. The teacher wouldispeak to the children, ask them questions

directly, and receive respoises from the children, primarily in the mode

of ohe-to-one lmteraction. This pattern of interaction fit very well the

experiences of the high status children who came from hoimes where there

Was a great deal of parent-child verbal interaction.. The parents Vera

saccustomed'to speaking to the children dirketly and receiving responses

from the children. Likewise, the pattern of teaching involved the direct

interaction of teacher and students.' Statements were made, questions

asked, and comments made, all within tht framework of established patterns

of interpersonal interaction (cf. Durbin, 1970).

For the children from low- income homes, the pattern described above-

was not observed within the homes. There the children were not observed

in frequent interaction with adults. Their primary dommunication was

with their peers. They continually sat on the periphery of groups of

adults who---interacted only among themselves. Though there was little or

0

no direct communication between adults and children, it was apparent

that the children were listening and learning from what was said among.

the adults, for they then would relate what had been said both to one

another and to me. Here again, the low-income children employed a technique
ata

of "secondary learning" to gain knowledge of the world and their position

t
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in it. As the langdagetpatterns utilized and stressed within the school

appaar to be detrimental to the learning process of low- income children;

so also does the pattern by which the material is taught. The low-income

child would appear-to have optimal congruence between his home and his

school for learning when the teacher spoke in Black Aperican English

and did not speak directly to him, but rather spoke toanether adult

and allowed the child to simply sit and listen (cf., Durbin, 1970). such

is the pat rn by y(which these children learn'from the adults in their

homes and s eh co.mld be the pattern of the school, if one desires to make

the learning experience n home and school similar.

The,above could be employed. as the dole means of instruction in

that classroom where all pupils are low-income black children. When

there are middle-income children present in the room, as was the case at

Attutka School, modifications would have te,be introduced. Perhaps th

division of the class into groups could be,continued, but on a different

basis. The'chIldren could be taught in theroom according to whether

their previous learning experience had been in the mode of personalized

adult-child interaction or whether it had been primarily through mechanisms

of secondary learning where there is very little adult-child interaction.

There need be no differentiation of one group of children as learning

"better" or "faster" than the other, but rather that children simply

learn in different ways. Stich a situation of differential patterns of

learning was observed in this study, elpecially during those occasions

when the high reading group was being taught and those at the remaining

tables listened to the teacher'as she taught others. This also may be

a technique that could be expanded within the Class., The teacher could
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siS. 0 -conduct peronelized interactiOn learning with the one group of children,

at the same time fosteridg learning,through a secondary method in,another-.

6
' group. As was th, case with Standard Amgrican English, those children

who do not 'use interactional patterns to learri must 6rtaught to do

so in order to function adequately in the. larger society. Just as Stand-
.

ard American English can be tao$4 as a second languageo'so also the
. .,

. .

children must be taught to gasp material presented through personalized'

1nte4actional patterns, between themselves and the teacher:
1

It is ironic to note that as the teachers observed in this study

ignored the low- income children and spent !heir time with'the high - income
.

students, they were almost in spite of thelmaelies teaching the neglected

group. That is, thevery process of secondary learning was allowed to

exist-in:the class, not through a direct and rational decision of.theN.,'

teacher, but as a consequence oilier predominantly teaching the high-income

and high status children. The learning situation for the low- income

N Ten within the classes may not have been nearly so conducive to ,their

grasping of material had the teacher devoted a large augment of time to

4 personalized and directed interactidn between herself and the low- income

children. In a very real sense, the low - income children at times exAr-

ienced a part of an optimal learning situation. Had the,teacher also.
1

spoken in Black American $nglish they would have been mile to experience

a learning situation as they hid known in their homes. It was also during
4

the time that the teacher was with the high status childr en that the

law-income children,experienced little control-oriented behavior. Forchildren,`experienced

teacher directed control-oriented behavior towards the low-income
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childreaLprimarily during.those times .sheu she sought to teach them in
. -..,

. . .
.

,personalized direct intellietiOn. Thus, utilization. of'Black American

.

\. .

. . .,

English, teaching to .enCOnrage the ptocess-of secondary learning, and
. ,

.
,

) ,

.

the absence of clantrol-oriented behavior would Appear to be the optimal
'

.

learning ttuation for the low- income black iid in the early-years

of elementary school.

IV. PERCEPTIONS OF LOW-INCOKM CHILDREN
% :

While the above recommendations pertain primarily to the classroom °

situation and thepattern bylhich teacher and children seek to create

a climate for learning, there appear to be at lean three theoretiol

concerns-Wit also must be dealt with by teachers and administrators.
.

.

These are believed crucial if the'teacher and achOol officials are toofficials

create the basis for both it own understanding of the situation of 'm

low - income children and also for more. effectiyecommuniCatior. with this

group of children. The teachers appiared to have a degree of naivete
2

as to how low- income children function within the classioom and the

reasons for their seeming inability or unwillingness to learn the

material presented to them.

"The first df the three theoretical, constructs which appear to be

in need of new 'scrutiny and re-interpretation by the teachers involve

-

the notion of a "culture of poverty." There appears to be within the

school a strong middle class bias by which the lower class children

are stereotypically defined as possessing a number of liabilities and

- .

inabilities that inhibit successful teaching. The teachers on occasio
4n,

verbalized,attitudes and beliefs that very closely correspond to propo-'

sitions found within the Mdyn).han report (1965) on the black family
t
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.

Within this report, a basic proposition is

ti

P

by high illegitimacy, rates-

the backs, characterized for examPle
.A.

, is signifiCant.,Inefehe developthent...of nega

*c.

Y ,
4.-.

tive attitudes towards, ducation, employment, and mgtivation.to acyieve.
. N
..

.

Thus there arises within the loW-inceme kack,familyfa "tangle of path-.

I.
.

olbgy" that prevents the divelopment of f*mily stability and aocio-economic

mobility. Within the Moynihan report, as With
I

much of the ctiscussicin

in the family and not

The fact, that

of the teacher, the nexus of the "pfOblem" lles

in social organizations and sSicial structures.

families suffer-bitter social and economic discrimination and

,which is deeply injurious to the ittdtviclualand CTAmilkas a whole is

Principals and te'chers within the school believe that there
V ,

4. ,- ,...,P.
....-

for "motivation') 'for the parents and children clike

4

in order/

poor black

eXploitation

ignored.

is a need

to ensure that learning

the public.schooi deny

occurs within the'saloo/. Institutions suchiA
.. ,

.

. %.

even, their role asaccomplicd in the failure of 0

. .

children from low-incOMe families to successfully compete in the,public
. . .

....

structures of the society; but rather such institutions define themselves
k.). %.4

, f.. 44.
as inherently ialid.in their present organizational and ideologi%al

formation.
. ..

Hylan Lewis, In his study Of,low-income blacks in Whington, D.C.
,,. , ,. L..1

/ ,

..(1967) was sharpitcriticapof the tendency of many social scientists'
p , .

"6
s

,as well as laymen in placing together those attributes of individuals

for which "there is no necessary relationthip." He lists, for example, e

variables' as conditions ofrhousing, size ani formation of family,

nutritional levels, educational...motivation, cognitive development,

language style and sexual behavior, He suggests that instead of focusing
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on the "pathologies" of the lowAncome black family, attention should

center on "syndromes of poverty-related behavior" to more clearly elucidate

the position and condition of .low-income i'aeraon. Lewis notes that by *-

focusing on syndromes of behavior, there is 'presented the ObssibilitY

of establishing alternative strategies for dealing with poverty rather
4

than being forced, due,ta the original theoretical construct, into the

statement of a single approach. He writes:

;The amoent o diversity among low- income families is fre-
quently overlooked and underrated in popular and.scientific

thinking. Much -of tubasic strain toward-conformity to
standard values and practices in this segment of the popula-
tion is missed or ignored because of these tendencies to
underestimate betero-hetephaneity, and changes in family
life among the poort . .1 is important. that we do not

confuse life chances and the actufg.,behavior of people

. . .with the basic values and, preferences of people in

poverty.

In a similar vein. Valentine (1968) notes:

None of these 'phrases /culture of poverty, lower-class'culture,
culture of unemployment, cultdre of theuninvolved, culture of
violence'and slum culture/ refers to an ideOf seminal impor-
tance like the concept of culture itself. They all represent
attempts to extend the application ofthet concept. Moreover,

they are all misapplications of the original concept. A major
thesis of this essay is that the culture of poverty notion
and related idearecontradict all important positive aspects

of the culture concept. .these formulations support the,

144 estahlished rationalizatiou of blaming poverty on the
poor. .Nothing could be further from the meaning, the

spirit; or the ideological impliCations of.the original'con-
cept of culture. . be shorn, however, that presently
available conceptions of poverty culture stand very much in
the way of solving that $actual problem., These conceptions

are essentially prejudgments of empirical questionb.

To extrapolate the writings of Lewis and Valentine to the milieu of

the classroom, it may be advocated that teachers should substitute in

place of their apparent biasee.tawards those from low - income backgrounds,

an awareness that poverty necessitates the adaptation of life styles to
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cope-with objective circumstances. Thus, the appearAnce, behavior, and

attitudes of black children, from poor homesoften reflects the Iiiresence

of econcmic lieprivation and, exploitation along With the ever-present
/ r

realities of_segregation and discriMination. The result of such factors

igjehayioral Styles or attitudlial characteristics does not create or

constitute a particular culture or value syStem. Poverty may instigate

-andinitiate--adaptation's as a .response to the reality of Lack cf income,

but it does not create culture.

A second theoretical assumption held by the teachers and in apparent

M

need of re-examination is what constitute the "middle class values" which

they utilize as a measure by which the children are partially, if not-

1

completely, evaluated. The teachers did not verbeize any cleJar notion

of what, precisely constituted their value system, and thay most often

attempted to explain it by negation. That is, they could say what was

not a part of their.veluellystem alnd which children displayed behavioral

and attitudinal characteristics that they did not consider as appropriate

to "middle class standards." The content of ,their value system appeared

to-constitute those.behavioral and attitudinal patternswhich thO'believed

4
4

to be desirable.and'inherently valuable Without speCifically stating what_

these qualities were. This reluctance or inability to clarify their

value system may be in part a response to the belief that such values

-and norms were not to be questioned or subjected to critical scrutiny.

As Leacock (1969) indicates the culture of poverty controversy has

generated a sitetionwhere the "middle class" has been able to, claim as

. exclusive characteristics for its own social grouping "a cluster of so-

called 'values,' ranging from such things as neatness, cleanliness and

r.
.
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orderlinesi to drives like motivation for success and Alty to,plan

.
./.

towards it." This also appears'to We the case for the majority-of the

1. -1

children in the school,, inaudidg.those from the'very low-incoie homes.,
. ,

The poor parents visited in,this sttyly expfessed the desire that isheir

children be clein and well-groomed as they attend school. But they were

t . -
thwarted, not'because

.

of "pathologies" but because.of the very real
1

.
, ,, % .

proble&of lack of money.-As--in --the case Of Lilly's family, the cost
. .

.

"toiwash clothes for tRelve persons appearecl-io bd the major barrier to
. 0

.
.

Lilly being able to wear Clean'clothes to school. Thus; the econorzie
.

realities of poverty and the result that clean clothes weria luxury,

contributed tovthe teachers' stereotypic evaluations and expectations

of educational failure. From a somewhat different perspective, the

large family from which Lilly, came also contributed to their economic

plight. Eleven childreil forced fhe division Of thefew readurceq of the'

family into such small quantities.that they became nearly insiiitificant C.

0

as to tjApeeds of each individUal child.

In a similar

interviews, or in

ti

manner, none. of the children in class, during the

home visits expressed any desire to live in poverty.

The teachers occasionally hintedo'hiwever, that they believed the child-
,

ren actually chose to live with the poor housing, absence of medical

care, ailaci low nutritional level. The implications of their conversations

were, in part, that the children appeared to desire the 'same conditions

in their adult life as suppoiedly experienved by their parentO. The

stereotypic impressions of the teachers, then, were that second grade

children and younger desired to liver on welfare payments, have illicit

relations, and quit school to have nice clothes and "big cars." As
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discussed earlier in Chapter VIII, the low-income children themselvelsi

o"
expressedsubstantially di fferent goals aM aspiration for themselves

1.14
than attributed upthem by the teschet. Those of,low-income backgrounds

t

expected by the teacher to-assume the life styles of,their parents

did not indicate that-they wished to do do.

The third and'final assumption of botI'teachera and administrators

which I believe needs to be re- examined reates to theit adherence to

'a type of social determinism in regards'to the citildreh..That is, they

continually reiterated the factthat children could not be changed or

would not adapt thettselves to the situation of the classroom. ,.Thus,

there' seen in the children e kind of social and 'behavioral iAmit-

.,

ability whigh'pre-determined who. could or Could. not be taught witikin .th4
.

' .
t

class. Those, who could learn would -do so, while those who could not .

. .
.

. .
4

would not.' Theteecherseeped.to see herself: as having to deal with

Children who, inn sense, were pre-ordained to'one behlvioral pattern

.

or another... Thus she could not' ;be' expected to influence or induce
. .

'behavioral modifications in th,
'

because they were set irrev ersitly

in "their wilyi."

These. assumptions- of the teachersappear to fit very well both

with the emergence of a caste system.within the class and also with thelf,

rationaliza tions for the differential treatment and teaching of the

children. Di a certain group of children are not only expected tolearn,

but also seen as inevitably boupd to do so, then the role of the teacher

is to encodvage and ail thOss particular children in the, predictable

unfglding of their learning experiences. If, on ,the other hand,'a group.
4^0
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.of children is known to be "incapable fof learning." there is little

reason to spend time teaching them or expecting the same quality of
Y.

performance as from those who will succeed. Thus, the self - fulfilling
.

prophecy-gains further impetus to become a 'reality within the class--
- .

not only the expectations-of the teacher are now involved, but also the

very process'of 4natural°selection" whereby som& will succefid while

a
..others wifl'net. It is intereating'to note that in this procesi of the

selection'of the fittest, those who emerge aSlmost fit and most able

are the very children who possesd,the traits that the teachers deed

. 4
# important for future success. Expectations of future succeds and high

status in. certain children appear to be_based'oa the observable chaiac-

,

teristics of behavioral and attitudinal patternskdesired in the middle

class; and these expectati*,are
S;
given further sancitoa by the acknow-1

I° I

1
-.-

, -

lodging of an invariant process ofthi emerkedce of the fittest and

:
. .

ablest children. The teacher is to be Sensitive to the esergence.of .'

.such children and aid them it their development.

This assumption of social and cultural determinism held by

\'
teachers and administratord flies in the face of all progressive edu-

catienal principles.

\" capacity-and

Dewey, for example; rejected any notioti that the

I
educational expetience of the child could at-

'any time in the process otSChoOling7be completely understood. In his

ti

last' educational essay, he wrote (1952) bf his gwa uncertainty ss to

4

what constitUtes the educational experience. "What we want and need

is education pure'and simple, and we shillmake sUrer_and faster progress

when we devote 9urselvesto finding out just what educatiom is and what

conaitions'have_to'be satisfied in order that education may be a reality
,
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and not a name or a slogan." Education for' Dewey was to be learning

based on experoe and experimentatiod which had'a direct connection

to the previous knowledge of the child, Learning was to be a cumq1a-

. tive process inherently grounded in the realities of the chilA'w life.

The curriculum-was to incorporate the.experiencei of the children, with

special note being made to include the experiencils of poor and working

class children rathei than totally relying on middle or upper class child-
,

van. Likewise, 1Divey emphasized the inherent cayacity-of all children

,
. , )

" .to learn and to explore in their world, and.he *intained that arti-
.

, , ..,. . .

finial standards of differentiation through the.fragmentation of learn-

1 . \ .

ins into "disciplines" or subjectidg the child to periodic evaluations
i ,

-should be abolished. Be writes (1897) "I believe, finally, that ean-
.

wec,

catiOn must be,condeived as a contiduing reconstruction of experience;

that the process and the goal of eduCatio4 sire one -and the same things."

In the AttucksSchool, the gOal and proCess of education have

bee4 dearly separated according to the assumptions_andexpectetions

r.
of the teacher regarding the inherent academic potential'of the children.

The goal of the teacher for the children wholhave been defined es A

future "successes" entails one orocesa of socialization anddevolopment

of attitudinal characteristics; a different perceived goal for those'

of low-income families defined as future "failures" results in a clearly

different process of education,. It should be apparent that if one

desires this society to retain it, present social class configuration

with the disproportiodal access to wealth, power, social and economic

mobility, medical care,'and freedom of choice in life styles, one should

not-disturb the present methods of education employed in Attucks School.
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claalrooms*ppears-to emerge as "class"7in the larger society. The

low-income chpdren grouped at the tables designated for "slow - learners"

are treeted'es a caste of "unclean" and "intellectually inferior" persons.

It is this very same group ofchildren who in all probability will in

their adult years become-the cirwashers, dishwashers, welfarerecipients,

and participants in numerous other uri- or under-employed roles within

this society. This is-net to deny that some iddividuals do move

upwards with socio- economic mobility from low - income faintly nackgrounds,

but the number is extremely small when compered io 'those who donot

)3atn mobility to highl,socio-econamic status (Bogue, 1969). The

. .
s .

question may quite honestly
.

be asked, "Given the treatment of 10-indome:

chil4ren frofilhe beginning oz their kindergarten experience, for what

class strata are they, being prepared'other than that of the lower class?"
. .

It appear's tat the public schoobtsystem not only mirrors the configu-1

. .
rations of the larger society, it significantly contributes to mai9.).

theM.

The successaof a educational institution and any individual

: c . 4

teacher.should not bemeasured by the treatment' the high aehieving
:?,

students, but rather by the treatment'accordsd to those perceived as

not achieving. As is the case with a, chain, the ultimate.value of edu-

cation for the continuation of ft democracy is based, on the weakest

-
. .

member., So long as the entire educational slYhtem an he individual

-
'teacher reserve treatment for.the low-income at 'that is different

inhoth quality and quantity, there will exist an imperative for change. ,
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APPENDIX A

CHILDREN'S INTERVIEW

'Personal Information

.
-41' Csn,piu,teIl me tour nerve? L.

:71:'-pin you spell gr name for me?
'-' AY, gin-you tat ,howold'you are?

-41 Csn'you tell 'Wher .e yog live? 1

,AttitudesTowardi Schtol- q
'..

3uppoee someone told you that ydu.cOgld decide beginftihg tomorrow
.

.

Ohether Or. not you would come to *c dot atymcite. What,Woulci yog

do?

A

6) ',jaw?
7):,41Oyouthink you would miss anything if you slid not come
Ecy What does school teach you about yourself?.
9) What. does school 'teach you about gettipg along with other children?

-4,

InterOirsonalRelations

10) Iflou could choose all by yourself, who would you choose to.'

.Sitnext to?
11) Who Would'yOg choose next
12) Which children would you choose notto sit-next to?
13) Whit do these children do that you do not ltS?

Desome of the children in the class .do things that you wish

4 god could'do?
15) Which childteido these things?
16) WhiCh childAn the,class do you think most of the children like,

the best?

Self Awareness.
,

.

. 17) What makes you happy?

' 18) What makes you unhappy?
19) Do you think about other things during class?
20)' If so, can you tell me a6out'them?

\fil) Do you Have feelings in the, class that you try not to show?

(INSERT PICTURE DRAWING HERE)

Aspirations and Present Performance

22). What do you think you would like to'be when You grow up?
'23) Doyou think that school-will help you to be a ?

24) in what ways? (If yes) How would you learn to be a ?(If no) .

a
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25) What work in school do you4like the best?.
26) How are you in arithmetic?
27) HowPsre you, at reading? - <

28), What when youcannot do an arithmetic problem
.29) What happens when yp%cannot read something? .

30) Does your teacher help you? How?
31)-How are most children, arehhey good at 40ilthmetic? Are they

Vetter than you? About the same as yo m? or,:npt'as good as you?
32) How are most children,-are they good al readiiii? Are they better

than you? 'About the same as you? or not,as good as. you?

4
Teacher- Stident RelaCions

33) What kinds ofthings do the'cbildren do to make Mrs. benhon happy?'
34) What does she co then?
35) What kinds of things do -the children do to make Hrs.Benson unhappy?
36) What does she do,then?

.

N.

.

SUMMARY` OF RESPONSES

The first area of questioning involved four questions related to

the chip's personal knowledge of himself. In the ,Tiger r4dinggroup,

all the children could give complete and correct information -for all four

-queptions. For the Oar4inai reading group, sill Ole chilarrn knew, their

first and last names. However, one child could not spell his first name

.
and two could not spell their last names. All the children knew their

rages in response.to Question 3. When asked their address, three children

responded that they'did not know it. In the'Clowns, all the children,
.

-knew both their first and last,-name, but .teiree could not spell their

i
.

0
first name and two could diet spell correctly their last names. All

knew their'age and all but one correctly gave their home address.

Thr second serfes'of questions, Questions 5 through 9, dealt

with thestudents' perception and attitudes towards the activities in

the schooh 'In response to Question 5, every child in the Tiger read,:

ing grouO indicated that he o r she would come to school of their own.

volition. When asked why, six children responded that they wanted to "
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"learn," four,regponded that they liked to "work," and two did not

kno4 why they would come. Ten of the Tigers indicatid that they would

miss something_if they did not'return and two stated e.ey would not.

When asked what school taught them about themselves, five responded

that they did not know what school taught about themselves and seven

indicated that school taught them 'to either "work" or to "learn."

In response to what the school taught abourgettifig along. with other,

students, five noted that,they did not know what-'the school taught in

%-
this regard and the remaining seven all reaponded'in some variation

that tbe school taught them""not to fight."

In the Cardinal reading group, all the students indicated that

they would come to school were they given the choice. When asked 14*,

twelve responded that they wanted to "learn," two that they simply

."liked school" and one "because school is better than home." Five

responded that they would miss nothing if they did not come while the

remainder indicated that they would miss some activity or event. Four

children indicated that they did not know what the school taught them

about themselves. One boy stated that school taught him that he had

twenty -four bones, another boy indicated that school taught him "not

to do all teat cuSsin'," and the remainder -d'11 responded with some var-

iation of school teaching them about work or learning. In response to

the last question, four children indicated that school taught them not

to fight with others, two boys said that they did not know w hat school

taught, one girl said that school taught them to love each other, and .

eight commented that school taught them to play with and like on another.

Among the Clowns reading group, seven children indicated that they

495
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a

would come to school while one girl said she would rather stay home.

For those seven stating they would come, one noted he would come be-
.

cause his mother,would,force him to do so, two said they did not know

why they would cone and four saithey would attend school because they

wanted to "learn and dO work." Four of the eight students in the Clown

group said that they believed they would not miss anythiOg if they did

stay away. When asked the quebtion of what school teaches them abOut

themselves, two children responded that they(did not know,Nhile the

rest of the grail) indicatedthat school taught them so hing about

work or learning. With others, two indicated that they did not know

i4hat the school taught, four commented that they were taught not to

fight and two mentioned being taught to have friends.

The children's friendship petteras and soCiometric-preference

within the class was the third major rea in which questions were asked

of the students. In response to Question 10, nine of the twelve Tigers

chose a student in their same reading group as the first choice for a

seating partner. La was chosen three 'times and Nary two. Three

children chose students in the. Clown group as first choice. For sec-

ond choice as who to sit next to, seven'students also chose a Tiger,

While three chose a Cardinal and two a Clown. When asked which child-
.

ren they did 'lot want to sit text to, twenty-four names were mentioned.

Nineteen of these were either in the Cardinal (9) or in the Clown (10)

groups. Nick, Curt, and Lilly were mentioned tht,most of children who

were not desired to sit nearby. Each-was chosen by three Tigers as

Undesirable. Fighting, talking, and pushing in line were the most fre-

quent reasons for not desiring to sit near these three students. Similar
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roanons worts Alas given for the other undesired 3tudents. When asked

what students do things that they wish they were able to do, three' ,f .

the Tigers mentioned to be able to draw "a lot like the Clowns'do."

Other children mentioned playirii'baseb.all, jumping rope, or going to the

symphony. Four children could-not think of anything that any other mem-
,

berin the class did that they wished they could do. When asked who

was the most popular child in the class, blurs' received One vote, marjr,
a.

two. ,Interestingly, of the three boys in the group, one did not-know

who was the most popuih and two.picked a boy

Cardinal group.

Within the Cardinal reading group,'nine of the firat choide 'per-

either the Clown or

Sons to sit next to were also Cardinals, two choices by boys weresto

sit next to Tom, a Tiger, end three were for'Clawns. For second choice,

etkht students selected were also Cardinals while three were Tigers

and tree Clowns. Of the twenty-six names mentioned.as students whom

those'in the Cardinal goup would not like to sit next to, fourteen

were distributed outside the Cardinal reading group, eight.emong the

Clowns. and six among the.Tigers. Four students mentioned Nick, sin

mentioned Curt, and two mentioned Al. These were the only students to

receive mention by more'tlian one student. When asked what were some

of the actions by the undesired children in the class, members the

Cardinal grOup reippnded that "they do nasty stuff, hit me, say bad

things, call me names, jump on me, talk too loud, or tell stories on

me." In response to Quest 'Ion 14 whiCh asks if any of the children in

the class do things that they wish they were able.6 do, three commented

that there were no students who did things they wished they could do.

- 4
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tour girls mentioned °their girls who could jump'rope, two girls rated

others who could draw and One bi* indicated another boy who knew his

"A. B. C's." When asked who theythought,was the child who was liked

the best in the clash, four of the ;children chose,Mary, and one vote

each was received by ten of the otherechildren. Of the tbtel of four-

teen choices indicated, eight choices were for Tigers, four choices
.

for fellow Cardinals, and two choicei for Clowne.4,
/

n the ,Clown group, six children chose,enother Clown as the first

*choice as to whoieach wished to:sit next to, and three chose-a Cardinal.

As for the second choice, only two Clowns.ctosei others from 'their pme

A
group,while three chose Cardinals and four ctiOse,Tigers, with two of

, ,

. the four Tiger voies, dpsignated for Mary. 'Of the three Cardinai'7vItesz

twovotes were for Curt. Fifteen mimes were given by thosechildren in

L.'.

the Clowns as other children whom they did not wish to sit near. One-
,

third (five) children indicated that they Old.not wish to sit near

Nick. No other student in the class wasentiohed more than once. Also,

no Tiger was mentioned as undesirable to sit. near. Five Cardinals were

mentioned, as were five of the,Clowns themselves,, excluding Nick. Reasons

for not wanting to sit near.any of the children mentioned was that "they

always meddlin', they keep on fightin',.he 6e talkin', or 'he always be

copy off me.'" Apked if there were things in the ciaas that some of

the children did that they wish they could do, four of the children

commented that they wished they could read, and print like some , others do.

Another child mentioned that she wished that she could "take trips for

the teacher like Mary does." Also mentioned was being able to bring food

*andflys. to school.
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When asked which children were able

named a member of the Tiger reading

thought most ;popular in the class,

to do these things, every child .

group. Also, when asked whom they

poly one Clown chose another Clown.

Tigers.One chose a'Cardinal and six chose Tigers. Of the six votes for Tigers,

three were for Mary,

The next series

two fort Laura, and one vote was for Joe.

of five qu/estions dealt with the child!8 sense of

self-awareness and the degree to which the school experience influenced

the stated self-awareness. When asked what made them happy, two of

the Tigers both commented that they could nO1 think of anything that

made them happy: All three boys in the group responded, "PlaYin' with

friends and playin' ball:" One. girl Mentioned "Santa Claus," another

1
1

"Swimming' lessons," and a third-"peoile." The last response noted was
.

. .

pursued further and tie girl was asked what it was about people that made

her happy and she afid, "They ddjiice things for you." Three` children
.A 1

a

mentioned going on a trip of "gain' somewhere I never been before."

For one-half of the Tiger group, the moat unpleasant of situations

was when they experienced*rejection. Comments such as "when nobody

play with me," "when I got no friends," or "I have to be all alone" 4. ,

were typical of their responses. One child mentioned the cold weather,

another'stepping on his dog, and a third child could think of nothing.

Only two girls tied unhappinesi to material goods. One commented that

she was most unhappy when she received only clot for Christmhs and

the other mentioned, "When I can't have things;" When asked if they

"think of other things during class," five of the Tigers responded that

they did not. Two responded that they did but could not remember what
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it was, while the remainder of the group divided their answers among

"whether people will play with meo"."when we goin* to move?" "what we

will eat tonight," "what will I be when I grow up" and merely "playin.'"

Nine of the chpdren responded that they did not have feelings in,the

class that they tried not to show. Three indicated that they did have

such feelings, but two of these children could not precisely state what
..

.

hose feelings were. One girl said she had feelings of "not wantini
4

to be bad."
4

Of the Cardinale, four children gave no response to the'questic,

of what made them happy. Four of the group referred to circus clowns

or people "sayin;:funny things." One boy and one girl indicated playing

with others was what made them Mostlappy, while one boy responded that

going on a picnic or_to the zoo made him most happy. Two girls indicated

gifts, another stated that a permanent by her mother made:her most

happy, and yet another said it Was when her mothA: all ed her to go ankt

play at the home ofa friend. Only one child could not indicate what

made he unhappy while eight of the students responded in terms OJE-_

being in A fight or being hit by soneopeelie when they did not like

40
theft. Only one, mentioned.punishmenrom a parent and this was

`not being allowed to look at television. One child mentioned the class

talking too loudly, another a lion, a third not being allowed to play

ball because his friends did not like him. Seven of the Caidtnals

responded that they did not think about other things during claSs.

Among t seven in the affirmative group, one child mentioned thinking

about her friend, another about being a skeleton and growing wings, a
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third about finishing his school 'Work, a fourth about playing after

i school, a fifth about Itinch, and the remaining tworboys noted that

they thought about fighting with ethers after school. Only three of

the group indicated that-they have feelings'iti the class that th

try not to display. Two of the giils rerated'they tried not tot show

their embarrassment when they received a low grade on a paper sand the

third, a boy, said that he tried not to show off when he was "g(a.in'

somewhere.'

Of the eight Clowns who were interviewed, only one responded to

the question of "what makes you happy" with "I don't know." 'Another
T

Child responded that "to be good" node himmost happy and a third com-

mented that "playin' and loin' my work" made her happy. For the remain-
.

ing five students; happiness was spoken of in,terms-of gifts, food,

Christrs tire,, and toys.' .TWo children could' not say what. made them'

unhappy white three commented that "gattin' a whoppin" made them Ix-
.

hal*. A sixdfchild stated that seeing a dog hit by a car, a seventh

noted not being able to leave the house, and the eighth stated his:'

school work made him unhappy. Three children commented that they do

not think about other things duriagclass, while responses from the

remaining five ranged from "my baby brother, my bike, 'loin' colorin'

and readin' books or playin'." The question "Do you have feelings in

the class that you try not to show?" elicited five "no" and the three

followide: "Ye:, I try to act up," "Yea, about my hhad," and "Yes,

I want to learn to read."

At this point in the interview, the questions were halted and each

of the students was asked to draw a picture of hiMself. All of the
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children except Lilly agreed to do so. In the group of Tigers only one

girl drew her face in an outlineof brown and left the remainder of

the face white. All the other Tigers colored inside the outline an4

.

darkened the facet- Two also drew only A head, though on one of the two,
a

the picture went as 'far as the waist. -Si?; children drew-a complete fig-
-

.

ure, but without any background. One child-drew hdrself it<Qa complete_

figure, but withotl any backgrotin4: One child '41re ,heyalf in a corm- .

plete figure withotiOackground, but jumping rope.' On the remaining',

two pictures, both done by boys,*they placed themselves in full body

on green grass with both bluVe , sky and a sun. One boy also added seven

tulips.

Among the Cardinals, only one boy did not. draw the picture of him-
()

self to include all of his body. His picture stopped at the waist.
a A

Six children dresreomplete bodies on a page withnobackground or

Other drawing. On.one of the six,,the picture was drawn very small

in the lower left hand corner of the paper and on another there were

no features on the face. - One boy drew both himself and a friend play-
.

ing basketball, and neither figure had facial features. This was the

only drawing in the gropp with two figures. One girl pictured herpelf

with eiglit balloons on two strings in one hand ant a yellow purse in

the other. This was done by one of the children held back from the

Tigers by Mrs.. Benson. The other child herd back drew a picture of

himself inside of his room with a television, a firegace with pictures

and flowers on it and a collection of seashells on a table. Three of

the children pictured themselves on green grass with blue sky while

the fourth placed himself in ,a

a
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In the °grq p of.eight Clotilla, all drew pictures of themselves

with a'complete body. Three did not color iritheir faces though they

outlined the face in brown. One girl drew herielf with her friend,
. V V.

1

one house, one tree, two flqwers, one ca,"one yellow b(d, one Easter

egg, and one sun with a brown\nose and red smiling lips. Of the reffiain-

. 4 4

ing four victuress none had a background of any type.' No picture done

by any child in the group was dove without facial features, though/only

one 01 the eight added jars.

The fifth .set of questions were then asked of the chilHen upon

,their completion of the,drawing. The questions v.lere"Voncerned with

ascertaining the child's stated adult role aspirations for himself and

also his evaluation of his prese nt performance in the school.,

Among the Tigers, five of the girls resptrided that they wished

to become nurses when they "grow up." Four other gills mentioned
-1

teacher while the three boys mentioned policeman, truck driver, and

doctor. All children in the group indicated that going to school would

help them to reach their ptated occupational goals. When asked how

it would help, all responded.on. some variation of the filet that school

would teach them what they needed to know to assume their occupational

roles: The favorite subject in school was arithmetic for five students

and spelling,for-five students. One other student mention reading

while the last of the group'egttioned coloring. In relation to their

personal eval uation of their performance in reading and arithmetic,

eleven of the twelve on both eatjecta indicated that theycthought they

1 b

did either "good, fine, or o.k." In-arithmetic, one girl said that

she thought she.did "not do so Well"Nind in reading one boy said he
7..
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did not know how he was doing. Questions 28 and 29 deal with what the

child indicated he did when he could not do an arithmetic problem or

read *"something." Half of -the group respond ©d that they would go

immediately to the teacher for help. Three said that they would study

harder at home/or try to think about the answer in class. Two responded

that they would gej a poor gliide.and one had no response. When asked

how r helped them, nine of the students said that the teacher
",

. J
Would tell the ,nswer orgive them hints.' One student said that the

.
. t

teacher helped, bat he could not remember how'she did so. Comments of
-r

"Na, she don't help" and "Only sometime" were made by the remaining two
.

students. 'Against the measure of the performance of the other children

in the alas in arithmetic and reading, ten stated that they were about
w' .

the same n performante as the rest of ;he class and two said d they did

.better work than the remainder. Trts reading, eight responded "about the

Same" while four said thit,others in the class did not do as well is

they did. No childln the group on either of the two questions indicated

that he perceived himseias doing less well than.other members of the

class.

Occupational choices among the cardinals was much more divtrsified

than "ir theTigers and not as many were in the category of white-collar

or profeSsionai. Three boys indicated a desire to be policemen and

'two other boys stated they wished to become doctors. The two other

boys mentioded,"airplane flyer" and "fireman." Among the girls, two

did not know, one mentioned being s teacher, two being mothers and

three nurses. When asked if school,would help them become what they

.h.
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.' state ,,eleven said it would, two said it Willa not; and two 03.'4 not

.know. The group gavethe following responses to the 'qlestion of what
. .

they liked beet in school to do: six gave arithmetic, three noted

reading, four 'spelling, one writing and one girl offered recess. Whent

questioned as to how they evaltiated their personal performance on reading'

.

and arithmetic, eleven seed that they were doing.."all
s

right, o.k,

3

0.

et ty good." Three said that they were not doing,very well one

did'pot know. .If difficulty arose with either reading or arithmetic;

and they could not complete the reading or problem, only two of the fif-

teen stated that they would go to the teacher for hep. Four indicated

that the ould get "a whoppitii"'when they could not.aothe work; six

othrs mentionea that they would fail, one noted that he would try to

"figure them o t and two did not know what hAppenea'when they could

not finish tql, ir work due to difficulty. Question "Does your teacher

help yOU?", was answered in the affirmative by,thirteen of the group.

Two responded "sometimes!', and no one indicated that she does not help
4

them. A comparative evaluation of their personarperformance as related

to the remainder of the cfass gave results that in arithmetic, ten of

the atuipto thought they were about the same as the rest'of the class,

three t4utiht'they did not do as well, one thought Bhe did better, and

one girl did not know. In reading, eight thought they did as well,

: five thought they did not do as well, pne thought she did'better and

one did not know how she compared with the Class.

The dispersion of choices among those in the Clowns as to occupa-

tional choice is greater than any of the three groups. The fewest

children within this group stated that they desired professional or 1
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4'
white collar jobs. Their perception of future employment was generally

in the range Of working class occupations.. One boy indicated a fireman,

.another a policeman, a third a house painter, a fourth a lawyer, and a

fifth a"man." Among the girls, a nurse, a teacher, and a baby-sitter

wereAmentioned. Six of the group said that school would help ftr their

occupational trhining and two said it would not. The subjects stated

as being liked the best were reading (chosen by three), library (one),

drawing (one), workbooks' (one), writing (one), and the last, recess.

Giveri that no one in the group chose arithmetic as a favorite subject,

when asked'how they were doing in arithmetic, five said they were doing

all' right, and three aid that they were not doing well. With reading

the figures changed considerably in that all of the children in the . 1_"

Clowns thought they were doing well in reading. When they could not

do an arithmetic problem, two stated that they went to the teacher

for' help, three said they got poor grades,sone said "I be so dumb,"

another answered "X get a wrong on my paper," and the last child, a boy,

indicated, "I put my head on my desk." When questioned about not being

able to read something, two children said they would be sent back to

kindergarten, two said they would get a "whoppin'," one would "try to

work it out,"'one would go to the teacher for help; one did not know,

and the last stated that he would he given a bad grade. Every child

said that the teacher could help if they did not know the answer, but

the manner in which she gave the help differed from that stated by both

the Tigers add the Cardinals. One child in the Clowns said the teacher

Would "fold our paper," another "she made me do it," a third, "she

hit me to do it," and others said that she would tell them "not to do it."
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Concerning the two questions of how they evaluated their performance

1p reading and arithmetic as opposed to the performance of others in

the class, four of the students said'that they were doing "about the

same" as the remainder Of the class and four said they were not doing

as well.

The last of the six areas in which questions were asked of the,_,

children related to their peiceptions of the expectations of the
4

teacher, Mrs.lBenson, and her response to the behavior'aud performance

of the studgnts in the dlosi,

Among the ',Meta the overwhelming response (eight

6 the question of what the children did thit made the

out of twelve)

teacher happy

was that they were quiet and did not talk in class. Typical of the

response were the following: "She go out of the room and when she

come back, we ain't talkie "; 'When she come in the room and we restin'

and bein' quiet"' "When we sit nice-and don't be talkie." Among the

remaining four students, the replies were one no response; one "when

they don't keep on collie her name when she doin' somethie", one

"When we get good grades"; and the last "When wecpay attention and.do

what she say." When asked what kinds of things Mrs. Ben*ou does when

the children make her happy, two responded that she.will let them

draw, three indicated that she does not do anything, four said she

will verbally reward them with such comments as 'Pilules nice" or "Oh,

I'm so bappyiiith the Tigers.!' The remaining three answers were as

follows: "She smile and go have Nick t'u1\on the lights," "She read

with the lbest row," and "She be happy." Asked as t what the children

do to mike Mrs. Benson unhappy, six children, as could be expected
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indicated..that talking out in class made'her unhappy. The second most

frequent reaspn for her being unhappy (giVen by three) was the children

4
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playing on the floor. The other three children mentioned, "Chewin' gum";

"actin. up"; and did not know. The group indicated that Mrs. Benson

hook rather strong measures against those who.made her unhappy. Ten

of the twelve mentioned that the teacher would hit the child that

caused the disturbance and only two mentioned that she would talk to

them and tell them "not to do it again." a)

Within the group of Cardinals,the circumstances under which they

perceived the teacher as being happy were much more diversified than

was the case with the Tigers. Only four children mentioned,the class

"not taikin" as being cause for Mrs. Benson to be happy. Three mentioned

that she was happy when the children brought her candy, or floWers or

ft somethie pretty." o mentioned drawing fanny, pictures, two noted

telling her a funny story, and one student said, "When we do what she

(tell usto do.P Three others did not know what made her happy. Asked.

what Mts. Benson does when she'is happy, three,did not know, two said

she laughed, three said she may sometime give the class a party, one

said-she may give the class some candy, two mentioned that she smiles

and tells the class "they s6 good," and the last studeht noted that

she will give the class good grades. Situations cited as causing Mrs.

Benson to be unhappy were listed by five students as the clas; talking

out loud, one mentioned when the class does not get good grades, four

mentioned not doing4what the teacher had asked them to do, three students

included students playing on the floor, and one spoke of not knowing

what caused the teacher to be unhappy. The teacher was described as
. .

4
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responding in a fashion very close to that noted by the Tigers. Eleven

of the students in-Cgs-group stated the teacher hit those childien that

made her unhappy, three did not know what she did and one said that

she did not let them read with the rest of their group.
ti

In the reading group designated as the lowest and termed the

Clowns hy the Leher, the children indicated that good grades and not.

talking wade Mrs. Benson happy. (Three students gede each answer.)

For the other two students,,one said that to bring her candy was what

made her most happy and the last indicated playing records during parties.

His. Benson's ruction tothe Students making her happy is given a var-

iety of different descriptions. Three said she smiles, two indicated

that she lets them play in the room, one did sr3pt know what she does,

and the remaining two students said that she tells them "they are so

nice and good students." Mrs. Benson was described as being unhappy,

not only when the class talks, noted by three students, butalso when

they "fight and spit"--one student, "do bad work"--two students, "run

around the room " - -one student, and the last, did not know. Seven of

the eight responded that Ire. Benson hit'those who made her unhappy.

The eighth student did not respond.
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